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As a matter of &ct there are many different approaches towards 
study of religions. Now a days, researchers of religion use following 
approaches towards study of religion, i.e. anthropological approach, 
historical approach, psychological approach, phenomenological approach, 
sociological approach and hermeneutics. The present study deals with ''a 
conparative study of modem Iranian and Indian Muslim thinkers' views 
on social fimctions of Islam." 
The first chapter of this study deals with main reasons which 
indicate the necessity of the study of social functions of Islam. The 
chapter provides a theoretical background for the study too. From 
theoretical point of view, the need to study social functions of Islam 
originates from the fact that sociological studies of religion have 
brought up controversial consequences. It should be mentioned that 
sociologists differ on the functions of religion. A group of them hold 
that religion has had harmful effects on man's society. On the other 
hand, a part of sociologists evaluate the role of religion useful and 
effective in man's life. The views of sociologists on social fimctions of 
religion are brought up in detail in this chapter. It should be pointed 
out that according to some sociologists, religion is a valuable social 
force binding human beings together and conserving traditional values. 
Religion, Talkoot Parsons holds, could create values, shape norms, 
inform social rules and provide overall guidance to the system of 
society, personality and behaviour. Durkheim classifies four major 
function of religion as disciplinary, cohesive, vitalising and euphoric 
social force. Snuth holds that religion units individuals of community. 
Weber points out the influence of religious doctrines upon economic 
spheres and development. Maxim Rodenson propounds influence of 
Islam on economic developments. According to some sociologists, 
religion fimctions as an agent of social control. They point out that 
religion has exerted a vast influence over economic, political and 
educational institutions for thousands of years. It is notable that the 
role of reUgion m man's life is criticised by some sociologists. In this 
regard, one may refer to Marx's views proposed in the chapter. 
The first reason for the study of social function of Islam is as 
follows. That is to say, in comparison with above mentioned views of 
sociologists, it seems necessary that social functions of religion be 
presented from an Islamic standpoint. How do Muslim thinker deal 
with fimctions of religion in contemporary world? The researcher tries 
to propose the social functions of Islam fi'om viewpoints of Muslims 
thinkers. 
The second most important reason for the study of the social 
functions of Islam relates to advent of modem schools of thought such 
as Marxism, Communism, Existentialism, Liberalism, etc. The above 
mentioned schools of thought seem to be competitors of religion. 
Modem sociological schools come to claim that they fulfill fimctions of 
reU^on. From their point of view, it means that the era of religion has 
came to an end. On the contrary, modem religious thinkers do 
enq)hasise on the necessity of religion for the modem era. They bring 
up detailed discourses in the regard. They consider the system of 
religious beliefs and practices vital and inq)ortant for the modem man. 
The third important reason for the study of social functions of 
Islam relates to the appearance of modem theology (Neo-Kalam) in the 
Muslim world. One of the basic differences of the modem theology 
and classic theology is that the former pays much attention to the 
social consequences of religious teachings and tenets. Modem theology 
does not pay attention to this question that whether religious 
statements and claims are in accordance to reality or not. Modem 
theology seeks to provide answers for following questions: what is the 
effect of religious theoretical reality on man's worldly life? To what 
extent does religion help contemporary man to solve his problen' 
Does religion pave the way for peace? Or does it raises war ' 
people? How does religion help to solve sectarian confli 
religion rejects absolutely industrial life? How does it encounter with 
the problem of poverty? How does religion deal with colonialism, 
exploitation, ignorance and etc.? This thesis relates to modem theology 
because it seeks to show the viewpoints of modem Muslim thinkers in 
regard to above cited matters. 
The advent of revivalist movements in Muslim world mcreases the 
need to study social fimctions of Islam. From theoretic aspect, Muslim 
thinkers feel a need to reconstruct religious thought in Islam. The 
modem Muslim thinkers argue for in^ortance of Ijtilad as the piincq)le 
of movement in Islam. According to them, the task of a Muslim is to 
reconcile, in his life, the categories of permanence and change. Modem 
Muslim thinkers hold that Islamic thought can develop. They want to 
rethink the M o^le system of Islam without completely breaking with the 
past. They seek to create modem systems of theology in Islam. 
Another more inq)ortant reason for the study of social functions 
of Islam relates to advent of many Islamic movements and revolutions. 
As a matter of &ct, the movements such as Islamic revolution of Iran 
(1979), and Jama'at-e Islami in India and Pakistan were resulted 
because of ideological and revolutionary interpretation of Islam. In 
order to understand the roots of such above mentioned movements, one 
has to study the viewpoints of thinkers and leaders of these 
movements. This study seeks to provide socio-political understanding of 
Islam proposed by four modem Muslim thinkers. 
From chapter two onwards the viewpoints of modem Indian and 
Iranian Muslim thinkers, i.e. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Mohammad 
Husain Naini, Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani and Mehdi Bazargan, on social 
functions of Islam are brought up. Generally speaking, these four 
thinkers have more important role in changes of Islamic thought in 
recent century. They belong to revival movement of Islamic thought 
and they create modern and reformative Islamic literature of 
contemporary century. It is notable that these thinkers are founders of 
modem political thought in Islam. They are described as modernist 
Muslim thinkers because on the one hand they try to reconcile Islamic 
teachings with modem thought and on the other hand they seek to 
bring up the concq)ts of modem thought in terms of Islamic teachings 
and tenets. They advocate flexible, continuous reinterpretation of Islam 
so that Muslims may develop institution of education, law and politics 
suitable to modem conditions. They seek to revive Islam and they do 
not limit themselves to discuss questions of modem world only through 
Islamic traditional teachings. That is, these reformers do not avoid 
using approaches, teachings, concepts and terms of modem thought to 
e^lain Islamic teachings and tenets. 
The questions of present study are as follow. Do the four Muslim 
thinkers bring up social fiinctions of Islam? What kind of fimctions do 
they propose? What is their view on Islam and politics. Islamic state, 
Islamic social system and etc.? Do they propose social exegesis of 
Quranic ayat? How do they deal with question of inconsistency 
between religion and science? Do they discuss modem concepts of 
political philosophy such as liberty, equality, tyranny, council, parliament, 
participation of people in power? What is their opinion on Muslim 
decline and decadence, its reasons and remedies? At last, what is 
essence of Islam before these thinkers? 
A review of the four Muslim thinkers opinions show that they 
propose social functions of Islam in detail. They bring up argimient in 
regard to effects of Islam on people's life, social institutions and 
departments. The modem Mushm thinkers seem to be aware of changes 
of modem era. They accept modem conceptions of poUtical philosophy 
such as liberty, parliament, democracy etc., in the framework of Islamic 
teachings. The tmth is that these Muslim thinkers live in the period of 
appearance of modern schools of thought such as Marxism, 
Existentialism, Liberalism, so on and so forth. The above mentioned 
schools of thought seem to be competitors of religion. Since they claim 
to solve the problems of man's life. On the contrary, Muslim thinkers 
hold that modem schools of thought have many lacuna regarding 
dealing of man's life. The modern schools of thought, these thinkers 
hold, could not solve man's problems rather they created many new 
problems. Modem Muslim thinkers hold that Islam is a comprehensive 
and complete system of life. Islamic teachings, they mention, meet 
man's need in various economic, political, social and cultural fields. 
The second chapter beings up Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi's views 
on social functions of Islam. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi is a great 
Indian Muslim thinker in present century. He describes Islam as a 
conq[)lete and comprehensive system of beliefs and practices which fiilfil 
needs of man's life. Mawdudi introduces Islam as a way of life but 
most complete and superior than all other systems and ways of life. 
Mawdudi is of the view that Islam is mere living religion that can 
guide man towards happmess. In Islam, Mawdudi convinced, there is a 
vast and all-inclusive program for life. Mawdudi pays attention to many 
faculties of Islam. He has an ideological and revolution approach 
towards Islaia One should bear m mind that mawdudi introduces Islam 
as a con^lete system of life. According to teaching of Islam, Mawdudi 
traces a world view in which the place of God, man and universe is 
defined. God, Mawdudi says, is the Creator, Ruler, Lord and Law-giver 
of the world. Man is His Vicegerent in the earth. Man is in need to 
God's guidance. God sends Prophets to guide people. Man's duty is to 
reafise God's will in the world. Mawdudi expresses that the Prophet 
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established the state in this regard. Islam, he says, contains a vast 
program for each section of man's life. That is, it has its spiritual, 
social and political system. Mawdudi describes them in detailed. He 
spells out the political philosophy of Islam, the human rights in Islam 
and the rights of citizens in the Islamic state. All the conceptions of 
modem political philosophy are presented in the framework of Islamic 
teachings by Mawdudi. He describes the views of Islam on democracy, 
Hberty, equality, human's rights, etc. The chapter ends with a discussion 
of Mawdudi's view on the causes and reasons of Muslim's decline. 
The third chapter deals with Ayatollah Mohammad Husain Kami's 
views on social fimctions of Islam Naini has an epoch making role in 
recent changes in Shi'ite political thought. Naini tries to reconcile 
between Shiite political views and constitutionalism. From Shiite 
political view, it means that Naini removes obstacle to establishment of 
state. It is for this reason that, Naini is precursor of the movement 
that leads to establishment of Islamic state in Iran. This chapter 
includes Nairn's arguments on legitimacy of establishment of the state 
m the period of occuhation of the last Imam. It contains his views on 
the junction of state in the Muslim community. The chapter contains 
Naini's reinterpretation of Islamic principles, teachings and tenets. It 
brings up Naini's views on liberty, council, tyranny, the right of citizens 
in the Islamic state, the characteristics of Islamic state, etc. The 
chapter indicates Nairn's endeavour to show that Islam can come to 
terms with modem political philosophy. Nam! shows his capacity to use 
Islamic sciences such as Usuel-e Fiqh and Fiqh to propose Islamic 
political philosophy in accordance with changes of time. At last Nairn's 
opinions on the causes of Muslims' decline are brought up. 
The fourth chapter contains Ayatollah Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani's 
views and opinions on social functions of Islam. Taleqani has an 
ideological approach towards the religious teachings. For him, Islam is 
a comprehensive and living message. Islam comes to change whole life 
of man. He reads an actively revolutionary message into the Islamic 
holy text. It is notable that Taleqani preaches his radical, revolutionary 
reading of the Quran, linking its sacrosanct message to the most 
immediate and conq)elling problems of his time. Taleqani calls Muslims 
to return to the Quran. He brings up social, political and economic 
teachings of Islam in order to show that Islam is able to meet modem 
man's problems and requirements. The chapter contains social 
interpretations of the teachings of Islam brought up by Taleqani. 
According to him, Islamic teachings and tenets should not be 
considered in the abstract. The teachings of Islam should be embodied 
in Muslims community. In this regard, Taleqani propounds a socio-
political understanding of basic principles of Islam, namely, Tawdhi and 
Prophethood. Taleqani is of the view that Islamic teachings such as 
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liberty, equality, Shura and so on are consistent with modern 
thought. The diapter includes his reinterpretation of above mentioned 
teachings to meet contemporary modem thought. According to him^ 
Islam can come to terms with changes of time. Taleqani discusses the 
economic syston of Islam at length. He describes it as mere complete 
system that can fiilfil man's requirement. If Islamic economic system be 
realized the social justice will be achieved. According to him, Islam 
forecited some pieces of machinery in order to create social justice in 
Muslim community. In this regard he discusses the concepts of Infaq 
and Qist in detail. Taleqani involves himself in discussing Jihad. He 
strongly defrads it and says that it is a religious obligation. He holds 
that waging Mad is necessary to remove tyranny and obstacles to 
propagandise Islam. 
The fifth chapter of this study deals with Mehdi Bazargan's views 
as to social functions of Islam. Bazargan is an important modernist 
thinker. He seeks to demonstrate Islam's compatibility with modem 
science. Bazargan's writings assert the harmony of reason and Islam. 
He claims that all rational knowledge, including modem science, accord 
with Islam The chapter includes Bazargan's arguments on reconciliation 
of Islam and modem thought. In regard to Bazargan, it should be 
mentioned that he has few stages of thought in his life. In the first 
stage he proposes Islam as a complete system of life. Islam, he 
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convinced, can meet all needs of man in conten^orary world. It is for 
this reason that he purposes political philosophy of Islam, Islamic state. 
Islamic ideology, social order of Islam, etc. In second stage of his life, 
Bazargan changes radically his views and come to the view that the 
aim of the Prophethood is only to call people to believe in God and 
the Hereafter. He holds that Muslims should not conceive religion as a 
means to Mfil their worldly needs. Although Islam may have teachiogs 
in regard to man's worldly life but they are not primary ends of 
Prophethood. That is, they are secondary consequences of religion. He 
holds that if people be convinced that Islam has provided all the 
answers m regard to man's worldly problems it will lead to the lack of 
using of man's intellect. 
It is notworthy that a comparative study of the viewpoints of 
these Muslim thinkers indicatesthat there are many similarities among 
them as regards to social functions of Islam Of course there are some 
differences among them in the regard. The truth of the matter is that, 
each one of the thinkers has his special approach towards Islam. A 
comparative study of these thinkers view indicate5that they believe to 
the necessity of religious guidance for man's life. The four Muslim 
thinkers emphasise the necessity of religious guidance for man's life. 
Man is in need for guidance. Prophethood, they hold, is God's 
re^onse to man's perennial need for guidance. Taleqani, Mawdudi and 
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Bazargan hold that Prophets had a revolutionary role in man's 
community. The Prophets are infonned revolutionists who strive in 
order to found a pious society. They want to change the society 
according to God's injunctions. Bazargan changes his view later and 
describes the Prophets as reformists not revolutionists. That is, they 
came to reform man's community. The four Muslim thinkers believe 
that the Prophets strive to establish the sovereignty of God. The nature 
of their mission brought them into conflict with the powers that were. 
For, the rulers tend to arrogate to themselves sovereignty which, in the 
view of the Prophets, belongs to none save God. Thus the Prophet 
come to fight with Taghuts, kings and idolaters. They say that, the 
mission of the Prophets does not end with mere announcement of 
God's message to the people. The Prophets should estabUsh state. They 
hold that establishment of sate is necessary to realization of Sharias of 
God. They state that the Prophets come to establish the state in vMch 
they train people. Bazargan later changes his opinion in this regard. He 
is convinced that the principal and sole aim of the Prophethood is to 
call people to believe in God and the Hereafter. Bazargan says that 
although the Prophethood has worldly consequences but it is not the 
primary ends of the Prophethood. 
These Muslim thinkers are of the view that the Diviae guidance 
was revealed in its final and perfect form to the Prophet who not only 
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communicated h to others but also practised it himself and built up a 
community and state on its basis. They describe Islam as a more 
complete and more comprehensive system in comparison with all 
religions and man-made modem schools of thought. The thinkers-
especially Taleqani and Mawdudi consider Islam as an ideology and a 
way of life. They hold that Islam consists of world view, the moral 
^stem, socio-political system, economic system and is the foundation of 
individual and collective life. 
These thinkers emphasise that the guidance embodied in the Quran 
and Sunnah embraces the entire life of man. The thinkers refer to the 
Quran to propound Islam as a comprehensive system of life. They call 
Muslims to return to the Quran. They invite Muslims to understand the 
Quran and practise it in their life. They refer to the Quran and bring 
up social interpretations of the ayat. The truth of the matter is that 
these thinkers believe that the Quran deals with all aspects of human 
life, thought and behaviour. Bazaigan changes his opinion and e?q)resses 
that we should restrict our e?q)ectation of the Quran. He mentions that 
the Quran is a book of guidance. Bazargan and Mawdudi both say that 
the real object of the Quran is to call people to the right way and to 
illuminate God's true guidance. The Quran does not reveal to provide 
instruction in physics, history, philosophy or any other particular branch 
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of knowledge but rather to remove all misconceptions people have 
about reality and to make reality manifest to them. 
The four Muslim thinkers propund the social interpretation of the 
fundamentals of Islam. According to them Tawhid is the most 
important prmcq)le of Islam. According to them, Tawhid is not merely 
a theological and philosophical theory but it should have actual efifects 
on social life of the believers. Tawhid, they hold, does not merely 
proclaim the unity of God as the creator or even as the sole object of 
worship. Tawhid indicates that God is the Master, Sovereign, Lord and 
Law-giver. Tawhid means that God alone has the right to give 
command, to demand of man exclusive service and obedience. It results 
in the rejection of all kinds of man's absolute sovereignty and authority 
over other man. Naini and Mawdudi hold that Tawhid leads to negate 
tyranny which is polytheism. Because tyrant ascribes God's attributes to 
himself. Thus, tyranny is polytheism. Mawdudi holds that all evils 
which arise in the social life of mankind owe their existence to this 
basic misconception that man sets himself up as his own God; or again 
because he &lls in the error of taking someone else beside the creator 
of his existence, as his guide and law-giver wiiether that the other may 
be a hxunan being or some inanimate object of nature. Mawdudi and 
Taleqani hold that men accept usually the existence of God as the 
Creator. But people do not worship him truly. They ascribe the 
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attributes of God to human brings or some inanimate objects of nature. 
It is for this reason that people are polytheists. Mawdudi and Taleqani 
believe that man is involved in new forms of idolatory. They say that 
today's world witnesses Jahiliyah in difiTerent shapes and forms. They 
hold that man-made schools of thoughts or "isms" have arisen from the 
same basic philosophy- that man rather God has the right to prescribe 
the goal of human life and the norms for human conduct. If man 
beUeves in Ta\^ iiid and tries to practice it ii his life it will lead to free 
him ^ m new (Jahiliyyah) thought. 
All the four thinkers discuss the social consequences and effects 
of Council (Shura) in Islam. First of all they claim that the Quran 
directs to do consultation in social affairs. Then they hold that all the 
collective affairs were administered by mutual consultation (ruler and 
ruled) in the Muslim community at the time of the Prophet and 
Khulafa-i Rashidin. They believe, it is a distinctive feature of the 
Muslim's community. They refer to this ayah that says '[those] who 
conduct their affairs by mutual consultation' (42:38), and state that 
from the context where this ayah occure, it is evident that it is not a 
mere statement of &ct but an injunction and a command. Bazargan and 
Mawdudi hold that the Islamic state is a democratic state because it is 
based on Consultation (Shura). 
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All these thinkers emphasise that the people concerned should be 
consulted directly or through their trusted representatives. All the 
people have the right to participate in council. Consultation is not 
restricted to special group of people. Taleqani, Naini and Mawdudi 
spell out the role of council to prevent tyranny in Muslims' community. 
Taleqani and Bazaigan hold that consultation paves the way for peoples 
participation in the affairs of the society. There is a relationship 
between the council and liberty. People's liberty will be protected 
provided that they perform consultation. As regard the mode of 
council, Mawdudi holds that it has been left to the direction of 
Muslims, i.e. Islam does not prescribe any definite form for the 
formation of the consultative body or bodies for the sinq)le reason that 
it is a universal religion meant for aU times and climes. Naini comes to 
say that today's parliaments may fulfil the role of council in Islam. 
Jihad is an Islamic injimction which is discussed by all the four 
Muslim thinkers. According to Naini and Taliqani, it is a religious 
obligation to wage Jihad against the despots, so that no one can reign 
as a tyrant, as a Taghut in a Muslim society. All the thinkers have 
faith in defensive Jihad against rebel invasion or its threat. They 
mention that Jihad is obligatory to pimish those who violate treaties. 
That is. Jihad is a must so that a protected minority does not become 
hostile. Mawdudi and Taleqani both agree that Jihad is obligatory to 
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guarantee freedom for the propagation of Islam. Taleqani goes beyond 
the traditionaUy Shiite accepted tenet, i.e. prohibition of offensive Jihad 
during the period of occultation of the infallible Imam. It should be 
remarked that there is much similarity between Mawdudi and Taleqani's 
views as regard to Jihad. Both of them believe that Jihad should be 
waged in order to q)read Islam and to remove obstacles from the way 
of progress of Islam. Mawdudi is of the view that the aim of Jihad is 
to establish Islamic state. Islam, Mawdudi holds, is a total and perfect 
system It is the Muslim's duty towards humanity to do his utmost for 
the victory of Islam. Mawdudi believes that islam is a revolutionary 
ideology (fikrah inqalabiyyah) and a revolutionary practice, which aims 
at destroying the social order of the world totally and rebuilding it 
from scratch. He has a new approach towards Jihad both (diffensive 
and offensive). On the one hand Jihad is defensive because Muslims 
should wage Jihad to protect stability and security of Muslim 
community. On the other hand it is offensive because Muslims should 
wage war to propagate revolutionary ideology of Islam. On the 
contrary, Bazargan holds that the main aim of Islam is to make peace 
among people. Islam, Bazaigan says, concentrate on peace, brotherhood, 
co-operation and beneficence and not on war. It is for this reason that 
Bazargan totally negates offensive Jihad. He holds that only defensive 
Jihad is justi&ble. He says that according to Shi'ite fiqh offensive Jihad 
is forbidden in the period of occultation of infallible Imam. 
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One of the basic teachings and orders of Islam is Al-amr bi 
al-manif va Al-nahy an al-munkar. The modem muslim thinkers consider 
the social fimctions and effects of this basic principle. They hold that 
the area of influence of this principle should not be limited to 
individual relationships and affairs. They bring up socio-political 
understanding of this principle. Mawdudi holds that Al-amr bi al-maruf 
va Al-nahy an al-munkar is the right of a Muslim and it is also his 
obfigation. That is, he should warn and reprimand the evil-doer and try 
to stop him from domg it. He says that if any government deprives its 
citizens of this right, then it is in direct conflict with the mjuction of 
God. Mawdudi and Naini hold that the realization of this principle will 
prevent tyranny. Mawdudi argues that Muslims' lives should bear 
witness to the truth that they have been given by God before all 
mankind, the Truth which they believe to be true. If Muslims do not 
realize the principle of a Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-mimkar, 
they really do not fidfil their duty and responsibility. And they will not 
be witness to the Truth that they believe to be true. Both Mawdudi 
and Naini say that if Muslims do not follow this principle and do not 
perform it they will be deserve God's pxmishment. Naini states that if 
Muslims do not realise this principle then tyrants will come to power 
and oppress them. Taleqani and Bazargan are of the view that through 
the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar Muslims 
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wUl supervise their state. This principle, they say, pave the way for 
people's participation in the afifairs of the conununity. That is to say, 
that by following this principle, Muslims may directly interfere in the 
socio-poUtical affairs of their conmiunity. 
According to the four thinkers, religion and state are not 
separated in Islam. All these thinkers agree that Islam has a political 
system which can fulfil the needs of people. All of them emphasize on 
the necessity of the Islamic state. They refer to the Quran and Sunnah 
to propose the ends, characteristics and functions of the Islamic state. 
They seek to show the reconciliation of Islamic political thought and 
modern political philosophy. According to them, real and absolute 
sovereignty and lordship belong only to God. It means that man's 
sovereignty is limited. The first Islamic state was established by the 
Prophet. As regards to goal of the Islamic state, they categorically 
express that it should create security in the Muslim community and it 
has to protect its subjects against foreign invasion. All of these thinkers 
say that Islamic state should enforce the Shariah. Mawdudi and 
Taleqani hold that Islamic state has to create social justice in Muslim 
community. Mawdudi and Bazargan mention that Islamic state should 
provide means for perfection (Kamal) and happiness (Sa'adat) of the 
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people. According to Naini and Bazargan, the rulers in Islamic state 
are people's agents. It indicates that people may appoint or depose 
their rulers freely. Mawdudi and Naini hold that the state is like 
people's Trust and the rulers are trustees of the people. Again it 
shows democratic feature of Islamic state. Mawdudi and Taleqani are 
of the view that Islamic state is an ideological state. It indicates that 
people win not be subjected to any racial, national, or class distinctions 
of any kind. According to these thinkers. Islamic state is based on 
Consultation. 
According to these thinkers, Islam did not advocate any particular 
form of government. Islam merely emphasizes certain values and goals 
wUch the believers are called upon to realise. It is for this reason that 
Naini believes that diere is agreement between Islam and constitutional 
rulership. Taleqani agrees with Naini but later he comes to advocate 
Islamic repubfic state. Mawdudi and Bazargan believe that Islamic state 
is theo-democracy. On the one hand. Islamic state is theo-democracy 
because it rests upon the twm princq)les of sovereignty of God and the 
caliphate of man. Islamic state is a democratic state because it can be 
formed only with the consent of all Muslims or their majority and can 
fimction and remain in power only as long as it enjoy their conJBdence. 
On the other hand. Islamic state is theocracy because under it Muslims 
have been given limited popular sovereignty imder the suzerainty of 
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God. In the Islamic state the rules of Shariah should be enforced. The 
Islamic state should not enact rules or laws that violate the principles 
of Shariah. It seems that all the four Muslim thinkers accept 
democracy as a form of 'organisation' but not as a 'philosophy". It 
should be mentioned that Bazargan change his views on Islamic state 
in last decade of his life. He holds that the main aim of the 
Prophethood is not to establish state. Prophets only come to call 
people to believe m God and the Hereafter. He emphasises that the 
state should only admmister the affairs of the commimity. It should not 
have absolute or arbitrary power. The Islamic state should not interfere 
in matters of personal fiiith because it will lead to theocratic despotism 
The word that must be said is that all the thinkers point out the state 
established by the Prophet as an excellent paradigm of Islamic state. 
The state that crystalized Islamic values, teachings and tenets. All the 
thinkers have paid attention to the rights of citizens in the Islamic 
state. According to them. Islamic state has to provide security of life 
and property of people. Islamic state must protect the honour of the 
citizens. 
The conception of equality is one of the most inq)ortant concepts 
of modem political philosophy. The four Muslim thinkers approach 
equality in a different way from the Western political philosophy. The 
Muslim thinkers faifer equality from Islamic sources and teachings. The 
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thinkers say that one of the teaching of Islam is to create equality 
among Muslims. Naini is of the view that the concepts such as tiberty, 
equality and council were brought up for the first time in Islamic 
teachings and fiterature. But gradually Muslims ignored them. But what 
do the thinkers mean by equafity? Mawdudi, Naini and Bazargan mainly 
propose equality to indicate that everyone should be treated equal 
before law. They hold that all officials of the Islamic state are equal 
in the eyes of law. In an Islamic community nobody is superior to the 
law. Mawdudi and Taleqani hold that Islam seeks to build an 
ideological society as against the racial and national societies in the 
West. Anyone who accepts the Islamic tenets and teachings can join 
the Muslim community. All those who join this community will have 
the same rights and social status as a bom Muslim. Mawdudi goes 
further and propoimd e^quality as a human right. He says that God has 
given man the right of equality as a birth right. Therefore no body 
should be discriminated against irrespective of their colour, cast and 
creed. It should be bom in mind that Taleqani proposes economic 
conception of equality. He holds that the fundamental goal of Islam is 
to establish Justice (adl) and equality (qist). He explams in detail the 
economic system of Mam. He says that Islamic economics is based on 
the principles of right (haq) and justice (adl). According to the 
teachings of Islam, Taleqani beheves, there should be no class conflict 
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in Muslim community. Islam provides equal rights and opportunities to 
everybody. According to Taleqani, Infaq and Qist are two main 
teachings of Islam wdiich can provide equality among Muslims. To him 
qist means the just distribution of possibilities and opportunities among 
people in order to enable them to use their abilities. Infaq creates the 
spirit of responsibility among people. Taleqani holds that Infaq is a 
religious obligation based on teachings of the Quran. 
Tyranny and its effects on Muslim community had been discussed 
by these thinkers. The origm of tyranny, its nature, its affect on society 
and its remedies are the main points which were discussed by them. 
Tyranny or istabdad is an arbitrary action or decision taken by one 
person without considering anyone else in forming his action or 
decision. These thinkers believe that sovereignty and lordship belong 
only to God. A despot ruler ascribes God's attributes to himself This 
act is oppression to God ^ich leads to oppression to people. Naini 
and Bazargan consider tyranny as polytheism. Mawdudi argues that 
Islam rejects aU kinds of tyranny. He describes that Quran confers the 
right to protest against tyranny. Nami considers protest against tyranny 
as a religious obligation (Vajeb-e Shari'i). Bazargan and Taleqani 
mention that since absolute sovereignty belongs to God thus all other 
authorities even the Prophets have limited power. Naini divides tyranny 
mto two categories, i.e., pohtical and religious. He explains the^ on one 
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hand to obey a tyrannical niler is a kind of slaveiy. On the other hand 
obedience to the arbitrary desire of religious leaders is also a kind of 
slavery. Bazargan follows Naini and e7q)resses that Muslims should not 
imitate blindly their religious authorities. Naini, Taleqani and Bazargan 
criticize the clergy as to their cooperation with tyrannical rulers. All 
these reformists seek to solve the problem of tyranny. They hold that 
Islam has prescribed methods and tools to prevent dictatorship. They 
point out Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-mimkar as a basic 
instrument to prevent tyranny. In this regard, Naini points out the 
function of two basic principles of fiqh, i.e. Hisbah and Waqf. 
Bazargan and Taleqani emphatically bring up Council as a basic tool , 
to prevent tyranny. All kinds of tyranny, Naini and Taleqani hold, may 
be removed provided that Muslims be united. 
The four Muslim thinkers believe that liberty is one of the basic 
rights of people. Bazargan and Taleqani mention that free will is a gift 
that God has endowed upon humanity and no body has the right to 
deprive men from this right. All the thinkers express that by liberty 
they do not mean anarchy. They are of the view that liberty, m the 
framework of Islam, is different with the concept of liberty in Western 
political philosophy. These thinkers refer to Islamic teachings and tenets 
to define liberty. They discuss liberty m an ideological conception. That 
is to say, liberty does not mean to disobey religious orders. All of the 
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thinkers believe that Prophets come to liberate mankind. They hold that 
the end of the Prophethood is to liberate mankind from worshiping of 
all worldly gods, religious inq;)ostors, kings and dictators. Taleqani and 
Mawdudi hold that Prophets come to release man from all kind of 
idolatry and slavery. Bazaigan and Taleqani hold that the uhimate cause 
and effect of freedom is the realization of man's state as God's 
steward on the earth. They do emphasize that liberty is essential for 
man's creativity and spiritual evolution. According to these thinkers. 
Islamic state is based on people's votes, i.e. they freely choose their 
rulers. All these thinkers refer to this ayah that says: ''there should be 
no coercion in the matter of faith" (2:256). And they express that 
Muslims are not asked to enforce Islam on others. Bazargan and 
Mawdudi hold that Islam recognizes the right of every citizen of its 
state and that there should be no undue interference or encroachment 
on the privacy of his life. Bazargan asserts that interference of the 
state in matters of personal faith will lead to theocratic despotism. 
They believe that Islamic state has to protect the right of freedom of 
thought and expression. Bazargan and Taleqani hold that freedom 
means freedom to oppose, criticize and object. Bazargan and to some 
extent Mawdudi argue that Islamic state should tolerate its opponent. 
Bazargan holds that Islam in comparison with other religions is more 
tolerant. Mawdudi holds that even Zimmis m an Islamic state have the 
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right of objection and protest. Bazargan and Naini reject the blind 
imitation and obedience to religious authorities (mujtahids) and they 
declare that people should not be deprived of their freedom in the 
name of religion. According to Naini and Taleqani, liberty prevents the 
conversion of nilership to tyranny. Liberty, they believe, is a means to 
get rid of dictatorship. These thinkers pay attention to the means of 
realization of liberty. Naini and Mawdudi hold that if Muslims follow 
the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkr their liberty 
will be protected. Although Bazargan and Taleqani are of the same 
opinion in regard to above mentioned principle but they do emphasize 
on the Council as a means to protect and realize liberty. Bazargan and 
Mawdudi express that man's liberty should not be violated by any one. 
All the thinkers point out the golden age of the Islamic history, i.e. 
the Prophet's state at Medina and holds that the progress of Islam 
during the first century was the result of just nilership and freedom of 
Muslims. 
Generally speaking, these thinkers hardly mention theoretical 
problems of liberty. For example, one of the achievements of 
democracy is liberty of people to chose their religion and belief, and 
freedom of having or lacking religion. But these thinkers do not 
involve themselves to discuss and analyze the above mentioned matters. 
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All the four thinkers hold that the Prophet created a great 
revolution in (he life of people and he succeeded in creating the new 
community with a new code of public morality and a new pattern of 
individual character. According to these thinkers, the Prophet created a 
good paradigm of I^mic community based on the teachings of the 
Quran. As a result of this, the earlier Muslims enjoyed glory, power 
and wealth. But now they have lost theis glory and power because the 
Islamic teachings, princq)les, values, precepts and even practices have 
been misconceived and misinterpreted. Why did Muslims lose their 
glory? Why did Muslims misconceive and misinterpret Islamic princ^les, 
precepts and values? To reply these questions, these four Muslim 
thinkers provide many causes and reasons. Generally speaking, they 
hold that the cause of the decline and decadence of the Muslims was 
their negligence toward the Islamic teachings and tenets. All the 
thinkers agree that tyranny is the second most important reason of the 
Muslims' decline. In this regard Mawdudi points out that the 
conversion of Khilafat to kingdom had many harmful effects on the 
Muslim community. Mawdudi and Bazargan point out the separation of 
religion and state as a basic fictor in Muslims' decline. Mawdudi and 
Bazargan agree that the advent of new institutions such as 'Ulama, i.e. 
the clergy, and Tasawwuf caused Muslims decline. Taleqnai and 
Bazargan mention that the advent of rich class in Muslim commimity 
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is another factor of the decline. The lack of Islamic morality had a 
crocial role in Muslim's decfine, Mawdudi and Bazargan hold. Taleqani 
and Bazargan are of the view that Muslim's misinterpretation of Islamic 
precepts, principles and teachings is among the major reasons of 
Muslim's decadence. For exanq)le, they refer to the concepts such as 
qaza (destiny) qadar, Jabr etc. Mawdudi and to some extent Bazargan 
e?q;>ress that Muslims have forgotten their duties and responsibilities. 
The duty of Muslims is that their lives should bear witness to the 
Truth that they have been given by God before all mankind. The Truth 
which they believe to be true. Muslims have not fulfiled their duties 
therefore they lost their past glory. Mawdudi points out the advent of 
westernized Muslim leaders of the Islamic countries as another factor 
to Muslims decadence. How can Muslims regain their past glory? All 
the thinkers emphasise that Muslims must follow Islam truly. Naini 
holds that tyranny should be removed. Taleqani and Bazargan both say 
that Muslims should correct their understanding of the Islamic 
teachings, precepts and values. Mawdudi believes that Muslims should 
fulfil their duties and responsibilities. That is to say, their lives should 
bear witness to the Truth that they believe to be true. Taleqani 
mentions that class discrimination has to be removed from Muslim 
community. And social justice should be realized. 
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The present work entitled "A Comparative Study of Modern Iranian 
and Indian Muslim Thinkers' views on Social Functions of Islam," is an attempt 
to highlight and analyse the viewpoints of the four prominent modem Muslim 
thinkers on social attributes and functions of Islam with reference to modem 
age of development. Let us point out that Islam is probably the religion most 
ignored and misunderstood by people in different parts of the World For 
instance it is said that Islam is only theological and concerned with only Masjid 
and Mullah and so it can never be a social force leading human beings together 
This sort of thinking is only a misconception and travesty of facts. The real 
&ct is that Islam is a complete way of life and does not ignore any aspect of 
man's life and his living ways and process. Islam gives equal emphasis and 
watage on both the sides— man's relationship with his creator and man's 
relationship with his fellow beings while living in a given society. It should be 
appreciated that among great religions of the world it is Islam that combines 
both - Divinity and sociology. It is only Islam that ordains its believers to be 
responsible and responsive to God and to society in equal proportion In Islam 
Salat and Zakat are compulsory with equal force. It is a fact that many 
nusunderstandings about Islam are due to inactivity of Muslims in introducing 
Islam in full entirety to others. This serious and sensitive lacuna is the 
motivating force for me to undertake the present topic of research 
The advent of Islamic movements and revolutions further emphasises 
the need to highlight the social functions and relevance of Islam in the running 
context of affairs. From theoretical point of view it is highly necessary to 
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study viewpoints of great thinkers and scholars who through their views pave 
the way for contemporary Islamic movements and revolution. In this 
coimection I have collected and presented the views and understandings of 
dominant Islamic thinkers with due analysis and interpretation. For convenience 
of presentation and comprehension the study is divided in five chapters. 
The first chapter of this study provides a theoretical background finr the 
understanding of sociological aspects of religion. The chapter deals with 
sociologists' views about social functions of religion. It also contains the 
important reasons for the study of social functions of Islam 
From chapter two onwards, each chapter begins with a brief repon of 
life and works of the thinker that his views are discussed 
In the second chapter the viewpoints of Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi on 
social functions of Islam are presented. 
The third chapter brings up AyatoUah Mohammad Husain Naini's views 
as regards the socio-poUtical philosophy of Islam 
The fourth chapter deals with Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani's views on social, 
political and economic aspects of Islam. 
In the fifth and last chapter, the viewpoints of Mehdi Bazargan as regards 
social, scientific and political aspects of Islam are discussed 
In the conclusion I have compared in a summary form the cardinal views 





Mankind usually has favoured a kind of religious experience and 
spiritual knowledge. Religion can be studied from many aspects. Firstly, 
we can study the principles, tenets and theoretical aspects of the 
religion. A theologian involves himself to discuss world view of 
religion, God, worid and man. Secondly, reUgion can be studied from 
the ethical point of view. That is to say, one may pay attention to 
philosophy of morals, valves and ethical precepts of religion. One may 
devote himself to discuss religious jurisprudence. That is, to study 
religious ordiance and edicts. Jurists pay attention to this field and 
introduce religion from this aspect. The essence of a religion, jurists 
hold, is jurisprudence. To study mystical and spiritual aspects of a 
religion is another way of study of religion. Another way to study 
religions is to describe their cults, rituals, ceremonies, festivals and so 
on. Now a days there are different ways to study religions. Sometimes 
we may study a religion because of its effect on individual's spirit and 
conduct. There are several questions that have perplexed human mind 
for long regarding religion such as what is the fiinction of religion in 
society? What is the effect of religion on man's relationship with his 
society? What is the effect of religion on economic and political life? 
In other words, what is the social function of religion? And what is 
the difference between a religious community and an irreligious one? 
Now a days there are many approaches towards study of religion in 
regard to above mentioned questions. Those approaches are as foDows: 
anthropological approach, historical approach, psychological approach, 
phenomenological approach, sociological approach, structural approach 
and hermeneutics.' 
The question of role of religion in human life is a question 
related to modem age. Man has witnessed serious confUcts between 
religion and natural sciences in modem age. It is observed that there 
are conflicts between modern sciences and religion as well as 
humanities and religion. A part of the conflict is related to the thrust 
of sociology. From advent of sociology, thinkers of sociology have 
discussed role of religion in societies. They have expressed various 
judgements in regard to role of religion in man's community. 
Sociologists differ on function of religion. A group of sociologists hold 
that religion has not had a useful function in human communities. But 
another group evaluate function of religion useful and effective on 
man's Ufe. 
There are different sociological schools in which sociologists 
analyse social and cultural phenomena. FunctionaUsm is one of the most 
important schools of sociology. Functionalism is described as 'Hhe 
analytical tendency within the social sciences— most notably, sociology 
1. Seymour Cain. "Study of Religion: History of Study," in. The Encyclopedia of 
Religion, ed. by. Mircea Eliade, Macmillan Publishing Company, New Yoric, 1987, 
Vol. 14, p.69-83. 
and social anthropology- which exhibits a particular interest in the 
fiinctions of social or cultural phenomena. In its most traditional form, 
fimctionalism has claimed that all items and activities in a system 
should be e?qplained in reference to their objective consequences for 
the systems as a whole."* It should be remarked that 'functional 
fheonaag in sociology emerged in the nineteenth century as the result 
of an analogy: Society is like a biological organism, and, hence, its 
parts can be analyzed in terms of their fimctions for maintaining the 
'body social'"^ As it is mentioned above sodology from its advent has 
paid attention to religion. Accordingly sociology of religion was bom. 
Sociology of religion is "the systematic and objective study of the 
relations between religion and society."^ Naturally, fimctionalism, as a 
school of sociology, came to study religion as important social 
phenomraa. Saint-Simon (1760-1825), one of the founders of sociology, 
held that religion is necessary for societies. He believed that there was 
no community devoid of common ideas. Although Saint Simon accepted 
necessity of religion and morals for man's community but he felt that 
"a new Christianity was necessary to provide commitment and vitality 
to the new industrial type of society."* Auguste Comte (1798-1857) 
1. Roland Robertson, "Functionalism," in The Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. by 
Mircea Eliade, New York, Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987, vol.5., p.446. 
2. Alexander Maryanski and Jonathan H. Turner, "Functionalism", in. The 
Encyclopedia of Sociology, ed. by Edgar F. Borgatta, New York, Macmillan 
Publishing Company, 1992 Vol.2, p.730. 
3. \^inston Davis, "Sociology of Religion," in TTie Encyclopedia of Religion, New 
York, 1987, vol.13, p.393. 
4. Robertson, op.cit. p. 447. 
often spoken of as the father of sociology, divided man's history of 
thought to three stages, i.e. religious, metaphysical and scientific. 
Comte, who e7q>licitly welded organismic analogies to sociology, held 
that man's community needs a kind of beliefs and morals. From a 
fimctional point of view, Comte introduced religion "as a progressive 
force in previous ages."* But he believed that his contenq>orary religion 
was old and inadequate to meet man's need. Thus he proposed a 
'religion of humanity' for the modem scientific era. Robertson writes 
that 'however, late in life Comte... restructured his views and argued 
that a 'religion of humanity' was required in order to guarantee 
commitment to and respect of society."^ Comte "declared humanity as 
Grand-Etre which in his view is a transcendental, unique and superior 
reality. Humanity, Comte held, has lasted from past to present time and 
it will continue in future. According to him, humanity is to be 
worshipped.^  Later, Comte proposed rituals for this religion. In this 
regard, writes Robertson, "Comte made elaborate proposal for France 
concerning festivals, rituals, frmctionaries, and symbols for the religion 
of humanity."* According to Spencer, an English scholar, religion is a 
"valuable social force, binding human beings together and conserving 
traditional values."' Karl Marx (1818-1883), German philosopher and 
1. Cain, op.cit., p.69. 
2. Robertson, op.cit., p.447. 
3. Tavassoli, Nazariyeha-ye Jameah Sheneasi, Tehran, Samt Publishers, 1369 H.SH. 
p.62-63. 
4. Robertson, op.cit., p.447. 
5. Cain, op.cit., p.69. 
sociologist had a critical approach towards religion. He introduces 
reUgion as one of factors which caused human oppression, deprivation 
and alienation. 'It is man's violated and distorted consciousness as well 
as his productive labour that must be uplifted and purified in a 
perfected humanity, which is to be n\ade whole in a classless social 
order. In this secular eschatological vision, religion would be one of 
the traditional ideologies and institutions from which human 
consciousness would be freed."' 
Bottomore writes that "Marx held that religion originated in the 
fear and anxiety provoked by natural phenomena, and that it was an 
illusion which would uhimately disappear."^  Marx perceived and equated 
religion as "opium" of people. He found the present order or 
capitaUsm full of contradictions and wrongs. He held that Church and 
state (M-otect present cq)italist order. Although he criticized rdigion but 
"he made a new departure in considering the role of religious doctrines 
as ideologies in different types of society, that is, the part played by 
reli^on in social control."^ 
According to some researchers, Marx accepted tiie role of religion 
in social changes and revolutions.* It should be remarked that "attempts 
1. Ibid., p.79. 
2. T.B. Bottomore, Sociology, London, Unwin Unversitj Books, 1962. p.222. 
3. Ibid., p.222. 
4. Gholam Abbas Tavassoli, Ten Essays on Religious Socilogy and Philosophy of 
History (Dah- Maqaleh dear Bareh~e Jame'ah Shenasi-e Dim va Falsafeh-e Tarikh), 
Tehran, (^am, 1369 H.SH. p.269. 
at viewing retigion as playing a pontive role in the life of people have 
come from Marxist theoreticians such as the Italian Communist Leader 
Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937).*" William Robertson Smith (1846-1894) 
was amoQg first classic sociologists who considered socio-historic role 
of religion important as it unites individuals of a community Coser 
writes that "Smith saw in the unity of religious group the core of 
reUgitm.''^  According to Haydon, Smith "was the first to maintain that 
in primitive religions the rites, institutions and practices were primary 
and not belief or myth. Religion was social, integral to the group, a 
way of securing and preserving the values of community life."^ Emile 
Durkheim (1858-1917) a French sociologist followed Smith in his 
raiphasis on the social character of religion. Durkheim argued that in 
all societies a distinction is made between 'sacred' and 'profane'. He 
defined religion as "a unified system of beUefe and practices relative to 
sacred things, that is things set apart and forbidden- beliefs and 
practices which unite into one single moral community... all those who 
adhere to them."^ According to Durkheim, "religion had been the 
cement of sodety-the means by which men had been led to turn from 
the everyday concern in which they were variously enmeshed to a 
1. Cain, op.cit., p.79. 
2. Lewis A. Coser, Masters of Sodological Thovght, Ideas in Historical and Social 
context. New Yoik, Harconit Brace Jovanvich, INC, 1971, p.l55. 
3. A. Eustace Haydon, ""Smith, William Robertson," in Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences, ed., Edwin R.A. Seligman, Macmillan Compam-, Fourteenth Printing 
1962, p.118. 
4. Emile Durkheim, Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, New Yoik, Macmillan 
CoaqNuy, 1915, p.47. 
common devotion to sacred things. By thus wrenching men from the 
utilitarian preoccupations of daily life, religion had been the anti-
individualistic force par excellence, inspiring communal devotion to 
ethical ends that transcended individual purposes."' Thus, Durkheim 
held, reUgion is a collective thing. Durkheim's four major functions of 
religion are classified as "disciplinary, cohesive, vitalizing, and euphoric 
social force. Religious rituals prepare men for social life by imposing 
self-discipline and a certain measure of asceticism. Religious ceremonies 
bring people together and thus serve to reaffirm their common bonds 
and to reinforce social solidarity. Religious observance maintains and 
revitalizes the social heritage of the group and helps transmit its 
enduring valves to future generations. Finally, religion has a euphoric 
function in that it serves to counteract feeling of frustration and loss 
of faith and certitude by reestablishing the believers sense of well-being, 
their sense of the essential rightness of the moral world of which they 
are a part. By countering the sense of loss, which, as in the case of 
death, may be experienced on both the individual and collective level, 
religion helps to restablish the balance of private and public confidence. 
On the most general plan, religion as a social institution serves to give 
meaning to man's existential predicaments by tying the individual to 
that supra-individual sphere of transcendent values which is ultimately 
rooted in his society."^ Bottomore criticizes Durkheim's view on 
1. Coser, op.cit., p. 137. 
2. Ibid, p. 193, quoted from: Haiy Alpert, Emile Durkheim and his sociology. New 
York, Colombia University Press, 1939, jq). 198-203 
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fiinction of religion. He writes that "in the study of civilized sodeties 
Durkheim's theory has proved less helpful, for here religion is as 
frequentfy a divisive as a unifying force. That is to say, vMie it unites 
particular groups it may provoke conflict between these groups within 
the larger society. There are, of course, many instances of inclusive 
societies which are unified by religion such as the Christian states of 
medieval era, some Islamic states and Hindu India. But in modem 
industrial societies particularly there is considerable religious diversity 
and some religious conflict."' Malinowski (1884-1942) and Radcliffe-
Brown (1881-1955) hold that fimction of religion m primitive societies 
is to maintain social cohesion and to control individual conduct.^  Max 
Weber (1864-1920) in his work, 'the Protestant Eethics and the Spirit 
of Capitalism,' proposed influence of practical religious doctrines upon 
economic spheres and development. Winston Davis writes that 'in the 
sociology of religion he [Weber] is known primarily for his thesis that 
ascetic Protestantism decisively influenced the ratinalization of the world 
in general and the size of capitalism in particular."^ In the same way, 
Maxim Rodonson discusses influence of Islam on economic 
development. Talcott Parsons (1902-1978) held that "fi-om its exahed 
place in the system of action, religion could create values, shape 
norms, inform social roles, and provide overall guidance to the 
1. Bottomore, op.cit., p.223. 
2. Ibid., p.223. 
3. Davis, op.cit p.397. 
"systems" of society, personality, and behaviour."' Parsons criticized 
Durkhdm as a reductionist, in the sense of reducing religion to sodety. 
But himself considered religion to be pivotal aspect of the realm of 
cultural values, beliefs, and symbols. Robinson states that according to 
Parsons, "religion also relates systems of human action to vs^ at Parsons 
called 'ultimate reality".^  Parsons refers to Christianity to provide an 
example of function of religion in society. Parsons held that it was 
Christianity "that transmitted ancient culture to the modem would; 
which m its medieval synthesis, 'produced a great society and culture; 
and which in its Protestant synthesis, was the necessary condition of 
'the great civilizational achievements of the seventeenth century— 
without Protestantism these are unthinkable."^ Parsons held that 
Christianity has been the central source of the order, the unity and the 
progress of Western society.^  Weakness of morals, functional sociolog^s 
hold, leads to vigorous crises in human communities.' 
One of social functions of religion, Hertzler held, is that it 
elevate social standards. Hertzler writes that "most of the advanced 
religions tend to incorporate the major social values and ideals of the 
group— the great goals of social conduct which have grown out of 
1. Ibid., p.398. 
2. Robertson, op.cit pp.448-449. 
3. Alwin W. Gouldner, The coming crisis of Western Sociology, London, Heineman, 
1971 p.255. 
4. Ibid., p.256. 
5. Ibid., p.256. 
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group experience. Such magnificent and beneficent conceptions as the 
Golden Ages, past or future, with the attendant principles of 
attainment, the Golden or Silver Rules, love as a universal social agent, 
service of fellow men as an obUgation, the high aesthetic and ethical 
principles related to beauty, goodness, and justice, the 'superior man' 
the 'noble path,' the brotherhood of man have invariably stemmed from 
or been incorporated with religions."' According to some sociologists, 
reUgion fiinctions as an agent of social control. Hertzler writes that 
"reUgion aids custom and law in making anything right or wrong. It is 
especially significat to note the wide spread use of religious sanctions 
to support the ethical codes and moral practices among many peoples. 
Strictly speaking, ethical systems consist of the systematized and more 
or less permanent ideas of right and wrong, or good and bad, in 
conduct among a people, along with the accompanying principles, 
customs, and codes. They set up the required, approved, and forbidden 
areas of behavior."^ Religion, Hertzler pointed out, has exerted a vast 
influence over economic political and educational institutions for 
thousands of years. He states that "the gods had to be placated if man 
was to be successfiil in his economic activities, government and law 
were based on or allied with divine dictates. Both the economic and 
the political systems received their validity from on high. Today religion 
1. J. O. Hettzkt, ""Religious Institutions,'" in Sociology, a book of readings, cd by Samiid 
Koenig. En^ewood Cbffi, Prentioe-Hall, Inc. N. J. 1%2, p.21S. 
2. Ibid., p.215. 
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is still called upon to support rulers, contracts, forms of property, 
oaths and other legal procedures. Divine blessing is still invoked in 
behalf of governmental agents and enterprises. Until a century or so 
ago most education was under reUgious auspices and much of it was 
primarily for the transmission of beliefs and religious usages. Some 
reUgious organizations still provide much education, secular and sacred, 
and try to manipulate public education. Religion has set its stamp on 
sex practices, marriage, and family."' 
According to some sociologists, one of the latent functions of 
religion is that it confers "identity on individuals and groups. Or it 
reinforces the sense of identity derived from other associations or 
afiBliations."^ But Brayan Wilson rejects this view and holds that 
"although individuals and groups may seek reinforcement of their self 
concqytions from religious sources, modem nation states do not rely on 
whatever religious legitimations may be written in their constitution. 
Indeed most modern state societies are essentially secular in 
conception."^ Religion is considered as an agency for emotional 
e7q>resaon and regulation. But above view is criticized as it follows: 
'Svith respect to the expression and regulation of emotions, there are 
today vigorous conq)eting agencies which seek to man^ulate emotional 
1. Ibid., pp.215-216. 
2. Brayan Wilson, Religion in Sociological Perspective,'Hevi York, Oxford 
University Press, 1982, p.43. 
3. Ibid., p.39. 
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life. Many of these agencies, such as television, film, and pop music, 
have at their disposal channels of conmmnication which are technically 
more advanced and more effective than those that are available even 
to the most powerfiil religious groups. Their appeal is all the greater, 
perhaps, because emotional experience, in these contexts, is entirely 
divorced fi'om exhortation and even from civic or social commitment."' 
Wilson holds that "contemporary societies fimction with little resourse 
to reUgion as a social institution. If modem states are largely secular in 
operation, this is because the social arrangement of men are now no 
longer dependent on the latent functions of religion."^ 
A review of those sociologists opinions shown above reassure the 
importance of study of social functions of religion in contemporary 
world. The importance of the study lays on this fact that religion, as a 
universal and permanent phenomenon, serves as ethical basis of social 
conduct. Thus, one should not ignore this universal phenomenon to 
analyse social phenomena and institutions. Robertson, in regard to 
importance of functional analysis of religion, expresses that "even 
though fimctional analysis has been a frequent target of hostile critique, 
it has been continuously pivotal in the sociological and anthropological 
analysis of religion. And while there have undoubtedly been phases of 
crude functionalism— expressed in bland statements concerning the 
1. Ibid., p.40. 
2. Ibid., p.45. 
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universality of religion and its beneficial consequences, as well as 
attempts to reduce religion to its societal consequences— it is 
nonetheless impossible to address the topic of religion in social-scientific 
terms without careful attention to its functional significance vis-a-vis 
other aspects of human life. Indeed, that perspective has pervaded 
modem consciousness, in the sense that religion is increasingly 
discussed and assessed in relation to its consequences for individuals 
and societies."' 
It must be pointed out that the study of social function of 
religion relates to modem theology (Kalam-e Jadid). A comparative 
study between classic theology and modem theology shows their vast 
differences. Classic theology involves itself to prove religious tenets and 
to explain the system of religious belief. It atten^ts to justify religious 
teachings and to reply doubts in regard to them. Classic theology does 
not pay attention to fimction of religious teachings and tenets in man's 
worldly life.^  Religion is criticized fi^om many aspects in recent times. 
A part of critiques of religion are philosophical For exanq)le, we may 
refer to David Hume. His work, 'Dialogues Concerning Natural 
Religion', contained arguments against the capacity of natural reason to 
attain tmth about realities transcending sense experience.^ 
1. Robertson, op.cit., pp.449-450. 
2. Mohammad Mujtahid-e Shabestari, Heremeneutics, Kitab va Sunnat, (Farayand-
e Tafsire Vahy), [Heremeneutics, The Quran and Tradition, the process of 
Interpretation of the Revelation], Tehran, Tarh-e no, 1375, H.SH , p71. 
3. David Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, ed by Norman Kemp. 
Smith, Londm, 1947 and idem. The Natural History of Religion, ed by A wayne 
olver, Oxford, 1976. 
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But another part of critiques of religion are directed to function 
of religion Functional critique of religion involves itself to evaluate 
role of religion in man's worldly life Does religion have good 
consequences for man'^  Or does it hurts man's life'' Modem theology, 
(Kalam-e Jadid), seeks to reply questions in regard to social functions 
of religion Mujtahid-e Shabestari, a contemporary Iranian religious 
thinker, expresses that "now a days, at first, question are directed 
towards the role of religion That is to say, today's investigations do 
not involve themselves to justify religious statements Modem theology 
does not pay to this question that whether religious statements and 
claims are in accordance to reality or not "' According to modern 
theology, a religious thinker should not express religious facts and 
beliefs without paying attention to their effects on mankind's life 
Mujtahid-e Shabestari writes that "this question is proposed in todays 
world what is effect of religious theoretical reality on man's worldly 
life'' From a spiritual point of view, how much does religion help 
contemporary man to solve his problems'' Does religion pave the way 
for peace'' Or does it raises war among people'' How does religion 
come to an agreement with industrial life'' Does religion absolutely 
reject industrial life'' Or does religion accept this kind of life, i e 
industrial one'' How will be social relationship if whole people follow 
1 Majtahid Shatnstan, opctt, p 174 
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religion? That is to say, does religion pave the way for liberty or 
tyranny? How does religion encounter with the problem of poverty? 
How doe religion deal with colonialism, exploitation, ignorance and 
many other man's problems."' Thus, a jurist (Fiqih) should not claim 
that his duty is just to discovo* and declare God's ordiance to people. 
But he (Faqih) should pay attention to the role of his edicts (fatwa) 
on man's worldly life.^  
Advent of modern schools of thought such as Marxism, 
Existentialism, so on and so forth increased the need to study social 
functions of religion. The bove mentioned schools of thought seem to 
be competitors of religion. As it was remarked previously, some social 
schools claim to fulfil functions of religion. In contrast, religious 
thinkers and theologians come to know necessity of proposing social 
functions of religion. Modem theologians, who belong to great religions 
of the world, i.e. Christianity and Islam try to introduce religious 
beUefs and practices in accordance with concepts of modern thought. 
Thus, the advent of religious movements in the world would be 
justified. For example. Christian thinkers such as 'liberation theologians' 
seek to introduce Christianity as defender of social justice and so on 
What does Islam propose as social functions of its teachings and 
tenets? In other world, what is function of Islam in modem world? 
1. Mujtahid Shabestari, op.cit., p.218. 
2. Ibid, p.221, and see Mujtahid Shabestari, '"Kmkashi dar Naqsh-e Tarikhi-e Din" 
(A Study on Historical Rote of Religion), Hamshahri News. 17, Azar, 1372 Ra ip .6 . 
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How do Islamic teachings and beliefs meet man's need in various 
economic, political, social and cultural fields? Do Muslim theologians 
pay attention to changes in modem world? 
Generally speaking, Muslim world has witnessed many revivalist 
movements in recent centuries. The Islamic revivalist movement has 
confi-onted Muslim thinkers with many questions. From theoretic aspect, 
Muslim thinkers feel a need to explain system of belie& and practices 
of Islam in modem terms and arguments. They involve themselves to 
discuss questions in regard to matters such as conflict between reUgion 
and modem sciences, end of prophethood, finality of prophethood. 
Islamic state. Islamic economics, colonialism, tyranny, liberty, social 
justice, e7q)loitation, Muslim decline and decadence, so on and so forth. 
Iqbal holds that there is a need to reconstmct the reU^ous thought of 
Islam. Iqbal expresses that '"the task before the modem Muslim is, 
therefore, immense. He has to rethink the whole system of Islam 
without conq)letely breaking with the past.'" Iqbal does enq)hasise that 
"the only course open to us is to approach modem knowledge with a 
respectful but independent attitude and to appreciate the teachings of 
Islam in the light of the knowledge, even though we may be led to 
differ from those who have gone before us."^ Iqbal is a great 
representative of modem theology in contemporary Muslim world and 
1. Mohammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, New 
Delhi, Kitab Bhavan, 1994 p.97. 
2. Ibid., p.97. 
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his works pave the way to later reformist works in Muslim world. 
Iqbal argues for iiiq)ortaiice of Ijtihad as the priiicq)le of movement in 
Islam. Iqbal e>q>lains that the task of a Muslim is to reconcile, in his 
life, the categories of permanence and change.' He writes: '1 know the 
*Ulama of Islam claim finality for the popular schools of Mohammedan 
Law, though they never found it possible to deny the theoretical 
possibility of a cotaplete Ijtihad."^ Thus he positively defends the claim 
of those Muslim liberals to reinterpret the foundational legal principles, 
in the light of their own experience and the altered conditions of 
modem life.^  According to Iqbal, Muslim world are passing through a 
period similar to that of the Protestant revolution in Europe. Thus 
Muslims should not merely repeat old values but they have to create 
new values.'* Iqbal beUeves that Islamic thought can develop. He quotes 
from Horten that "from 800 to 1100, not less than one hundred 
systems of theology appeared in Islam, a fact which bears ample 
testimony to the elasticity of Islamic thought., the ^irit of Islam is so 
borad that it is practically boundless. With the exception of atheistic 
ideas alone it has assimilated all the attainable ideas of surrounding 
peoples, and given them its own peculiar direction of development."' 
Iqbal accepts Horten's and explains that there is a need to revision of 
1. Jbid., pp. 147-148. 
2. Jbid., p. 168. 
3. Ibid., pp. 162-163 
4. Ibid., p. 164. 
5. Jbid., p. 164. 
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old institutions of muslim societies. The reason for changing the old 
institutions and opening the door of Ijtihad is that "things have 
changed and the world of Islam is today confronted and affected by 
new forces set free by the extraordinary developmoit of human thought 
in all its directions."' Iqbal conaders contemporary condition of Muslim 
world and does emphasize that Muslims should reconstruct their 
religious diought smce "neither in the foundational principles nor in the 
structure of our systems, as we JBnd them today, is there anything to 
justify the present attitude. Equq)ped with penetrative thought and fresh 
experience the world of Islam should courageously proceed to the 
work of reconstruction before them."' In Iqbal's thought there is a 
trace of reconciliation between Islamic teaching and modem thought. 
That is to say, he pays attention to fimction of religious teachings and 
befiefii. For exanq)le, we can refer to his concept of Tawhid. According 
to him, "the essence of Tawhid as a working idea is equality, 
solidarity, and freedom"^ For everybody, vAio is familiar with traditional 
thought in Muslim world, it is obvious that Iqbals words on Tawhid 
are much more different from classic Islamic thought. It should be 
remarked that the literature of modem theology increased after Iqbal in 
Muslim world. 
1. Ibid., p. 168. 
2. Ibid., p. 179. 
3. Ibid., p. 154. 
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From practical point of view, advent of many Islamic movements 
and revolutions increases need to study functions of Islam through an 
academic way. In fact. Islamic movements sudi as Ikhwan al-muslimun 
in Egypt, Jamaat-e Island in Pakistan and Fedaiyan-e Islam in Iran 
were resulted because of ideological and revolutionary interpretation of 
Islam. Islamic revolution of Iran (1979) is one of the most inq)ortant 
ideological revolutions of recent century. To understand Islamic 
revolution of Iran and Islamic movement of Jamaat-e Island in India 
and Pakistan, one has to know views of thinkers and leaders of these 
movements. 
The present work is a study of modern Iranian and Indian 
Muslim thinkers views on social functions of Islam The questions of 
present study are as follows. Do mentioned below Muslim thinkers 
bring up social functions of Islam ? What kind of fimctions do they 
propose? What is their view on Islam and politics. Islamic state, 
Islamic revolution, so on and so forth? Do they propose social exegesis 
of Quranic ayat? How do they deal with question of conflict between 
religion and science? Do they discuss modem concepts of political 
philosophy such as liberty, tyranny, council, parliament, participation of 
people to power? What is their opinion on Muslim decline and 
decadence, its reasons and remedies? And at last, w^at is essence of 
Islam before these thinkers? 
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One may raise a question why these thinkers are described as 
modernist ones? To me, a modem Muslim thinker is he who efforts to 
reconsider and reconstruct retigious thought. In this work, I consider 
these Muslim thinkers as modem ones since they involve themselves to 
explain Islamic teachings and beliefs in accordance with modem 
thoughts. They do not repeat classic and out of date arguments. 
According^, a modem Muslim thinker is he >^ o^ seeks to revive Islam 
and he does not limit himself to discuss questions of modem world 
only through Islamic traditional teachings and sciences, i.e. Fiqh, 
Hadith. A modem thinker does not avoid using approaches, teachings, 
concepts and terms of modem sciences to explain Islamic teachings and 
tenets. 
Generally speaking "Islamic modernists advocate flexible, 
continuous reinterpretation of Islam so that Muslims may develop 
institutions of education, law and politics suitable to modern 
conditions... Elite Muslim culture was evolving into separate westernized 
and traditional ^heres that modernist sought to unify. To validate their 
re-examination of Islam's sources among traditionalists, Muslim 
modernists declared that modernism constitute as return to tme Islam 
as originally preached and practiced, a claim put forth by many reform 
movements throughout Islamic history. Modernism's distinction among 
such movements lies in the philosophical and political liberalism 
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displayed by its e7q)oatiaii, in contrast to the tendency in late-twentieth 
century Islamist discourse to regard liberalism as alien to IslanL'" 
Three chapters of this thesis discuss viewpoints of contenq)orary 
Iranian thinkers: Mohmmad Hosain Naini, Sayyid Mahmud Taliqani and 
Mehdi Bazargan. Above mentioned thinkers have more in^ortant role in 
changes of Islamic thought in recent century. To know these thinkers 
views provide knowledge in regard to basic grounds that lead to an 
Islamic revolution in Iran too. It should be mentioned that these 
thinkers are founders of modem political philosophy of the Shiah. It is 
said that "the intellectual dimension of Shi'ism has a long and varied 
history that includes political. Juridical, theological, philosophical, and 
mystical traditions. Although practically all these branches of Shi'i 
learning have continued and flourished to the present time, it is only 
political dimension of Shi'ism that has significantly responded to the 
issues and problems posed by modernity."^  
The present work will to a great extent, fulfil the need of 
thorough study of these Muslim thinkers and activists. Shaykh 
Mohammad Husain Naini is chosen to be studied because he has an 
epoch making role in recent changes in Shi'ite politicl thought. That is 
to say, Naini tries to reconcile between Shi'ite political view and 
1. David Commins, "Modernism" in The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern 
Islamic World, New York, Oxford University Press, Vol.3, 1995, p. 118. 
1. Hamid Dabashi, "Shai'ism: Modem Shi'i thought" in The Oxford Encyclopedia 
of the Modem Islamic World, New York, 1995, Vol.4., p.60. 
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constitutionalism. From Shi'ite political thought, it means that Naini 
removes obstacle to establishment of state. Thus, Naini is precorsoT of 
the movement that leads to establishment of Islamic state in Iran. A 
full discussion on Nairn's place in contenq)orary Shi'it political thought 
and his innovative adnevements are brought up in the chapter on him. 
Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani is an eminent thinker. He has an 
ideological approach towards the religious teachings. For him, Islam is 
a comprehensive and fiving message. Islam comes to change vs^ ole Ufe 
of man. He reads an actively revolutionary message mto the Islamic 
holy text. In regard to Taleqani, one should know that "he preached 
his radical, revolutionary reading of the Quran, linking its sacrosanct 
message to the most nnmediate and compelling problems of his time."' 
Taleqani calls Muslims to return to the Quran. He brings up social, 
political and economic concepts and questions of Islam in order to 
show that Islam is able to meet modern man's problems and 
requirements. 
Mehdi Bazargan is an important modernist thinker. He seeks to 
demostrate Islam's compatibility with modem science. Bazargan's 
writings asserte the harmony of reason and Islam. He claim that all 
rational knowledge, including modem science, accords with Islam. 
Bazargan favours a liberal Islamic state. 
Sayyid Abudl Al'a Mawdidi is a great Indian Muslim thinker in 
1. Ibid., p.67. 
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present century. He is chosen to be studied because he has a 
comprehensive view on Islam. He brings up Islam as a complete 
system of beliefs and practices which fulJBl needs of life. Mawdudi 
introduces Islam as a way of life but most complete and superior than 
all other systems and ways of life. 
In Islam, Mawdudi holds, there is a vast and all inclusive 
program for life. According to Mawdudi, Islam is mere living religion 
that it can guide man towards happiness. Mawdudi pays attention to 
many faculties of Islam. He has an ideological and revolutionary 
approach towards Islam. He sought to realize teaching of Islam in 
today'sworid. That is to say, he holds that today's world is in need to 
guidance of Islam. For this reason he devotes wiiole his life to propose 
all faculties of Islam. Mawdudi is both prolific and versatile. He is 
one of the chief architects of contemporary Islamic resurgence. He 
authored many books on different aspects of Islam. 
All these thinkers belong to revival movement of Islamic thought 
and they create modem and reformative Islamic literature of recent 
century. 
In the end a few words must be said about these thinkers 
sources material. Taleqani and Bazargan both were orators, most of 
their works are originally lectures which are published in book forms. 
In fact, I tried to take their views of these published lectures and 
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speechs. Since their works are in Persian (Farsi), I translate them into 
English. Generally speaking, I have tried to propose these thinkers' 
views in their own words. Thus it was necessary that I bring up long 
quotations of their works. 
(chapter 11 
SayyidJi6uC Ji'Ca Mawdiufi 
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CHAPTER n 
Life and Works 
Sayyid Abul A*la Mawdudi was bom on 25 September 1903 in 
Aurangabad, a well known town in the former princely state of 
Hyderabad (Deccan), presently Andbra Pradesh, India.* He was bom 
into a notable &mily of Delhi who traced their lineage to the great 
Chishti Sufi samts ^ o had played a prominent role in the converdon 
of In£a to Islam.^  Mawdudi's fiither, Sayyid Ahmad Hasan, was among 
the first to attend the Muslim Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh and to 
embark on Sayyid Ahmad Khan's experiment with Islamic modernism. 
His stint at Aligarh, however, did not last long, since he left the 
school to con:q)lete his education in Law io Allahabad. After completing 
his studies, Ahmad Hasan settled in the Deccan, first in Hyderabad and 
later in Aurangabad. Iliere he was initiated into Sufism and for a time 
abandoned his career to devote himself to worship at the Shrine of 
Nizamuddin Auliya in Delhi. Ahmad Hasan's puritanical streak and love 
of Sufism created a strongly religious and ascetic environment in ^^ch 
his children were nurtured. Ahmad Hasan, moreover, took great pains 
to rear his children in the Muslim notable (Sharif) culture and to 
1. Khiushid Ahmad and Zafiu Ishaq Ansari, "Mawlana Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, 
an introduction to his vision of Islam and Islamic Revrval," in Islamic perspective: 
studies in honour of Sayyid Abul A 'la Mawdudi, ed. By Khurshid Ahmad and 
Zafiar Ishaq Ansari, Markazi Maktaba Island, Delhi, 1979, p. 360. 
2. Nasr, Seyyed Vali Reza, "Mawdudi, Sayyid Abu Al-A'la," in the Oxford 
Encyclopedia of the Modem Islamic World, New York Oxford, Oxford University 
Press, 1995, Vbl.3, p.72. 
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educate them classically, intentionally excluding English from their 
curriculum* Abul 'Ala was the youngest of his three sons. After 
acquiring early education at home, he joined a high school called 
Madrasah Fawqaniyah, which attempted to combine the modem Western 
with the traditional Islamic education. Abul 'Ala completed his 
secondary education successfully and was at the stage of undergraduate 
studies at Dar al-ulum, Hyderabad when his formal education was 
disrupted by the illness and then death of his father.^  Mawdudi, 
however, continued his studies though these had to be outside of the 
regular educational institutions. It has mentioned that "most of what 
Mawdudi learned was self-acquired, though for short spells of time, he 
was able to receive systematic instruction or guidance from some 
competent scholars. Thus, Mawdudi's intellectual growth was largely a 
result of his own effort and the stimulation he received from his 
teachers."^ Regarding Mawdudi's systematic studies there are dififerent 
reports. According to some of them "he was never formaly educated, 
neither as an 'Alim nor as a Westernized student."* But another 
biographer mentions that he studied in some religious Madrasa and got 
degrees of them. Nasr says that during the years that Mawdudi co-
operated with Jamiyatul 'Ulama-i Hind, he studied formal religious 
1. Ibid. p.72. 
2. Khurshid Ahmad, op. cit., p. 360. 
3. Ibid., p.361. 
4. Eran Learman, "Mawdudi's concept of Islam" in Middle Eastern Studies, 
London. Vol.17, No.4, Oct. 1981, p.493. 
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education. He writes that "his association with the Jamiyat also 
encouraged him to acquire a formal religious education. He studied 
Arabic and commenced the dars-i-nizami (syllabus of education of 
'Ulama in India) first with the renowned 'Abdussalam Niyazi and later 
at Delhi's Fatihpuri Madrasah. In 1926 he received his certificate in 
rdigious training (Ijazah), thus becoming a Deobandi'alim. Interestingly, 
Mawdudi never acknowledged his status as one of the 'Ulama and his 
education in the Deobandi tradition did not come to light until after 
his death."' Either Mawdudi received formal religious education or not 
one point should be mentioned that he does not speak in terms of 
formal religious sciences such as Fiqh, Kalam and so on and so forth 
Furthermore he was a critic of traditional views towards Islam. 
Mawdudi himself does emphasis that "I can say that as far as I was 
concerned, there was no attraction for me in Islam as practiced by the 
over-all Muslim society. The first thing I did after developing a sense 
of criticism and research was to throw off that soul-less religion which 
I had inherited from the past. If Islam were really the religion which 
was bdng practiced by Muslims, I would have perhaps joined the ranks 
of irreligious free-thinkers and atheists, for I do not cherish in the core 
of my heart the slightest inclination towards that "Nazi philosophy" that 
simply for the sake of national interest and existence. I should have 
remained entagled in the meshes of ancestral worship. But the thing 
1. Nasr, op.cit., pp.72-73. Aslo see, Anon Mawdudi's "Chequered life" in Radiance 
views weekly. New Delhi, Vol. XXTV, No.43, 1989, p.55. 
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that warded me off from plodding the path of atheism or joining any 
other social cult and re-converted me again to Islam was my self-
study of the Quran and the life of the Holy Prophet, peace be upon 
him This revealed to me the real value of humanian. This acquainted 
me with that concq>tion of freedom which is beyond the imagination 
of even the greatest liberal or revolutionary. This presented to me a 
glorious plan of individual conduct and social justice the like of which 
I have never seen before. I found in it the scheme of life balanced 
par excellence in the entire natural order from the tiniest structure of 
an atom to the phyacal laws of the celestial system. All this convinced 
me of the fiict that the Islamic order was the Creation of the Thinker 
who had created the earth and heavens on the basis of Justice and 
Truth. I am thus a converted Muslim. I have re-embraced this faith 
after making a searching and critical examination of all its aspects."' 
After interruption of his formal education, Mawdudi turned to 
journalism in order to make his living. In 1918, he was already 
contributing to a leading Urdu newspaper, and in 1920, at the age of 
seventeen, be was appointed editor of Taj, which was being published 
from Jabalpore.' There he became ftilly active in the Khila&t movement 
and in mobilizing Muslims in support of the Congress Party. His 
passionate articles eventually led to the closure of the weekly by the 
1. Maryam Jameelah, "An appraisal of some aspects of Maulana Sayyid Ala 
Mawdudi's life and thought" in the Islamic quarterly, A Reviews of Islamic 
Culture, ed. by A.A. Mughram. Vol.31, No.2, London, 1987, pp.116-117. 
2. Khurshid Ahmad, op.cit., p.361. 
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authorities. Late in 1920 Mawdudi came to Delhi and first assumed the 
editorshq) of the newspaper Muslim (1921-23), and later of Al-Jamiyat 
(1925-28), both of which were organs of the Jamiyat-i Ulama-i Hind, 
an organization of Muslim religious scholars. Under his editorshq), Al-
Jami'yat became the leading newspaper of the Muslims of India.' In 
Delhi he became acquainted with such important Khilafat activists as 
Muhammad 'Ah with whom Mawdudi briefly cooperated. He continued 
to show interest in the independence movement, abit increasingly fi^om 
a Muslim stand point. For instance, he briefly joined the Tahrik Hijrat 
protest movement, wUch encouraged Muslims to emigrate from British 
India (dar al-harb, "abode of war") to Muslim— ruled (dar al-Islam, 
"abode of Islam") Afghanistan.^  However, he fell foul of the leadership 
of the movement because of his insistence that the aims and strategy 
of the movement should be realistic and well-planned. Mawdudi 
withdraw more and more into academic and Journalistic concerns. The 
reason that why Mawdudi did not continue his cooperation with 
Khalifat movement is as follows. "The Khilafat movement (led by 
Muhanonad Ah and his brother Shawkat AH) sought to re-establish the 
Ottoman Caliphate and was, above all, an expression of anti-British 
sentiment. For a while there was real cooperation between the Ulama, 
the Westernized Muslims, and nationalist I£ndu leaders such as Gandhi-
but it was not to last. Kemalist Turkey was renouncing old traditions 
1. Ibid., p.361. 
2. Ibid., p.72. 
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rapidly and with apparent success; and disilluaonment with the Khila&t 
soon set in. The Muslim and Hindu communides where falling out over 
Icoal issues; and as to the Muslim community itself^  the failure of the 
movement and the looming conflict with the Hindus gave rise to 
internal tendons. Mawdudi once wrote (about a different 'Revivalist' 
movement) that its failure proved you cannot expect so-called Muslims 
to act like real Muslims; and the demise of the Khilafat movement 
seems to have set Mawdudi apart from the romantic and vague 
Islamism held by many of its leaders. This tendency was driven &rther 
by an incident that took place in 1924. A leader of the extreme Hindu 
movement, Arya Smaj, was murdered by a Muslim for having allegedly 
slighted the Prophet Muhammad. Gandhi and others criticised Islam for 
its violent components, and most westernized Muslims took up an 
apologetic attitude towards Jihad. Mawdudi refiised to do so; and his 
books on the question of Jihad marked the break with both Ulama and 
Westernized intelligentsia.'" His book 'Al-Jihad fi al-Islam,' (Jihad in 
Islam) was a masterly treatise on the Islamic law of war and peace. 
It was the only systematic explanation of the Muslim position on Jihad 
in response to criticism by the press, and it remains one of the most 
articulate expositions of this theme by a revivalist thinker; it received 
warm accolades from the Muslim community and confirmed mawdudi's 
place among the Muslim literati.^ 
1. Lerman, op.cit., p.493. 
2. Nasr, op.cit., p.73. 
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Mawdudi resigned form Al-Jam'iyat in 1928, and moved to 
Hyderabad and devoted himself to research and writing. He took up 
the editorship of the monthly Tarjuman al Quran in 1933 vMdi became 
the forum for his views. In 1938 Mawdudi received an invitation from 
Muhammad Iqbal persuaded him to leave Hyderabad and settle down at 
a place with lay in the Eastern part of Panjab, in the district of 
Pathankot. Mawdudi established what was essentially an academic and 
research center called Dar al-Islam where, in collaboration with Iqbal, 
he had planned to train competent scholars in Islamics to produce 
works of outstanding quality on Islam, and above all, to carry out the 
reconstruction of Islamic Law.' During the period that he was in 
Pathankot Mawdudi set himself against all other currents in Indian 
Islam— doing battle, as it were, on three fronts. Like almost all 
other revivalists in moder Islam, he rallied against the Sufi element in 
Popular Islam Mawdudi expresses that those who "misled the Muslims 
with amulets, intonations and prayer beads... and sent them to tombs 
and Sufi societies so they would intercede for them and ensure for 
them eternal happiness."' are to blame for the deterioration of Islamic 
fighting spirit. Mawdudi's views here are similar to Arbian and Indian 
Wahabiyyah but unlike the Wahabis, he was highly critical of the state 
of Islamic orthodoxy. According to Mawdudi the responsibility for the 
1. Khurshid Ahmad, op.cit., pp.361-362. 
2. Lerman, op.cit, p.494, He quotes from Mawdudi, Al-Jihad fi Sabil Allah 
Damascus, n.d., p.SO. 
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atrophy of Muslim spirit lies also with those "who distracted the 
Muslims ofif the foundations of Islam and its general, total principles 
and busied them with questions concerning the details of Fiqh... untU 
they forgot what they were created for and ignored the sublime 
purposes for which Islam stands.'" Although Mawdudi's view may be 
similar to other muslim reformers but there is a strict difference 
between him and others. Lerman expresses that "in all this one can 
detect the influence of the long traditions of Islamic reform in India 
similar things might have been said by Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, by the 
poet Shibli, or by any graduate of Sir Sayyid's College at Aligarh. But 
it was against these very people-the new Westernized elite of Muslim 
India-that Mawdudi directed his most scathing attack. Their atten^ts to 
reconcile Islam to the West led to the loss of its moral authority 
[Mawdudi says]: 'Look at the leaders and chiefs and principals, who 
profess their belief in the Book of Allah in his prophet but, regrettably, 
show nothing of the true code of the Book, or of the Shariah 
(religious law. The Way) given by the prophet, in their own ways— 
apart from taking, sometimes, part in the Prophet's birthday festivities 
or inviting the reciters of the Quran to read it once or twice in their 
house to entertam their relatives, and if they feel like it, give a speech 
extolling Islam nad prasising its teaching, much as one would lavishly 
1. Ibid., p.494, Lerman quotes fixxn Mawdudi, Al^ihad fi Sabil Allah, op.cit., p.50. 
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praise a poet— but to act according to the Shariah, and struggle to 
carry it out in this world, of that they have no inkling'" 
During the years 1938-1941, Mawdudi "became embroiled in the 
struggle between the Pakistan Movement and Muslims of the Congress 
Party, always maintaining his independence of thought from the two 
positions. He lambasted first the Muslim supporters of the Congress, 
many of whom were his mentors in the Jam'iyatul 'Ulama-i Hind, for 
betraying the Muslim cause, and then turned his attention to the 
Muslim League, which he chastised for its secularist communalism As 
a result of Mawdudi's activism, the project acquired an increasingly 
political tone, leading him to leave Pathankot for more direct poUtical 
activity in Lahore. There he taught at the Islamiyah College and joined 
in debates over the future of the Muslim community It was at this 
time that the idea of an organizational expression for his ideas, 
cimbining a model community and a political party, found shape in 
Mawdudis thought and works. In August 1941, Mawdudi, with a 
number of young 'Ulama and Muslim literati, formed the Jama'at-i 
Islami (Islamic Party). The party soon moved its head quarters to 
Pathankot, where Mawdudi and his cohorts articulated the party's 
ideology and plan of action The Jama'at began to organize across 
India, but it did not evolve rapidly enough to have an impact on 
development in the Muslim community there When India was 
1 Ibid. pp449^50, Mawdudi's wxds are quoted fiom Al-Jihad fi Sabil Allah, o p a l p50 
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paithioned, Mawdudi divided the Janu'at into independent Indian and 
Pakistani units. He moved to Lahore to assume leadership of the 
Jama'at-i Isiami of Pakistan.'" In Pakistan, Mawdudi concentrated his 
efforts on establishing a truly Islamic state and society in that country. 
In this regard, Khurshid Ahmad writes that "consistent with this 
objective, he has written profusely to e7q)lain the different aspects of 
the Islamic way of life, especially the socio-political aspects. This 
concern for the implementation of the Islamic way of life has also led 
Mawdudi to criticize and oppose the policies pursued by the successive 
governments of Pakistan, and to blame those in power for failing to 
transform Pakistan into a truly Islamic state. The rulers reacted with 
severe reprisal measures. Mawdudi was often arrested and had to serve 
long spells in prisons."^ In 1953, he was sentenced to death by the 
martial Law authorities on the charge of writing a seditious paiiq)hlet 
on the Qudiyani problem. Mawdudi refused to appeal for mercy. At 
last the Government was forced, under strong public pressure both 
firom within and without, to commute the death sentence to life 
inq)risonment. 
In all of his years of political activity Mawdudi continued to 
produce an impressive number of articles, pamphlets, and books. He 
wrote a lot of works regarding a wide variety of problems— political, 
1. Nasr, op.cit., p.74. 
2. Khurshid Ahmad, op.cit., pp.362-363. 
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economic, cultural, social, theological and so on. He attempted to state 
how the teachings, tenets and concepts of Islam are related to those 
problems. Nfawdudi did not involve himself into the technical world of 
the espedalist, but he expounded the essentials of the Islamic approach 
in most of the fields of learning and inquiry. Mawdudi's great work, 
i.e. his translation and commentary, Tafhim al-Quran (Towards 
understanding the Quran) begun in 1924 and completed in 1972, is one 
of the most widely read Quranic commentaries in Urdu today Although 
written in a popular style and with a revivalist agenda, it has found a 
place in the classical Islamic scholarship of subcontinent' 
In order to understand Mawdudi's aim, works and thought, it 
should be better to listen to his description of himself In a letter 
answering a question regarding his works, he introduces himself as a 
revivalist and writes: "I began my efforts towards understanding Islam 
and working for its revival when I was a youth of twenty-three and 
ever since then, I have dedicated my whole Ufe for this task I never 
had any faith in mere defensive tactics or a rear-guard action I have 
launched a three-pronged offensive On the one hand, I have ruthlessly 
attacked the ideological foundations of Western culture On the other 
hand, I have expounded as fully as I know how, the ideological bases 
of Islam I have explained at great length what is meant by an Islamic 
way of life and how in every respect it is superior to Western ways 
1. Nasr, op.cit, p. 74. 
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Thirdly, I have offered practical Ishunic solutions of important problems 
\^ch previously even observant Muslims could see no alternative but 
to follow the West."* 
Mawdudi's works show his revivalist approach towards Islam. He 
elaborated his views on religion, economy, and politics. His works 
constitute an interpretive reading of Islam that sought to mobilize faith 
for the prupose of political action.^  Regarding his influence, Nasr writes 
that "His ideological perspective, one of the most prolific and 
systematic articulations of the revivalist position, has been influential m 
the imfolding of revivalism across the Muslim world. The contours of 
Islam's discourse with socialism and capitalism were first defined by 
him, as was much of the terminology associated with Islamic 
revivalism, including "Islamic revolution," 'Islamic state," and 'Islamic 
Ideology."^ It should be mentioned that Mawdudi's influence not 
restricted to Pakistan and his party namely Jamat-i Islami. Mawdudi's 
influence goes far beyond the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent. Mawdudi's 
works are most widely read and some of them are translated into 
many languages of the world-Arabic, English, Turkish, Persian, Hindi, 
French, German, Swahili, Tamil, Bengali, etc-and now they are 
increasingly becoming available in many more of the Asian, African and 
1. Anon, Correspondence between Maulana Mawdudi and Maryam Jameela, 
Markazi Maktaba Islami, Delhi 1986, p.30. 
2. Nasr, op.cit., p.74. 
3. Ibid, p.74. 
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European languages.' Mawdudi's several journeys which undertook 
during the years 1956-74 prepared the way for Muslims in many parts 
of the world to become acquainted with him personally. 
In 1972 after 31 years of struggle, Mawdudi due to constant 
poor health, resigned as 'Ameer' of the Jama'at-i Islami. Then he 
retired from political activity and devoted himself to purely literary and 
research work. During the years 1972 to 1979 till his death Mawdudi 
concentrated fiilly on writing work.^  In this period he completed the 
basic work of writing the Prophet's life-history namely 'Sirat-i Sarvar-
e 'Alam (biography of the Prophet). It should be mentioned that there 
is a deep difference between this book and other ordinary Sirahs 
(biographies). In fact he went beyond the limits of such biographies 
and tried to explain his basic views regarding the revelation, 
prophethood, socio-political aspects of Islam, Islamic way of life and so 
on and so forth. 
In the understanding of Islam Mawdudi did not use the methods 
and approaches of the intellectuals as well as^lilamas. He has his 
especial and individual— to some extent innovative— apporach towards 
Islam. He holds that Islamic teachings, principles and values constitute 
a complete system of life and ideology. Mawdudi is aware of the 
1. Khurshid Ahmad, op.cit., p.364. 
2. Anon^Mawdudi's, "77re Chequered Life," in Radiance v/ens weekly. Vol. XXIV, 
No.43. June 1989, p.55. 
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intellectual trends and practical problems of man in the modem age. 
He tries to bring vsp the relevance of Islam to the problems of man in 
modem age. In fact he throws light on neglected message of Islam. 
Instead of involving himself ia arguments of scholastic discussions or 
Islamic sciences he tries to give more information about the real end 
of the message of God, Hs Book and Prophethood. How and in what 
manner does he propose Islam as a complete system of life. This 
question will be answered through a complete understanding of his 
world view. In the following we discuss Mawdudi's views on Islam. 
Towards Undestanding Islam 
Mawdudi has an especial concept of Islam. In fact he describes 
Islam in tow ways. Firstly, he expresses that Islam is a universal 
religion. He expresses that "Christianity is named after Christ, Buddhism 
after Buddha; Judaism after the land of Judea; Zorastrianism after 
Zoraster but Islam enjoys the unique distinction of having no such 
association with any particular person or people or country. Nor is it 
the product of any human mind. It is a universal religion and its 
objective is to create and cultivate in man the quality and attitude of 
Islam... Islam is an Arabic word and connotes submission, surrender 
and obedience to Allah.'" According to Mawdudi, Islam is unlike any 
other religion; it is universal; its supreme virtue is obedience. Mawdudi 
1. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Towards Understanding Islam, ed.by Khurshid 
Ahmad, New Delhi, Markazi Maktaba islami Publihsers, reprint, 1998, p. 17. 
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does emphasise on the uniqueness of Islam. He says that "they (the 
West) thought that Islam is a religion (Nihlah; the English word 
'religion' appears in the text as a synonym for Nihlah) in the sense in 
which the word 'religion' is often used... and what is meant by 
'religion' is no more than the sum of several beliefs, rituals and 
sentiments... but this is not the case."' According to Mawdudi "all 
other religions and schools of thought may fall under Nihlah; Islam is 
much more than that, it is Din. Din encompasses the universality of 
Islam, the sense of submission, the primacy of religious law."^ Din, 
Mawdudi says, "in the Quran terminology stands for the entire of life, 
of which the composite factors are: (i) Sovereignty and supreme 
authority; (ii) Obedience and submission to such authority; (iii) the 
system of thought and action established through the exercise of that 
authority; and (iv) Retribution meted out by the authority, in 
consideration of loyalty and obedience to it, or rebellion and 
transgression against it.*^  According to Mawdudi, "the fourth element 
of Din refers to the Akhirah (the Afterwards, Heaven and Hell), which 
Mawdudi sees as a total order, a total way of life. It was imder the 
first two headings that Mawdudi developed some of his most original 
ideas: Islam, he claims, denotes the very order of creation."^ In his 
1. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Al-jihad fi Sabil Allah, Damascus, n.d., tr. by Eran 
Lennan, in "Mawdudi's concept of Islam", op.cit., p.496. 
2. Eran Lennan, Ibid., p.496. 
3. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Four Basic Quranic Terms, Delhi, Markazi Maktaba 
Islami Publishers, 1997, pp.87-88. 
4. Lerman, op.cit., p.497. 
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book, 'Towards understanding Islam," Mawdudi argues that man lives 
in an orderty universe, i^ere eveiything is assigned a place in a grand 
scheme. He says; "the moon, the stars and all the heavenly bodies are 
knit together in a magnificent system., in short, ours is a law-governed 
universe and everything in it is following the course that has been 
ordained for it."' Mawdudi puts forward his especial, innovative and 
most far-reaching interpretaction of Islam. That is, Islam denotes the 
very order of creation. He writes: "This powerful, all-pervasive law, 
>^^ch governs all that conoprises the universe, fi'om the tiniest specks 
of dust to the magnificent galaxies of the heavens, is the law of God, 
the Creator and Ruler of the universe. As the whole of creation obeys 
the law of God, the whole universe, therefore, literally follows the 
religion of Islam— for Islam signifies nothing but obedience and 
submission to Allah, the Lord of the Universe. The sim, the moon, the 
earth and all other heavenly bodies are thus 'Muslim'. So are the air, 
water, heat, stones, trees and animals. Everything in the universe is 
'Muslim' for it obeys God by submission of His laws. Even a man 
who refuses to beUeve in God, or offers his worship to someone other 
than Allah, has necessarily to be a 'Muslim' as far as his existence is 
concerned."^ Wilfred Cantwell Smith pays attention to Mawdudi's above 
mentioned view and says: "this is a most promismg attitude, and might 
1. Mawdudi, Towards Understanding Islam, pp. 17-18. 
2. Ibid., p. 18. 
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lead far if encouraged... Of course, the conception is based, as was 
European deism, upon an early idea of science and scientific laws. No 
notice is taken of recent advances in science, or modem interpretations 
of the meaning of "laws" of nature; little notice even of evolution. 
Natural laws are here conadered to be unchanging and unchangeable, 
and are thought of as imposed from without, as something which 
nature obeys; a decree as to how the world must iiinction rather than 
a description of how it does."' In regard to man, Mawdudi argues that 
he is so constituted that there are two distinct spheres of his activity. 
One is the sphere in v\^ch he finds himself totally regulated by the 
Divine law. That is to say, he like all other creatures, is a bom 
Muslim, invariably obeying the injunctions of God. But man has been 
endowed with reason and intellect. He has the power to think and 
form judgement, to choose and reject, to approve and spurn. That is, 
he is free to become or not to become a Muslim. An individual who 
chooses to acknowledge his Creator, accepts Him as his real master, 
honestly and scrupulously submits to His laws and injuctions and 
follows the code. He is a perfect Muslim: his submission of his entire 
self to the vnH of Allah is Islam and nothing but Islam.^ Mawdudi 
describes such a man as God's vicegerent because he is at peace with 
the whole universe for he worships Him Whom the whole universe 
worships. 
1. Mlfred Cantwell Smith, Modem Islam in India, New Delhi, Usha Publications, 
1979, pp. 79-80. 
2. Mawdudi, Towards Understanding Islam, p. 18-19. 
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Mawdudi has another approach towards Islam. He describes Islam 
as reH^on of all God's Prophets. He says that 'Tor us Islam is not the 
name of some unique &ith presented for the first time by Mohammad 
(peace be upon him) who should, on that account be called the 
founder of Islam. The Quran make it abuidantly clear that Islam— the 
complete submission of man before God— is the one and only faith 
consistently revealed by God to mankind from the very beginning."' 
One of the Ayat of the Quran says: 'the true religion with Allah is 
Islam' (3:19). Mawdudi expresses that "this [Ayah] shows that the 
religion of every Messenger of God, in every age and clime, was none 
other than Islam (submission to God). Likewise, every Divine book in 
whichever language it was revealed, and to whichever people it was 
addressed, contained the teachings of Islam. "^  Thus, Mawdudi states; 
"the Prophets propagated Islam, that is a belief in God with all His 
attributes, faith in the Day of judgement and faith in the Prophets and 
the Books; they asked people to live a life of obedience and 
submission to their lord. This is what constitutes al-Din and it was 
common to the teachings of all the Prophets."^ According to Mawdudi 
although all the Prophets have the same religion (Islam) but they have 
different Shari'ahs. Apart from Din, Mawdudi says, "there is the 
1. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, The Message of Islam, Delhi, Marlazi Maktaba 
Islami Publishers, 1998, p.l. 
2. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Towards Understanding the Quran (Tafhim al-
quran), tr. by. Zafar ishaq Ansari, New Delhi, Markazi Maktaba Islami, 1999, 
Vol.1, p.242. 
3. Mawdudi, Towards Understanding Islam, p. 95. 
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Shariah, the detailed code of conduct or the canons comprising ways 
and modes of worship, standards of morals and life and laws that 
allow and proscribe, that judge between right and wrong . each Prophet 
had the same Din, he brought with him a different Shariah to suit the 
conditions of his own people and time."' This process, Mawdudi says, 
ended with the advent of Muhammad, the last prophet (peace be upon 
him), who brought with him the final code which was to apply to all 
mankind for all times to come But what does distinguish Mohanmiad 
from other Prophets? Mawdudi explains that "there is not a trace of 
doubt about the Prophethood of the Prophets before our Prophet and 
we beHeve in all of them. However, none of the scriptures revealed to 
them has come down to us in its original form so that we may benefit 
from its pristine message."^ On the contrary, "the Quran is the pure 
Words of God. Not one word therein is not divine. Not a single word 
has been deleted from its text. The book has been handed down to 
our age in its complete and original form since the time of 
Muhammad."^ It should be remarked that "since there was to be no 
messenger afler Mohammad, the Book revealed to him was preserved 
word for word so that it should be a source of guidance for all 
times."* The second attribute of the Holy Prophet in which he stands 
1. Ibid, p.95. 
2. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, The Message of the Prophet's Seerat. Delhi, nd 
p.5. 
3. Ibid., p. 12. 
4. Mawdudi, The Message of Islam, p. 1 
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unique among all Prophets is as follows: "the life of Mohammad, and 
the maner in which he conducted himself, was also recorded in a 
unique manner by his companions and by later compilers of the 
Tradition. A more conqplete and authentic account of the life, saying, 
and actions of any Prophet or historical personage has never been 
compiled."' Mawdudi points out that the message of the Prophet is for 
all mankind. That is, "the foremost feature which we observe in his 
apostolic mission is that he (peace be upon him) propoimds tenets for 
the welfare of all mankind. Whosoever has faith in these tenets is a 
Muslim and enters the fold of the Universal brotherhood of Islam. "^  
The Quran and the authentic Sunnah of the prophet are two major 
sources to leam about the Shariah of Muhammad (peace be upon him). 
To propose his views on Islam Mawdudi refer to the Quran. He 
neither involves himself in scholasticism, philosophy, and Fiqh nor he 
pays attention to modem thought. His first and primary source is the 
Quran. Mawdudi explains that the Quran is a book of guidance. He 
holds that "the real object of the Quran is to call people to the 'right 
way' and to illuminate God's true guidance, v^ch has often been lost 
either through man's negligence and heedlessness or distorted by his 
wicked perversity."^ Mawdudi is of the view that object of the Quran 
is not to provide instruction in any particular knowledge. He says '*the 
1. Ibid., p.l. 
2. Mawdudi, The Message of the Prophet's Seerat, p.21. 
3. Mawdudi, Towards Understanding the Quran, op. cit., vol. I, p. 12. 
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Quran speaks of the structure of the heavens and the earth and of 
man, refers to the signs of reality in the various phenomena of the 
universe... and discusses many other things he»des. All this the Quran 
does, not in order to provide instruction in physics, history, 
philosophy... but rather to remove the misconceptions people have 
about reaUty and to make that reaUty manifest to them.'" But it seems 
that Mawdudi changes his views. It should be remarked that 
Mawdudi's below mentioned views are in contradiction with his former 
ones. He holds that 'In the areas of Fiqh, Economics, Social Sciences, 
philosophy and theoretical sciences research should be conducted with 
firm belief in the philosophy that the Quran and Prophet's Sunnah are 
really the perennial source of knowledge and we have to draw 
eveiything fi'om this source alone."^ Mawdudi increases his expectations 
of the Quran. He says "the answers to all the ultimate issues of 
philosophy, science, or sociology are to be found in His Book and are 
so logically interconnected that they can provide the base for a 
complete, integrated and consummate ideology."' 
What does distinguish Mawdudi's understanding of Islam from 
other Muslim thinkers? As one considers Mawdudi's work he comes to 
this view that for him Islam is a comprehensive system of life. 
1. Ibid.p. 12. 
2. Mohammad Zaki Kirmani, "Islamic Science Moving Towards a A'ew Paradigm," 
in. An Early Cresent, ed By Ziauddin Sardar, London, Mansel publishing limited, 
1989pp. 142-143. 
3. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, The Quran Divine Revelation or Forgery, tr. by. 
Abu Asad, E>elhi, Markazi Maktaba Islami, 1994, p.38. 
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Generally speaking, he understands Islam as an ideology. For him Islam 
is a general and comprehensive plan embracing everything. Fazlur 
Rahman says that "the chief appeal of Mawdudi's message for the 
young intelligentsia lay in the fact firstly that over against the 
Traditionalist 'Ulama for whom Islam had become a partial afiTair in 
humian life, largely confined to rituals, Mawdudi taught that Islam was 
really a way of life and the \\diole of life and was, therefore, a system 
and not just a set of certain dogmas and rituals, and secondly, in 
deducing his system and building it up Mawdudi freely used his reason 
and therefore, seemed to initiate a departure from the rigidity of 
conservatism... Mawdudi claimed Islam to be a tightly- knit system 
wherein every detail was defined.'" In regard to Mawdudi's approach 
towards Islam, Wilfred Cantwell Smith says: "Mawdudi would appear 
to be much the most systematic thinker of modem Islam., he presents 
Islam as a system, one that long ago provided mankind with set 
answers to all its problems, rather than as a faith in which God 
provides mankind anew each morning the riches whereby it may answer 
them itself"^ For Mawdudi Islam is not metaphysical beliefs, collection 
of beliefs, sermons, traditions, customs so on and so forth. But for 
him Islam consists in world view, the moral system, the political 
system, socio-economic system, foundation of individual and collective 
1. Fazlur Rahman, "Currents of Religious Thought m Pakistan" in Islamic 
Studies, Journal of the Islamic Research Institute, Karachi, Vol VII, March 1996 , 
No.l, pp.2-4. 
2. >Wlfred Cantwell Smith, Islam in Modem History, New Jersey, New American 
Library, 1959, p.236. 
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life and the way of life. He points out that "Islam is not a jumbled 
collection of scattered thoughts and incoherent methods of conduct It 
is rather a well-ordered system, a consistent whole, resting on definite 
set of clear-cut principles'" John L. Esposito compares Mawdudi with 
Hasan al-Banna and says that "they reinterpreted Islamic history and 
tradition to respond to the socio-historical conditions of twentieth 
century. Both regarded Islam as the all-embracing ideology The union 
of religion and society, the relationship of Islam to all aspects of life, 
followed fi'om the doctrine of God's unity (Tawhid) and sovereignty 
over al creation as embodied in the comprehensive nature of the 
Shariah."^ In fact Mawdudi pays attention to ijtihad to propose Islam 
as a comprehensive ideology. Esposito calls Mawdudi, Sayyid Qutb al-
Bana as neotraditionalists and says that "[they] resemble conservatives 
in many respects. They, too, advocate a return to Islam and the 
Shariah. Neotraditionalists, however, while respecting the classical 
formulations of Islamic law, are not wedded to them Instead, they 
claim the right to go back to the fundamental sources of Islam to 
reinterpret (ijtihad) and reapply them to contemporary needs and 
conditions "^  Why does Mawdudi effort to systematize socio-political 
aspects of Islam? In this regard Khurshid Ahmad says "since the 
1. Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi, Political Theory of Islam. Delhi, 1981. p6 
2. John L. Esposito, Islam the Straight Path, New York, Oxford. Oxford Uim-ersitv Press 
1988, p. 150, and see Fredand K. Abbot, ""Maulana Mawdudi on Quranic Interpretation." 
Muslim World, Hartford, 1958, \fel48, Nol p6 
3. Ibid. p. 198 
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principles and values of Islam relating to the socio-economic and political 
spheres of life had become relegated to oblivion, it is imderstandable that 
Mawdudi feh called upata to emphasise those princq)les and values and to 
spell them out with a great deal of detail"' 
It is mentioned that Mawdudi considers Islam as a conq>rehensive 
ideology and system of life. Obviously every ideology should propoimd 
its basic concepts, tenets and principles regarding God, the universe 
and the man. It should explain man's relationship with God. Every 
ideology contains ethical philosophy, political and social philosophy and 
so on. According to Mawdudi, Islam contains all above mentioned 
aspects of an ideology. Mawdudi enq)hasizes that Islam not only has its 
special system of life but also it contains the most perfected one. 
Mawdudi e^ qplains that the fimdamentals of Islam are belief m one 
God, belief in Mohammad's prophethood and belief in the hereafter 
(Akhirah). Mawdudi holds that "among the fundamentals of Islam, the 
most important is belief in one God- not just the conviction that He 
exists or that He is one- but that He alone is the Creator, Master, 
Ruler, and Administrator of all that exist."^ In fact, "the sovereignty of 
God in Islam is not just a supernatural phenomenon. It covers all 
a^ects of political and legal sovereignty also and in those too no one 
other than God has any share."' In this regard, one may consider the 
1. Khurshid Ahmad and ZaSar Ishaq Ansari,; op.cit., p.371. 
2. Mawdudi, The Message of Islam, p.5. 
3. Ibid., p.6. 
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concept of Taw^d. As a matter of fact, the prevalent concept of 
Tawhid among Muslims is that there is one and only one God, w^o is 
our Lord and Creator, Provider, and our entire life is in His Hands. 
For Mawdudi this generally prevalent concept of Ta>^ iud is not enough. 
Mawdudi brings up a socio-political concept of Tawhid. He proposes 
the concepts of godhood (ilah) and Rabb. He refers to the Quran and 
brings up a detailed discussion about the meaning of these words. Then 
he concludes that 'Hhe Holy Quran used rububiyyah as exactly 
synonymous with sovereignty, and the concept of Rabb it presents is 
that Allah is the Absolute Monarch of all creation, and its sole Lord 
and Master...'" Mawdudi explains that based on the Quran 'Hhe god 
hood (ilah) includes monarchy and rulership. And it is also stressed 
that Tawheed necessarily requires that in this sense too no— one 
should be believed to have any share with God."^ It should be 
mentioned that the cardinal and revolutionary point which emerges from 
above concept of Tawhid is that religion and life cannot be separated 
and constitute harmonised whole. ^  
Here I should mention that Mawdudi's views on sovereignty of 
God will be discussed in the section related to his political philosophy 
in this chapter. 
1. Mawdudi, Four Basic Quranic Terms, p. 71. 
2. Ibid., p.28. 
3. Mohammad Sallahuddin, "Marwlana Mawdudi's Singular Achievement", Radiance 
views weekly, Vol.XXIV, No.43, 4-10, June, 1989, p.47 
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What is the place of Man in Mawdudi's world view? In order to 
understand the place of man in Mawdudi's view, one has to study his 
opinions on spiritual system of Islam. Mawdudi reasies a question that 
v/haX is the spiritual system of Islam and what is its relation with the 
system of life as a ^o le? He e?q>resses that '*the idea which has been 
most influential in making the climate of thought in philosophy and 
religion is that body and soul are mutually antagonistic and conflicting 
and hence they cannot go together in life. And one can develop only 
at the cost of the other. For the soul, the conflicts of body and matter 
are a prison— house: the mundane activities of worldly life the — 
shackles with which the soul is kept in bondage and its growth is 
arrested.'" Thus, above cited conflict has led to well-known concept of 
classifying the universe into the spiritual and secular. Therefore, "those 
who chose the secular path were convinced that the demands of 
spirituality could not be con:q}lied with and thus went headlong into a 
sensate outlook in life culminating in stark materialism and hedonism. 
Consequently all spheres of worldly activity, may they be social, 
political, economic or cultural, were deprived of the ligjit of spirituality 
and the world was smitten with injustice and tyranny. On the other 
hand those who wanted to tread the path of spiritual excellence 
innovated such ways and devices for the development and elevation of 
1. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, tr. by Khurshid Ahmad, Delhi, 
Markazi Maktaba Islami, 1988, pp.81-82. 
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their spirit, as to make them *nobk outcast' in their world."' Mawdudi 
holds that Islam differs radically from all the prevailing religioiis and 
philosophical systems. According to the teachings of Islam "God has 
appointed the human soul as his Khalifa (vicegerent) in the univarse. 
He has invested it with certain authority and laid upon it certain 
responsibilities and obligation for the fulfillment of which he has 
endowed it with the best and most suitable physical frame. The body 
has been created with the sole object that the soul should make use of 
it in the exercise of its authority and fulfillment of its duties and 
re^onsibilities."' Mawdudi argues that Isbun rejects ascetic view of life. 
According to him, Islam proposes a set of methods and processes for 
the spiritual developments of man not outside this world but inside it. 
According to Islam, Mawdudi says, 'Hhe real place for the growth, 
uplift and elevation of the spirit lies right in the midstream of the 
activity of life and not in solitary places of spiritual hibernation."^ 
Generally speaking, each ^iritual system has a criterion for man's 
moral development. For example, in Buddhism the ultimate end of 
man's perfection is to nail to ^Hrvana. What is the criterion given by 
Islam for man's moral develq>ment. Mawdudi says that "the answer to 
this question lies in the concept of 'Khilafat'... man^  as the vicegerent 
of God, is answerable to him for all his activities. It is his duty to use 
1. Ibid., p.82. 
2. Ibid., p.84. 
3. Ibid., p.86. 
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all powers with whidi he is invested and all the means placed at his 
disposal in this world, in accordance with the Divine will."' Mawdudi 
continues to say that "in Islam, ^iritual development is synonymous 
with neamess to God. Likewise he wiD remain away from God if he is 
lazy, slothful, transgressor, rebellious and disobedient. And being away 
from God signifies, in Islam, the ^iritual fall and decay of man."' 
How can man nail to primacy with God? What is the road to 
spiritual development based on Islam? Mawdudi e7q)resses that "Islamic 
morality contains, according to the Quran and the Hadith, four a^ects 
or grades: iman (faith in God), islam (surrender to God), taqwa (God-
consciousness) and ihsan (Godliness). Each of these four concepts is 
linked in mutual dependence: each grows out of the one on which it 
rests and simultaneously provides a base for the next to grow. Iman or 
fiiith is the foundation of this edifice. Upon it is built the structure of 
islam (submission to God), and then taqwa and ihsan. Without iman 
none of the other three can exist... The first priority in the 
development of Islamic morals is, therefore, a firm and deeply— rooted 
iman."^ it should be mentioned that Mawdudi usually en^hasizes the 
centrality of faith in mans religious life.^  But what does iman mean? 
1. Ibid., p.86. 
2. Ibid., p.87. 
3. S^yid Abul A'la Mawdudi, The Islamic Movement Dynamic of Values, power 
and change, tr. by Khurram Murad, Delhi, Markazi Maktaba islami, 1991, p.111. 
4. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Islami Tahdhib awr us ke Usul-o Mabadi (The 
Foundations of Islamic Culture), Lahore, 1955. 
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Mawdttdi says, ^Uman means that the idea wMch sould hold supreme m 
the mmd and heart of man is that: Ck>d alone is his Master, Sovereign 
and Deity; seeking His pleasure is the aim of all his endevours; and 
His commands alone constitute the law of his life. This should be his 
firm conviction, not merely cognition of the intellect, but also of the 
wilL"' According to Mawdudi iman inq)lies belief in the imity of God 
and the prophethood of Mohammad (peace be on him). Thus the 
inevitable demand of Tawhid is that man "considers himself and all that 
he possess as belonging to God; he accepts him as the sole rightful 
Owner, Object of worship. Receiver of obedience and Law-giver for 
himsdf as well as the rest of the world; "^  T&vAdd indicate taht the 
sole purpose of all man efforts in this worldly life should be to seek 
the good pleasure of God. Thus, once a person has faith, the basis of 
Islamic life is laid. 
The second grade of Islamic morality is the concept of islam. 
Mawdudi believes that islam— one's actual submission to God's 
commands— is a manifestation of faith (iman). Mawdudi writes that 
"islam is the practical demonstration of iman. The relationship between 
the two is the same as that between seed and plant. Iman is the seed 
and islam represents its finition. Iman, if present, wiU manifest itself in 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, p. 88. 
2. Mawdudi, The Islamic Movement, Dynamics of Values Power and Change, 
p.113. 
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man's practical life, in his morality, ... in short in every aspect of 
life.'" Mawdudi holds that there is no need to follow the arguments of 
the jurists and philosophers about iman. He argues that based on 
teachings of the Quran "the inner conviction of faith and the practice 
of islam are essentially interdependent. God frequently mentions faith 
and righteous conduct together. All the promises of a blissfiil future 
that he has made to Muslims apply to those believers who really do 
submit to His will."^ 
The third stage in man's spiritual growth is taqwa (piety). Taqwa, 
Mawdudi writes, "does not merely imply any particular form, 
appearance or life-style. Rather it is a state of inner self, which no 
doubt does reflect in every part of life. Taqwa consists of man's awe 
of God, consciousness of his duty towards Him and an awareness of 
his accountability to Him"^ In Mawdudi's view, taqwa rather refers to 
that state of the soul which is bom out of the fear of God and a 
sense of responsibiUty which manifests itself in all aspects of one's life. 
The highest grade of Islamic morality is ihsan (benefaction). It, 
Mawdudi says, implies the deep attachment, profound love, genuine 
faithfulness and sacrifice which make a Muslim completely identify 
himself with Islam.'** Ihsan indicates that deep love and that spirit of 
1. Ibid., p. 115. 
2. Ibid., p. 115. 
3. Ibid., p. 116. 
4. Ibid., p. 119. 
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self-sacrifice ^licli make one sacrify himself in his devotion to God. 
Mawdudi compares taqwa with ihsan and writes: "the essence of taqwa 
is fear of God vs^ch may enable a person to escape God's anger. The 
essence of ihsan is love of God, which motivates man to try to win 
God's pleasure.'" 
According to Mawdudi, ihsan leads one to strive to establish and 
propagate virtues in the world even at the cost of his life. A man who 
reaches this stage attains the highest pinnacle of spirituality and is 
nearest to God.' 
Mawdudi does not restrict the stages of spiritual grow t^h to 
individuals rather he extends it to communities. He states: "like 
individuals, a conmmnity also after passing through the various stages 
of spiritual elevation, may reach to ultimate stage of ihsan.... In fact, 
the ideals aimed at by islam are achieved in a perfect manner only 
when the whole community moves on this path and a Muttaqi and 
Mohsin (pious and beneficent) State comes iato existence in this world. 
That is the acme of civilization where virtue reigns in the society and 
vice is subdue."^ Islam, Mawdudi holds, has laid a mechanism of 
spiritual training for preparing individuals and the society to reach 
spiritual growth. He enumerates prayer (Salat), fasting (Saum), poor 
1. Ibid., p. 119. . V ^ V - ^ - - ^ - — ^ ^ 
2. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, p. 89. ^ \^ 
3. Ibid, PP.Z9-90. ' ( \cc. N o ) ' 
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dues (Zakat), pilgrimage (Hajj) and Jihad as five fundamentals for 
^iritual training of Muslims.' 
At last, it should be mentioned that Mawdudi holds that the 
worship of God is true charter of freedom of man. He says: "the 
creature of Allah should be the slave of Allah alone and owe service 
to none else— nay, not even be a servant to the Holy apostel of 
Allah. This charter free man from o£fering worship to all others, save 
One God; and it terminated the divinity of man over man once for 
all."* 
It shold be pointed out that Mawdudi brings up an innovative 
and new understanding of the concept of worship (ibadah). He is of 
the view that the term ibadah is used in three sense in the Quran: 
(i) worship and adoration (ii) obedience and submission; and (iii) 
service and subjection."^ Mawdudi explains these three meanings at 
length.'* He expresses that Muslim should worship God based on all 
above mentioned meanings of the term ibadah. 
Islamic Social Order 
Since Mawdudi proposes Islam as a comprehensive system of life 
and ideology, thus he discusses the social order of Islam. In relation to 
1. Ibid., pp.90-91. 
2. Mawdudi, The Message of the Pmphet's Seerat, p. 28. 
3. Mawdudi, Towards Understanding the Quran, Vol.1, p.37. 
4. Mawdudi, Four Basic Quranic Terms. 
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Mawdudi's arguments about Islamic social order, Nasr, an Iranian 
researcher, expresses that **it was to present Islam as a viable socio-
political force, in place of socialism and in opposition to capitalism, to 
Muslim intellectuals that led Mawdudi to punctuate his discourse with 
such distinctly Western term as 'Islamic revolution', 'Islamic state,' and 
'Islamic ideology.'" Asghar AU engineer says: "Mawdudi, wants to 
develop a conq)rehensive theory of social sciences in the light of Islam 
He therefore talks of Islamic sociology. Islamic poUtics and so on."^ It 
should be pointed out that Mawdudi, based on his ideological 
understanding of Islam, holds that one of the fimctioins of the Prophet 
is to determine "the rules which should form the basis of social and 
cultural relationsh ,^ economic, judicial, and political dealing, matters of 
war and peace, and international affairs. The Prophet does not transmit 
merely a code of rituals commonly regarded as 'religion.' He brings 
with him a whole system of thought and action which is called Al-
Deen (a con:q)lete way of life) in Islamic terminology."^ Our Prophet, 
Mawdudi says, succeed in establishing the Kingdom of God on earth. 
The foundation of social system of Islam, Mawdudi says, rests on the 
belief that all human beings are equal and constitute one single 
1. Sayyid Vali Reza Nasr, "Mawdudi and the Jamaat-i Islami: The Origins, Theory 
and Practice of Islamic Rrevivalism," in Pioneers of Islamic Revival, ed. by. Ali 
Rahnema, London, Zed Books Ltd., 1994, p. 105. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, The Islamic State, new Delhi, \^kas Publishing House, 
1980. p. 132. 
3. Mawdudi, The Message of Islam, p.4 
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fraternity.' Mawdudi states that Islam recognizes the natural difference— 
such as difTerences of languages, colour and physical feature — as 
matters of fact. He argues that based on Islamic teachings man-made 
distinctions among people are rejected. In this regard Mawdudi 
conq)ares Islam and nationalism. He says that "Islam deals with man 
as man. It presents to all mankind a social system of justice... and 
invites all towards it. And then it admits him in its circle, with equal 
rights, whosoever accepts this system Be it in the ^here of economics 
or politics or civics or legal rights and duties or anything else. Those 
who accept the principles of Islam are not divided by any distinction 
of nationality or race or class or country."^ In regard to nationalism 
Mawdudi writes: ^'nationalism divides man from man on the basis of 
nationality. Nationalism simply means that the nationalist should give 
preference to his nationality over all other nationaUties."^ Mawdudi says 
that *for every nation the highest standards and values have now 
become synonymos with its own national interests and aspirations.'^ On 
the contrary 'Islam regards all distinctions of birth, of high and low 
among men, of upper and lower classes... as sheer ignorance. It 
announces to all men in the world that they have sprung from the 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, p.51. 
2. Sayyid Abul al Mawdudi, Nationalism and India, Delhi, Markazi Maktaba 
Islami, 1993 p. 13. 
3. Ibid., p. 14. 
4. Ss^d Alul A'la Mawdudi, Our Message, Delhi, Maikazi Maklaba Islami, 1989, p.l9. 
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same parents and are therefore brothers and equal in their status as 
human beings."' 
Mawdudi e7q)hiins the fundamental difference between nationalism 
and Islam as follows: ".... The law of God (the Shari'a) has always 
aimed at bringing together mankind into one moral and spiritual frame-
work and make them mutually assistant to one another on a universal 
scale. But nationalism at once demolishes this framework with the 
noxious instruments of racial and national distinction, and by creating 
bitterness and hatred between nations makes them fight and exterminate 
rather than he^ one another. 
The Shari'as of God provide the highest opportunities of free 
contact between man and man because on this very contact depends 
the progress of human civilsation and culture. But nationalism comes m 
the way of these contacts with a thousand hindrances; it makes the 
mere existence of foreign nationals in a country impossible. The 
Shari'as of God want that every individual, every nation, every race 
should obtam full oppoit^nities of developing its natural characteristics 
and its inherent potentialities so that it may be able to subscribe its 
due share to the collective progress of mankind. But nationalism urges 
upon every race, every nation, that it should secure power and degrade 
and disgrace and belittle other races and nations and bring them under 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, p. 54. 
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servility; and deny them any chance of developing their natural talents 
and resources, and deprive them even of the primary right of mere 
existence. The fundamental principle of the Shari'as of God is that the 
rights of man are based on moral code and not on force. That is, if 
the moral law sanctions a right to a weak individual or weak people, 
the pwore&l individual or the powerfiil people must honour this right. 
But in contrast to this nationalism establishes the principle that "might 
is right" and that the weak has no right because he has no might "' 
Mawdudi holds that an essential feature of nationalism is that it 
makes man opportunist. He e?q)lains the difference between nationalism 
and God's Shari'as as follows: "the Shari'as of God are given to man 
to make him live by principles and relate his behaviour to permanent 
laws which would not alter with individual or national interests. But, 
unlike it, nationals makes man unprincipled. A nationalist has no 
princq)les in the world except that he wishes the good of his nation. If 
the laws of ethics, injunctions of religion, and principles of culture 
serve his purpose he would put his faith in them gladly, but if they 
interfered with his interest he would set them aside and invent and 
adopt some other principles and theories."^ 
Mawdudi is of the view that there is a more direct conflict 
between nationalism and the Shari'as of God. He argues "that truth 
1. Mawdudi, Nationalism and India, pp.26-27. 
2. Ibid., p.29-30. 
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and that divine teaching which a Rasul brings from God, is not 
confined to one nation or country, it is intended for humanity at 
large."' This, Mawdudi says, falls contrary to the taste, temperament , 
sentiments and thoughts of a nationalist. Since : "it is in the nature 
and constitution of nationals that it should condemn everything that 
comes from outside and praise all those things which are the products 
of its own home. The ultimate goal to which this path leads is that 
even the religion which has been imported must be completely 
abandoned, and those religious traditions which may have come down 
to a nationalist from the 'age of ignorance' of his own national 
history be praised and glorified."^ 
Mawdudi explains that Islam solved the problems of colour 
distinction, racial prejudice and national bias. Accordingly, 'Svhoever 
surveys the Islamic religion as a whole he will not find the smallest 
point to \diich he can refer and say that Islam has tilted the balance 
in favour of a particular nation, tribe, race or class."^ 
According to Mawdudi, "Islam seeks to build a principled and 
ideological society as against the racial, national and parochial societies 
existing m the world. Anyone, if he believes m God as his Master and 
Lord and accepts the guidance of the prophet as the law of his life, 
1. Ibid. p.31. 
2. Ibid., p.33. 
3. Mawdudi, Tlte Message of the Prophet's Seerat, p.2. 
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can join this community. All those who join this community wil have 
the same rights and social status. They will not be subjected to any 
racial, national, or class distinctions of any kind."* Mawdudi expresses 
that "man's merit will not depend on his family connections or riches, 
but only on whether he is better than others in moral conduct or 
excels others in piety and righteousness."^ Since the Islamic society is 
based on ideological foundation then it will not be limited to 
geographical boundaries. Mawdudi writes that: "such a social order, 
out-stepping the geographical boundaries, can spread itself in all parts 
of the world and on its foundations can be edifice of the universal 
brotherhood of men."' 
Mawdudi pays attention to the institutions and patterns of social 
life. He points out that the unite of family is the most and 
fundamental institution of human society. Mawdudi describes the unit of 
family as "the fountainhead of the progress, development, prosperity 
and strength of human civilization on the earth Hense, among the 
social problems, Islam devotes much attention to those relating to the 
family and strives to establish this important social unit on the 
healthiest and strongest foundaction. According to Islam the correct 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, p. 55. 
2. Ibid., p.56, and see, Mawdudi, The Message of Islam, p.5. 
3. Ibid., p.56. 
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form of relationshq) between man and woman is marriage."* One may 
raise a question that why does Islam hold that every form of extra 
matrimonial sex relationship is sinfiil and forbidden (haram)? Mawdudi 
answers that "free sex licence and irresponsible behaviour are not 
overlooked by Islam as mere innocent pastimes or ordinary 
transgression. Rather, they are acts which strike at the very roots of 
human society."^ According to Mawdudi, one of the main features of 
the social system of Islam b as follows: "the object of this system is 
to keep the social environment as clean as possible of all sorts of 
sexual excitements and stimulations, so as to enable man to develop his 
physical and mental abilities in a pure and peaceful atmosphere, so 
that he may play his role effectively in the building up of civilization 
with conserved energies."^ Mawdudi brings up the organization of 
family in Islam He argues that 'Islam has succeeded m establishing all 
possible equality between the sexes. But it does not believe in the kind 
of equaUty that is opposed to the laws of natiire.'** Mawdudi describes 
the rights and duties of spouses. Man's position, Mawdudi says, 'in the 
family is that of a provider. In other words, he is in charge of the 
family, and its protector and is responsible for its conduct and affairs. 
It is obligatory on his wife and children to obey him^  provided that it 
1. Ibid., p.58. 
2. Ibid, p.58. 
3. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Purdah and the Status of Woman in Islam, tr. & 
ed. by Al-Ash'ari, New Delhi, Markazi Maktaba Islami, reprint, 1998, p. 209. 
4. Ibid., p. 189. 
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does not involve them in the disobedience of Allah and His Prophet. 
He is respongble for earning a living for the family and providing it 
with the necessities of life."' According to Islam, Mawdudi says, the 
real spirit of marital life is love, understanding and mutual respect. If 
woman has beoi asked to obey the husband, the latter has been called 
upon to exercise his privileges towards the welfare of the family and 
treat the wifis with love affection and sweetness."^ Mawdudi expresses 
that man should not use his superior position as a means of oppressing 
his wife.^ Mawdudi says that Islam emphaises that the spirit of love 
lasts in the fiunily. He states that "love and compassion not only enable 
the spouses to lead a happy and peaceful family life, but also give 
them the strength needed for the promotion of higher cultural values... 
in the eyes of Islam the very concept of marriage is the concept of 
love and conq)assion.'^ Mawdudi points out that Islam gives man the 
right of divorce and women the right of separation and under certain 
conditions where married life has become a source of misery or 
nuisance, gives the IsUmic courts of justice the authority to annul the 
marriage.' 
Mawdudi compares the status of woman in Islam with other 
religions and man— made schools of thought. He writes that "the 
1. Ibid., p. 189. 
2. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, pp. 60-61. 
3. Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi, The Rights and Duties of Spouses, tr.by. Fazl 
Ahmad, Delhi, Markazi, Makataba Islami Publishers, 1997, p.26. 
4. Ibid., p. 16. 
5. Mawdudi, The Islamic Way of Life, p. 61. 
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hisotry of human civilization bears evidence that woman was regarded 
as an embodiment of depravity, shame and sin in the world... In 
Hinduism, the woman stood debarred from being educated in the 
Vedas. Budhism did not recognize salvation for the one having sexual 
relations with the woman. Christianity and Judaism looked down upon 
woman as the source of all evil committed by man in the world. In 
Greece, the housewives were neither entitled to receive any education 
nor training in culture, nor social rights... The condition in Rome, Iran, 
China, Egypt and other centres of human civilization was not any 
different.'" On the contrary, "It is islam which revolutionized this state 
of affairs not only legally and practically but also intellectually. Islam 
has indeed changed the mentalities of both the man and woman. The 
concept of giving the women her rights and a place of honour in 
society has in fact been created in man's mind by Islam. The slogans 
of women's rights, women's education and woman's emancipation that 
one so often hears these days are in fact an echo of the revolutionary 
call of the Holly Prophet (Peace be upon him) who changed man's 
ways of thinking for all times to come."^ In order to prove his above 
mentioned views, Mawdudi refers to the Quran and the prophet's 
traditions (ahadith) and Sunnah. Then, Mawdudi concludes that Islam 
has highly honoured woman and elevated her status in man's society. 
1. Mawdudi, Purdah and the Status of Woman in Islam, p. 199-200. 
2. Ibid., p.200. 
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Mawdudi discusses the women's rights in detailed. He writes that In 
this regard Islam has observed the following three guiding princq)les: 
first, it enjoins that the authority that the man has been given for 
maintaining order in the family should not be abused, lest the rektion 
between the ruler and the ruled turns into that of the master and his 
slave. Second, it exhorts that the woman should be afforded all such 
opportunities as may enable her to develop her natural abilities to the 
maximum within the social framework, so that she may play her role 
effectively in the development of dvihzation. Third, it makes it possible 
for the woman to attain to the highest run of progress and 
advancement, as a woman. To become the man is none of her rights. 
It is neither good for her nor for the society to be trained for the 
masculine Ufe, nor can she succeed in that manly life."' Thus, Mawdudi 
claims that Islam granted the woman vast social and economic rights, 
elevated her status, and provided such moral and legal safeguards m its 
system for the protection of her rights and status that the like of these 
cannot be found in any old or modem social system of the world.^  
Mawdudi discusses and justifies the Purdah. In justifying the 
Purdah "Mawdudi parts with his usual line of argument wherein every 
teaching of Islam has a functional utility in advancing society, and 
asserts that the Purdah is an instrument for reservation of the Islamic 
1. Ibid., pp.195-196. 
2. Ibid., p. 196. 
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state. He impKes that greater rights for women, and especially greater 
social interaction of the sexes, would lead to immorality which would 
undo the Islamic state just as it had caused the fall of many entires 
and civilizations in the West as well as the East."' Nasr criticizes 
Mawdudi's above mentioned view and says: "he comes close to 
characterizing women as an insidious force v^ose activities ought to be 
regulated and restricted before they could wreak havoc. "^  
Mawdttdi states that Kinship and blood relationship is another 
department of man's life vMch is enq)hagzed by Islam. He says that: 
'In many place in the Quran good treatment of he 'Zuwil Qurba' (near 
relations) is enjoined. In the traditions of the Holy Prophet (peace be 
upon him) good treatment of one's relations (silah rehmi) has been 
emphasized and counted among the highest virtues."^ But one should 
know that above mentioned ordiance does not indicate a partial or 
unduly lenient towards one's relations. Mawdudi writes that such 
support or partiality towards one's relations may result in injustice is 
repugnant to Islam which it condemns as an act of Jahileyyah 
(ignorance)."* Islam pays much attention to the man's relations with his 
neighbours. It has been enq)hasized by the Quran and OMI Prophet that 
a Muslim should have good relations with his neighbours. As a matter 
1. Nasr, op.cit.. p. 110. 
2. Ihid., p. 110. 
3. Mawdudi, Islamic Way of Life, p.61. 
4. Ibid., p.62. 
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of fact, man is Teq;>onsible towards his neighbours. Mawdudi writes 
that: "Islam requires all neighbours to be loving and co-operative with 
each other and share each other's sorrows and happiness. It enjoins 
that they should establish social relations in which one could depend 
i^on the other and regard his Ufe, honour and property safe among his 
neighbours."' Accogrding to Mawdudi, the broad principles on which 
Islam seeks to r^;uhite the general gamut of MusHms social life are as 
follows: Muslims should co-operate m acts of virtue and piety and they 
should not co-operate in acts of sin and injustice. Ones friendship and 
enmity should be for the pleasure of God only. Muslims should do 
good and prevent from evil. They should keep away from mutual 
hatred and jealousy. They should not help tyrant knowing him to be 
such. They should choose for others w^at they choose for themselves.^ 
According to Mawdudi, above mentioned values are some of the social 
values v/bich Islam afBrm and establishes and wants to see enshrined in 
the human society. 
Political Pholosophy of Islam 
It is mentioned that Mawdudi introduces Islam as a way of life. 
Naturally he consider Islam as a con^lete system of life and not just a 
set of certain dogmas and rituals. Thus he pays attention to political 
1. Ibid., p.64. 
2. Ibid., pp. 64-65. 
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theoiy and pniicq>les of Islam. In fact, he is a preeminent pioneer of a 
movement which introduces Islam as a political and social force. 
Mawdudi has tried to work out a coherent theory of Islamic state. 
Hamid Enayat expresses that Mawdudi "has concentrated on 
demonstrating the rational interdependence of Islamic morality, law and 
political theory. His religious and political teachings thus offer the most 
con:q)rehensive exposition so far of the nature of the Islamic state."' 
Mawdudi expresses that there are many misunderstandings and wrong 
concepts of political theory of Islam. Some people hold that Islam is a 
democracy and hy this they mean to inq)ly that there is no difference 
between Islam and democracy as in vogue in the West. Some others 
hold that Islam has elements of dictatorship in it. And some others 
consider Communism as the latest and revised version of Islam. Thus, 
Mawdudi states, "m these circumstances it has become essential that a 
careful study of the political theory of Islam should be made in a 
scientific way... such a systematic study can put an end to this 
confusion of thought and silence those who out of ignorance proclaim 
that there is nothing like Islamic political theory. Islamic social order 
and Islamic culture."* Thus Mawdudi explains his views on political 
theory of Islam. 
One may raise a question that why do Muslim's need to an 
1. Hamid Enayat, Modem Islamic Political Thought the Response of the Shi 'i and Sunni 
Muslims to the Tmenteith Century, London, The Macmillan Press LTD, 1982, p 102 
2. Mawdudi, Sayyid Abul A'la. The Islamic Law and Constitution, tr & ed by 
Khurshid Ahmad, Delhi, Taj Company, revised 1986, p 125 
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Islamic state? According to Mawdudi, Muslim need to a state in order 
that they can realize their beliefs and tenets. In one of his works 
called 'Jihad in Islam,' Mawdudi e7q>lains his views on necessity of an 
Islamic state. He expresses that if Muslims live in an un-Islamic state 
they can not reach to happiness (S'aadat). Because in an irreligious 
state all laws and orders are wrong and false (batil.)^ According to 
Mawdudi, Islam is a coiiq)rehensive ideology and it is m need of state 
power to be enforced. In this regard Mawdudi writes that: "it will be 
in^ossible to succeed if you want to stop by means of sermons the 
evils of drinking, gambling, usury, bribery, obscene shows, indecent 
dress, unethical education and such other things... So this is an obvious 
matter requiring no great thinking that no scheme of reform for the 
people can be in:q)lemaited without acquiring control of the government 
machinery. Whoever really wants to root out mischief and chaos from 
God's earth and is genuinely anxious to ameliorate the conditions of 
God's creation, it is useless for him to work as a mere preacher. He 
should stand up to finish the government run on wrong principle, 
snatch power from wrong doers and establish a government based on 
correct principles and following a proper system."^ From Mawdudi's 
point of view, "any government and its laws based on any other source 
than that of God and His messenger is illegitimate. All its acts are 
1. Mawdudi. Sayyid Abul A'la, Al-Jihad fi Sabil Allah, tr. to Arabic, Masoud 
Nadwi, n.d. p.29. 
2. Mawdudi, Sayyid Abul A'la. Fundamentals of Islam, Lahore, Islamic 
Publications Ltd., 1976, p.246 quoted in, Asaf Hussain, Islamic movements in 
Egypt, Pakistan and Iran, London Mansell Publishing Limited, 1983, p.49. 
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worthless, weightless and untrue. There is no legitimacy whatsoever for 
its acts.'" Thus, all man-made governments are illegitimate. So there 
should be established legitimate state, i.e. Islamic state. According to 
mawdudi, Islamic state gets its legitimacy from God. According to 
Mawdudi the first basic princq)le of the Iskmic state is its recognition 
of the sovereignty of God. He writes: "the belief in the Unity and the 
Sovereignty of Allah is the foundation of the social and moral system 
propounded by the Prophets. It is the very starting point of the Islamic 
political philosophy. The basic principle of Islam is that human beings 
must, individually and collectively, surrender all rights on overlordship, 
legislation and exercising of authority over others. No one should be 
allowed to pass orders or make commands in his own right and no 
one ought to accept the obligation to carry out such commands and 
obey such orders. None is entitled to make laws on his own authority 
and none is obliged to abide by them. This right vests in Allah 
alone."* To prove his claim, Mawdudi refers to the Quran's ayat vMch 
say "the authority rests with none but Allah, He commands you not to 
surrender to any one save Him. This is the right way (of life)." 
(12:40) and "they ask: have we also got some authority? Say; all 
authority belongs to God alone" (3:154).^  Then Mawdudi explains that 
1. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., pp.129. He quotes Mawdudi's words from: 
Mawdudi, Islami Riyasat, Complied by Khurshid Ahmad, Lahore, Islamic 
Publication Ltd., 1974, pp.50-51. 
2. Mawdudi, The Islami Law and Constitution, op.cit. p. 137. 
3. Ibid., p. 137. 
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according to the Quran ^\l) no person, class or group, not even the 
entire population of the state as a whole, can lay claim to sovereignty. 
God alone is the real sovereign; all others are merely His subjects; (2) 
God is the real law-g^er and the authority of absolute legislation vests 
in him. The believers cannot resort to totally independent legislation 
nor can they modify any law which God has laid down, even if the 
desire to e£fea such legislation or change ia Divine laws is unanimous; 
and (3) An Islamic state must, in all respects, be founded upon the 
law laid down by God through His Prophet. The government which 
runs such a state will be entitled to obedience in its capacity as a 
political agency set up to enforce the laws of God and only in so far 
as it acts m that capacity. If it disregards the law revealed by God, its 
commands will not be binding on the believers."^ Why does Mawdudi 
emphasis on the concept of God's sovereignty. Mawdudi himself pays 
attention to this question. He expresses that the concept of sovereignty 
is difficult to comprehend and that it has caused great confiision for 
political theorists. He expresses that sovereignty "is perhaps that most 
disputed issue of political science."^ According to Mawdudi, "the root 
cause of all the difficulties m respect to this question is a basic fallacy: 
the political philosophers have tried to place the cap of sovereignty on 
man a being for whom it was never intended and whom it can 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, op. cit. p.l38. 
2. Ibid., p. 166. 
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therefore never fit."' True sovereignty can be ascribed only to God 
who is Creator, Sustainer, and Ruler of the universe. In this regard 
Charles Admans writes that "Basing himself on an analysis of two 
words used for God in the Quran, rabb (Lord) and ilah (master and 
lawgiver), Mawdudi traces the root cause of most human misery and 
calamity to the tendency of men to dominate over other men, either by 
claiming themselves to be rabbs and Ilahs or by investing objects, idols, 
political parties, nations, ideologies, etc. with the qualities of rabb or 
Ilah and then manipulating the credulity of other men for their own 
purposes. These problems, both the theoretical issues and the evil 
consequences of misconceived sovereignty, are obviated in the Islamic 
state by the state's uncompromising submission to the sovereignty of 
God. Every issue of Law in an Islamic Polity must be referred back to 
the will of God by reference to the Quran and the Sunnah as the 
ultimate authorities. Thus, the basic source of everything the state will 
do is the divine will, and in this sense God is the only lawgiver."^ 
According to Mawdudi, the very aim of all the prophets was the 
demolition of man's supremacy over man. He writes that "their real 
mission was to deliver man from this injustice, this slavery of false 
gods, this tyranny of man over man, and this exploitation of the weak 
by the strong."^ According to the Quran, Mawdudi says, "the message 
1. Ibid., p. 166. 
2. Charles J. Adams, "Mawdudi and the Islamic State," in, Voices of Resurgent 
Islam, ed.. John, L. Esposito, New York Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1983, 
pp. 115-116. Adams quotes Mawdu's view from his book the Islamic Law and 
Constitution, pp. 133-136. 
3. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, op. cit. p. 135. 
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of an the Prophets that come into the world was the same, namely: '0 
my people, worship Allah, There is no ilah v^^atever for you except 
He' (17:59,76,86; also 11:50,84)."' Thus, Mawdudi holds, an Islamic 
Stat has to realise the message of Prophets, i.e. submission to the 
sovereignty of God. 
According to Mawdudi, the second basic principle of Islamic 
political system is the authority of the Prophet. Mawdudi writes that 
"the second fundamental basis for the Islamic order is loyalty and 
obedience to the Prophet. This obedience is not demanded in its own 
ri^t; it is in fact, the practical manifestation of obedience to God. The 
prophet is obeyed because he is the only authentic source through 
\^^di the directives and commandments of our Lord are commimicated 
to us. As such we can obey God only by obeying His Prophet. There 
is no reliable authority other than the Prophet to make us know the 
will of God and the way of His obedience. As such any form of 
obedience not sanctioned by the Prophet is unauthentic and therefore, 
untrustworthy. Thus the disobeyal of the prophet is tantamount to 
disobeyal of God."^  It should be remarked that Mawdudi refers to the 
Quran to prove his above mentioned opmion. He mentions those ayat 
vMch say "Whose obey the Messenger, obeys Allah" (4:80). And "take 
whatsoever Messenger gives you and abstain from whatsoever he 
1. Ibid., p.135. 
2. Ibid., p. 179. Mawdudi repeates this claim; see p.217 and p.256. 
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forbides". (59:7) Mawdudi mentions other ayat: (4:64,4:105,4:65).' 
Mawdudi holds that the third basic principle of the Islamic political 
system is its status as the vicegerent of God. Mawdudi brings up this 
ayah wfaidi says: "Allah has promised to those among you who believe 
and work rightous deeds, that He will most surely make them his 
vicegerents in the earth as he had made the like people before them 
Ifis Vicegerents"(24:55). Mawdudi explains that this ayah "enunciates 
two very inq)ortant principles. (1) The real status of an Islamic State 
is not that of a sovereign but of a vicegerent. (2) In an Islamic state, 
the power of "vicegerency" are vested not in any one individual or 
fiimily or group but in the whole Muslim community - of course, wiien 
it is blessed with the possession of an independent state."^ The Islamic 
state does not make or enforce law in its own name but acts as the 
agent of its suzerain. Therefore an Islamic state should be called a 
Caliphate for such is its nature. Mawdudi explains that Islamic state is 
a Caliphate because it acknowledges that the injunctions of God and 
Ifis Messenger are above question, and neither its executive can issue 
any order nor its legislature can pass any laws nor its judiciary can 
give any verdict repugnant to them. No doubt, Mawdudi says, "an 
Islamic state is a sovereign state in the real sense of this term vis-a-vis 
the other states of the world, but if it tries to assert its sovereignty 
1. Ibid., p.25. 
2. Ibid, pp.257-258. 
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vis-a-vis the commands of God and His Messenger, this will amoutn 
the clear negati<m of its Islamic character."* Mawdudi e7q)lains that the 
second point stated in the ayah is that the 'power to rule over the 
earth has been promised to the whole community of believers it has 
not been stated that any particular person or class among them will be 
raised to that position. From this it follows that all believers are 
repositories of the Caliphate. The Caliphate granted by God to the 
£iithful is the popular vicegerency and not a limited one. There is no 
reservation in fiivour of any &mily, class or race. Every believer is a 
Caliph of God in his individual capacity."^ Mawdudi does emphasis that 
such a society "cannot tolerate any class division based on distinctions 
of birth and social position... in such a society no individuals or group 
of individuals will suffer any disability on account of birth, social 
status, or profession that may in any way impede the growth of his 
Acuities or hanq)er the development of his personality. Everyone would 
enjoy equal opportunities... there is no room in such a society for 
dictatorship of any person or group of persons since everyone is a 
Calq)h of God herein."' Mawdudi contmues that m an Islamic state the 
ruler is only one Caliph or vicegerent of God among entire 
community of Caliphs. He is selected to conduct the affairs of the 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, op. cit. p.258. 
2. Ibid., p. 149. 
3. Ibid., pp. 149-150. 
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state. That is, "all Muslims (or technically speaking, all Caliphs of 
God) delegate their Cafiphate to him for administrative purposes. He is 
answerable to God on the one hand and to the other to his fellow 
'Calq)hs' who have delegated their authority to him.'" Mawdudi holds 
that it is duty of Islamic ruler to enforce the all-embracing divine law 
but he cannot legitimately go beyond its dictates. He writes: "the 
guidance given by God about every aspect of life will certainly be 
enforced in its entirely. But an Islamic ruler cannot depart from these 
instructions and adopt a pohcy of regimentation of his own. He cannot 
force people to follow or not to follow a particular profession; to 
learn or not to leam a special art..."^ Mawdudi explains that "in such 
a society every Muslim is entitled to express his or her opinion, for 
each one of them is the repository of the Caliphate... all Muslims have 
equal freedom to express their opinions."^ Mawdudi claims that the 
concept of vicegerency is the real foundation of democracy in Islam. 
He writes that "it is the 'popular vicegerency' that forms the basis of 
democracy in an Islamic state. While 'popular vicegerency' is its basis 
itt a secular state."* Thus the practical meaning of popular vicegerency 
is that "the government can be formed only ^ i^th the consent of all the 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, pp.151. 
1. Ibid., p.\S\. AA'^^'X'"^'^ 
3. Ibid., pp.151-152. . ^-^-^ -> 
r A . 
4. Ibid., p.258. ^^( )'*r 
'\ Xcc, N o , 
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MusUms or their majority and can fimction and remain in power only 
as long as it enjoys their confidoice."' 
But how does the princq)le of 'popular vicegerency' realize in an 
Islamic community? What is the machinery to perform this principle? 
Mawdudi holds that the principle of consuhation in Islam provides the 
way to perform the princq)le of 'popular vicegemcy'. He refers to this 
ayah which says 'they manage their afiTair by mutual consultation' 
(42:38). Mawdudi states that " this verse tells us the distinctive feature 
of the Islamic way of life, namely, that all the collective affairs are 
performed by mutual consultation. From the context where this verse 
occurs, it is evident that it is not a mere statement of fact but an 
injunction and a command."^ As regard to the mode of consultation, 
Mawdudi writes, that "it has been very wisely left to the direction of 
Muslims. Islam does not prescribe any definite form for the formation 
of the consultative body or bodies for the simple reason that it is a 
universal religion meant for all times and climes."^ Mawdudi holds that 
the principle of consultation, which is driven from the Quran and 
Sunnah, indicates three more important points: (1) as no collective 
matter of the Muslims should be conducted without consulting the 
people concerned, this rule wil apply in the very first instance to the 
1. Ibid., pp.258-259. 
2. Ibid., p.259. 
3. Ibid., p.260. 
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appointment of ihe Head of the State. As such, it rules out monarchy, 
despotism and dictatorsh .^ Incidentally, it does not permit the Head of 
the State to enjoy the power suspending the constitution at his will, 
for during the period of suspension he would be nothing short of an 
autocrat. (2) All the people concerned should be consulted directly or 
through their trusted representatives. (3) The consultation should be 
free, impartial and genuine. Any consultation held under duress or 
ten^tation is in reality no consultation at all."' 
From Mawdudi's point of view the Islamic state is a democratic 
one. Because the Islamic state is based on two important principles, 
namely, people vicegerency and consultation. Mawdudi compares the 
Islamic political system with Western democracy. According to 
Mawdudi, the basic difference of these two kind of political philosophy 
relates to their concept of sovereignty. Mawdudi says that the 
philosphical foundation of Western democracy is the sovereignty of the 
people. He writes: "in it, this type of absolute powers of legislation— 
of the determination of values and of the norms of behaviour— rest in 
the hands of the people. Law-making is their prerogative and legislation 
must correspond to the mood and temper of their opinion. If a 
particular piece of legislation is desired by the masses, however, ill-
conceived, it may from reUgious and moral viewpoint, steps have to be 
taken to place it on the statute book; if the people dislike any law 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic Law and Constitution, op. cit. p.26. 
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and demand its abrogation, howsoever just and rightful, it might be, it 
has to be expunged forthwith."' But this is not the case in Islam. 
Islam, Mawdudi says, "altogether repudiates the philosophy of popular 
sovereignty and rears its polity on the foundation of the sovereignty of 
God and the vicegerency (Khilafat) of man."^ Mawdudi introduces 
Islamic poUty as the 'Kingdom of God' which is described in EngUsh 
as a 'theocracy. But he does emphasis that "Islamic theocracy is 
different from the theocracy which Europe had a bitter experience 
wherein a priestly class, sharply marked off from the rest of the 
population, exercises unchecked domination and enforces laws of its 
own making in the name of God, thus virtually imposing its owoi 
divinity and godhood upon the common people."^ Mawdudi opposes 
those who hold that the sovereignty of God contradicts sovereignty of 
people. He describes Islamic theocracy as follows: "the theocracy built 
up by Islam is not ruled by any particular religious class but by \^4lole 
community of Muslims including the rank and file. The entire Muslim 
population runs the state in accordance with the Book of God and the 
practice of His Prophet."* Mawdudi holds that the word theocracy can 
not fiilfil his aim of Islamic poUtical system. Thus he coins a new term 
to express the character of the Islamic polity. It is, he says, a theo-
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, op. cit. pp. 138-139. 
2. Ibid., p. 139. 
3. Ibid., p. 139. 
4. Ibid., p. 139. 
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democracy. He holds that it is not to be compared with any other 
system of government that the world has ever known. Mawdudi holds 
that Islamic state is a "theo-democracy, that is to say a divine 
democratic government, because under it Muslims have been given a 
limited popular sovereignty under the suzerainty of God. The executive 
under this system of government is constitute by the general will of 
the Muslims who have also the right to depose it. All administrative 
matters and all questions about which no explicit injuction is to be 
found in the Shari'a are settled by the consensus of opinion among the 
Muslims. Every Muslim who is capable and qualified to give a sound 
opinion on matters of Islamic law, is entitled to reinterpret the law of 
God when such interpretation becomes necessary. In this sense the 
Islamic polity is a democracy.'" Thus Islamic state is a theo-democracy 
because it rests upon the twin principles of sovereignty of God and the 
Caliphate of man. But Islamic state is a theocracy ''in the sense that 
where an explicit command of God or His Prophet already exists, no 
Muslim leader or legislature, or any religious scholar can form an 
independent judgement, not even all the Muslims of the world put 
together have any right to make the least alteration in it."^ It seems 
that Mawdudi accepts democracy as a 'form of organisation' but not 
as a 'philosophy'. 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, pp. 139-140. 
2. Ibid., p. 140. 
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Because democracy as a 'philosophy' indicates absolute popular 
sovereignty that Mawdudi strongly rejects it. Mawdudi's views on 
democracy and theo-democracy are criticized by some writers. Charles 
J. Adams expresses that "the contrast which Mawdudi drew between 
Western 'secular' democracy and Islamic 'theo'-democracy is open to 
question. The comparison turns upon these two adjectives, one which 
indicates the primary role of rationality in all human affairs and the 
other which indicates the primacy of the divine will in the political 
process. In each case, however, the substantive 'democracy' is the same 
first of all, it may be questioned whether the conception of democracy 
in the Western world is as devoid of religious elements as Mawdudi 
implied.'" Fazhir Rahman also criticizes Mawdudi's view on democracy. 
He expresses that "Mawdudi rejects democracy on principle, and in 
fact, has equated it with Shirk! His argument is that whereas in a 
democracy people can legislate and thus reaUse any aspiration they may 
have, Muslims people cannot do so, but their freedom is limited by 
God. This argument has caused much confusion in recent Muslim 
thinking and even some educated muslims have fallen a prey to it. A 
little closer examination will reveal the basic fallacy in this manner of 
talking about the sovereignty of God. If the muslims cannot legalize 
murder, theft, etc., can any other society do so? Even the so-called 
secular societies and, indeed, also the Communist people act on certain 
1. Charles J. Adams, "Mawdudi and the Islamic State", op.cit. P. 118. 
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prmcq)les which, according to them, condition all human societies. On 
principle, therefore, the contention that all democracies are liable to 
legalize immorality, is false.'" In regard to Adams and Fazhir Rahman's 
objections on Mawdudi's view on democracy, it should be remarked 
that Mawdudi does not rejects democracy merely because it may 
legalize immorality. But he holds that the basic fallacy of Western 
democracy is that it legalizes the sovereignty of the people rather than 
the sovereignty of God. Although Mawdudi finds faults with democracy 
in regard to morality but he mainly criticizes the Western democracy 
that M y^ it considers people as source of legislation and administration, 
i.e. popular sovereignty. Mawdudi negates democracy as a philosophy 
because in it man rather than God has the right to prescribe the goal 
of human life and the norms for human conduct. 
It should be pointed out that Mawdudi pays attention to the 
purpose of the Islamic state at length. What is the function of the 
Islamic state? Mawdudi refers to the Quran. He brings up this ayah 
which says: 'we verily sent our messengers with clear proofs, and 
revealed with them the Scripture and the Balance, that mankind may 
observe right measure; and We revealed iron, \^ l^e^ein is mighty power 
and (many) uses for mankind'. (57:25). The ayah^ Mawdudi says, 
"makes it clear that the mission of the prophets is to create conditions 
1. Fazlur Rhman, "Implementation of the Islamic concept of state in the Pakistan 
Milieu,'' in Islamic Studies, Karachi, Vol. VI. No.3, September 1967, p.208. 
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in which the mass of people will be assured of social justice in 
accordance with the standards enunciated by God in His Book ^^ch 
^ e s explicit instruction for a well-disciplined mode of life.'" It should 
be remarked that there is a similarity between Mawdudi's views and 
Iqbal's opmion on the end of the Islamic state. Since the latter says: 
''the essence of Tawhid as a working idea is equality, solidarity, and 
freedom. The state, from the Islamic standpoint, is an endeavour to 
transform these ideal principles into space-time forces, an a fixation to 
realize them in a definite human organization. It is in this sense that 
the state in Isalm is a theocracy..."^ Mawdudi quotes other ayat to 
explaio the purpose of the Islamic state. He writes in another place 
that God has said: 'XMuslims are) those who, if We give them power 
in the land, establish the system of Salat (worship) and Zakat (poor 
dues) and enjon virtue and forbid evil and inequity." (22:41). And "you 
are the best community sent forth unto mankind; ye enjoin the right 
conduct and forbid the wrong! And ye believe Allah." (3:110). Anyone 
who reflects upon these ayat, Mawdudi says, he will understand that 
"the purpose of the state visualised by the Holy Quran is not negative 
but positive. The object of the state is not merely to prevent people 
form exploiting each other to safeguard their liberty and to protect its 
subjects from foreign invasion. It also aims at evolving and developing 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic Lew and Constitution, op. cit. p. 145. 
2. Mohammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thoughts in Islam, New 
Delhi, Kitab Bhawan, 1994. p. 154. 
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that well balanced system of social justice v^ch has been set forth by 
God in His Holy Book. Its object is to eradicate all forms of evil and 
to encourage all types of virtue and excellence expressly mentioned by 
God in the Holy Quran. For this purpose political power will be made 
use of as and when the occasion demands; all means of propaganda 
and peacefiil persuasion will be employed; the moral education of the 
people will also be undertaken; and social influence as well as the 
force of public opinion will be harnessed to the task."' Mawdudi 
expresses that alongwith the basic political concepts, the Quran has 
also given some cogent directives for state policy. Mawdudi holds that 
a carefiil study of these directives throw an^ly light on the objectives 
of the Islamic state. It is notable that Mawdudi finds the scheme of 
his Islamic order not hidden in convoluted theological or juridical 
disquistions, but encapsulated in below mentioned ayat. He mentions a 
number of ayat all fi'om the Surah Bani Israil. He states that these 
ayat of the Quran have presented the basic principles which constitute 
the bedrok of the Islamic order. He explains that below mentioned ayat 
were revealed at a moment of historic significance, i.e., on the eve of 
the begiiming of Medinan period. Mawdudi introduces these ayat as 
manifesto of Islam on that historic occasion. Mawdudi mentions 
following ayat: 
Set not up with Allah any other god (O man) lest thou sit down 
reproved, forsaken. Thy Lord hath decreed that: 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, op. cit. pp. 145-146. Also see, 
p. 183 and 263. 
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(1) Ye worship none save Him; 
(2) (Ye show) kindness to the parents. If one of them or both of 
them attain old age with thee, say not "Fie" unto them nor 
repulse them, but speak unto them a gracious word. And lower 
unto them the wing of submission through mercy and kindness 
and say: MY Lord ! Have mercy on them both as the they did 
care for me when I was little. Your Lord is best aware of what 
is in your minds. If ye are righteous, then lo! He was ever 
Forgiving unto those who turn unto Him; 
(3) Give the kinsman his due, and the needy and the wayfarer: 
(4) Squander not thy wealth m wantonness and extravagance. Lo! The 
squanderers were ever brothers of the devils and the devil was 
ever an ingrate to the Lord; 
(5) But if thou tum away from them (i.e., the deserving kinsmen, the 
needy and the wayfarer) seeking mercy from thy Lord, for which 
thou hopest, then speak uito them a reasonable and kind word; 
(6) And let not thy hand be chained to thy neck nor open it with a 
conq)lete opening, lest thou sit down rebiiked, denuded; Lo! thy 
Lord enlargeth the provision for whom He Will, and straiteneth 
(it for whom He Will), Lo ! He was ever Knower, Seer of His 
subjects; 
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(7) Slay not your duldren, fearing a M to poverty, (it is) We (Who) 
provide for them and for you, Lo! the slaying of them is great sin; 
(8) And go not near into adultery. Lo! it is an abomination and an 
evil way; 
(9) And slay not the life which Allah hath forbidden save with right. 
Whose is slain wrongfully, We have given power unto his heir, 
but let him not commit excess in slaying. Lo! he will be helped; 
(10) Come not near the wealth of the orphan save in a befitting 
manner till he comes to strength; 
(11) Keep the covenant. Lo! of the covenant it will be asked; 
(12) Fill the measure vAiea ye measure and weigh with a right balance; 
that is neat and better in the end; 
(13) (O man), follow not that whereof thou hast no knowledge. Lo! 
the hearing and the sight and the heart of each of these it will 
be asked; 
(14) And walk not in earth exultant. Lo! thou canst not rend the 
earth, nor canst thou stretch to the height of the hills. 
The evil aspect of all these is hateful in the sight of thy Lord. 
This is part of that wisdom wherewith the Lord hath revealed unto 
thee (O Muhammad)." (17:29-39)'" 
1. Mawdudi, The Islamic Law and Constitution, op. cit. pp. 189-191. 
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It is noteworthy that in elaborating his idea of the Islamic order, 
Mawdudi mentions only these ayat, with no reference to any Hadith or 
other secondary sources. According to Mawdudi, these ayat belong to 
the Medinan period of Muhammad's messengership, namely, the period 
in which he received divine revelation of the moral, social, economic, 
political and ciiltural institution of the new Islamic state and society. 
According to Mawdudi the underlymg principles of these institutions, as 
derived from foregoing ayat, are as follows: (1) The ideology of the 
Islamic state is nothing but the thought that real sovereignty and 
lordship belongs only to God, and that it is His law which lays down 
the rules of human conduct, and the principles of government 
throughout the world. (2) Parental rights occupy the highest place in 
the scale of all himian relationships. Respecting, obeying and serving 
one's parents is a religious duty. Hence the obligation of the Islamic 
state to establish its juridical, educational and administrative policies on 
the basis of protecting and strengthening family life. (3) People should 
not be content only with satisfying their minimum material needs, but 
ought to seek a prosperous life, without indulging in extravagance, and 
allocate a portion of their income towards the maintenance of their 
needy relatives and other fellow-citizens. Such is the way to promote 
the spirit of co-operation, self-sacrifice, and economic mutual help. 
These are not merely moral prescription, but ideas which can be turned 
into living realities through the institutions of obligatory alms (as-
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sadaqat al-wajibah), supererogatory alms (as-sadaqat an-nafilah), 
testaments, inheritance and endowments. (4) Extremes of wealth and 
poverty should both be avoided. Poverty (or to use Mawdudi's 
euphemism, 'insufficiency of wealth') is not necessarily an unnatural 
phenomenon, because 'the inequalities which arise from natural causes, 
with no interference by artificial limitations' are not evil in themselves. 
(S) Birth control through 'killing the ofifspring, and miscarriage' is a 
crime. The remedy lies in constructive efforts for elevating the family's 
living standards. (6) Adultery should be prohibited, not only by 
outlawing the act itself, but also through eliminating all its 'means, 
causes, stimulants and accessories.' This is the aim of the Islamic bans 
on drinking, dancing, men's imitation of women (takhunnuth), and 
women's imitation of men (istirjal), as well as the various laws aimed 
at facilitating marriage, and preventing individual overspending and 
corruption. (7) No human being should be killed, except for a just 
cause, which consists of punishment for five kinds of crime; (a) 
murder, (b) hostility and war against Muslims, (c) attempt at 
overthrowing the Islamic order, (d) adultery, whether by men or 
women, (e) apostasy or high treason. In punishing those guilty of such 
acts, no transgression, no 'overkill' and, especially , no torture should 
be allowed. The state alone can be m charge of punishment. Individuals 
or families should not exercise the right of revenge on their own. (8) 
The rights of orphans should be protected. (9) Promises should be 
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kept, and contracts implemented. (10) Business transactions must be 
conducted with complete honesty. (11) Individual and public policies 
should be based, not on doubts or presumptions, but only on solid 
evidence. Nobody should be arrested or harmed or inq)risoned on mere 
suspicion. The same holds true of international relations. (12) Muslim 
behaviour should be free of all traces of arrogance and vanity.'" 
Mawdudi attributes two fecial characteristics to the Islamic state. 
He says that Islamic state is a universal and all-embracing and 
ideological state. In regard to universal and all-embracing characteristic 
of Islamic state, Mawdudi says that "its sphere of activity is 
coextensive with the whole of human life. It seeks to mould every 
aspect of life and activity in consonance with its moral norms and 
programme of social reform. In such a state no one can regard any 
field of his afi&irs as personal and private. Considered fi'om this aspect 
the Islamic state bears a kind of resemblance to the Fascist and 
Commimist states. But... despite its all-inclusiveness, it is something 
vastly and basically different from the modern totalitarian and 
authoritarian states. Individual liberty is not suppressed under it nor is 
there any trace of dictatorship in it. It present the middle course and 
embodies the best that the human society has ever evolved."^ Although 
Mawdudi defends the universal and all-embracing characteristic of 
1. Hamid Enayat, op.cit. pp.106-107. 
2. Mawdudi, The Islamic law and Constitution, op. cit. p. 146. 
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Islamic state but in relation to the rights of citizens he restrict the 
power of the Islamic state. Mawdudi states that Islamic state may not 
deprive its citizens of life, honour, or property unless Islamic law 
specifically justifies its doing so.' Islamic state should not violate 
''personal fi-eedom save after proving delinquency in accordance with 
the due process of law and never without giving an opportunity to the 
accused to put up his defence... as long as a specific charge is not 
laid against a person, he cannot be detained or imprisoned."^ Also the 
Islamic state has to allows freedom of opinion and belief Mawdudi 
writes that even an oiganised group may entertain any set of ideas and 
may also peacefully practice them; and an Islamic state would not 
hinder or harm it. But if it tries to focit its ideology on others by 
violent means and endanger the security of the state or its 
administration, necessary action shall certainly be taken against it."^ 
Generally speaking, Mawdudi's views on universal and all-embracing 
characteristics of Islamic state are criticized by some researchers. 
Charles J. Adams e7q)resses that "in the controversy whether the best 
goverment is the least government or the most, Mawdudi was clearly 
on the side of those who favoured the maximum of government 
control... how a state may both control everything and yet be limited 
in its power in certain respects, or leave a large area of conduct, 
1. Ibid., p.2S8 also see p.26S. 
2. Ibid., p.249 also see p.268. 
3. Ibid., p.250 and see p.269. 
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indeed, the greater part of it, to individual discretion.'" Asghar Ali 
Engineer e7q)resses that, Mawdudi says that Islamic state will have so 
very co]iq)rehensive role that man's private affiiirs cannot be left alone. 
According to Mawdudi, Engineer says, "the Islamic state will have 
resemblance with a Fascist state but he (Mawdudi) hastens to add that 
it will not be totalitarian or authoritarian like modem (Fascist or 
Communist) states. In this form of government personal freedom is not 
taken away (one fails to understand how personal freedom can be 
guaranteed when one will not be allowed to deviate even by a hair's 
breadth from the Islamic laws as understood and interpreted by the 
'Ulama in the medieval period). In Mawdudi's Islamic state one will 
have no other freedom but to conform to the Shariah as applied by his 
party which he calls the party of God. It is nothing but totalitarianism 
as in this state no one will be allowed to advocate not only non-
Islamic laws but not even creative reinterpretation of Shariah in 
keeping with the contemporary conditions."^ Engineer refers to 
Mawdudi's argument '^at in his shceme of Islamic state only one 
party i.e. hizbullah... would be allowed to frmction, no other organized 
political group will have any say."^ Then Engineer asks that "does 
Mawdudi" believe that totalitarianism is to be condemned if perpetrated 
in the name of seciilar ideology and is to be wholeheartedly welcomed 
1. Adams, op.cit., pp. 11^120. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., pp. 135-136. 
3. Ibid., p. 145. 
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if iiiq>osed in the name of divinely inspired religion? Will it make any 
difference for the victims whether they are being persecuted, tortured, 
or killed in the name of religion or secular philosophy?"' In regard to 
foregoing critiques it should be remarked that although one may reject 
universal and all-embracing characteristic of the Islamic state but he 
may not refiise to obey its laws and rules. Because when one accepts 
authority of Islamic state he has to follow its laws and rules. In this 
regard there is not any difference between Islamic state and non-Islamic 
states. 
According to Mawdudi the second important characteristic of the 
Islamic state is that it is an ideological state.^ What does he mean 
when he says that Islamic state is an ideological one? He explains that 
"the distinguishing mark of the Islamic state is its con^>lete freedom 
from all trace of nationalism and its nrQuences, direct or mdirect. It is 
a state built exclusively on principles. A state having its foundation in 
certain recognised moral principles free from all idea of nationality or 
race is one of which the world has never tasted but once, and to the 
advantages of which it is insensible even to this day."^ Mawdudi states 
that men only are familiar vnth states which are based on family or 
classes foundations. Mawdudi explains that in French Revolution and 
1. Ibid., p. 145. 
2. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Musalman awr Mawjudah Siasi Kashmakash 
(Muslims and the present political crisis), Vol.3, Delhi, Markazi Maktaba Islami, 
1979. p. 156. 
3. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Process of Islamic Revolution, New Delhi, reprint, 
1998. p.4. 
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Commimism there is a fiiint glinqps of the idea of state founded on a 
set of principles but they soon disappeared in the darkness of 
nationalism. Islam is the only creed in the world which seek to 
organise the state on the basis of an ideology, Mawdudi says.' 
According to Mawdudi a common ideology is the cementing factor 
among the citizens of the Islamic state. Islamic state, Mawdudi holds, 
"is based on an ideology and its objective is to establish that ideology. 
The state is an instrument of reform and must act likewise."^ Mawdudi 
holds that two important consequences follow from the Islamic state 
being an ideological state. The first is that the state should be 
controlled and run exclusively by Muslims. Mawdudi expresses that: 
'It is obvious from the ideological nature of an Islamic state that 
responsibility to run the state should rest primarily with those who 
believe in the Islamic ideology."^ Mawdudi emphasises that only a 
Muslims ^ould be the Head of the Islamic state. Thus "those who do 
not believe m the ideology of the state... should be neither called upon 
to undertake nor can be entrusted with the responsibility of policy-
Making."* Mawdudi adds "those who do not accept the ideology of 
Islam as their guiding light cannot become the Head of the Islamic 
state or the members of the Shura (council).'" Faithful Muslims should 
1. Ibid., p.5. 
2. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, p. 146. 
3. Ibid., p.274. also see p.246. 
4. Ibid., jqj.274-275. 
5. Ibid., p.295. 
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undertake those posts of responsibility where state policy is formed, 
Mawdudi holds. Mawdudi writes that 'the adnunistrators of the Islamic 
state must be those vtdiose \^ole life is devoted to the observance and 
enforcement of Divine Law, who not only agree with its reformatory 
programme and fiilly believe in it but thoroughly comprehend its spirit 
and are acquainted with its details."' Mawdudi emphasises that the 
Islamic state "requires men v^o have the fear of God in their hearts; 
who feel a sense of responsibility towards God; who prefer the next 
world to the present; in whose eyes moral gain or loss is much more 
important than worldly success or failure; who follow implicitly in 
every walk of life that code of conduct and the line of action which 
has been permanently formulated for them; whose struggles and efforts 
are directed to the attainment of Divine Pleasure who are influenced 
neither by personal nor natural motives..."^ 
According to Mawdudi the second consequence of the Islamic 
state being an ideological state is worked out in its conception of 
citizenship. He e?q)resses that Islamic state classifies the people living 
within its jurisdiction in the light of their belief or disbelief in the 
ideology which constitutes the basis of the state. Thus there is two 
kinds of citizenship m the Islamic state, namely the Muslims and the 
Zimmis. In regard to Muslims, Mawdudi expresses that "upon the 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, pp. 146-147. 
2. Mawdudi, Process of Islamic Revolution, p. II. 
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sholders of the Muslim citizens of an Islamic state devolves the main 
burden of running it in accordance with Islam's best traditions: as they 
alone are supposed to believe in it inq)licity. On them alone it oiforces 
its lavt^ s as a whole and enjoins them to carry out all its religious, 
moral, cultural and political directives. It invests them with all its 
obligations, and demands from them every sacrifice for the defense of 
its realuL Concurrent with this, it gives them the right to choose the 
Head of their state and to be the members of its Parliament. It also 
entitles them to be appointed to the key posts, so that the basic policy 
of this ideological state remains in conformity with the fundamentals of 
Islam."' In regard to the non-Muslim citizens or Zimmis Mawdudi 
explains that Islam does not want to eliminate its minorities, it wants 
to protect them and give them the freedom to live according to their 
own culture.' Mawdudi writes that "Islam furnishes guarantee of 
protection of life and limb, property and culture, faith and honour. It 
enforces only its law of the land on them it gives them equal rights 
with Muslims in all civil matters. They are eligible for all kinds of 
employment except for key posts: they have an equal shares with 
Muslims in the matter of all civil liberties, and even in economic 
matters. No discrimination is made between a Muslim and a Zimmi. 
Furthermore the Zimmis are exempt from the responsibility of the state 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, p. 246. 
2. Ibid., p.47. 
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which devolves exclusively and entirely on the Muslim citizens.'" 
Asghar Ali Engineer criticizes Mawdudi in regard to his discussion that 
Zimmis can enjoy neither equal political rights nor can hold key policy-
making positions in Islamic state. Engineer expresses that "classical 
Islam does not give Zimmis the governing rights... and does not permit 
them to become an itegral part of the ruling class. The Maulana 
[Mawdudi] wants to uncompromisingly foUow this provision for the 
non-Muslim conmiunities in his modem Islamic state also., it would be 
wrong to insist that Islam is totally opposed to giving equal political 
rights to the non-Muslims under all conditions. Even during the later 
period of Muslim rule (under the Abbasid and Fatimids) the Zimmis... 
rose to eminent positions and even held key policy-making positions."^ 
In relation to Engineer's objections, three points should be mentioned. 
Firstly, Mawdudi, like many other Muslim theologian and Jurists, 
expresses that the sources of Islamic system of life (Shariah) are the 
Quran and the Hadith (Sunnah).^ Accordingly, if there were cases that 
Abbaad or Fatimids rulers appointed Zimmis to eminent and even key 
policy—making positions, it does not mean that Muslims have to 
follow them. Secondly, Mawdudi accepts that non-Muslim becomes 
members of Parliament or a Legislature of the modem conception, 
1. Ibid., p.247. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., p. 146. 
3. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Towards understanding Islam, 1998, p. 115. 
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which is considerably different from the Shura in its traditional sense 
but provided that it has been fully ensured that Parliament or the 
Legislature does not enact any law which is repliant to the Quran 
and the Sunnah.' It is obvious that in an Islamic state the Head of the 
state and its key making-policy should be Muslims. Because the 
Islamic state is an ideologic state as Mawdudi claims. Thirdly, evea in 
civil societies or secular political systems, minorities can not establish 
government and become eminent key policy-making. It should be 
remarked that Engineer claims that the Prophet, when he established 
the first skeletal structure of state in Medina, "allowed the different 
reHgious groups to follow their respective faiths and still accepted them 
as co-partner in the political conununity. If all the practices of the 
Prophet are part of his Sunnah, there is no reason why this act of the 
Prophet be overlooked specially when there is nothing to categorically 
contradict it."^ There is a fallacy in Engineer's words. In regard to 
liberty of religious groups to follow their &iths, it seems that he could 
not read Mawdudi's view completely. Since, Mawdudi in his writings 
explicitly acknowledges the right of non-Muslims to perform their 
religious rites. He says "the Islamic law and practice regarding the 
public performance of reUgious rites and communal festivals by Zirmnis 
are equally generous, hi their own town and cities, they are allowed to 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, p.295. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit, p. 147. 
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do so with the fiillest freedom."' In regard to Engineer's claim, that 
Prophet accepted co-operation of different religious groups, it should be 
reminded that it does not mean that non-muslims were key making-
policy in the Islamic state of the Prophet. Mawdudi declars that "this 
is the standpoint of Islam is proved by the utter absence of even a 
single instance in the days of the Holy Prophet or the Calq)hs vyiiere 
Zimmi (non-muslim citizen) may have been made a member of the 
Parliament, or the Govemer of a Province, or the Qadi, or the 
Director of any Government department, or the Commander of the 
Army... or may have been ever allowed to participate in the election of 
the Caliphs...."^ It is remarkable that Mawdudi does not reject co-
operation of non-mulims in the Islamic state. He says if a Zimmi is 
capable of any service, his services will also be made use of "^  It 
should be noted that "Mawdudi was aware of the fact that his 
teachings on the question of the rights of minorities would lead to 
criticism and cast a shadow on his claim to the democratic nature of 
the Islamic state. Yet he remained imapologetic. He argued that the 
Islamic state was an ideological one, and the preservation of its 
ideological purity was therefore the condition sine qua non for its 
survival and development. Extended rights for minorities would 
undermine the Islamic state as they would diffuse its ideological 
1. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, p. 295. 
2. Ibid., p.247. 
3. Ibid., p. 147. 
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vigilance. Therefore limiting their rights to those of Zimmis in Islamic 
law was a matter of national security and self-preservation. Mawdudi 
goes further in his e7q)lanation by questioning the validity of criticism 
of the Islamic state on account of protection of the rights of its 
minorities, arguing that the restriction of their rights in the Islamic 
state pales before abuse of human rights in secular states, implying that 
Western criticism of the Islamic state on this account were 
unreasonable if not hypocritical."' Mawdudi claims that "other 
ideological states have either wiped out the minorities or have kept 
them under perpetual bondage as untouchables. Islam, on the other 
hand adopts a very human and equitable method... In truth it can be 
categorically stated that compared with other systems of government, 
Islam has definitely enjoined the most just, the most tolerant and the 
most generous treatment to the minorities \^ ^o choose to stay within 
the border of it's state."^ 
Human Rights in Islam 
Mawdudi is of the view that Islam can come to term with 
modem life, but only by a renewal of its principles and teachings. One 
1. Seyyed Vali Reza Nasr, "Mawdudi and the Jamm'at-i Jslami. The Origins, 
Theory and Practice of Islamic Revivalism" in Pioneers of Islamic revial, op cit, 
p.l09. Nasr quoted Mawdudi's words from: Mawdudi, Human rights m Islam, tr 
by Khurshid Ahmad and Said Khan, Lescter, The Islamic Foundation, 1976 
2. Mawdudi, Islamic Law and Constitution, p.248 also see, Mawdudi, Islami 
Riyasat mam Zimmiun ki Huquq (The rights of Minorities in the Islamic state) 
Delhi, 1976. 
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should bear in mind above mentioned words, then he may consider 
Mawdudi's efforts to propose the human rights and the rights of 
citizens in the Ishimic state. Mawdudi tries to bring up the human and 
citizen's rights in terms of Islamic teachings and sources. It means that 
he relies on the Islamic sources, the Quran and the Simnah, to argue 
for the human and citizen's rights. He considers it and tries to show 
their origin in Islamic sources and teachings. 
Here I bring up Mawdudi's views on human rights. His views on 
the rights of citizens in the Islamic state will be proposed later. 
Mawdudi holds that the origin of human rights is God. He says: 'Svfaen 
we speak of human right in Islam we really mean that these rights 
have been granted by God.'" It means that human rights have not been 
granted by any Kings or by any legislative assembly. Mawdudi 
expresses that 'the rights granted by Kings or the legislative assemblies, 
can also be withdrawn in the same manner in which they are 
conferred... But since in Islam human rights have been conferred by 
God, no legislative assembly in the world, or any government on earth 
has the right or authority to make any amendment or change in the 
rights conferred by God."^ Mawdudi Holds that "the charter and 
proclamations... of the United Nations cannot be compared with the 
rights sanctioned by God; because the former is not applicable on any 
1. Abul A'la Mawdudi, Human rights in Islam, New Delhi, Markazi Maktaba 
Islami, 1998, p. 18. 
2. Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
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body wiiile the latter is applicable on every Believer. They are a part 
and parcel of Islamic faith."' Thus every Muslim or administrator \ ^ o 
claim themselves to be Muslim will have to accept, regonise and 
enforce them. Mawdudi quotes following ayat whidi say 'those wiio do 
not judge by what God has srat down are the disbeliveers' (5:44) and 
the following verse also proclaims: 'They are the wrong doers 
(zalimun)' (5:45), while a third verse in the same Surah says 'They are 
the perverse and law-breakers (fasiqun)' (5:47). Thus, Mawdudi says, 
"all those tenqxnal authorities v/ho claim to be Muslims and yet violate 
the rights sanctioned by God belong to one of these two categories, 
either they are the disbelievers or are the wrong-doers and mischief-
makers. The rights vAach have been sanctioned by God are permanent, 
perpetual and eternal. They are not subject to any alternations or 
modifications, and there is no scope for any change or abrogation."^ 
But what are the basic human rights? Islam, Mawdudi says, 'lays down 
some rights for man as a human being. It means that every man 
whether he belongs to this coimtry or that, whether he is a believer or 
unbeliever... whatever be the case, he has some basic human rights 
simply because he is a human being."^ Mawdudi refers to this ayah 
which says: 'Whosoever kills a human being (without any reason Uke) 
manslaughter, or corruption on earth, it is though he had killed all 
1. Ibid.,, p. 19. 
2. Ibid., R). 19-20. 
3. Ibid., p.21. 
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mankind' (5:32). Then, the first and foremost basic right is the right to 
live and respect for human life, Mawdudi says.' Thus, a people and 
conq)etent court of law can decide on the question of taking life in 
retaliation for murder or the question of punishment for spreading 
corruption on the earth. In any case, Mawdudi says, *'no human being 
has any right by itself to take human life in retaliation or for causing 
mischief on this earth."^ Mawdudi points out the treatment of 
Americans with the Red Indians and expresses that Islam recognises the 
right of life for all human beings. If a man belongs to a primitive or 
savage tribe, even then Islam regards him as a human being.^ 
Mawdudi quotes this ayah that says: 'and whoever saves a life it is as 
though he had saved the lives of all mankind (5:32). Then, he 
concludes that the right of the safety of life is the second basic human 
right. He expresses that based on the above mentioned ayah it is our 
duty to save a man's life irrespective of his nationality, race or colour.'' 
The respect for the chastity of woman is the third important thing that 
we find in the Charter of Human Rights granted by Islam. Mawdudi 
does emphasis that based on Islamic teachings "woman's chastity has to 
be respected under all circumstances, whether she belongs to our own 
nation or to the nation of an enemy....'" Mawdudi quotes this ayah 
1. Mawdudi, Islami Riyasat (Islamic State), New Delhi, n.d. p.555. 
2. Mawdudi, Human Rights in Islam, p.21. 
3. Ibid., pp.22-23. 
4. Ibid., p.23. 
5. Ibid., p.24, aslo see Mawdudi, Islmi Riyasat, op.cit. 554. 
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that says: 'do not approach (the bounds) adxiltery' (17:32). He points 
out that the history of the Muslims, apart from a few lapses of the 
individuals here or there, has been free from crime against 
womanhood.* Mawdudi egresses that the right of freedom is another 
basic human right. He says that Islam clearly forbidden the primitive 
practice of capturing a free man, to make him a slave. He quotes a 
Hadith of the prophet that he told "there are three categories of 
people again whom I shall myself be a plaintifT on the Day of 
Judgement. Of these three, one is he who enslaves a free man, then 
sells him and eats his money. "^  Mawdudi explains that Islam tried to 
solve the problem of the slaves that were in Arabia by encouraging the 
people in different ways to set their slaves free. The result of this 
policy of Islam, Mawdudi says, was that by the time the period of the 
Rightly-Guided Caliphs was reached, all the old slaves of Arbia were 
liberated.^ Mawdudi describes the right to Justice as another important 
and valuable right which Islam has given to man as a human being. 
Mawdudi refers to some ayat of the Quran that say 'do not let your 
hatred if a people incite you to aggression' (5:3). 'And do not let ill-
will towards any folk incite you so that you swerve from dealing 
justly. Be Just; that is nearest to heedfulness' (5:8). Mawdudi, by 
referring to above mentioned ayat, argues that "the justice to which 
1. Ibid., p.24. 
2. Ibid., p.25. 
3. Ibid., p.27. 
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Islam invites her followers is not limited only to the citizens of their 
owa country... hut it is meant for all the human heings of the world."' 
Mawdttdi does not eTqplain justice in detailed. He proposes the justice 
as a moral characteristic but does not spell out its social aspects. 
Mawdudi proposes equality of human beings as another basic human 
right granted by Islam to mankind. He refers to the Quran: (49:13) 
and expresses that according to Islam, "God has given man the right 
of equality as a birthright. Therefore no man should be discriminated 
against on the ground of the colour of his skin, his place of birth, the 
race or the nation in which he was bom."^ In regard to last part of 
this ayah; 'indeed the noblest among you before God are the most 
heedfiil of you' (49:13), Mawdudi explains that the superiority of one 
man over another is only on the basis of God-consciousness, purity of 
characters and high morals, and not on the basis of colour, race... and 
even this superiority based on piety and pure conduct does not justify 
that such people should play lord or assume airs of superiority over 
other human beings.... Nor does the righteous have more privileged 
rights over others, because this runs coxmter to human equality, which 
has been laid down in the beginning of this ayah as a general 
principle."^ Mawdudi describes the last basic human right as the right 
to co-operate and not to co-operate. He brings up this ayah that says: 
1. Ibid., p.29 and see Mawdudi. Islami Riyasat, op.cit, p.559. 
2. Ibid. p.30. 
3. Ibid, p.30. 
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*co-q)erate with one another for virtue and heedfiihess and do not co-
operate with one another for the purpose of vice and agression' (5:2). 
Accoridng to Mawdudi, this ayah prescribed a general principle of 
paramount inq)ortance and universal application. That is to say, there is 
an ideological relation among Muslims. In this regard, Mawdudi writes 
that: '*the man who undertakes a noble and righteous work, irre^ective 
of the ftct whether he is living... has the right to expect support and 
active co-operation from the Muslim. On the contrary he who 
perpetrates deeds of vice and aggression, even if he is our closest 
relation or neighboiir, does not have the right to win our support and 
he^ in the name of race, country, language or nationality, nor should 
he have the expectation that Muslims will co-operate with him or 
support him. Nor is it permissible for Muslims to co-operate with him. 
The wicked and vicious person may be our own brother, but he is not 
of us, and he can have no help or support from us as long as he 
does not repent and reform his ways. On the other hand the man wiio 
is doing deeds of virtue and righteousness may have no kinship with 
Muslims, but Muslims will be his companions and supporters or at 
least his well-wishers."' 
The Rights of Citizen's in the Islamic State 
Mawdudi mvolves himself in discussmg the fimdamental rights of 
citizens based on sources of Islam. He refers to the Quran and the 
1. Ibid, p.3l. 
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address which the prophet delivered on the occasion of the Farwell 
Hajj, then he expresses that Islamic state should provide security of life 
and property of people. It must protect the honour of the citizens.' 
Islam, Mawdudi says, recognizes the right of every citizen of its state 
that there should be no undue interference or encroachment on the 
privacy of his life. He refers to the Quran that says 'do not spy on 
one another' (42:12). 'Do not enter any houses except your own 
homes unless you are sure of their occupant's consent' (24:27). 
Mawdudi quotes a Hadith of the prophet that he says: 'if you try to 
find out the secrets of the people, then you will definitely spoil them 
or at least you will bring them to the verge of ruin.' Mawdudi brings 
up an innovative understanding fi-om above mentioned Hadith. That is 
to say, he interprets the Hadith in accordance with the position of 
present communities. He writes: "the meaning of the phrase 'spoil 
them' [in the above mentioned Hadith] is that when spies (C.I.D. or 
F.B.I, agents) are spread all around the coimtry to find out the affairs 
of men, then the people begin to look at one another with suspicion, 
so much so that people are afi'aid of talking fi'eely in their houses lest 
some word should escape from the lip of their wives and children 
which may put them in embracing atuations."^ Mawdudi's words show 
that he interprets traditions [Ahadith] in relation to the modem 
problems. Mawdudi describes the right to protest agamst tyranny as the 
1. Ss^d Abul Ala Mawdudi, Islami Riyasa, p. 355. 
2. Mawdudi, Human Rights in Islam, op.cit. p.37. 
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right that Islam has conferred on human beings. He refer to this ayah 
that says: 'God does not love evil talk in public unless it is by 
someone who has been injured thereby (4:148). This means that the 
person \ ^ o has been the victim of injustice or tyranny, God gives him 
the right to openly protest giants the injury that has been done to 
him.' Mawdudi infers a revolutionary message from above mentioned 
ayah. That is, 'If an individual or a group of people usurps power and 
after assuming the reigns of authority beings to tyrannise people then 
to raise the voice of protest against it openly is the God given right 
of man and no one has the authority to usurp or deny this right. "^  
Mawdudi holds that the Islamic state has to protect the right of 
freedom of thought and e?q)ression. Mawdudi explains that the right of 
freedom and expression should be used for the propagation of virtue 
and truth and not for spreading evil and wickedness. It is, Mawdudi 
says, not only a right in Islam but an obligation.^ he states that "it is 
the right of a muslim and it is also his obligation that he should warn 
and reprimand the evil-doer and try to stop him from doing it."* He 
refers to the Quran: (9:71),(9:67),22:41), and a Hadith of the prophet 
that he says 'if anyone of you comes across an evil, he should try to 
stop it with his hand (using force)...' Then Mawdudi concludes that 
1. Mawdudi, Islami. Riyasat, pp.543-544. 
2. Mawdudi, Human Rights in Islam, p.41. 
3. Mawdudi, Islami- Riyasat, p. 544. 
4. Mawdudi, Human Rights in Islam, p.42. 
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"the obligation of inviting people to righteousness and forbidding them 
to adopt the paths of evil is incumbent on all true Muslims. If any 
government deprives its citizens of this rights, then it is in direct 
confUct with the injunction of God. The governments is not in conflict 
with its people, but is in conflict with God."' It should be mentioned 
that above mentioned words indicate that Mawdudi infer new 
understanding of the principle of Al-arm bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-
munkar. One should pay attention that Mawdudi proposes fundamental 
rights of citizens of the Islamic state in an ideological framework. For 
example, he mentions that Islam has given people the right to freedom 
of association and formation of parties or organisations. But 
immediately says that the right of freedom of association "should be 
exercised for propagating virtue and righteousness and should never be 
used for spreading evil and mischief"^ Mawdudi refers to the Quran. 
(3:110) and(3:104), to argue that it is the duty of the Muslim 
community that it should invite and enjoin people to righteousness and 
virtue and forbid them doing evil. In an Islamic state, Mawdudi holds, 
people should not be obliged to accept Islam. He writes that Islam 
gives the right to freedom of conscience and conviction to its citizens 
in an Islamic state. The Holy Quran says: 'there should be no coercion 
ID the matter of faith' (2:26). Mawdudi says: "though there is no truth 
and virtue greater than the Religion of Truth— Islam, and Msulims are 
1. Mawdudi, Human Rights in Islam, p. 43. 
2. Ibid., p.43. 
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enjoined to invite people to embrace Islam and advance arguments in 
favour of it, they are not asked to enforce this faith on them."' One 
of the fimdamental rights of citizens in an Ishunic state is that they are 
equal before law. Mawdudi brings up this ayah that says: 'the believers 
are brothers (to each other)' (49:10). He also quotes a Hadith of the 
Prophet that he says: 'the life and blood of Muslims are equally 
precious.' Then Mawdudi concludes that: "this religious brotherhood 
and the uniformity of their rights and obligations is the foundation of 
equality in Islamic society, in >^ iiich the rights and obligations of any 
person are neither greater nor lesser in any way than the rights and 
obligations of other people."^ Mawdudi continues to enumerate the 
rights of citizens in the Islamic state. All officials of the Islamic state, 
Mawdudi says, are equal in the eyes of the law. He refers to the 
prophet and the Khola&'s Sirah that they did justice to all members of 
the Islamic community.^  When one studies Mawdudi's above mentioned 
views, he comes to the conclusion that Mawdudi approaches the 
concepts and principles of modem political philosophy. But he has his 
especial method. That is, he deals with above mentioned concepts in 
the framework of Islamic sources and teachings. Furthermore, he is of 
the view that the above mentioned rights of citizens originated from 
Islam. 
1. Mawdudi, Human Rights in Islam, op.cit. p.44. 
2. Ibid., p.48. 
3. Ibid., pp.49-50. 
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Muslims* Decline 
Generally speaking, many modem Muslim thinkers pay attention to 
the historical origins and causes of Muslims' decline. Mawdudi 
discusses the causes of the problem of Muslims' decline too. According 
to Mawdudi, there are many factors that cause Muslims' decline. At 
first, Mawdudi points out that the Prophet created a great revolution m 
the Arab community. In this regard Mawdudi says that: 'Ht was not 
merely a political change: It brought about a total and radical 
transformation of the life of the community in all its aspects. Their 
view of life, their values, their morals, their mode of living, all 
underwent a revolutionary change.'" Thanks to this great revolution, 
Mawdudi's says, "the Prophet succeeded in creating the new community 
with a new code of public morality and a new pattern of individual 
character. Their collective life was governed entirely by the principles 
and precepts of Islam. Their beliefs and thoughts were purely Islamic... 
The civilization and culture of that society were perfectly in accordance 
with the spirit of Islam, and the State was governed exclusively by the 
laws of Islam."^ Mawdudi explains that the formation of the first 
Muslim community and the establishment of the first Islamic state were 
followed, d\uing the period of right guided Calq)hate, by a phenomenal 
expansion of Islam which may be described as an explosion. Mawdudi 
1. Abul A'la Mawdudi, Islam Today, Delhi, Crescent Publication Co., n.d.. p. 13. 
2. Ibid., p. 15. 
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says that Muslims could conquer a large part of the worid. He argues 
that they achieved much more through their excellent character and 
exemplary conduct than they did by the force of arms.' Mawdudi 
expresses the above mentioned period was the first phase of the history 
of Islam Islam, mawdudi, says, "achieved such spectacular success in 
the first phase of its history because its votaries had consciously and 
earnestly accepted its principles and doctrines, which were fully 
reflected in the life and character of individuals and the conduct of the 
community and because a state determined to stake its all on 
estabUshing the rule of God on earth had come into being. "^  Mawdudi 
is of the opinion that Muslims in the first phase of their's history 
created the ideal of Islamic society. But, Mawdudi holds, the ideal 
period of Islamic history endured for only a few years after the Holy 
Prophet died. In the second phase of history of Islam '"there was a 
rapid increase in the proportion of Muslims who had earnestly 
embraced Islam, but did not fiilly understand it and were therefore 
unable to mould their lives completely in conformity with the principles 
and precepts of the Faith. This state of afi^s eventually brought about 
a political upheaval which swept away the institution of caliphate and 
established kingship.'" In his book, 'Khilafat and Monarchy,' Mawdudi 
argues that "after the establishment of the monarchy, although the 
1. Ibid., pp. 16-18. 
IMbid., p. 19. 
3. Ibid., p.22. 
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rulers were Muslims, the state was no longer Islamic in any genuine 
sence... The Muslim Monarchs throughout more than twelve centuries 
of Islamic history were usurpers, their rule illegitimate and throughly 
un-Islamic. All the evils and cahimities that have taken place during the 
history of the Muslims are blamed on the monarchy."' Maryam 
Jameelah criticizes Mawdudi's view and writes: "the fact that the 
monarchs vJho followed them [Khila&t Rahsidun] were mferior to them 
in faith and practice by no means prove that none of them had any 
merits as Muslim at all. It was during this period of 'decadence' that 
the territory of Dar ul-Islam expanded its boundaries from Spam in the 
West and to China in the East, and traditional Islamic civilization 
crystalized into its characteristic forms... They [Monarchs] always 
respected the Shariah and forced Islamic laws."^ It should be remarked 
that Mawdudi himself accepts that "Muslims produced a large number 
of good. God-fearing kings than did any other community. But, while 
one must give these virtuous kings all the praise that is due to them, 
there is little doubt that, on the whole, the natural and necessary 
consequences of the system of Kingship were detrimental to the 
interests of Islam and the Muslims. One very harmful effect of the 
system was that the Muslim kingdoms... confined themselves, more or 
less, to the conquest of new lands and the realization of tribute fi'om 
1. Maryam Jameelah, op.cit., p. 123. 
2. Ibid., p. 123. 
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the conquered people. Their faihue ultimately resulted in conditions that 
have caused grave and lasting harm to Muslims in a large part of the 
world."' Mawdudi discusses the harmful results of the change of 
Caliphate to the Kingship. As a matter of fact, the first resuh of the 
above mentioned change was that the leadershq) of Muslim community 
^lit into two sections. During the days of the Prophet and Hie Right-
guided Caliphs, Mawdudi says, "the leadership of the Muslim 
community was centred at one place. All a£fairs of life-spiritual, moral, 
intellectual, cultural, poUtical or philosophical— were held and directed 
by a common authority... But the advent of Kingship resuhed in a rift 
in this leadership: while political control remaind in the hands of the 
rulers, in the spiritual, moral and intellectual spheres, leadershq) passed 
to the theologians, the jurists and the Sufis."' Mawdudi e?q)resses that 
the political and religious leaderships opposed each other. The conflict 
between the political and religious leaderships resulted in mutual 
estrangement and hostility, which has continued down to the present 
day. The establishment of Kingship caused that the 'Ulama and the 
Sufis could not possibly ensure the proper education and training of 
the people who were embracing Islam. ^  That is, the 'Ulama and the 
Sufis could not fiilfill their functions. The growth of racial, tribal and 
national pride and prejudice was another harmful result of the 
1. Mawdudi, Islam Today, op. cit. P.22. 
2. Ibid., p.23. 
3. Ibid., p.25. 
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establi^ment of Kingship. Mawdudi describes the above mentioned 
factor as a malady. It destroyed various Muslim eiiq)iTes in different 
parts of the world.' 
The growth of national pride and prejudice is against the 
teachings of Islam that urge the Muslims to be brethren unto one 
another. Mawdudi explains that the Kingsh^ caused the erosion of the 
Muslims' loyalty to Islam. He expresses that: "Islam had originally 
abolished all loyalties based upon race, language or nationality, and 
replaced them with a single, absolute loyalty— to God, His Prophet 
and the faith. But during the period of Kingship this loyalty soon 
began to weaken, and since it was the foundation of public morality its 
weakening naturally resulted in the growth of selfishness and self— 
promotion."* The above cited causes were responsible for muslims' 
decline during the second phase of their history, Mawdudi says. 
Mawdudi holds that the real source of power is moral strength. He 
argues that Muslims could reach superiority in the world because they 
favoured moral strength. But they lost their morally superior position. 
Mawdudi writes that : "the crucial reason for the Muslims' decline is, 
in fact, the lack of Islamic morality. A people who do not make 
proper use of material means, are not motivated by basic ethics and do 
not possess thorough— going Islamic morality cannot retain power and 
1. Ibid., p.26 
2. Ibid., p.27. 
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leadership. God's unchangeable tradition demands that they be 
superseded by such disbelievers who, even if lacking in Islamic 
morality, surpass them ia their adherence to basic morals and the use 
of material resources and thus prove themselves fitter to manage the 
afi&irs of the world."' Nasr, one of the contenq)oraiy researchers, refers 
to Mawdudi's views on Muslims' decline and says: "he became 
convinced that the decline of Muslim power stemmed from the 
corruption and pollution of Islam, the centuries of dross that had 
obscured the faith's veritable teachings."^ 
According to Mawdudi, another reason for Muslims' decline is 
that they have forgotten their duties and responsibilities. But what are 
Muslims' duties? Mawdudi says: "they are not merely confined to the 
aJGBrmation of faith in Allah, His messengers.... Nor are they confined 
to performing the prayers, observing the fast.... Nor are these duties 
exhausted by observing the injunctions of Islam relating to marriage, 
divorce and inheritance. Over and above all these duties, there is one 
which is the most in^ortant: that your lives bear witness to the Truth 
that you have been given by God before all mankind, the truth wiiich 
you believe to be trae."^ This mission, Mawdudi believes, is the sole 
1. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, The Islamic Movement Dynamics of Values, Power 
and Change, op.cit., p. 105. 
2. Seyyed Vali Reza Nasr, "Mawdudi Sayyid Abu A 'la,'" The Oxford Encyclopedia 
of the Modem Islamic World op.cit., p.73. 
3. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, Witnesses unto Mankind,The Purpose and Duty of 
the Muslim Ummah, ed. & tr. by Khurram Murad, Delhi, Markazi Maktaba Islami, 
1995, p.27. 
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objective for which Muslim ummah has been brought into being. 
Mawdudi says: "this is no ordinary duty, it is a duty enjoined on you 
[Muslims] by God. It is a Divine command and Divine call: 'O 
believers, be ever steadfast in standing up, for the sake of God, 
bearing witness to justice (5:8)."* But what does this duty of witness 
imply? Mawdudi argues that: '"you [Muslims] must, therefore, establish 
by your testimony and witness its authenticity and truthfulness before 
all mankind. This is a testimony that will make the authenticity and 
truthfulness of Divine guidance self-evident, for all to see, and a 
witness that will make it clear and indisputable for all people."^ For 
this very purpose all the Messengers were sent on to the world: 
Mawdudi argues that afier the Prophets, their followers were entrusted 
with the same duty. After the last Prophet, it is Muslims who must 
fulfil this mission to all mankind and for all times to come. If a 
people, Mawdudi argues, does not fulfil its duty, or it gives false 
witness, God will punish them. He writes that "when a people rejects 
and turn away from God's guidance, when they are guilty of peijur\' 
and disloyalty to their creator... then God punishes them severly m this 
world as well as in the world-to-come."' According to Mawdudi, the 
Muslims have not fiilfilled their duty. Mawdudi expresses that 'In view 
of our conduct, we are guilty of giving false witness, of perjury and 
1. Ibid., p.28. 
2. Ibid, p.28. 
3. Ibid., p.37. 
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concealing the truth."' MnsHms* decline, Mawdudi holds, is the result 
of their failure to do their duty and, instead, giving false witness. He 
says: "indeed, the extent and pace of our decline has been in true 
proportion to the extent and pace of our negligence and failure to do 
our duty to witness to the Truth and our 'progress' in witnessing to 
falsehood."^ But how can Muslims solve the problem of their decline 
and decadence? How can they regain their past glory? Mawdudi replies 
that Muslims must follow Islam totaUy and devotedly. He says that if 
Muslim bear true witness to the teachings of Islam, they wiD rise from 
glory to glory in this world.' 
In his discussion about the Muslims' decline, Mawdudi criticizes 
three classes, i.e. the 'Ulama, the Sufis and the new leaders of the 
Muslims communities. In regard to the 'Ulama, Mawdudi holds that 
they did not fulfill their task. They did not pay attention to the 
important problems of the Muslims communities. They caused 
secterianism among Muslims. He says: "... but by and large the 
favourite pastim of the 'Ulema of the faith was the debating and 
arguing of petty problems. Small matters were made big problems wMe 
the big problems were concealed from the eyes of the Muslims. 
Differences of opinion were made the basis for permanent new sects 
and the sects became arenas of quarrels and fights."* He criticizes the 
1. Ibid., p.37. ~ 
2 Ibid., PL37 also see MaMludi, Musaimcn aw Mcn^udch Siyasi Ka^makash, op.cit.. Part E 
3. Ibid., p.41. 
4. Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi, "Come Let Us Change This World" Delhi, 
Markazi Maktaba Islami, reprint 1996, p.S7. 
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Sufis because they could not fulfill their fiinction. That is to say,: 
'Immanity turned to the Sufis to be guided to God's way but they put 
it on different paths."' Mawdudi criticizes the new leaders of the 
Muslim countries. It is for the reason that, they are ignorant of Islam 
and indifferent to it. Mawdudi explains that the alien rulers [colonists] 
destroyed the old educational system and they established a new system 
of educational based upon entnely different moral values and cultural 
norms. The new leaders of the Muslims countries had grown imder the 
new system of education. Thus, Mawdudi holds, ''the leaders were, on 
the whole, virtually ignorant of Islam and indifferent to it. They had 
no will to enforce the writ of Islam in the land [Muslim country]... 
They had grown under a new civilization and culture and their values, 
tastes and inclinations had changed radically."^ In the end, it would not 
be out of place to mention that Mawdudi holds that the elements 
which introduce deterioriation in human life can be grouped into four 
categories: lack of God-consciousnes; indifference to the Divine 
guidance; selfishness and inactiveness or licentiousness.^ 
1. Ibid., p.58. 
2. Mawdudi, Islam Today, op. cit., p.35. 
3. Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi, Nations Rise and Fall-Why'} New Delhi, Markazi 
Maktaba Islami, 1995, pp.39-40. 
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CHAPTER-III 
AyatoUah Mohammad Husain Naini was born into a well-famed 
and respected family of Nain He did his primary studies in Nain and 
then at 17 years of age, in 1877, he moved to Isfahan, then still a 
distinguished place for reUgious studies' Naini studied in samarra, Iraq, 
with Muhammad al Fisharaki al-Isfahani and Muhammad Hasan Shirazi 
(d 1896), whose secretary he become After his master's death, he 
moved to Karbala and studied with Mulla Muhammad Kazim Khurasani 
(d 1911)^ Nairn's life "can be divided into three periods During the 
first, he was actively engaged in bringing about the Constitutional 
Revolution and wrote a famous treatise £>uring the second period, he 
was an important lecturer and became one of the most important Shi'i 
Mujtahids He led the Iraqi nationalists against the British and 
worked actively for independence During the last period, he lost his 
fighting spirit, devoted his life to teaching, and acquiesced to the 
powers that been"^ Here I am going to express differences among he 
and other Shi'ite thinkers and his innovative opinions in regard to 
socio-political philosophy of Islam Briefly, it can be said that Naini's 
innovation mainly relates to pobtical philosophy of Islam and his ideas 
1 Abdul-haid Hain, Shnsm and Constitutionalism m Iran. Leiden E J Bnl, 1977, 
pl09 
2 Willem Floor, "Xaini, Muhammad Husayn"\n The Oxford Encylopedia of the 
Modem Islamic World, ed, John L Esposito, New Yoik Oxford, Oxford Um>ersit) 
Press. 1995, Vol 3, p223 
3 Ibid, p223 
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regarding rulersh^ are outstanding. Therefore the necessity of surveying 
his ideas originates from above mentioned point. 
Before proposng any words about Naini's though it is necessary 
to remark some points. 
One of the Muslim thinkers says that "according to the nature of 
Islam it is a political religion. Islam is a complete and comprehensive 
plan for man's life. Thus, Islam has deep relation to politics as a 
means for perfonmng that so called plan. It can be said that there are 
many political elements in Islamic thought. They are taken from 
Prophet's tradition (Seerat) and some of them are practical religious 
principles and teachings such as Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-
munkar (A general principle of commanding the good and forbidding 
the evil), Defa (defence). Jihad (holy war)".' Naini as a Muslim 
thinker believes that Islam is a political religion. He tries to e7q)lain the 
nature of Islamic rulershiq). In other words, he made a serious attempt 
to bring up political a^ect of Islam based on Shi'ite thoughts. Nobody 
can have an exact understanding of Nairn's ideas and his strength and 
weakness unless he has a clear concept of political views of Shi'ah. At 
last, Naini's contribution to development of political views of Shi'ah 
will be distiaguished. Here some analysis on Shi'ite views as regard 
4. Hosin Sina, "Negahi be Andishehaye Siasi Shi'ah dar Gozar-e Zaman" 
(A Review on Political Ideas of Shi 'ah) in Ehya, ed. by Hasan Usefi Eshkewari, 
Vol.5, Tehran, Nasher Yadavaran, 1375 H. SH. P.33. 
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Tulersh^ will be proposed. Hamid Algar writes: "The political theory of 
Ithna'ashari Shi'i Islam is, in the first place, part of its overall 
definition of the Imamate: to the Imam alone, divinely protected against 
sm and error, belongs all legitimate rule. The political vocation of the 
Imams was continuously frustrated; and with the occultation of the 
Twelfih Imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi, in 874, even the possibility of the 
legitimate exercise of power disappeared from the world. Hence all 
states are inalienably usurpatory, even those of fomul Shi*i afBliation. 
This usurpatory nature of the state was to a degree obscured by 
Safavid claims of Imamite descent, but emerged with great clarity in 
the Qjar period, aspiring a pervaave attitude of repugnance to the state 
and its representatives."* In this case, Enayat CTcpresses that "one 
group of Muslims, which proved to be a minority, believed that the 
Prophet had in fact deagnated his successor and that was his son-in-
law and cousin, 'All. According to them, the designation had taken 
place during the Prophet's Journey from his last pilgrimage to Mecca, 
on the eighteenth day of the month of Dhu'l-hijjah, in the eleventh 
year of his Hijrah (632), at a place called the Ghadir (pool) of 
Khmmn, >^ere he made a fatefiil proclamation which has been reported 
in different versions, the most popular being: 'He for whom I was the 
master, should hence have All as his master.' This group came to be 
1. Hamid Algar, "77ie opposition Role of the Ulama in Twentieth Century Iran" 
in Scholar, Saints and Sufis: Muslim Religious Institutions in the Middle East 
since 1500, ed. by Nikki R. Keddie, Berkely, University of California Press, 1972, 
p.232. 
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known as the Shiah (literally, followers) of 'Ali It (Shaih) asserted 
that it was inconceivable given God's Justice and benevolence (lutf) 
towards human beings that he should have left the issue of the 
leadership (Inuunate) undecided. The same rational considerations which 
necessitate the sending of His emissaries and Prophets also require that 
in their absence faultless leaders should be appointed for the 
coustodianship (wilayah) of their followers. Furthermore, the logical 
corollary to the acceptance of the Prophet Muhammad's teachings was 
the commitment to their implementation. Only a sound and thorough 
knowledge ('ilm) of the true meaning of the Quran and the prophetic 
Tradition could help the young Muslim community in this direction. 
That knowledge was available to those who were near and dear to the 
prophet-especially 'Ali, and through him, to his eleven male 
descendants."' Hairi explains the matter as follows: "On the basis of 
God's rulership, the Twelver Shiah (i.e. the Ithna asharis, or the 
Imamiyyah) formed the view of Imamat as follows: since Islam is 
described as a community ruled and governed by God, there must be 
an executive authority to represent Him on earth, Muhammad was the 
best and the last of God's representatives. He was possessed of two 
substantial attributes: he was appointed by God to rule His community, 
and he was infallible. In order to continue the govenmient of God on 
earth in proper fashion the successor to Muhammad should also be 
1. Hamid Enayat, op.cit., p.4. 
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characterized by these two attributes, except that is enough that he be 
appointed by God's direct or indirect appointee. In other words, it is 
incumbent upon God to appoint an infallible person as an Imam. The 
Imam should be appointed... The task of appointment was first fulfilled 
by Muhamad on his return from his Farwell Pilgrimage at Ghadir 
where he appointed his immediate infallible successor, Ali Ibn Abi 
TaUb. Thus the concept of the Twellver Shiah began to take form. All 
of the Imams, who were descendants of the prophet, form the line of 
'Ali and Fatimah, were appointed consecutively as the real 
representatives of God. The period of infallible rulers came to an end 
upon the Eleventh Imam, Hasan al-Askari, in 873. The Twelfth Imam 
Mahdi, remained alive but hidden... Thus, all the actual rulers were but 
illegitimate rulers and usurpers.'" 
Basically, Shi'ite point of view towards rulership and it's beUef to 
Intizar led to weakness of Shi'ah political philosophy. Generally 
speaking, Shi'ah not only involved in weakness of political philosophy 
but also "the lack of independent political thought, by comparing 
collective texts about poUtical concepts which have been published in 
history of Islamic ideas, in relation to thick capacity of theological 
traditions (Ahadith), religious jurisprudence (fiqah) and other Islamic 
sciences which have been published in thousands of works, will be 
completely appeared If we wish to find some of the books about 
1. Hairi, op. cil., [^5.55-60. 
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political matters of Islam, there are very few ones in comparing with 
those hundreds of books that have been published in the fields of 
religious jurisprudence (fiqah) such as Taharat, ceremonious purification 
after easing nature, Salat, prayer, Sawm, Fastmg and Ejarah, rent.'" But 
'the poverty of political philosophy of Shi'ah is more remarkable than 
Tasannon. Even the limited number of works about the fiudamental 
matters of policy in Tassannon, have not been seen in Shi'ite 
writings."^ Shariati pays attention to this poverty of political philosophy 
of Shiah. He says '*We have had more Islamic political movements but 
we have not had any new thinking movement."^ 
Why political philosophy of Shiah became weak and did not 
develop? Why this school of thought which was formed based on a 
pofitical event, the matter of acting of prophet and managing of Islamic 
state, has involved in weakness of political thought? The answer for 
the above mentioned questions is as follows: "Imamat, acting of 
prophet, which it's political dimension is more outstanding than other 
a^ects was converted into a theological matter.'^ Imamat v i^iich had a 
creative and efiective fiinction in the society lost its job and became a 
metaphysical matter. In fact theologians by proposing Imamat in the 
field of theological matter reduced its political influences. Another 
1. Sina, op.cit., p.34. 
2. Ibid., p.35, 
3. Ali Shariati, Bazshenasi-e Hoviyat-e Irani-Islami, Collection of works n.27, 
Tehran, 1365, H.SH., p.245. 
4. Sina, op.cit., p.36. 
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reason of weakness or lack of political philosophy of Shi'ah is related 
to Shi'ite concept of Intizar. One of the contemporary authors says: 
"Shiite religious jurisprudence (fiqah) never pays attention to the matter 
of rulershq) because of its understanding of occultation, disappearance 
into hiding, of Twelfth Imam and Imamat. The causes of static in 
Shi'ite political thought and the lack of progress of fundamental law by 
Jurists, Fuqaha, are as follows: "Since Shi'ah believes that ruler should 
be infallible, thus in the period of absence of Twelfth Imam it is 
banned to make any attempts to form a rulership. As well as Shiah do 
not believe that the period of absence of Twelfth Imam will be so 
long. Thus a kind of idealism was imposed upon Shiite religious 
jurisprudence (fiqah).'" 
It must be noted that 'Idealism in politics usually means a \s^ole-
hearted commitment to lofty social and political goals, irrespective of 
their practicability or otherwise, and certainly with no concern for the 
material and spiritual costs of their realisation. But it can also mean 
conscious attachment to a Utopia, and pursuance of aims which are 
admittedly impossible of achievement within normal circumstances. 
Although there have been periods in Islamic history when the Shiis 
could be said to have acted as idealists in the first sense by virtue of 
their resolute struggle to seek redress of specific political and social 
1. Mohsen Kadivar, Nazanyahha-ye Dovlat dor Fiqh-e Shi'ah (Theories of State in 
Shiah Rebgious Jursprudence), Tehran, Nashre- Ney, first edition, 1376 H.SH.p.lO. 
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grievances (such as the Sarbidariyyah movement in the eighth century 
in Kirman, or popular uprisings in Iran in the nineteenth century 
against foreign concessions), the predominant form of their idealism has 
been of the second, Utopian kind. Idealism of the latter type was not 
necessarily always a function of political conditions. Qadi Said Qumi 
made his remark about the unworthiness of 'esoteric kingship' not in 
the age of the low fortunes of Shiism, but at the height of its political 
power, m the Safavid period. All this does not mean that Shiism never 
compromised with the powers that be. On the contrary, for the best 
• 
part of their history, Shi'i theologians and jurisconsults displayed an 
impressive ingenuity in devising practical arrangements with the rulers 
to ensure the safety and survival of their followers. But what 
distinguishes Shi'i pragmatism in such cases from its Sunni counterpart 
is that these arrangements were often in the nature of ad-hoc 
dispensations which never abrogated or diluted the basic Shii doctrinal 
position that all ten:q)oral authority in the absence of the hidden Imam 
is illegitimate. So to the extent that the Shii insistence on the 
indivisible legitimacy of the rule of the Imam has remaind in force, 
Sunnism can be considered a realistic political ideology because of its 
greater adaptability to changing circumstances, and its inclusion of 
modifications and revisions carrying the stamp of the theologians 
approval. 
Idealism has had a rather paradoxical effect on Shii political 
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behaviour: far from predisposing the Shiis to relentless activism, it 
tended to make them apathetic to prevailing political conditions. This is 
perhaps because the dividing line between idealism and political apathy 
can be a very thin one. The belief that all temporal authorities are 
either illegitimate, or owe their legitimacy to a dubious modus vivendi, 
led the Shi'is often to avoid all involvement m politics, considering it 
as a preserve of unscrupulous, ambitious souls.' 
It seems that Shi'ite idealism, it's imderstanding of rulership and 
the lack of attention to discourses on rulershq), have caused political 
decline of Shi'ah. In addition Shiah idealism not only leads to lack of 
political theories but also prevents taking modem political concepts. 
Usefi Eshkevari expresses that: "The reason that new movement of 
Islamic thought began late in Iran, in comparison with other Islamic 
countries, and the reason that movement was &ced with some problems 
refers to culture and though of historical Shiah which can not adapt 
itself with modem concepts such as democracy and liberty."^ 
One of the important reasons for studying Nairn's ideas refer to 
the above mentioned matter. Although Naini is one of the Shi'ite 
thinkers and he himself is also a representative of Shi'ite world 
perspective regarding Politics and mlership. But he acts wisely when he 
1. Enayat, op.cit., pp.26-27. 
2. Hasan Usefi Esh-kevari, "Andisheh-e Dim va Democracy dar Iran" (Religious 
Thought and Democracy in Iran), in Iran-e farda. Third year. No. 15, Tehran, 1373 
H.Sh.,p.31. 
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faces with modern political and social concepts. That is, he was the 
first man who changed Shi'ite attitude towards rulershq) and he pays 
much attention to many modem concepts of political philosophy. He 
also goes beyond the Shi'ite traditional thoughts and ideas. 
Another reason which is very important for critical study of 
Naini's ideas is his attention to Shi'ite theoretical problem in accepting 
government in the period of occultation of Twelfth Imam. As well as 
he proposes some solution too. Usefi Eshkevari writes: ''What is the 
duty of Shiah towards rulership and politics regarding to these points 
such as, (i) The condition of being infallible (innocence) for Imamat, 
(ii) Imams are only twelve certain persons, (iii) The last Imam is alive 
forever. Must all governments and rulers be considered illegitimate and 
overthrown? Or should we consider all governments and rulers 
illegitimate and try to overthrow them? Can an Islamic rulership be 
established when last Imam is absent and alive? If the answer for 
above mentioned questions is negative so what is the relationship 
between the existing governments and Shi'ah? Great 'Ulama and Jurists 
such as Sheykh Mofid, Sayyid Morteza Alam a]-hoda, Sheykh Tusi 
have tried to find solution for the above problem. They had chosen a 
middle way that is they announced that each government is illegitimate 
by its nature. However^ they ordered to cooperate with just ruler and 
even tyrant ruler if it would be usefiil and necessary. They themselves 
very closely and clearly come to Shi'ite rulers, Al-e Buyeh. Shi'ite 
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'Ulama welcomed Monguls governs and persons such as Khajeh Nasir 
al-din al-Tusi and Allameh Helli reached to prominent political and 
social offices in their states. When Safavid formed govemmrat in Iran 
most &mous 'Ulama approved them and they became thdr workers and 
colleagues. Again in the Qajar's time they continued their cooperation 
with rulers. Although the great jurists, Fuqaha, have cooperated with 
governors since forth century but the problem of legithnacy of rulersh^ 
in the period of occuhation of the hidden Imam finally was not solved. 
At last, it was not clear that is it possible to establish an Islamic 
government in the period of occultation by ordinary men, the people 
who are not infallible? If it is not possible to establish an Islamic 
government what can be done?".' 
Nairn's efforts, for showing solution for the problem of legitimacy 
of rulership in the period of occultation is considered by many different 
writers and scholars. Each one of the scholars has paid attention to 
some aspects of Nairn's ideas. Proposing an Islamic rulership by Naini 
has been regarded so important by Taleqani. Because there was not 
anybody else before Naini to pay attention to legitimacy of rulership. 
Bayat says: "In an interesting introduction, Talequani hailed the essay, 
which he viewed as not only a means to provide the constitution with 
an Islamic basis, but, more importantly as a source for the study of 
1. Ibid., p.31. 
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Islamic social and political principles "' Some other writers have the 
same viewpoint like Taleqani about Nairn's work One of them writes 
"in the contemporary history it can be named three Maija-i Al-Taqlid, 
Naini, Khomini and Montaziri Each one of these Maraj'e brings up 
Islamic rulership and its elements in new, objective and practical way 
It can be said that, because of the lack of political thought in Shi'ite 
religious schools (Hozehha) in those days Naini's book, 'Tanbih al 
ummah va Tanzih al mellah', was unique "^  At that time the strong 
attitude of Shi'ite clerics was to avoid of participating in political 
affairs and activities They also did not fight against their contemporary 
tyrannic government Naini's role in the field of politics, both practical 
and theoretical, is outstanding during the denying of political 
movements in Shi'ite religious schools (Hozeha) One of the writers 
says "For the first time, Naini in his book proposes the necessity of 
changing the absolute sovereignty to a rulership which agrees with 
religious Jurisprudence (Shariah) The importance of Naini's work, his 
courage and his knowledge will be shown if we pay attention to the 
conditions that he publish his so called book Fighting with Qajarid 
tyrannical regime and forming Islamic and public government were 
illegitimate from some clerics point of view Therefore, he devoted his 
work to prove the legitimacy of fight against Qajar regime and to 
construct public government "^  So Naini begins his reformative 
1 Mangol Ba>at, "'Taleqani and the Iranian Revolution" in Shiism, Resistance and 
Revolution, ed b) Martin Karmer. London, West MCW Press, 1987, p71 
2 Nadi Najaf Abadi, ''Barrasi Tatbiqi-e seh \azariyah-e Hokomat-e Islami," 
(A comparative Study of three Theories on Islam Rulership) m Kyan, No 6, Second 
Year, Tehran, 1371 H SH, p5 
•^ r t F 
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movement for rulership. He seeks to present most important social 
function of Islam in the filed of state and politics. He believes that 
government has a deep effect on people's life and thought. Therefore 
reformation of society depends on reforming of rulership. This is the 
major difference of Naini with other reformists and thinkers. Here I 
want to mention the differences between sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani 
and Naini. Sayyid Jamal expressed various matters but he did not 
systematized them. So he Usted some of them generally. Naini tries to 
bring up very important points such as rulership, tyranny, liberty and 
equality. He tries to talk about them analytically and theoreticaUy. 
Sayyid Jamal talks about Muslim's suffering and pains but Naini like a 
physician cures some of those main pains. It can be said that his ideas 
about rulership is a fundamental step in changing of Shi'ite political 
thought and ideas. Some of the researchers say that Naini is a 
representative of a main attitude of the Shi'ite clergy who believe that 
Islam agrees with constitutionalism. Hairi says: "Since the 'Ulama 
believed that constitutionalism was in conformity with Islam, they 
focused all their powers to support the new regime [Constitutional 
Regime in Iran, 1906]. In their speeches and writings they strongly 
advocated a constitutional form of government. They made an attempt 
to reconcile democratic constitutionalism with the Shi'i system of 
government in order to put an end to tyranny an arbitrary rule which 
they considered to be un-Islamic... Naini accotmt of constitutionalism is 
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important also because it represents the views of the highest ranking 
clerical leaders involved in Constitutional Revolution."' Mongol Bayat 
gives the same view too: "in 19SS Taleqani published an essay by 
Mohammad Husain Naini written in 1909 in defence of the 
constitutional movement against its detractors who had declared it im-
Islamic, it bore the seal of approval of Khorasani and Mazandarani, the 
two leading Najaf Mujtahids who supported the movement until 
Behbahani's assassination in 1909. The essay attempted to provide the 
constitution with a basis in Islamic law".^  
Although Naini's effort in changing Shi'ite political thought is 
remarkable, it seems that there are some theoretical weaknesses in his 
views. It seems that each theory, which is proposed to join theory of 
Divin rulership to democracy one has confronted with the problem of 
legitimacy of rulership. If the right of rulership belongs exclusively to 
God, thai how can we speak of people's right to rule? It can be said 
that there is a contradiction between theory of Divine rulership and 
democracy one. If we believe in Divine rulership it will lead to 
theocracy and if we hold democracy it will lead to secularism. One of 
the contemporary writers refers to above mentioned conflict and 
expresses that: "in the recent century there are two in^ortant turning-
points in political thought of Shi'ah. One of them is the theory of 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p.2. 
2. Bayat, op.cit., p.72. 
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Shi'ite Usuli Mujtahids on constitutionalism and the second one is 
Khomeini's theory of Vilayat-e Faqih (Jurist's authority). Public 
government and the necessity of establishment of a religious-public 
rulership (Hokomat 'Urfi-Shar'ii) in the period of occultation of last 
Imam which accepted by Naini broke down the deadline of legitimacy 
of power in Shiah. Nevertheless this causes to admit democracy, liberty, 
pubUc right of rulership in religious field. This theory is brought up on 
Constitutional Law and it becomes direction of political system in Iran. 
Naini says that there is a distinction between legitimacy and 
acceptability (maqbuliyyat) and he expresses legitimacy is belong to 
God and infallible Imams. He believes that in the period of occultation 
that legitimacy is under authority of jurists, Fuqaha, as agents (Nuwab) 
of last Imam. Finally he believes that by the permission of Jurists 
(Ezn-e faqih), the problem of legitimacy of political power can be 
solved. In regard to contradiction between religious rulership (Shari'i) 
and public rulership (Hokomat-e-Urfi) he tries to be supporter of 
latter one and he issues fatwas in the favour of constitutional rulership. 
But the problem of legitimacy was not finally solved. It is for this 
reason that neither constitutionalism nor liberty could not continue. 
Democracy, rulership of law, press freedom, parties, public rulership and 
other achievements of Constitutionalism Revolution (1906), which Naini 
interests them, were not to be institutionalized"' 
1. Usefi EshkeN'ari, op.cit., pp.31-32. 
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Although Naini tries to solve the contradiction between theocracy 
and democracy, public rulership, but he shows his tendency to the 
latter one. But is it a solution for that conflict? Another reason of 
modem Iranian thinker's tendency to Nairn's ideas is his emphasis on 
public rulership (Hokomate- *Urfi) and democracy. Naini approves 
legitimacy of public rulership and democracy, and this made traditional 
'Ulama to disagree with him. Therefore two schools of political 
thought in Shi'ah was originated from Naini's ideas. The first one 
refers to new religious thinkers that emphasis on public rulership 
(Hokomate- 'Urfi) and it prefers the votes of majority. Then democratic 
and public rulership is taken fi-om Naini's point of view. The second 
one is a contemporary traditional school of thought in Shi'ah. It takes 
the theory of Mlayate- Fiqih fi-om Naini's emphasis on permission of 
j\uist (Ezn-e Faqih) for establudmient of state which leads to legitimacy 
of rulership. It is necessary to be mentioned that those schools of 
thought are not related to Naini's age. According to some researchers 
he was unknown in his time but he has some effects on next thinkers. 
Then, his influence on Shi'ite revolution can be shown: "Although 
Naini's innovation was not some how beneficent and it was not 
practically performed. But his theories provided the way for liberty and 
fightmg with tyranny especially for Shi'ite people and 'Ulama in Iran 
and Iraq. Following so called theories and movement. In Iraq Shi'ite 
'Ulama, who were effected by Naini's idea's, fought with British 
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colonialism and in Iran one of Shi'ite Ulama, Mudarres, fought king 
Reza Pahlavi. Naini's opinions by means of a new edition of his book, 
Tanbih al-ummah by Taliqani had an effective role on Islamic 
Revolution (1979)".' Keddie has e7q)ressed the similar point of view 
about effect of Naini's ideas. Once he brought up the matter in his 
book called 'Roots of Revolution.'^ Then, in his other works, he 
says: "There is no evidence that Naini was widely read during the 
revolution of 1906. His appeal seems to have been limited until his 
book was reprinted with an introduction by the oppositional AyatoUah 
Taleqani in 19SS. It seems reasonable to see him more as influence on 
recent movements than as presenting an important trend at the time he 
wrote."^ The impact of Naini's ideas on reformers and thinkers of 
recent decades of Iran is professed by Iranologists. For an instance we 
can point out Naini's effects on Bazargan who is well known in 
reformatory movement of religious thought in Iran. Shahrough Akhavi 
writes: "Bazargan is especially impressed with Naini's constitutional 
treatise of 1909."'* Hairi in this case says: '"Nami's argument on tyranny 
was even included in a defence submitted to an Iranian military court 
1 Hasan Usefi Eshkevan, "Tashxy o Sam dar Farhang va Tankh-e Tashayyo, " in 
Encyclopedia of Tashayy'o, Tehran, Nashre Mohebi, first edition, 1373 H SH 
p363 
2 Yann Richard "^Modem Political Though in Iran" in. Roots of Revolution, ed 
by Nikki R Keddie, tr by Abd al-rahim Govahi, Tehran, Qualm Publishers, 1369 
H SH . p 291 
3 Nikki R Keddie, "Religion. Society and Revolution", in Modern Iran, 
Nikki R Keddie and Michale Bonne, State University of New York Press, 
1981,p392 
4 Shahrough Akhavi, Religion and Politics in Contemporary Iran Clergy-state 
Relations in the Phalvi Period, State University of New York, 1980, p i l l 
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in 1963. In his defence, the accused (Bazargan) followed Naini's line 
of argument that rule by a tyrant is slavery, where as, human bemgs 
are slaves only to God."' In fact it can be said Nain's ideas have 
effected Muslim intellectuals more than the clergy. Because many of his 
arguments for negating tyrannic rulerdi^ and even some of his e^ecial 
e>q)ression are taken by Muslim intellectuals. 
Naini*s Methodology 
It is necessary to point out Naini's method and sources in 
proposing his ideas. To prove his opinions he uses several methods 
which we describe them critically. Naini is one of the notable Usuli 
Fuqaha. He uses-e Usul-i Fiqh to prove his ideas.^  According to Hamid 
Enayat an Iranian resent researcher: "the fact that Naini was the author 
of the only well-known and fairly coherent treatise in defence of its 
(constitutionalism) principles can, of course, be no more than 
circumstantial evidence of the link between their jurisprudential theory 
and their political outlook."^ Since Naini is an Usuli it is necessary to 
study school of Usulis. Enayat writes: "the chief doctrine of the Usuli 
school is the con:q)etence of reason (after the guidance of the Quran, 
the Tradition and consensus) to discern the rules of the Shari'ah. This 
faith in reason brings forth other essential teachings: the necessity of 
1 Hain, opcit, p 157 
2 Husain Abadina, Mabam Kazan Hokomat-e Mashroteh va Mashrueh (Theoretical 
Principles of Constitutional Rulership and Legitimate One) Theran Nasher Ney, 
first edition, 1374, H SH p64 
3 Enayat, opcit, p 167 
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ijtihad, the refusal to accept uncritically the contents of the four 
principal codices of Shi'i traditions (by Kulayni, Shaykh Saduq and 
Shaykh Tusi), adoption of more precise criteria for ascertaining the 
reliability of saying attributed to the prophet and Imams, and 
prohibition of the imitation of deceased authorities to ensure the 
abiding dynamism of the ijtihad... Meanwhile, the Usulis allow wide 
scope for juridical innovations through their belief in the validity of 
'probable knowledge', to the deduce canonical rules, whenever access 
to 'definite knowledge' proves impossible. They also maintain that any 
act should be presumed to be permissible (asalat al-ibahah), except 
when explicitly forbidden by the Shari'ah."* The mentioned opinions 
have poUtical results. Naini by relying on UsuU teachings could analyse 
the rulership in the period of occultation of Twelfth Imam. Hamid 
Enayat writes about the political results of Usulis teaching: "By 
upholding the authority of reason and the right of ijtihad, the Usuli 
doctrines could not fail to render the Shi'i mind susceptible to social 
changes, and inspire confidence in the human ability to regulate social 
affairs. The reassertion of the status of the Mujtahids and particularly 
the emphasis on the necessity of following a living authority certainly 
could help to mitigate the effects of the sclerosis of legal thought, and 
remove, at least partially, the stigma attached to intellectual dynamism 
Moreover, principles such as those of the validity of probable 
1. Ibid., pp.167-168. 
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knowledge and the permissibiUty of actions not specifically forbidden by 
the sources, encouraged a more flexible approach to the application of 
jurisprudence to emerging social and political problems."* 
We can point out the topic of legislation in Tanbiha al-ummah as 
an example which shows Naini's using of Usul-e Fiqh to prove his 
ideas. Religious jurisprudence's concepts which Naini uses to prove 
necessity of legislation are such as, Moqadammeh-e vajeb (obligatory 
preliminary), Ahkam-e sanaviah (secondary laws), different principles 
related to separation of religious, (Shari'i) and secular, ('Urfi) subjects 
and a famous accepted hadith, Maqbuleh Umar ibn Hanzalah.^ 
One of the basic differences of Naini with many of his 
contemporary clerics is his especial understanding of existing religious 
jurisprudence (Fiqh). According to some researchers: "Naini in his very 
belief to existing religious jurisprudence (Fiqh) and thinking in the 
framework of Usui and Fiqh, does not believe that Fiqh is sufficient 
for managing social and political affairs while other groups jurists 
(Fuqaha) believe that it is sufficient."^ If Naini believes that the ideas 
of jurists (Fuqaha) on rulership are sufficient he never needs to refer 
to religious jurisprudence sources again and to change the attitude 
towards old concepts regarding rulership. But he actually reconsider 
1 Ibid., p. 168 
2 Ibid., p.288 
3. Majid Mohamadi, "Mirza-e Nairn. Modaf-e Mashrvteh. Mokhalef-e Istibdad" 
{Nairn, defender of Contitutwnabsm an opponent to tyranny), in Negah-e No 29, 
Tehran, 1375, H.SH p40 
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Shi'ite sources about rulershq) and he found them insufficient. There is 
a difference between Nairn's method and other clergymen. He does not 
limit himself in religious jurisprudence's framework and he refers to 
Quran and Nahj al-Balaghah to prove and enforce his arguments. This 
method is not common in Fiqhi discussions. All Shi'ite Fuqaha (jurists) 
refer to Four Hadith Books (Kotob-e-Arb'ah-e Hadith) ra order to infer 
Fatwas from them. Of course they use only some of Ahadith because 
they believe that some other Ahadith are moral ones. Therefore they 
do not refer to Quran practically, they do not use Nahj-al Balaghah to 
prove opinions and reinforce their arguments Mohammadi, an Iranian 
researcher says, "as Naini is confronted with some social problems he 
can not limit himself to the Four Hadith Books. Therefore, he mfers 
legitimacy of parliament from the Quran and he gets separation of 
powers from Imam All's epistle to Malik Ashtar Nakha'ii. By relying 
to the Quran and Imam All's sermons he denies man's domination on 
main. He infers mutual rights of people and governor's and mutual 
rights of people too from Imam All's epistle to Malik Ashtar Nakha'ii. 
Such inferences by Naini are not seen in other fuqah's works."' 
However, Naini's method is outstanding and after him it is used by 
most thinker's and clergymen, but is this method acceptable? Can 
religious texts really respond to any new subject in political philosophy? 
For example, can the separation of powers be inferred from Nahj al-
1. Ibid., pp.44-45. 
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Balaghah? One of contemporary researchers writes about Naini's 
method: "Naini tries to prove that constitutional principles such as 
freedom, equality, parliament, separation of powers and so on are in 
Shaiiah. He holds that Ulama have not paid attention to them Naini 
believes that all ideals of constitutionalism are religious."' But is this 
claim indi^utable? Are there constitutional principles in Shariah too? Is 
not there any difference between definition of men based on 
constitutionalism and Islam? Can requirements of constitutionalism of 
men have consistency with Islam's one? In fact the argument of 
agreement of Islam and democracy is repeated again. Does Islam 
conflict with democracy? Naini replies that there is not any conflict 
between them. But Naini's critics believe that there is inconsistency 
between both of them. They say that Naini's mistake is the lack of 
attention to the conflict. Hairi says: "Being misled by the Muslim 
modernists, Iranian or otherwise, Naini had simply learned that the 
principles of democracy were similar to those of Islam without paying 
much attention to the sharp distinctions found in their meanings."^  Hairi 
in his work, quotes some cases of inconsistency between Islam and 
democracy which Naid does not pay attention to them. And he says 
that Naini's ignorance of the differences between principles of 
democracy and those of Islam leads to violation of democracy. Hairi, 
for example points out the separation of powers: "In democracy the 
1. Abadian, op.cit., p. 64. 
2. Hairi, op.cit., p.220. 
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idea of freedom has to do with the "separation of powers" which... 
Nahii misunderstood. Since Naini did not have a good grasp of the 
idea of separation of powers his defence of freedom is devoid of 
democratic value. We mentioned... that Naini would have enq)Owered 
the 'ulama or their authorized agents to approve or disapprove the bills 
presented to parliament in order to make the law efiective. This 
power is, in fact, nothing less than the right of veto that the 'ulama, 
in Nairn's view... are to enjoy. By giving this extraordinary right to a 
special group, the ('Ulama) the principle of equality has been violated. 
More inq)ortant, the notion that law derives from the people through 
their representatives has been conq)romised. Parliament, therefore, is not 
the last voice and there is no true sovereignty of the people where 
such provisions apply. Naini also reserved the judicial power almost 
completely to the 'Ulama. He says that problems in the sphere of 
Mu'amalat, marriage, inheritance, mulcts (diyat), punishment, and the 
like, are all to be handled by the Mujtahids. Thus Naini would have 
authorized the 'Ulama to hold two of the fundamental powers of any 
government, the legislative and the Judicial. By sanctioning the 
accumulation of these two basic powers in the hands o^ in the words 
of Montesquieu, "La meme crops des principaux, ou des nobles, ou du 
peuple" he failed to give much concession to democracy with which 
he was to compromise. In this argument, Nairn's stand appears self-
contradictory. He was fighting tyranny, but his proposals, according to 
Montesquieu's theory, would only have perpetuated it. "1 
1. Hairi, op.cil., pp.220.221. 
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But the question is that why Naini commits such above mentioned 
mistakes and self contradictions? The answer is that he is not aware of 
the nature of Western democracy and its inconsistency with Islam.' 
According to one of the researchers; "'Ulama's knowledge of the 
concepts of modern political ideas is few. They do not know the 
epistemological roots of the modem political principles."^ The researcher 
continues that we can take the concepts of new political ideas unless 
we change the other aspects of reUgious knowledge. Otherwise we will 
involved in self contradiction and this is the mistake of Naini and other 
thinkers. He says "a group of people such as Naini and some other 
Muslim thinkers knew that they could not resist against modem ideas. 
Their problem is that they on the one hand accepted some of new 
concepts with a little change in meaning while on the other hand they 
did not change their religious knowledge in their age. And they 
basically claim that these concepts are in Shari'ah. They have some 
contradiction in their ideas because either they should deny modern 
ideas like Nori, or they have to accept them. So, if they want to 
admit modern ideas they should change their religious knowledge in 
order to be in consistency with modem ideas. However, accepting new 
ideas without a deep understanding of epistemological and 
anthropological principles of modem thought would lead necessarily to 
confusion of thought and self contradictions. It is the reason of 
contradictory statements of Naini and other Muslim thinkers."^ Perhaps 
1. Lutfullah Ajodani, "Iran, Islam and Democracy'' in Kayha-n Farhangi, Tehran. 
April and May, 1998, Vol.15 No. 141, p.29 
2. Akbar Ganji; "Jameah-shenasi Tahavol-e Marefat-e Dini dar Hozeh-e Andisheh 
SiasiT in Kyan,Vol.2. No. 10. Tehran, 1371 H SH. p. 18. 
3. Ibid. p. 18. 
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as a resuh of lack of fundamental change in Naini's world view, some 
thinkers called Mm traditionalist Usefi Eshkevari says "in spite of his 
innovation in defence of constitutionalism, Naini is a traditionalist and 
fundamentalist thinker because there is not any difference between his 
theoretical principles and others "' It is notable that Usefi does not 
explain what he means when he says that there are amilarities between 
Naini's theoretical principles with other thinkers FRC Bagely proposes 
some evidences to prove that Naini is a traditionalist "Concerning 
matters such as freedom to express, heretical or "godless" (possibly 
including scientific) views and to abandon or change one's registered 
religion, or the later very important matter or equal rights for women, 
Naini either held traditional Islamic opinions or did not comment "^  In 
fact it is necessary to remain that every thinker who speaks of 
agreement of Islam and democracy he will be confronted with the same 
problems or contradictions And it is related to nature of teachings of 
Islam and democracy Now a days in Islamic world and especially in 
Iran, regarding to contemporary changes, there are controversial 
discussions as regards agreement or disagreement of Islam and 
democracy' It seems that there is not a common view on exact 
concept or meaning of democracy Therefore, it can not be said that 
what is the border of agreement of Islam and democracy 
1 Hasan Usefi Eshkervari, "Bonyad germ va Nogerai dar Jslam-e Moaser-e Irani" 
(fundamentalism and Modernism m Contemporary Iranian Islam), in Iran-e Farda 
Vol 6, No 35, Tehran, 1376 H SH p 40 
2 FRC Bagel>, "Abdul Hadi Ham, Shiism and Constitutionalism m Iran,"' in the 
American Historical review, Washington D C . Vol 83, June 1978, p 778 
3 For this topic see, Abdul-Kanm Soroush, "Din la Azadi," (Religion and 
libert}). in Kyan, Tehran, 1375 H SH, Vol 6, N 33, p46 and, an interviev^ with 
M Ja^ ad lanjani, "Hokomat-e Dim ya democracy-e Mashru" (religious rulership 
or legitimate Democracy), in Kyan, Tehran, 1375, H SH M)l 6, No 30, p21 
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In regard to Naini's attempt to prove the consistency between 
Islam and democracy which is criticized- as it is said before we can 
say "if by democracy is meant a system of government which is the 
opposite of dictatorship, Islam can be compatible with democracy 
because there is no place in it for arbitrary rule by one man or a 
group of men."' By considering the above mentioned definition of 
democracy it seems that Naini is right when he claims that there is 
agreement between Islam and democracy. If we know one aspect of 
democracy as it follows, that is "a government should not only rule by 
law, but also reckon in all its decisions with the wishes of the ruled. 
This requirement is met by the principles of Shura (Consultation) and 
Ijma (Consensus), which are drawn from both the Quran and the 
Tradition. In enumerating the qualities of a good Muslim, the Quran 
mentions consultation on the same footing as compliance with God's 
order, saying the prayers and payment of the ahn-tax. The Prophet and 
the first four Rightly-Guided Caliphs (Rashidun) are known to have 
accordingly made consultations with, and in some cases deference to, 
the opinions of their critics, an abiding characteristic of their rule. 
According to Maududi, they took coimsil not from a bunch of 'hand-
picked men', but only from those who enjoyed the confidence of the 
masses."^ 
1. Enayat, op.cit., p. 128. 
2. Ibid., p. 129. 
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Are not Naini's arguments as regardjagreement of Islam and 
democracy similar to above mentioned worlds? We can conclude from 
above definition that Naini's argument on agreement between Islam and 
democracy seems to be true. If we consider democracy as a kind of 
rulership which people have the right to choose their government again 
it seems that Naini's attempts to show democracy in Islam is right. 
Here it is necessary to bear in mind that Nami is the person who for 
the first time in the history of Shi'ah talks about people's right to 
choose the rulers. 
There is one definition of democracy as follows: "The modem 
Western democracy not only is a political, social and economic system 
but also is a modem man's approach towards himself, other men, 
society, history, nature and metaphysics. From a poUtical pomt of view, 
refiising the right of Divine mlership as a source of legitimacy of 
rulership and recognition of the public mlership rights a source of 
legitimacy of rulership are the gradual achievements of deep changes in 
ideas and history of Western societies."' By considering the above 
mentioned definition of democracy, of course there is no agreement 
with Islam. 
Of course it is necessary to say that very important theories 
about consistency of religion with democracy are expressed in recent 
decades in Iran. It is notable that showing Islamic democracy is an 
1. Ajodani, op.cit, pp.32-33. 
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ideal work which is exposed by successive generation of Muslims who 
have been adherents of democracy since the first half of nineteenth 
century. Writers such as Homayon Zahir al-din Kabir, an Indian Muslim 
researcher, an Iranian one, Mirza Usof Khan mustashar al-dolah, an 
Egyptian, Abbas Mahmud al-Aqad, have created good exeiiq)lars of 
political epistles.* Also in Iran writers such as Mahdi Bazargan, Ali 
Shariati, Abdul-Karim Soroush and Mohammad Javad larijani, have very 
remarkable works in this field. 
The Sources of Naini*s Thought 
We said that Naini uses Quran Nahj-al Balaqah to propose his 
ideas. In fiict one of the mam sources of his thoughts is 'Usul-e Fiqh. 
Some researchers say that Kawakibi's ideas are one of the sources of 
Naini's thoughts. One of them writes: "In general Naini reasoning in 
his book, 'Tanbih al-ummah', is based on Islamic premises, except 
where he uses arguments against despotism derived from the TabaH ul-
Istibdad/ of the Syrian reformist Kawakibi."^ But another writer 
describes Naini's work without referring to any differences of Naini and 
Kawakibi as follows: "Naini published a work, 'Tanbih al-umma va 
Tanzih al-Milah', a crib from kawakibi's Tabai ul-Istibdad (itself a crib 
from Alfieri's Delia Tirannide) in desprais of despotism and praise of 
constitutionalism."' Judgement of this writer is nor exact not logical, 
1 Enayat, op cit, pp 129-131 
2 Bagley, op at, p777 
3 Elie Kedoune, 'TAe Iraqui Shiis and their Fate" in Shnsm. Resistance and 
Revolution, ed by Martin Kanner, London, West view Press, 1987 P142 
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because he does not give any evidences. But "Another group has 
studies the 'Tanbih al-ummah) with a different attitude towards its 
style, originality and influence, such as Ayatallah Mutahhari, who 
implicitly believed that the book 'Hs more comprehensive and more 
refined than 'Tabai' ul-Istibdad.'" He writes "what the fikes of kawakibi 
wanted was achieved by the late Naini in this book, who established 
his work on the baas of Islamic documents."' Hamid Enayat describes 
Nairn's work m compare with kawakibi's one: "It is an essay wMch is 
more original and systematic than 'Tabai' ul-Istibadad', but, perhaps 
because of the complexity of its style and method of reasoning, it did 
not win the fame of that work. One or two western specialists in 
Iranian studies have claimed in discussion that the contents of the 
'Tanbih al-ummah' have been taken from the Taba'i, but a precise 
study and conq)arison of the two books does not confirm this claim. "^  
Najafi conq>ares Naini and Kawakibi and he rejects those who believe 
that Nairn's work is merely a crib of Kawakibi. He says: "It may be 
said that in view of the classification and categorization of the 
discussions found m the two books it became perfectly clear that all 
the topics of 'Tabai' ul-Istibdad) revolved around the issue of 
despotism: religion, science, slavery, property, ethics, education, progress 
1. Musa Najafi, "The critique and Evaluation of Social Democracy in the 
Political Theory of Mirza Naini," in Hikmat, vol.1, No.4, spring 1996/1416, p.458. 
Najafi has taken Mutahhari's ideas from his work named: Barrasi Ijmali-e 
Nihzathaye Islami dar sad sal-e akhir (A consise Review of the Islamic Movements 
in recent century) 6th ed., Qum, Sadra, 1361 H.SH. p.42. 
2. Ibid.. PP.458-4S9. Nqaf iqoutes Enajat words from: Enayat, Sayri dar Andisheh-
ye Siyasi-ye Arab (A Review of Political Thoughts of Arabs), Tehran, Amirr Kabir, 
1363 H. SH.. p. 174. 
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and liberation from despotism. The chapters and arrangement of the 
contents of 'Tanbih al-ummah', however, conast of the following: the 
nature of de^otism, constitutionalism, constitutional law, consultative 
assembly, liberty, equality, the basis and nature of political authority, 
and deviation from the primary convention; is the limitation of political 
authority obligatory in the absence of the Imam? Is constitutionalism 
suffident for such limitation and unobjectionable?"' he continues that "a 
brief comparison will show that there are great number of topics and 
subjects discussed in 'Tanbih ul-ummah' which have not been mentioned 
in 'Tabai' ul-Istibdad'. The differences may be categorized as follows: 
1-The differences between the sources used and the materials presented 
in the two books. 2-The differences in methodology and the fashion of 
presenting the materials in the two books. 3-The differences in the 
goals and conclusions of the two books. "^  
The Theory of Rulership 
Naini holds that the establishment of the state is a religious 
obligatory. He ej^lains that according to religious rules and laws the 
protection of Muslim's community is obligatory (vajeb). Obviously, a 
state should be established to protect Muslims community. It should be 
remarked here that Naini uses an Usuli concept called the obligatory 
preliminary to prove his view on necessity of establishment of the 
1. Ibid., p.459. 
2. Ibid., p.456 
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state. Usulis define a preliminary as the precondition of an act. 
According to them, there is a dependency: '1)etween a preliminary 
which is explicitly required by the Shariah (such as ablution for 
prayer), and one which is not so but can become obligatory if another 
obligatory act depends on it. For instance, horse-racing and arrow— 
throwing are normally permissible or recommended practices, but if it 
becomes necessary for Muslims to wage ^ad, the same acts become 
obligatory by implication."' In the same way, Naini holds, the 
estabUshment of a state becomes obligatory for Muslim when it is a 
precondition of their security.^ Naini says that-after forming a 
rulership— there are two functions for it: "1-The establishment of 
internal order in the country, the education of all the subjects, the 
consideration of everyone's rights, the prevention of all individuals from 
assauh and aggression agamst one another, and other duties which are 
related to the internal interests of the country and the people. 2-
preventing any foreign intervention, avoiding the tricks which are 
usually exercised [by foreigners], preparing a defensive force and war 
ammunitions, and the like."^ 
Hamid Algar describes these two fimctions briefly as follows: 
"The function of the state as the establishment of equilibrium within 
society and its defence from external attack.'** According to rational, 
1. Enayat, op.cit., p. 170. 
2. Naini, op.cit., p.7. 
3. Hairi, op.cit., p. 166. 
4. Hamid, Algar, "Islah," in. The Encyclopedia of Islam^Lideri, E.J. Brill. 1978, 
Vol. IV, pp.164-165. 
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traditional (Ahadith) and Usuli reasons, therefore establishment of a 
rulership for Islamic community, that it should be public, is obligetory 
(vajib) to protect independence and integrity of Islamic nation Naini 
writes: "keeping dignity and independence of each nation depends on 
having their own rulership "' Obviously their own rulership means that 
people should choose their rulership and participate in it ^ Establishment 
of a rulership and state are such an important purpose that Naini 
believes the Prophets' end is to establish state ^ But why Naini, in 
bringing up his theory, talks about the rational, logical and religious 
necessity of establishment of a rulership'' Because at the beginning it 
seems that the necessity of establishment of a rulership is self evident 
so that philosophers and thinkers have talked about it long ago 
According to Shi'ite traditional thought many thinkers believe that in 
the period of occultation (Ghaybat) of the Twelfth Imam, establishment 
of any kind of rulership is illegitimate Because it is an usurpation 
(ghasb) of Imam and his agents' (nuwab) rights And it is illegitimate 
either the rulers be just ones or not Therefore from traditional Shi'ite 
thinkers point of view establishment of a religious (Shari'i) rulership in 
the period of occultation is denied Naini's emphasize on rational 
necessity to establish a rulership originates from this fact It seems that 
there is an inconsistency between rational necessity of rulership and this 
1 Nairn, op at, p 6 
2 Akbar, Ganji, "Mashrmyvat, velavat. vekalat," m Kyan, Tehran, 1372 H SH 
Vol 3, No 6, p 22 
3 Nairn, op at, p 8 
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fact that any kind of rulership in the period of occultation is 
illegitimate and usurped one. So, Naini tries to resolve the 
contradiction. He instead of denying every kind of rulership argues that 
establishment of a rulerdiq) is more acceptable and justifiable ance in 
the period of occultation, there is no possibility to contact with 
infallible Imam. It is said that 'Naini puts away the condition of Ismat 
for appointing a ruler and meanwhile in order to prevent probable 
sovereignty, corruption and tyranny of rulers he resorts to some 
institutions that they are criteria of democratic system. He accepts 
supervision, calculation, responsibility and limitation of rulership and 
power and also he talks about the omission of none achievement Ismat 
to make constitutional law. Parliament, consultation and separation of 
powers. He believes that in the period of occultation democracy is the 
method that makes the fewest mistakes in the filed of rulership, in 
compare with other kinds of rulerships."' As a matter of fact, he 
e?q)lains that constitutionafism again is not religious (Shari'i) because it 
usurps the Imam's right. The problem of religious rulership (Hokomat-e 
Shar'ii) exists too. Because of less corruption and sovereignty in 
constitutional rulership it is preferable than tyranny. However, he tries 
to resolve the problem of dictatorship. He believes that restriction of 
absolute sovereign is necessary in Islam and it is the great duty of 
Muslim and greatest rules of Islam.^ Hamid Algar writes: "The call 
1. Mohammadi, op.cit., p.40. 
2. Abadian, op.cit., p.65. 
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for a constitution, however, went beyond the traditional denail of 
legitimacy to expound and demand a system of govenmient preferable 
to the existing tyranny."' Another writer believes that "In the shiite 
view, parliamentary government is of course not ideal like government 
by the Imam but in Naini's view it is preferable to tyranny, practicable 
and necessary for the defence of the Muslim people against internal 
tyranny and foreign aggression or domination."^ Of course Shi'ite 
thinkers during successive centuries tried to establish Islamic rulership 
through different items of machinery. Some of them made distinction 
between tyrannic ruler and Just one. They believed if just rulers 
establish a rulership it will be religious. From these thinkers point of 
view resolution of the problem of rulership relates to characteristics of 
ruler w^eather he is just or cruel. But Naini's theory indicates that he 
chooses another method. That is, he does not consider constitutional 
rulership as a religious (Shari'i) one but he seeks to prove the 
religious approval of establishment of rulership in the period of 
occultation of last Imam He aims to show that it agrees with Islam. 
He opens a new way to resolve the old conflicts of rulership when he 
replace legaUty, supervision and caireness of rulers instead of infallibility 
(Ismat). Usefi Eshkevari writes about the iiiq)ortance of Nainis theory 
is certainly new but it has been less considered by researchers of 
1. Hamid Algar, "The opposition Role of the Ulama in Twentieth-century Iran", in 
Scholars, Saints and Sufis: Muslim Religious Institutions in the Middle East Since 
1500, ed. by Nikki R. Keddie, Berekeley, University of California Press, 1972. 
pp.236-7. 
2. Bagley op.cit., p.778. 
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Shi'he political thought. The inq)Oitaiice of this theory is that from one 
hand it makes it possible to establish or constitute Islamic rulership in 
the period of occultation and on the other hand it agrees with ideal of 
democracy. And in order to reduce dictatorship and arbitrary, it 
provides a rational and religious argument."' Although Nairn's theory 
paves the way for legitimate rulership in the period of occultation, but 
there is doubt that it will be m agreement with democracy. However, 
Naini talks about parliament, consultation, election, separation of 
powers, people's right to criticize rulership and freedom, all of them 
are principles of democratic system but as we see he involve in 
contradictions in recognition of democracy in its common concept. 
Naini introduces a system vAAch it is far away of tyranny but it is not 
immune of it totally. Naini tries to show acceptability of rulership in 
the period of occultation of infallible Imam. So he divides rulership 
into two categories: tyranny (istibdadiyyah) and constitutional 
(mashrutiyah). This division mainly is based on rulers authority: 
"l-Tyrannical which is based on the unlimited power of the ruler; 
2-Conditional, limited, and constitutional. The latter type is of course 
based on law, justice and the responsibility of the ruler."^ The above 
said division is very important but there are other divisions in regard 
to the form of state in pohtical thoughts that they are more exact and 
more comprehensive. But what important point is in Nairn's division? 
1. Usefi Eshkevari, "Tashayy'o" op.cit., p.301-2. 
2. Hairi, op.cit., p. 102. 
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In this regard one should consider Nairn's explanation of the two kinds 
of rulership. Naini believes that tyranny is rejected by Islam because 
there is a relationship between it and polytheism (shirk). Therefore 
tyranny is not an acceptable paradigms of rupership. Because it usurps 
the God, Imam and people's rights. Naini says, ''tyrannical rule conast 
of three kind of injustice: 1-injustice to God.... 2-injustice to the Imam, 
3-injustice to the people.'" Therefore in tyrannical rulership people are 
Uke slaves and rulers (kings) have not equal right with people. That is, 
the king is superior thaA rules and he is not responsible for his acts. 
Tyrannical rulership is a kind of government which "is based on slavery 
and base of people against king. The characteristics of tyrannical 
rulership are as follows: on the one hand scholars and thinkers are 
deprived of participating in the affairs of the state. The king is not 
responsible in regard to his acts, i.e. the head of the state is a 
dictator. On the other hand, tyrannical rulership is absolute ownership 
(malikyyat-e mutlaqah) and king does whatever he wants (fa'ailiyat-e 
mayasha) and he has absolute rule (hakimiyyat ma urid). All executions, 
the performances of duty, is depended on king's will."^ According to 
Naini, these characteristics belong exclusively to God. Every body who 
believes or claims that these characters belongs to him, in fact he 
claims that he is God and this itself is polytheism. Following this kind 
of rulers or rulership leads people to slavery and then they worship 
1. Ibid., p. 103. 
2. Naini, op.cit., p. 18. 
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their own species.This is reason why Islam opposes tyrannical rulershq). 
Islam leads his followers to be free from worship of their species. 
Obviously, here a religious jurisprudence (Fiqhi) discussion changed into 
theological one. Naini does not discuss religious (Shari'i) legitimacy or 
illegitimacy of such a rulerships but he discusses it in terms of 
theology. All the tyrannical rulerships are not responsible to anybody 
and they have absolute authority (hakimiyati-e mutlaq) They will not be 
questioned on what they do. That is, they really claim that they are 
God. From a theological point of view we must make clear the 
position of such a rulership then from a religious jurisprudence (Fiqhi) 
point of view it should be rejected. This is the Nairn's method. He 
says: "to obey arbitrary orders of rebels (Taghoots) is not only injustice 
to self but according to both Quran and the infallible Imams (the 
m'asumin) it is polytheism. Because the mentioned below characteristics 
exclusively belong to God i.e. absolute proprietorship (Malikiyat-e 
mutlaqih) and absolute rule (hakimiyyat-e ma uorid), absolute agency 
and irresponsibility before what he wiU does."' 
So, one of the social functions of Islam is to guide people to 
fight with absolute rulership or state and to reject it. By doing so 
every Muslim can remove one aspect of polytheism. In the contrary, 
when a person does not protest against this kind of rulership it means 
that he does not worship God, because one aspect of polytheism is 
following Taghoots and in Islam there is nothing worser than 
polytheism (shirk). 
1. Ibid., p.27. 
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It should be born in mind that basically Naini proposes social 
functions of Islam with two kinds of methods, namely positive and 
negative one. First he tries to deny something which does not belong 
to Islam or conflicts with it. For example he believes that there is not 
any kind of absolute state in Islam. In his book, Tanbih al ummah va 
Tanzih al mellah, he repeatedly expresses that tyrannical rulership is 
illegitimate. Secondly he expresses the social functions of Islam. He 
tries to propose all the capacities of Islam to administer Islamic 
conmnmities. He attempts to bring up ideal kmd of Islamic rulership, 
which it should be suitable to its time. He describes constitutional 
rureship (Wayatiyyah) as an ideal one and describes it as follow: "the 
second type of government is that in which there is absolutely no state 
of possessorship, subjugation and despotism. Rulersh^ here is based on 
the performance of certain duties in the interests of the public. The 
rulers authority is limited to those duties, and he has no right to 
transgress this limit. In this office the person in charge has to en:q)loy 
all the forces of the country to establish order and protection. For this 
reason, his authority is of the type of benevolent supervisorship 
(vilayat). Every one of the people, in such a state, is equal to the 
ruler and shares with him in all affairs, financial or otherwise. Those 
responsible for any office are only public trustees, not possessors or 
lords, and all are responsible to the people and are liable to be 
questioned by them. Every one has the right to protest and is not to 
be subjugated or subdued by the ruler. Such government is called 
bound, (muqayyadah), limited (mahadudah), just (adilah), constitutional 
(mashrutah, dusturiyyah) and responsible (mas'ulah). The person who 
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rules in such a state is called custodian (hafiz), vigilant (haris), justice 
giver (qaim-i bi quist), responable (mas'ul) and just ('adil). The people 
who enjoy such government are accountants (muhtasibin), free (ahrar), 
and alive (ahya). Since this government is a tmsteesltq) or guardianship, 
it is bound to be void of any transgression and diss^ation, and like 
other trusteeship, it has to be accoimtable, subject to watch, and be 
based on responsibility."' In other version, Naini believes that rulership 
is a trust of people in rulers authority. Therefore rulers are trustee of 
people. According to Naini rulership as a trust of people is the same 
as constitutional rulership (vilayatiyyah, mashrutah). Naini says 
"Kingdom (rulership) in all religion is a trust without any certain 
advantages for the ruler. In Islam it is forbidden to change such a 
rulership into tyranny and it is the most obvious fiict."^ Naini believes 
that the principles of this rulership are freedom of people, equality of 
people and rulers and people's participation in all affairs. From Naini's 
point of view primary Khula&' of Islam had cited above characteristics. 
To show an example, Naini points to the good behaviour of second 
Khalifah when he was asked why the share of his shirt was extra.^  
Thus the limits of constitutional rulership (vilayatiyyah) is clear and 
'^ere should not be any absolute ownership (malikiyyat-i ma yasha) 
and absolute rule. The rulership should do its duties based on public 
benefits. The ruler's sovereignty is limited to do so. So long as he did 
not violate his duties he can rule."* 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p. 189. 
2. Naini, op.cit., p. 45. 
3. Ibid., p. 16. 
4. Ibid., p. 11. 
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Although Naini describes constitutional rulership (vilayatiyyah) as 
an ideal and acceptable rulership but the problem of legitimacy of 
rulership based on Shi'ite views exists. What is the solution of this 
problem from Naini's point of view? How does he resolve the 
usurpation characteristic of rulership? In this regard Naini brings up 
arguments on the legitimacy of constitutionalism according to Shi'ism: 
"There are three points of which one should not lose sight: first, if 
one commits several evils at the same time, it is conq)ulsoiy to prevent 
the person from performing each one of them. Every angle evil creates 
a separate responability for a Muslim to prevent it (nahy-i az munkar). 
Bad deeds should be prevented as far and in as many cases as 
possible. If, for instance, one is able to make another person to 
abandon only one of several evils he has committed, it is necessary to 
prevent him without taking into consideration his other bad deeds. 
Second, whatever action that may be against Islamic law should be 
handled by the administration of the Hisbah; the latter office is 
unquestionably under the authority of the Fuqaha during the Greater 
Occultation of the Twelfth Imam. It is true that the 'ulamas 
responsibility as General Agents of the Imam in all other oflBces, i.e., 
rulership, is not unquestionably recognized, but we know that Islam 
does not allow disorder and the loss of the Islamic territory. We also 
know that establishing order in Islamic coimtries is more inq)ortant than 
every other duty, Hisbah or otherwise. Therefore, it also becomes a 
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definite right and a religious duty of the 'Ulama to possess the ruling 
power. Third, it is generally recognized by all the 'Ulama that if 
someone establishes illegal power over a certain thing wiiich is in these 
sphere of vilayat (supervisorsh^), e.g., awqaf^  and his con^lete removal 
fi-om that position is not only possible, it is still compulsory to limit 
his unlawful hold as far as possible. Every learned man, whether 
Muslim or materialist, can have no doubt about this matter. Once these 
three points are clear, there remains no room to doubt the necessity of 
changing a despotic regime into a constitutional one. This is true, 
because the former consists of three sets of usurpations and 
oppressions: 1) It is usurpation of the authority of God and injustice 
to Him; 2) it is usurpation of the Imam's authority and oppression of 
the Imam; 3) it also involves oppression of the people. By contrast, a 
constitutional system is only oppression of the Imam, because his 
authority is usurped. Thus a constitutional regime limits three sets of 
oppression to one; consequently it is necessary to adopt it. In order to 
remove the oppression done to the Imam, there is but one solution.... 
The function of the ruler in the new regime is like that of the 
supervisor of awqaf The person in charge of the awqaf^  even though 
he may have illegally occupied the oflBce, can seek the sanction of the 
lawfiil authority, i.e., the 'Ulama, to make his own function lawfiil. If 
he gains the ulama's approval, then there wiH remain no usurpation and 
no oppression of the Imam.'" What does Naini mean when he says 
1. Hairi, op.cit., pp.193-194. 
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that rulers are like to custodians of awqaf? Naini expresses that "as 
matter of fact, rulership is like custodianship of some endowments 
(mawqu&h); the custodian is appointed to carry out his duty according 
to the law. He definitely does not possess anything and can not take 
any measure according to his own will. It is on this basis that the 
Imams and the 'ulama have designated rulers as vali (guardian), vali 
(governor) and rai (shepherd), and the people as rai'yyat (subjects). 
Consequently, the reality of rulership consist of supervision over the 
protection and order of the country.'" Hairi criticizes Naini about this 
matter and writes: "Naini con:q)ares the ruler to an awqaf administrator, 
losing sight of the fact that there are differences between rulersh^ and 
the administration of awqaf. A public waqf administrator may be 
appointed by one person, a governor or otherwise; where as, in a 
democratic regime that Naini meant to advocate no ruler can be so 
appointed. He may be elected by popular votes or votes of confidence 
in parliament or according to other operating systems existing in 
different countries."^ It seems that Hairi's objection is not right. 
Because Naini does not mean to discuss how rulers come to power in 
a rulership but he means the nature of it. He believes that rulership is 
like an endowment (mawqu&h) and people appoint rulers as custodians 
of it. Then there is no difference between this matter that those 
1. Ibid., p. 190. 
2. Ibid., p. 190. 
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custodians may be appointed by one person, or they may be appointed 
by popular votes. 
So Naini says that rulership is similar to an endowment and he 
believes that it will be legitimate if ulama approve it. But can he 
resolve the problem of legitimacy of rulershq) by this way? And is this 
way acceptable? It seems that this is not the last resort for the conflict 
of legitimacy of rulership. Because from one hand, he emphasizes on 
choosing of rulership by people and on the other hand he believes that 
to make rulership legitimate it needs Fuqahas permission (Ezn). It 
means that he is mvotved in contradiction about the Divine or public 
source of rulership. It is for this reason that there are some 
shortcomings in his views and they seem to be paradoxical. There is a 
practical problem in Naini's view on Fuqaha's permission or approval 
for legitimacy of rulership. That is to say, "if Fuqaha do not approve 
it, ^ a t will happen? If Fuqaha permit or approve it then they retract 
their permission of legitimacy of rulership what should be done? Or if 
a jurist (Faqih) gave permission to establish the state and others 
oppose what can be done again?"^ 
Another problem that arises out of Naini's view as regardsthe 
necessity of Fuqaha's permission to estabUshment of rulership relates to 
the matter of legislation. He emphasizes that legislation in any specified 
1. Usefi Eshkevari, "Tashayy'o," op.cit., p.301. 
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Islamic provisions (mansusat) is out of authority of parliament. And he 
also believes that parliament only by approval of Fuqaha have the right 
of legislation to problems which have not been predicted (changeable 
provisions) by the Shariah. In order to legislation in any unspecified 
rules (ghair-i mansusat), parliament must gain permission of Fuqaha. 
But A i^iat are specified Islamic provisions (munsusat)? It is evident that 
in addition to aU acts of worship (ibadat) and individual moral orders, 
transactions (muamalat), judgement (qaza) and punishment (mojazat) are 
specified Islamic provision. It is necessary to bear in mind that not 
only legislation should be done by permission of Fuqaha but also the 
execution of some parts of laws will be made by them too. Then it 
appears that there will be both disunity and weakness in management 
and leadership of community.' The serious problem of Nairn's view is 
that, fi^om one hand, he believes that rulers get their legitimacy by 
people and they are like custodians of some endovmients. On the other 
hand, he holds that representatives of parliament and rulers need the 
Fuqaha's permission to make legislation in common law (secular 
affairs). It means that legislative power without this permission or 
approval can not be qualified. It is notable that if there will be 
disunity among Fuqaha's views or if they retract their approval, 
parliament will confront with the problem of qualification. It is evident 
that this theory involves in contradictions to indicate the source of 
1. Ibid., p.301. 
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legitimacy of rulership. It seems that Naini tries to put the sources of 
human and divine legitimacy of rulership in his theory. Either he does 
it consciously or unconsciously, still there is a gap between his theory 
and democracy. Because in principles of democracy divine legitimacy of 
rulership is rejected. And people's votes legitimates rulership. Rulers 
and representatives get their legitimacy from people's votes. As well as 
mentioned conflicts, there is an outstandmg point in Naini's theory, i.e. 
he, for the first time in the history of Shi'ite Fiqh, recognizes that 
votes of majority are acceptable. It is for this reason that one of the 
contemporary researcher says that: "the theory of constitutional state is 
a turning point in the theories of state in Shi'ite Fiqh.'" Because it is 
"for the Gist time that the concepts of constitution is taken from the 
sources of Fiqh. And it is the first time that considering the public 
rights is regarded as one of the necessities (zaroriyat) of Islam."^ It 
must be observed that the above mentioned matter is an innovative 
point in shiite Fiqh. Because there is a basic difference in Naini's 
theory m con^arison with other theories on rulership. That is: "instead 
to just talking about rulers rights he considers people and their rights."^ 
The Function of Velayatiyyah Rulership 
Equality; 
What is the frmction of Velayatiyyah rulership from Naini's pomt 
of view? What values and ideas can be realized by this kind of 
1. Kadivar op.cit., p. 118. 
2. Ibid., p. 118. 
3. Ibid., pp.118-119. 
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rulership? Generally speaking, equality and liberty has been the best 
ideals and wishes of mankind for ever. Naini approaches such ideals 
and wishes and he has a positive attitude towards them. Also he 
believes that constitutional rulership can lead man to many of so called 
ideals. According to him, one of the consequences of establishment of 
constitutional rulershq) is equaUty. In order to explain equality he refers 
to religious texts. He believes that equality originates &om religion 
jurisprudence (Sharia) but on the contrary Western philosophers hold 
that equality originates from natural rights. He holds that "equality is 
one of the best rules which is taken from Islamic policy and therefore 
it is based on Justice and it is the essence of all rules. It is evident 
that in Islam violating of equality is forbidden."' Naini describes 
equality and he does not refers to natural rights. The lack of attention 
to natural rights causes basic difrerences between his theory and 
Western ones regarding the equality. This point will be discussed later. 
What is the meaning of equality from Naini's point of view? 
Naini remarks that 'In Islam when a law is made, it is to be applied 
equally and without discrimination to whomsoever for w^om the law is 
made. Personal and special matters are not to be considered in the 
process of lawmaking. There is no way for violation of law, for 
bribery, or for imposing an arbitrary rule. Basic matters, which are 
1. Naini, op.cit.,, p.69-70. 
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common among all and include security of life, honour, property, and 
place should been forced. No one is to be banished or imprisoned 
without reason. Holding religiously-sanctioned assemblies (ijtima'at-i 
mashruah) is to be permitted. In brief, whatever is common among all 
and does not belong to a particular group should be commonly put 
into effect. With regard to the problems which concern certain groups 
of the people in certain circumstances, equality still governs among all 
the individuals who fall under their particular rule. For instance, a 
defendant is to be caUed for trial no matter if he [or she] is of the 
lower class (vazi) or a noble person, learned or ignorant, infidel or 
Muslim. Any murder, thief, adulterer, [or fornicator] (zani), wine 
drinker, one vAo bribes or is bribed, a tyrant, a usurper of public and 
private awqaf and the property of the people, seditious persons, 
apostates and so on, are to receive the Judgement which is based on 
the Shariat and which is issued by an authorized religious authority 
(hakim-i Shar'). Thus, the special precepts applying to Muslims, or 
those which apply to the Zimmis, are to be carried out without any 
discrimination among the members of each of these two groups. That 
is to say, all Muslims should be treated equally according to their laws, 
and all no-Muslims are to be treated also equally in accordance with 
the law that the Muslims have established for them... In other words, 
any provisions addressed to all people or certain groups of the people 
should be carried out equally among the individuals to whom the 
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provision is applicable.'" When discusses the equality, Naini emphasizes 
on the equality of men before law. Nairn's purpose is to provide the 
acceptability of common law (urfi) for all. It means that there should 
not be any discrimination among people in regard to acceptance and 
execution of law. All the people including rulers are the same before 
rules and laws. He says "all the people and rulers should be equal 
before law."^ So it is clear that Naini proposes equality to limit all 
person who can or have the power to break laws. Nairn's theory about 
equality reminds the equality of Muslims before reli^ous (Shari'i) rules 
at the beginning of Islam. And there is difference between his 
interpretation of equality and the principle of equality which is 
interpreted in the West. Although he stresses on one of the principles 
of equality, that is, peoples equality before law, but he does not 
express the other principles of equality such as lack of discrimination 
among people in benefiting of wealth, rights and so on. He just talks 
about the execution of law without discrimination. But if the rule itself 
causes discrimination in people what should be done? There is not any 
statement in Naini's views about discriminative aspects of rules. 
Because he defends the principle of equality according to Shariah. And 
basically Shariah does not consider people equal. For example it can be 
pointed out that Shariah differs between Muslims and infidels rights. 
1 Hairi, op.cit., pp.223-224. 
2. Naini, op.cit., p.28. 
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Also we can point out the matter of freedom of people to choose a 
religion and the problem of apostasy (ertedad). According to Islamic 
jurisprudence (Shari'ah), apostasy is forbidden. And each Muslim vAio 
converts his religion should be punished. Naini recognizes this belief 
because he himself is a jurist (faqih). But the above mentioned 
religious (Shari*i) order is against democracy which accepts people's 
liberty to choose a religion. Again, according the religious order and 
rules, people have not equal rights because they have different religions 
and beUeves. The above mentioned cases indicate contradictions between 
religious concept of equality, which Naini defends it, and concept of 
equaUty in modem Westem philosophies. Equality in Western democracy 
is based on natural rights of men which necessarily leads to a wide 
concept of it. But Naini is not a secularist and then he is not free 
from religious teachings and beliefs. Nevertheless his explanation of 
equality could not reach to the same consequences as democracy. Of 
course, Naini pays attention to the differences too and basically he 
does not proposes equality as it is described in democracy. To response 
the objections to his opinions on equality, he clearly expresses that his 
concept of equality "relates to common laws or enacted laws (qawanin-e 
muzuah) and its aim is to limit acts of persons in charges not to 
remove the differences among people."' In fact Naini believes that 
execution of equality will not negate religion and it will not cease 
religious orders and rules. He holds that people are equal before 
1. Ibid.. p.71. 
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common laws (qawanin-e 'Urfi). In fact, Naini separates the area of 
function of religious laws i.e. rules which are based on Islamic 
jurisprudence and common laws (qawanin-e 'Urfi). He says "Shariah 
contains religious subjects and afifairs and conomon laws contain the 
rules which limit the act of rulers."' One of the contenq>orary writers 
says that "according to Naini equality in reUgious field means that 
religious rules should be executed for every body beyond of his social 
position. In common laws it means that there should not be any 
difference between the rights of people and rulers."^ Some critics did 
not consider this aspect of Naini's opinions, i.e. his belief to Shariah 
and consequently to distinctions vMch are brought up by Shariah. Then 
they criticize Naini according to principles of Western democracy. 
Bagley says: "He defines equality before the law as the equal liability 
of aU citizens (strong and weak, rich and poor) to prosecution for 
offences, but he does not discuss problems arismg from the lesser value 
which the literally interpreted Shariah ascribes to evidence by non-
Muslims or from the harsher penalties which in certain circumstances it 
imposes on non-Muslims."^ 
Liberty 
From Naini's point of view the establishment of constitutional 
rulership will realize liberty. Naini emphasizes that there is a very close 
relationship between liberty and the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va 
1. Abadian, op.cit., p.70-71. 
2. Ibid., pp.71-72. 
3. Bagley, op.cit., p.778. 
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Al-nahy an al-munkar. He holds that liberty will be realised if people 
execute the above mentioned principle. Here it seems necessary to 
propose Naini's interpretation of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-
munkar. The principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar 
is one of the basic and most important tenets of Islam. The ways that 
Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar can be dime, it's necessity 
and importance has been changed during the centuries. It has been paid 
attention by Muslim thinkers and reformers to a great extent. Naini, in 
order to make consistency between modem political ideas and Islamic 
teachings and tenets, pays much attention to the above mentioned 
principle. He extends the function of this principle and introduces the 
useful resuhs for executing it. He did not limit this tenet to morals 
and advises to individuals. That is, he extends it's function to the 
whole community. He believes that the ignorance of this principle 
causes Muslims under tyrannical rulers. He also holds that if Muslims 
supervise their state through above mentioned principle, their king will 
be limited m his legislative area. By limiting ruler through the cited 
above principle, he avoids usurpation of God's position. And the 
sovereignty of evildoers will be prevented. People enjoy their liberty 
without any illegitimate limit. To give an evidence, Naini mentions this 
Hadith that says: "you should do Al-amr bi al-m'aruf va Al-nahy an al-
munkar otherwise evil persons and evil-doers will become your rulers 
and they will punish you extremely."' Naini talks about social 
1. Naini, op.cit., p. 129. 
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consequences of realising cited above principle as follows: "People get 
their liberty and their usurped rights. They can prevent arbitrary orders 
of rulers. They can keep their independence and national unity."' 
although Naini briefly expresses about people's liberty under this 
principle but it is clear that he holds that if Muslim follows this tenet 
they can prevent cruelty of rulership towards their own rights. For the 
reason that people have been granted the right of Al-amr bi al-maruf 
va Al-nahy an al-munkar and according to Islamic tenets they have to 
execute it. So, they will be able to benefit of rights and liberty which 
God has granted them. 
What is Nairn's interpretation of liberty? How does he explain the 
limits of liberty? Naini holds that liberty is God's giit and it is the 
prophet's duty to execute it so that people do not follow any absolute 
authority. He says: "accordmg to the Quran and Ahadith, to call people 
to Uberty and to make them fi-ee from worship of cruel rulers are the 
same as to call to Tawhid and this is the Prophet's duty."^ According 
to Naini everybody who obey arbitrary orders of absolute rulers will 
pave the way to deprive himself of liberty. This deprived person is the 
same as the arbitrary ruler who limits the liberty of people and 
undoubtedly such a person is cruel., sinfiil and polytheist. Among 
Shi'ite thinkers, this is Nanii who interprets liberty theologicaUy and he 
extends the frinction of prophets beyond of traditional interpretation 
1. Ibid., pp.130-131. 
2. Ibid., pp.27-28. 
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too. Muslim theologians believe that Prophets are messengers of God 
and their task is to announce God's revelation to people. But Naini 
goes beyond the traditional interpretation of Prophethood. Firstly, he 
introduces the Prophets' function to bring liberty for people. Secondly, 
he expresses that to deprive persons or to being deprived of liberty 
leads to polytheism Theft he extends his expectation of Islam He writes 
that "obeying the arbitrary orders of rebelled persons (Taghoots), who 
misguide people, is not only to oppress mankind and to deprive them 
from the greatest gift which God has given them i.e. liberty, but also 
it is a kind of polytheism that one follows their arbitrary rulership, 
their willingful acts and their irresponsibility in regard to their acts. 
And it is for this reason that to get their usurped liberty, to release 
them of their worse slavery and to enjoy them from liberty that God 
granted them are the most important ends of Prophets.'" Naini also 
talks about freedom of speech and belief though he does not give a 
detailed explanation about them. He holds that the essence of them are 
as follow: "men should make themselves free from the orders of 
Taghoot, and they should keep the independence of their coxmtry. They 
should try to protect their religion, its rules and the unity of their 
country. He recognizes them as receiving the liberty which God has 
given them and to save nation usurped rights."^ According to Naini, 
the progress of Islam during the first centuries was the result of the 
1. Ibid., p.20. 
2. Ibid., K>. 123.-124. 
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just rulership and the freedom of Muslims.' Naini holds that following 
liberty is the way that prevents the converaon of nilersh^ to tyranny.^  
Naini answers to those people who believe that liberty means 
anarchism, anti religion, libertinism. He expresses that liberty is God's 
present to men and it is not in contradiction with religion and it only 
releases people from slavery of dictatorship. He writes: "as a matter of 
fact, the real meaning of changing of usurped rulership is consist of 
acquiring freedom of slavery of dictatorsh^. And all quarrel of people 
with tyrannic rulership is based on this matter not to stop following 
religious orders."^ 
Naini believes that West has taken concept of liberty from Islamic 
world and Muslims without referring to the background of such a 
concept in Islam took it from West. But it is obvious that in this case 
he is not right. It seems that Naini does not consider historical 
background of Western Christian community and the process that led to 
such a concept of liberty. Again he does not pay attention to and is 
not aware of philosophical principles and social effects of liberty in 
West. However, he found a common point to propose liberty based on 
Islamic traditional beliefs with its modem Western concept. In his 
writing, he talks repeatedly about agreement of Islam with liberty, 
equality, people participation in political afiairs and constitutional law. 
1. Ibid., p.49. ~ ~ 
2. Ibid, p.55. 
3. Ibid., p.64. 
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But some criticisms of these ideas show that "those people who want 
to think in framework of Fiqh and believe to its principles that is, as 
Naini expresses they want to take liberty and equality as basis and 
deduce other matters of them confront with some problems. They can 
not expose easUy a democratic, humanitarian and just picture of Fiqh. 
They can not propose concept of Fiqh of liberty and justice in 
accordance to modem Western concept of them. The principles which 
democratic rights are based on them originate from modem empirical 
knowledge, humanism, modem anthropology and some how critical 
philosophy. But the present Fiqh is based on a special kind of 
anthropology and theology. This Fiqh is not related to empirical 
knowledge and it does not believe to humanism in its today's concept 
and meaning."' Naini is a thinker who makes Ijtihad according to exist 
Fiqh too. Therefore his understandmg of liberty is different with the 
position of this concept in modem political philosophy. According to 
Hairi: "Nairn's interpretation of freedom clearly indicates that he did 
not know the meaning of freedom as it was interpreted in the West."^  
Considering Nairn's end to propose liberty will help us to know why 
his concept of liberty is different from its current concept in West. On 
this matters it is said that "it is obvious that Naini uses two concq)ts 
of liberty and equality merely to indicate equality of people and ruler. 
And he knows them as means for limitmg arbitrary power of king and 
1. Mohammadi, Majid, op.cit., p.47. 
2. Hairi, op.cit., p.220. 
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the kingdom Nairn's main aim is to prevent arbitrary acts of king by 
following these two principles It seems that Naini has not other aim 
beyond it In his opinion, liberty and equality are not alienated 
concepts with Shariah but the political spirit of Shariah is crystallized 
in these concepts He uses liberty and defends it in order to find a 
religious solution to remove disputes between people and king"' As a 
resuh, what Naini means by liberty is to get ride people of dictatw^p 
which was current in his time Then he indicates the principle of 
liberty, as a trait of constitutional rulership which he himself defoids it, 
in Islamic thought When Naini expresses that liberty does not mean to 
disobey religious and moral orders he practically deviates from the 
concept of liberty as it is in the West. Hairi writes "he seems to 
have understood freedom in an Islamic sense, as the opposite of 
slavery which has been an important subject in the history of Idamic 
thought through the centuries "^  Hairi continues that "but, this is not 
what the concept of freedom in a democratic regime is all about "^  If 
one of the achievement of democracy is liberty of people to choose 
their religion and beliefs, and freedom of having or lacking religion 
Naini's view on liberty does not agree with the above mentioned 
characteristic of democracy Naini does not give a clear picture of 
separation of powers and he does rjot consider this point that democracy 
1 Abadian, op cit, pp 66-68 
2 Haiti, op at. p 219 
3 Ibid, p219 
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will end the sovereignty of religion. That is, m a secular system it is 
not permitted that religion interfere in social and political affairs of 
commuiity. The lack of attention to the cited above matters indicates 
that Naini has not a con^lete unlderstanding of liberty. In other words, 
the above mentioned matters show that the so caUed contradictions 
between liberty according to democracy and it's concept according to 
religion are not solved. As it is mentioned before, the reason that the 
contradiction between liberty in its democratic meaning and it's concept 
in Islam has not been solved is that Narai and some other Muslim 
thinkers try to solve the contradiction mainly by using Islamic sources 
and teachings. In order to solve the so called in consistency, Naini 
refers to Islamic soiirces, Nairn's method not only does not solve the 
problem but also increase it. It seems that, instead of using of Shariah 
to propose liberty, Naini should pay attention to this matter beyond of 
religious area. That is, first he should consider natural rights of men 
and gives a clear definition of liberty logically and rationally. If he 
could solve the conflicts, related to liberty, theoretically- and through 
use of social sciences, i.e. not religious sciences- then he could get a 
new understanding of Shariah in regard to the matter of liberty. This 
new understandmg of Islamic sources about liberty could agree with the 
concept of liberty in it's democratic meaning or it could lead to less 
contradiction between liberty in its both meaning i.e. Islamic and 
Western ones. 
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Even today, Iranian intellectuals discuss liberty, its agreement and 
disagreement with Islam, its areas and the ways to realise it. Many 
theories are proposed about the relationship among Islam, rulership and 
liberty. The controversial discussion about them are current. Yet there 
is not a final solution for such mentioned problems. Yet it is not 
certain that what is the people's course to pursue about liberty. 
Tyranny 
Naini knows his duty to fight with tyranny. He writes his book, 
Tanbih al-unmiah va Tanzih al-mellah, for his prepuce. Because he 
addressed himself to following Hadith. It is narrated that "when false 
words appear as religion, it is necessary for religious thinker ('Alem) 
to clear the &ct and to say what he knows, but if he does not do his 
job really well God's curse will be upon him.'" He believes that he 
should indicate that Islam is opposed with tyranny. Tyranny or "istibad 
is an arbitrary action or decision taken by one person without 
considering anyone else in forming his action or decision."^ he consider 
tyranny as dualism, polytheism and playing with religion. Then he 
expresses that "to be silent against such a dualism(zandaqah) is 
opposite to Islamic orders and in fact it helps tyranny. In order to do 
my duty, I decided to clarify that this dualism, i.e. tyranny, is opposite 
with Islam."^ It is necessary to remind that Naini is not innovator of 
1. Naini, op. cit., p.30. 
2. Haiti, op.cit., p. 167. 
3. Naini, op.cit., p.30. 
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theory of tyranny (Nazariyah-e istibdad) in Islamic world. Abdul-Hadi 
Hairi syas "during the 19th and early 20th centuries, the same term 
[istibdad] was employed by Islamic thinkers to describe the concepts of 
"despotism" and "tyranny". Khayr al-Din Pasha of Tunisia, Tahtawi of 
Egypt, Kawakibi of Siria, Aqa Khan Kirmani of Iran, and Namik 
Kemal of Turkey, may be mentioned as examples of those who have 
used the term istibdad to signify "tyranny" and "despotism" or at times 
as a designation for forms of government opposed to 
constitutionalism."' Nami was influenced by Kawakibi opinion's in his 
work, Tabai ul-istibdad, but Naini does not restrict himself to it. 
Naini divides tyranny into two categories such as political and 
reUgious tyranny. And he describes disagreement of Islam with both of 
them. He uses a theological argument to reject political tyranny. In 
other words, he rejects political tyranny by relying on theological 
approachs and Islamic tenets and beliefs. According to him^ tyranny is 
rejected because tyrannic rulers usurp God's position and right of 
sovereignty. Naini e>q)resses that "God has special attributes, that is He 
has absolute wUl to act. He has absolute sovereignty and he will not 
be questioned on what he does."^ The despot ruler ascribes to himself 
God's attributes. This act is oppression to God which leads to 
oppression to people."^ According to him, when rulers have absolute 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p. 168. 
2. Naini, op.cit., p.5. 
3. Ibid., p.5. 
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power and there is no restriction for their power and acts then they 
conader themselves absolute owners and rulers. They know themselves 
firee from any responsibility. By proposing a theological discussion 
about tyranny, Nami reaches to a social conclusions. That is, through a 
discussion which is based on religious tenets and theological arguments 
he tries to show the harmful eflfects of tyranny on society. Therefore, 
Naini believes that everybody wiio does injustice to God all the more 
he will oppress people and at last he will claim that he is God. Then 
he wants to make people his slaves. Naini explains the matter as 
follows: "the person who is ruling in a despotic regime treats the 
country and its population as his private property. He considers the 
people slaves or animals to serve only his aspirations and passions. 
Any person who devotes himself to serving the ruler's purposes will be 
rewarded by the ruler; otherwise, the ruler banishes him, hangs him, 
and tears him to pieces. The ruler lets the inhabitants eat him and 
provokes bloodthirsty persons to shed his blood and rob his property. 
The ruler takes anyone's property for himself or for giving it to the 
robbers who are under his authority. He reserves to himself the right 
to give justice to anyone or to violate anyone's rights. In a tyrannical 
regime, taxes are exacted as rents for the ruler's personal land and are 
spent on his personal purposes. Since the country is considered as the 
ruler's own property, it's order and protection are also at his own wil: 
if he wishes, he wil protect it; otherwise, he may grant the country to 
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his rivals for the sake of a few flattering statements. ... He even take 
measures against the honour of his subjects. In spite of all these 
defects that the ruler possesses, he ascribes to himself God's attributes 
such as sacredness (aqdasiyyat). His assistances believe that all the 
powers of the country are subject to the rulers personal wealth, 
domination, and lust. In brief, he wiU not be questioned on what he 
does. Since this kind of rulership is based on the personal desire of 
the ruler, and the latter is in the position of an owner of his country 
his regime called tamallukiyyah (proprietorship), istibdadiyyah (tyranny), 
istib'adiyah (enslavement) ... Thus the ruler of such a regime is called 
hakim-i mutlaq (absolute ruler), hakim-i hi amr (autocrat), malik-i riqab 
(slave master), zalim (oppressor), qahhar (subduer), and the like. As for 
the people, whom such a ruler governs, they should be called usara 
(captives), adhilla (objects), ariqqa (weak people), because they are 
treated like slaves, and such a regime is imposed on them. Since 
these people are like orphans and minors, and do not know about 
usurpation of their wealth, they are called mustasgharin (under valued). 
The benefit that these people enjoy fi^om their life is like that of plants 
which are made to fiilfil human needs. Since such people, like plants, 
do not have their own independent benefits from life and simply serve 
their ruler's piuposes, they are called mustanbatin (treated as plants)..."^ 
Naini describes the characteristics of tyranny and tries to show 
1. Hairi, op.cit., pp.168-169. He quotes form Naini, "Tanbih al-ummah va Tanzih 
al-miUah," pp.8-11. 
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evidences that Shariah rejects this kind of rulership. Naini gives an 
example such as tyrannical rulership of Phrao and points out the 
necessity of fighting of his conten^orary Prophet, Le. Moses with him.' 
Then he concludes that one of the most important ends of the 
Prophets consisted of quarrel with tyrannical rulers, who claim to he 
God. He writes that "tyrannical rulers make people their slave by their 
arbitrary orders. It is not only one of the terrible kinds of oppression 
on the earth and usurpation of 'God's right of sovereignty but also it 
is opposite to Prophet's ends."^ In order to reject tyranny he refers to 
Quran. He mentions following ayat: (26:22), (7:127) and (9:31). These 
ayat reject and condemn living under tyrannical rulership. Hairi writes 
'Svith regard to the idea that living under tyranny is equal to slavery, 
he says that both the Quran and the iofaUible leaders, the m'asumin, ... 
on a variety of occasions stated that living under tyrannical rulers is 
slavery, vMch is the opposite to of freedom"' Since tyranny is rejected 
and condemned by Islam, Naini proposes reasons based on Islamic 
theology, Quranic ayat and Ahadith to argue that it is a religious 
obhgatory (vajeb-e Shari'i) to deny tyranny. Naini expresses that both 
sects of Islam, i.e. Sunnis and Shi'is agree that tyranny is condemned 
and it should be rejected. Naini propose some ways to prevent tyranny. 
He uses three principles of Shi'ite Fiqh to indicate necessity of 
1. Naini, op.cit., p.l8. 
2. Ibid., p.43. 
3. Hairi, op.cit., p. 173. 
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restriction of absolute power. The first principle is Al-amr bi al-maruf 
va Al-nahy an al-munkar. According to cited above principles, it is a 
religious order (vajeb-e Shari'i) that a person who commits prohibited 
things should be prevented. It is obvious that one of the aspects of 
Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar is that people should be 
prevented of being subject to oppression and their properties should be 
protected. And there is no doubt that rulership deals with these affairs 
too. Then rulers should be supervised according to this principle. The 
second principle of Shi'ite Fiqh which Nami uses is Hisbah. It is said 
that, "according to the Shi'i 'Ulama, any action which opposes the 
teachings of Shariah must be prevented by the institution of Hisbah, 
which is imquestionably under the authority of the 'Ulama.'" Shi'ites 
believe that in the period of occultation Fuqaha are agents of the 
Twelfth Imam in Hisbah affairs. As protection of public rights and 
estabUshment of order in a Muslim community is one of Hisbah affairs, 
it is Fuqaha's duty to consider public rights and order so that there 
should not be any harm to country. Therefore, through this 
representation the tyrannical acts can be limited. The third princq)le that 
Nami uses to prove his view on necessity of restriction of tyrannical 
ruler^ip is as follows. He says: It is generally recognized by all the 
'Ulama that if someone establishes illegal power over a certain thing 
which is in the sphere of Wayat (supervisorship) e.g., awqaf, and his 
1. Hairi, op.cil, p.205. 
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complete removal from that position is not possible, it is still 
compulsory to limit his milawful hold as far as possible. Every learned 
man, whether Muslim or materialist, can have no doubt about this 
matter."' As it is expressed previously that according to Naini 
"rulership is like custodianship of some endowment (mawqufah); the 
custodian is appointed to carry out his duty according to law. He 
defmitely does not possess anything and cannot take any measure 
according to his own will... Consequently, the reality of rulership 
consists of supervision over the protection and order of the country."^ 
By considering Nairn's views on rulership as a custodianship of some 
endowment it becomes clear that there is no place for dictationship. He 
uses the three above mentioned tenets and teachings of Fiqh i.e. Al-
arm bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar, Hisbah and Vaqf, as means 
to restrict arbitrary acts of tyrannical rulers. 
Tyranny and Religion 
One of Nairn's innovations in the field of religious knowledge is 
his theory of religious tyranny. In order to understand Naini's views 
better, it is necessary to pay attention to the role and importance of 
clergymen in contemporary Iran. Clergymen have had an independent 
power in the history of Shi'ah because they were separate of their 
contemporary rulership. As a result of spiritual and material supports 
by Iranian people, the clergy, in the name of Islam and for the sake of 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p. 193. 
2. Ibid., p. 190. 
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it, always has had most effects on people's destiny and social affairs. 
Clergymen participate in several revolutions in recent century in Iran. 
For example, some cases of their participation in poUtical affairs are as 
follows: They issued fatwas of Jihad against Russia (1826). They 
applied for the cancellation of the Tobacco Concess in the time of king 
Nasir al-Din (1891-2). They partic^ate in Nationalization Movement of 
oil by the leadership of Musaddiq. They participate in Islamic 
Revolution of Iran by the leader^p of Ayatollah Khomeini. 
Clergymen have been less or never criticized because of their 
spiritual authority. Also their power and area of their influence 
gradually have developed because of their authority to issue fatwas. 
Their power and wide area of their influence make them able to 
quarrel with their contemporary rulership. But they were not always 
against rulership and sometimes they were supporters of it. For 
example, it can be pointed out that 'Ulama supported Safavid rulers. 
The clergy (rohaniyat) made some mistakes and errors during the 
history but in compare with some other groups and institutions there 
are not critical studies of their works and claims. The importance of 
Naini's nmovation is that he criticizes the clergy, however, he himself is 
a clergymen. By proposing the problem of religious tyranny, Naini 
opens a new discussion in fields of Shi'its thought in Iran. Naini finds 
out that religion many be used as a means of tyranny and 'Ulama may 
also support tyrants. Therefore, he criticized the clergy without 
considering any policy and agreement. Naini's motivation is the same 
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for both negation of religious tyranny and political one. According to 
him, following of religious authorities, leaders and their orders blindly 
leads to worship them and this is one aspect of polytheism which is 
forbidden in Islam. He declares that "as obedience to tyrannical rulers 
is slavery, obedience to the arbitrary desire of religious leaders is also 
slavery.'" 
Naini in his time observed the protection of religious tyranny 
from political tyranny and the cruel ruler ship. Perhaps this matter 
motivated him to increases his efforts to proposes the problem of 
religious tyranny. In order to prove his claim that religious tyranny is 
condemned he gives some evidences from the Quran. For example, he 
cites those ayat from the Quran that God blames Jewish and Christians 
because they called their rehgious authorities such as monks and Jesus 
Christ as their masters instead of God.^  Naini introduces the methods 
of religious tyranny. He hold that it is based on deceit and hypocrisy. 
He differs between poUtical tyranny and religious tyranny. According to 
him political tyranny uses force unjust acts. The religious tyranny rules 
on people's hearts where as political tyranny rules on their bodies. 
Nainis expresses that "religious tyranny is mainly based on superstitions, 
ambition and demagogy of a special group, i.e., religious authorities 
and leaders that they misuse people's religious beliefs and trust."^ 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p. 180. 
2. Naini, op.cit.. p.26-27. 
3. Ali Asghar Halabi, Tarikh-e Nehzathay-e Dim va Siasi-e Moaser, Tehran, 
Behbahani Publishers. Second Publish, 1374 H.SH. p.307. 
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Naini holds that there is a relationship between religious and 
political tyranny. He holds that both of them support each other. But 
he emphasizes that it is easier to get ride of political tyranny than 
religious one. He says: "religious tyranny, which has always had the 
duty to protect political tyranny in the name of religion, has confiised 
the truth with falsehood.'" From Naini's point of view the absolutist 
'Ulama are "religious thieves and their aim is to lead weak-mined 
people astray."^ The absolutist 'Ulama deviate religious concepts 
because they believe that it does not agree with Islam to deprive 
unjust rulers of their absolute power.' 
But how can communities get ride of religious tyranny? According 
to Naini, the solution to the problem of religious tyranny is that people 
become awakened. That is, to make people distinguish between good 
'Ulama and evil ones. It makes people able to di£ferentiate between 
religious thieves in the name of Islam and pious or rightness men.'* 
Naini declares that remedy of religious tyranny is more difficult than 
political one. Even he expresses that there is no solution to the 
problem of religious tyranny and the evil 'Ulama cannot be led to the 
truth. It seems that Naini's proposed solution is not complete. That is, 
people should become awakened of absolutist 'Ulama in order to reject 
1 Hain, opcit, p 180 
2 Jbid, p 181 
3 Nairn, opcit, p 60 
4 Ibid, p l 2 7 
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them. He hold that if people become awakened "there is some hope 
that the people's own awareness will elimmate the influence of religious 
tyranny.'" But Naini ignores that his proposed remedy just solves one 
aspect of the problem of religious tyranny. It must be observed that to 
give a great religious authority to a group of people i.e. 'Ulama, it 
may lead to religious tyranny. Because people must follow them 
undoubtedly. The problem of religious tyranny is more difficult one to 
be solved by negation of some clergymen under the name of Shu'ba-yi 
istibdad-i dini (the branch of religious tyranny). The problem of 
religious tyranny orginates from giving great religious authority to a 
group of people. That is, they have absolute power and authority. If 
the relation between people and their religious authorities is the same 
as masters and slaves how can religious authority be prevented from 
tyranny or arbitrary acts? Naini does not give answer for this question 
and it seems that his solution for negatioin of religious tyranny is 
temporary. According to him, all parts or organization of a rulership, 
rulership itself and parliament get their legitimacy from religious 
authority. Also, based on his views. Judicial power is under 'Ulama or 
clergymens' control. Now by considering those wide areas of authorities 
how can they be prevented from religious tyranny. It seems that Naini 
does not pay attention to the problem It can be said that his solution 
for the problem of religious tyranny is not sufficient. Of course Naini 
proposes some ways to prevent all kinds of tyranny and he brings up 
1 Hain, op.cit, p 182, He quotes from Nairn, op cit, p 125 
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some solutions as follows. He holds that (i) people should be 
awakened of the nature of tyranny and their own rights, (ii) The 
worship of king should be vanished or removed, (iii) Muslims should 
be imited. That is, Muslim should create unity among themselves by 
means of Islamic cults such as Friday prayer, common prayer, religious 
co-operation and so on. The last solution for the problem of tyranny is 
that all authorities be limited by rules and laws. They should act based 
on laws."^ 
Consul (Shura) and Parliament 
Accordmg to Naini, council (Shura) is one of the Islamic concept 
that it has deep and wide social functions. At first, he expresses that 
consolation is a religious belief that Quran and Ahadith emphasize on 
it. Secondly, he expresses that following consolation has been common 
among Muslims. He refers to some Quranic ayat to prove his opinion. 
He proposes this ayah which says: "who conduct their afifairs by 
mutual consolation" (26:38), and writes that "Although the surface 
meaning of this ayah does not indicate anything more than advantage 
of consolation, but it is very obvious that the ayah indicates that 
Muslims must manage their afifairs through consultation."^ In order to 
reinforce his words about prevalence of consolation among Muslims and 
its social effects, he gives some evidences of the Prophets and Kholafa's 
1. Naini, op.cit., pp. 137-142. 
2. Ibid., p.53-54. 
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seerat. He quotes our Prophet's words that he said: "I consult with my 
companions." Also Naini mentions some historical examples, in which 
the Prophet had consuhed his companions. He refers to the Prophet's 
manner in the war of Ohod (ghazveh-e ohod) and writes: "In in the 
war of Ohod, while the Prophet and some of his companions preferred 
not to leave Medina, and later they knew that it was true, but as 
majority of Muslims agreed to leave Medina and fight out of town 
then the Prophet agreed with them and he bore too much suffers. By 
considering events of first century of Islam, it is clear that first 
Kohlafa did not violated the manner of the Prophet, i.e. they followed 
consolation. Then they acquired remarkable progresses.'" Naini, also 
mentions Imam All's word in his preach on people and ruler's rights. 
Imam says that: do not avoid to say true words and just consultation."^ 
In Naini's view. Islamic rulership is based on council (Shura). He 
means that all people must particq)ate in council not an e^ecial group. 
He writes "the reaUty of Islamic rulership is to rule people (ummat) 
afifairs. Also it is based on participation of whole people in all affairs 
of the county. According to the Quran and the Prophet's Ahadith 
consolation is one of the Islamic self-evident teachings and concepts. 
And according to this ayah which says "and consult with them upon 
the conduct of a£fairs (3:159), it is obvious that God obUgates prophet 
to consult with wisemen."^ He continues that the prophet was ordered 
1. Ibid., p.54. 
2. Ibid., p.55. 
3. Ibid., p.53. 
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to consult with whole people not some special group. He "argues that 
the addresses of the Quran are the bulk of the people, both all those 
who came from Mecca to Medinah after the Prophet (Muhajirun), and 
those who joined him in Medinah (Ansar), not only the special 
entourage.'" Naini does not beUeve in consuhation by an e^ecial group 
and he calls it a courtier consultation not a real one. 
In order to prove legitimacy of parliament he uses concept of 
consultation. And he believes that the establishmenriparliament prepare.s 
the way of people's participation in their community's aflFairs.^  It must 
be poined out that Naini tries more to make an agreement between 
parliament, that is one of the achievements of modem civilization, and 
coimcil which belongs to Islamic culture and tradition. Hairi explains 
that "Naini... argues that once the ideal ruler, i.e. the Imam is absent, 
and it is established that consultation is advocated by Islam, and that 
nothing better than a parliamentary system can replace the ideal 
rulerdiip, it becomes definitely obligatory to set up parliament which 
may be able to suppress all powers of tyranny."^ In order to prove 
legitimacy of parliament, Naini proposes some arguments. First of all he 
refers to some Ahadith. On the one hand, he wants to pave the way 
1 Hain, op at. p 204 
2 Naani, op cit, p 52 
3 Hain op cit, p 204, he qoutes from Nairn, op cit, pp 56-57 
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for accepting the votes of majority. On the other hand, he aims to 
show that parliament and consultation are equal. For this reason he 
proposes one of the famous Shiite Hadith called 'Maqbulah-e Umar 
ibn-e Hanzalah.' This Hadith (Maqbulah) 'Is usually invoked to justify 
the authority of the Mujtahids or the 'Ulama to adjudicate the afifairs 
of Muslims in the absence of the Imams, and, by extension, to act as 
their leaders in general Upon being asked by an inquirer as to wiiether 
it is permissible for Muslims to refer their disputes over debts and 
inheritance right to temporal rulers, the sixth Imam, Ja'far as-Sadiq, 
forbids them to do so, quoting the Quranic verse (4:60) which 
admonishes those who 'go for judgement' to Taghut (illegitimate ruler). 
Instead, the Imam instructs the Muslims to submit to the verdict of 
those who base themselves on the Hadith (saying) and the guidance of 
the Imams on permissible and prohibited matters. What if, the inquirer 
asks, the judges give different verdicts on the basis of difTerent hadith 
ascribed to the Imams? The opinion of the most just and the most 
learned and the most honest should be given preference over others, 
the Imam replies. But what if all the judges are equally just, learned 
and honest? In that case, the Imam answers, one should look into the 
Hadiths which are attributed to us, accepting that which enjoys the 
consensus of our followers (ashab), and rejecting the one which is 
narrated by only a few (shadhdh), because 'what is the subject of 
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consensus should not be doubted' {inna'l mujma' 'alayhi la rayba 
fihi)."^ According to Naini, Shura which is approved by Islam means 
that in case of any dispute among people's opinions the votes of 
majority should be preferred against minority. Because our Prophet and 
Imam All's seerah was so.^  
Another reason for establishment of parliament is as follows 
According to Naini, Islamic state is based on consuhation and since the 
people pay taxes to improve the conditions of their community. 
Therefore they have the right to supervise the rulers acts. This 
supervision can be done by the representatives of parliament. According 
to the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-mimkar, it is 
people's duty to prevent violations of tyrannical rulers. It is an 
obligatory duty of every individual and it must be done by any means. 
It depends on people's choice to fulfil this duty. So, people elect their 
representatives in order to fight with all tyrannical and unlawfiil acts. 
Naini also expresses that since Imam's right to rule is usurped by 
illegitimate rulers. Thus the estabtishment of the parliament is the only 
way to limit power and authorities of rulership and to decrease the 
extent of its usurpation.^ 
1. Enayat, op.cit., p. 172. 
2. Naini, op.cit., p. indirect quotation, pp.80-81. 
3. Ibid., p.78. 
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Naini brings up another evidence for establishment of parUament. 
He considers statements of his opponents vAio believe that: 'Ho manage 
people's (ummah) a£fairs is one of Hisbah duties and it refers to the 
duties of guardianship (Vilayat). Then it should be handled by Imam's 
General Agents (nuwab-i'amm) and Mujtahids not laymans. The 
interference of laymans in management of people's affairs and the 
election of representatives are not true. It means that inexpert persons 
(ghir-e ahl) is undertaken the charge and it is a kind of usurpation."^ 
Naini replies that ''there are two more points too keep in mind about 
the institution of Hisbah: 1) It is not necessary that a Mujtahid handle 
Hisbah problems; it is sufficient, however, if the authorizes another 
person for the purpose. 2) If all or some of the Imam's General 
Agents, i.e. the Mujtahids, cannot perform their duties, their 
responsibility is not dissolved. Instead of them, the just faithful (udul-i 
mu'minin) can perform the function of the Mujtahid. In case this 
opportunity is not available to the just faithful, the task may be left 
for any Muslim even if he is numbered among the indecent (fussaq); 
this is what all the Twelver Sh'ii 'Ulama have accepted."* "Then, Naini 
recognizes representative system as the only and the best possible way 
to limit the power of a tyrannical government. The principle of 
consultation can be performed through a representative system. Also it 
1. Ibid., p.78. 
2. Hairi, op.cit.. p.207. He quotes from Naini, op. cit., p.79. 
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prepares the way that the votes of majority be followed. But at last, 
he believes that Mujtahids have the right to make legitimate the 
parliament rules. And there must be some of the great Mujtahid in 
parliament to correct and confirm the parliamentary decisions. 
Although Naini tries to prove the importance of council and put 
it as a criterion for Muslims acts. And it is for this reason that be 
accepts the votes of majority, but aU his attempts get into trouble 
because he approves the right of veto for 'Ulama, Le. they may accept 
or refuse parliament rules and orders. His ideas involved in self 
contradiction and ambiguity. Because from one hand he accepts the 
people's right to choose their representatives and on the other hand he 
holds that legitimacy of parliament, its decisions and passed rules are 
depended on Mujtahid's premission (ezen). When one considers the 
principles of democracy, it is clear that legitimacy of parliament and 
rulership depends on people's votes. If it be accepted that Naini tries 
to make an agreement between principles of democracy and Islam and 
vis-versa, then it will seem that he is less successfiil. 
The question is that, can it be expressed that there are sunilarities 
between achievements and concepts of modem civilization with Islamic 
culture's ones? Is it true to be claimed that concepts such as council, 
liberty, equality in Islamic culture are as the same as parliament, 
democracy and justice ia modem western culture? Is mere similarity, 
verbally or semantically, enough to join these concepts? Some Muslim 
researchers beUeve that to bring up these similarities is not correct. For 
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example, Hairi holds that we can not put concept of Islamic 
consultation and Western parliament together. He writes: "First of all, 
consuhation was not necessarily applicable to the parliamentary system 
because it could be done under the supervision of an absolute ruler. 
Secondly, akhough consultation has an in^ortant place in Islam and 
was practice on occasion in early Islam, it was not exercised by an 
elective body representing the sovereignty of the nation, nor actmg on 
its behalf"* On the contrary, some other Muslim thinkers believe that 
understanding of the consultation (Shura) was not right. For example, 
Fazlur Rahman says, 'the past theory of Shura was vvi'ong. Because 
Shura was defined as the act of a ruler by interviewing of his 
followers \^^e in fact, Quran invites people to propose their opinions 
through collective discussion in an equal level."^ It seems that Naini's 
view about consultation (Shura) belongs to above mentioned kind of 
opinions. Although Naini and other Muslim thinkers try to make an 
agreement between Islamic concepts and modem political philosophy, 
but they confront with theoretical problems which some example were 
pointed out previously. 
Muslims* Decline 
To consider the problem of Muslim's decline is one of the 
characteristics of Movement of Modem Religious Thought (Jonbesh-e 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p.34. 
2. John, L. Esposito, "'The Democratic Nature of Islam" It. to Persian by Nasrin 
Hokmi, in Kyan, Tehran, 1363 H.SH. Vol.4, No.22, p.33. 
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No andi^bi-e Dini) in Iran since constitutionalism until present time. 
Modern religious thinkers in Iran enumerate different reasons for the 
problem of decline and they give some solutions for it. Although these 
suggested solutions have amilarities but they have differences too. For 
exan^le, sayyid Jamal al-din al-Afghani hods that the root cause of 
Muslim's decline relates to colonialism. Generally speaking, he 
introduces foreign factor as the main &ctor which caused Muslims' 
decline in compare with other factors. But Naini express that the root 
cause of Muslims' decline is an intemal &ctor in their community. That 
is, the main reason is that Muslims were iQvolved in Taghoots who 
were opposed with the Quran and Tradition (Sunnah).' Naini criticizes 
his contenq)orary current Shiite attitude towards ruler ship. He e7q)resses 
that Shiah has disregarded the state, the rulersh^ and political matters 
under the pretext of illegitimacy of rulership in the period of 
Occultation of Twelfth Imam. This, Naini says, has paved the way for 
tyranny. He writes: "our difference from others is that we believe that 
there is no solution for the problem of slavery of Taghoots until the 
appearance of Hidden Imam and we do not try to release ourselves. 
But other people preceded to make themselves free from evil of 
slavery of Taghoots. The took the source of progress from Islamic 
policy and by well understanding of it, they reached to the best resuhs 
whereas we MusUms get back."^  
1. Naini, op.cit., p.3. 
2. Ibid., pp.59-60. 
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Although it is important that Naini traces out the causes of 
Muslims' decline in relation to their tyrannical regimes but the matter 
which attracts our attention to Nanini's theory is that he attributes the 
source of tyranny in Iranian society to Shi'ite classical religious 
thought. Since Shiah believes that all rulership usurped the right of 
Imamis and they are illegitimate. So it do not propose any solution for 
the problem of legitimacy of rulership. Shiites only criticize and negate 
rulership. According to Naini, in order to solve the problem of 
Muslims' decline, the extent of power and authority of state should be 
limited. He himself took the first step for the above mentioned matter. 
Although Naini's answer to Muslims' decline is considerable but one 
may ask that does the problem of Muslims' decline come to an end by 
considering main changes in today's Muslims' rulership? Does the 
advent of modem systems of rulership end the Muslims' decline? Is not 
it a kind of idealism to attribute all misfortune, backwards and decline 
of Muslim nation to the kind of rulership? And does not this idealism 
prevent us of studying other factors and causes of Muslim decline? 
Hairi holds that Naini "correctly noticed that the Muslim rulers were 
guilty of tyranny, but he lost sight of the fact that stUl other reasons 
for the Islamic decline were to be sought elsewhere. The complicated 
historical problem of the decline in Muslim fortunes involves many 
economic and political factors wliich must be traced in the light of a 
careful study of the Muslim commxmity's historical development."' 
1. Hairi, op.cit., p. 173. 
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The judgement about Nairn's views which are proposed in this 
chapter, will be done in the chapter of conclusion wUch all opinions 
and different views of the modem Muslim thinkers will be evaluated. 
But at least, it should be pointed out that Nairn's views have occupied 
many Iranian Muslim thinkers. The discussions about advantages and 
disadvantages of Shiite traditional thought continues. The problem of 
tyranny and it's deal with Muslims' decline are discussed among Iranian 
intellectuals. Yet it is a new and controversial subject.' 
1. For example, I can Point out Ayatollah Khomeini's views on Islamic 
Government, Political ideas of Sayyid Mahmood Taliqani, Mehdi Bazaigan, Dr. Ali 




Ayatollah Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani (1910-1979), was bom in 
the village of Geliid of Taleqan valley Northwest of Tehran. His father 
was a religious scholar who provide for his own livelihood as a 
watchmaker. Taleqani studied theology in the Fayiziyah school of Qom 
notably under the iron rule of a progressive teacher of the era of Reza 
Shah, Mirza Khalil Kamara'i. He received certificates of Ijtihad from 
several teachers. He settled in Tehran after completing his studies in 
1939, teaching and preaching at the Hedayat Mosque. His role in 
Hedayat Mosque will be discussed later. Taleqani should be enumerated 
among very few recent Shi'ite clerics and 'Ulama who believes that 
clergymen should participate in politics or political affairs. Taleqani 
himself was a political activist. He is described as "a key ideologue i»f 
the Islamic Revolution of 1978-1979". • Siuoosh Irfani introduces him 
as: "the most progressive of Iran's clergymen, Taleqani had been 
involved in the struggle against monarchy since the times of Reza 
Shah".^  Taleqani for the firs time was arrested by Reza Shah's police 
1 H E Chehabi, "Mahmud Taleqant", in The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern 
Islamic World, ed John L Esposito New York, Oxford University Press, 1995 
Vol 4, p 181 
2 Suroosh Irfani, Iran's Islamic Revolution Public Liberation or Religious 
Dictatorship'>, London, Zed Books Ltd, 1983, p 138 
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because he was not carrying the certificate authorizing him to wear the 
turban.^  From this time on he several times was arrested and prisoned 
because of his oppositions towards Pahlavis regim's policies and 
dictatorship. In the years of relative political freedom between 1941 
and 1953 Taleqani engaged in public activity on a scale far beyond 
what was customary for the 'Ulama. It is said that: "combating 
Conununism being his chief task, he accompanied the Iranian army in 
Azarbaijan to destroy the soviet-backed Pishevari Government in 1946 
and restore the authority of the central government".^  Taleqani had ties 
with Nawab Safavi, the founder of the extremist Muslim party, the 
Fedayan-e Islam. This party was responsible for the assassination of 
many prominent government officials.^ "In 1947, Taleqani gave radio 
talks. In which he analyzed social issues in light of religion, and in 
1948 he became prayer leader at the Hidayat Mosque in central 
Tehran. After the foundation of the Nation Front in 1949, this Mosque 
became focal point for religiously oriented Mossadeqists, who attended 
meetings organized by Taleqani".'* The Hidayat Mosque became an 
1. Yann Richard, Shi'He Islam, Polity, Ideology and Creed, Oxford Cambridge, 
Blackwell, 1995, p. 171. 
2. Mangol Bayat, Mahmud Taleqani and the Iranian Revolution, in, Shiism, 
Resistance, and Revolution, ed. by. Martin Karmer, London, Westview press 
Boulder, Colorado,Mansell Publishing Limited, 1987, p. 69, also see Manochehr 
Dorraj, From Zarathustra to Khomeini Populism and Dissent in Iran, Boulder, 
Colorado, Lynne Rinner Publishers, Inc. 1990, p. 153. 
3. Ibid., p. 69, also Dorraj, op.cit., 153 and yann richard, op.cit., p. 171. 
4. Chehabi, op.cit., p. 181. 
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important centre for Muslim opponents. Suroosh Irfani expresses that 
"Taleqani's public career as an expounder of Islam as ideology began 
at the Hedayat Mosque. His discourses on the Quran and Islam at 
Hedayat Mosque marked the beginning of the progressive Islamic 
movement in Iran along well defined ideological and revolutionary lines. 
His weekly informal classes at Hedayat Mosque were attended by 
students, intellectuals. Bazar merchants and teachers".' Taleqani was 
much concerned about the young people in all his life. So he paid 
attention to them constantly. Yann Richard states "Begiiming as early as 
the 1930s to turn his attention to the young, whom he worried to see 
growing further away from Islam, throughout his life Taleqani preserved 
this dual quality of a man who could hold dialogue with yoimg people, 
and a militant against dictatorship: with the nationalist in Mosaddeq's 
era, but close to Fedaiyan-e Islam, with Bazargan's liberal nationalist 
from the 1960s, but equally close, notably in prison and after the 
Revolution, to armed combat groups inspired with revolutionary ideas, 
whether Marxist or left-wing Muslims"^ Taleqani remained supporter of 
the government of Dr. Mohammad Mosaddiq, and the movement to 
nationalize the oil industry. Dorraj says: "by the 1950s he was a 
siq>porter of the nationalist leader Mosaddiq, and when the rift between 
1. Irfani, op.cit., p. 139. 
2. Richard, op.cit., p. 171. 
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Mosaddiq and Ayatollah Kashani, the leading Shi'ite cleric, appeared, he 
sided with Mosaddiq against royalists".' Mangol Bayat points out that 
"it is in fact reported that Taleqani, following Kashani's defection, was 
the main cleric in Tehran, if not the whole of Iran, openly supporting 
the National Front".^ Taleqani in 1953 formed the National Resistance 
Movement (Nehzat-e Moqavemat-e Melli) with Ustad Mohamad Taqi 
Shariati, father of Ali shariati, and Taher Ahmadzadeh a radical Islamic 
scholar.^ In 1961 he cofounded the Liberation Movement of Iran (LMI) 
with Mehdi Bazargan, and he was arrested in 1963. There are some 
reasons why Taleqani co-operated in founding the LMI. Mangol Bayat 
holds that "it was this firm conviction that the 'Ulama have the duty 
to participate actively in politics as the religious guides of the believers 
in both religious and social affairs that determined Taleqani's decision 
to join Bazargan's Liberation Movement. The group emphasized its 
identity as Muslims, Iranian, Constitutionalist, and Mosaddeqist".^ In this 
regard, Azar Tarbari expresses another reason for establishment of LMI. 
She writes "Bazargan and Taleqani.... Founded the Freedom Movement 
1. Manochehr, Dorraj, op.cit.. p. 153. Also see Irfani, op.cii , p 138, Yann 
Richard, "Ayatollah Kashani; precursor of the Islamic republic," in. Religion and 
Politics in Iran, ed, N.R. Keddie, New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 
1983, p. 104, and Homa Katouzain, The Political Economy of Modern Iran. 1926-
1979 London, The Macmillan Press, first published, 1981. 
2. Bayat, open., pp 69-70. 
3. Irfani, op.cit., p. 138. 
4. Bayat, op.cit., 72. 
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[LMI], as a bridge between the universities and the theological circles 
.... Since the entry of religious leaders into the struggle was the need 
of time and desire of the people".' According to suroosh Irfani, "It [i.e 
LMI] aims at presenting Islam in a modern light that would be 
acceptable to the modem-educated middle class, the discontented 
intelligentsia and to the anti-shah clergy, especially its junior ranks''.^  
Taleqani's opinions has impressed other Islamic activists. It is said that 
"besides helping the Liberation Movement to get started, Taleqani 
became the spiritual ideological guide for the younger members of the 
Liberation Movement who, in 196S, foimded the Mujahideen-e Khalq 
Organization".^ Irfani continues that the intellectual leaders of 
Mojahideen-e Khalq, such as Mohammad Hanif Nejad and Ahmad 
Rezai, were regularly attended Taleqani's lessons at Hedayat Mosque* 
Because of his engagement in political activities, Taleqani spent many 
years in prison or intemal exile. In other words, he was in and out of 
prison until the victory of Islamic Revolution in 1979. Despite his 
frequent internment, Taleqani played a prominent role in the Islamic 
Revolution of Iran. His important role during the events of Islamic 
revolution is pointed out by many writers. Mangol Bayat writes that, 
1. Azar Tabari, 'TAc Role of Clergy m Modern Iranian Politics" in Religion 
and Politics in Iran, ed by N.R Keddie, op cit, p.63. 
2. Irfani, op.cit., p.138 
3. Ibid., p. 138 
4. Ibid., p. 139. 
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"all sources agree that he was the most important revolutionary speaker 
in the capital, leading demonstrations and marches".' Bayat holds that 
one may estimate that the tone of Taleqani's messages to Khomeini 
"was that of a "fighter" addressing an equal fellow "fighter".^ The role 
of Taleqani during the Islamic Revolution is introduced as follows: 
"immediately after he was out of prison, Taleqani became the nucleus 
of the Revolution inside Iran. His popularity among the people and the 
trust most political groups and various classes of people had in him 
converted his house into the revolution's headquarters Taleqani's 
house, which had been converted into the 'office of Ayatollah Taleqani' 
became the centre for co-ordinating the Revolution".^ Taleqani leaded 
the most important demonstrations against the Pahlavi regim. Taleqani 
called for a public march on 10 December, the day marking Tasua, a 
day of special religious significance for Shi'ites. In spite of that regime 
had prohibited the march, Taleqani emphasized that it shoiild be done, 
"on the morning of 10 December over one million people came on to 
streets and marched along Tehran's main thoroughfare.... The massive 
turnout in this demonstration, and in the still larger march that 
followed the next day...."* These two demonstrations which held by 
leadership of Taleqani, had much effect on the fall of govemmnet. 
1 Bayat, op.ctl., p 81. 
2 Ibid.. p.81. 
3. Irfani, op.cit., p 140. 
4. Ibid., p. 141 
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After the victory of the Islamic Revolution, Ayatollah Taleqani 
was elected to the Asseiably of Exports (Majles-e Khobregan) in 1979. 
The task of the Assembly was to form the constitution of the Islamic 
republic. He received more than two million votes in this election, 
almost one hundred percent of the Tehran electorate and more votes 
than were cast for any other candidate".' He was appointed as head of 
the Islamic Revolutionary Council (Shora-ye Inqelab-e Islami) by 
Ayatoolah Khomeini. He was appointed as the first Friday prayer leader 
for Tehran. He died on September, 1979 of a heart attack. 
Although Taleqani was a political activist, it does not mean 
that he did not paid attention to intellectual fields. He was involved in 
both political and intellectual matters and affairs. He is known as one 
of the important ideologues of recent Modernist Religious Movement 
(nehzat-e no grai-e dini) of Iran. The most important representatives of 
the movement are Bazargan, Taleqani, Shariati and Mutahari. According 
to some of contemporary writers the works of forecited ideologues 
provided the intellectual ground for the re\ olutionary activity which led 
to the formation of the Islamic Republic of Iran.^  It must be observed 
that, "each of the authors [cited above ideologues]... helped to set the 
1. Mehdi Abedi and Gary Lcgenhiusin,"Introduction" in Taleqani and others. 
Jihad and Shahadat, (ed. & tr) Houston, The Institute for Research and Islamic 
Studies, Texas, 1986, p. 32. 
2. Ibid., p. 30.. 
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stage for the Islamic Revolution in Iran. They were popular lecturers 
who attracted especially large following among the youth because they 
preached Islam as a vibrant ideology with obvious relevance for 
contemporary world and national political life".' 
There are notable similarities between Taleqani's and Shariati's 
thoughts. According to Keddie "more radical thinkers such as Mahmud 
Taleqani and Ali Shariati tried to interpret Islam in ways that would 
accommodate revolt, change, political engagement, and activism".^ 
Manocher Dorraj writes that "in many ways, Taleqani's reinterpretation 
of the Quran complemented Shariati's attempt to revive the 
revolutionary essence of early Islam. Whereas Shariati did this through 
a sociological interpretation of Islamic history and philosophy, Taleqani 
revived interest in Islamic classical texts by utilizing his knowledge of 
Quranic exegesis and Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence)".^ Generally speaking, 
"two ideological line dominate Taleqani's work: the struggle against 
absolute power and a concem for social justice".'' Taleqani's works may 
be considered based on one of these major lines. For example, in 
1955, he republished, with an introduction by himself, a treatise by 
1. Ibid., p. 1, 
2. N.R. Keddie, Religion Society and Rex'olution, in Modem Iran, ed., N.R. Keddie and 
Michale Bovine, State University of New York Press, 1981, p. 34. 
3. Dorraj, op.cit., p. 154. 
4. Richard, op.cit., p. 171. 
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believers identify the political theory they like best with Islam".' But 
Yann Richard holds that "with his preface to this fresh edition, and 
taking up on his own account a Shi'ite justification of democracy, 
Taleqani reconciled die clergy and the liberal tradition that had emerged 
from the Constitutionalist Revolution".^ And it is pointed out that the 
republishment of Naini's work "acquired new signiflcance for the 
religiously oriented sectors of the opposition against the 
Shah"[Mohanimad Riza Pahlavi].^ In regard to social Justice, Taleqani 
published his famous work, 'Islam va Malekiyat^ (Islam and 
Ownership). Taleqani prefers Islamic economic system to other 
economic systems. He expresses that "when one considers the body of 
Islamic economic principles and laws and compares them with modem 
economic schools, the indisputable result is that Islamic economic can 
not be compared with any of these scientific or practical schools in 
any way"."* One should bear in mind the fact that Taleqani was the 
first recent Shi'ite thinker and clergymen who contributed to the 
subject of Islamic economic system. His work impressed the next 
Shi'ite writers on Islamic economic. Chehabi writes that "in the early 
1 Bayat, op cit, p 71 
2 Richard, op ctt, p 172 
3 Chehabi, op cil, p 181 
4 Mahmud Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics", tr by Wilham 
Darrow in Islam in transition Muslim Perspectives, ed, John J Donhoue and John 
L Esposito, New York, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1982, p 210 
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Sheikh Mohammad Husain, Naini, 'Tanbih al-ummah Va Tanizli al-
mellah,' (The admonitioii and refinement of the people). He republished 
it to show his hostility towards dictatorship. It should be observed that 
"in it Taleqani argued that like the Constitutional Revolution, other 
democratic and socialist measures might be needed as steps against the 
idolatry of autocracy".' He republished this work to show social and 
political philosophy of Islam. Taleqani wrote an introduction to Nairn's 
work. It indicate his innovation step in proposing economic and social 
subjects from Islam's point of view. According to Bay at 'Taleqani haild 
the essay [Tanbih al immiah...], which he viewed as not only a means 
to provide the Constitution with an Islamic basis, but, more 
importantly, as a source for the study of Islamic social and political 
principles. He expressed his opinion that theologians in the past has 
neglected the study of Islam from a social and political perspective and 
thus had failed to guide Muslims in these matters. Consequently, 
toady's youth is puzzled and perplexed, asking why Islam which has 
answers to all questions pertaining to life in this world and the next, 
provides no concrete rules and regulations on government. Those who 
are against religion, he added, turn to foreign theories, while the 
1. Abedi and Legenhausan, op.cil., p. 31. 
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1960s agrarian reform became a major issue in Iranian politics with the 
Shah's [Mohammad Riza Pahlavi] land-reform program. As a populist, 
Taleqani did not share many of his fellow clerics' outright opposition 
to land reforms, but he could not support the regim's self-serving 
handling of the matter. To solve this problem, he concentrated on the 
question of ownership and concluded that unlike Socialism, Islam 
accepted the principle of private ownership of land-but unlike 
Capitalism, this acceptance was not absolute and was contingent on the 
owners using the land productively".' 
Taleqani regards Islam as a living and dynamic school of 
thought, therefore he tries to bring up a new and dynamic exegesis of 
it. He holds that Muslims alienated from the Quran, "why has the 
Quran been set aside in our present society? What brought about this 
alienation from religion? These were the basic question he raised in his 
lectures and discussions.... The Quran, he argued, is primarily a guide 
for the living; it provides answers and solutions to social issues, to 
human questions".^ 
To propose Islam as a living school of thought, Taleqani 
wrote an exegesis of the Quran between 1963 and 1978. He called it 
1. Chehabi, op.cil.. pp. 181-182 
2. Bayat, op.at., pp. 70-71. 
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'^Partuvi az Quran," (A Ray From the Quran). In this exegesis, he 
blames and criticizes the traditional exegesists of the Quran. In his 
exegesis he tries to introduces the scientific aspect of Islam. Chehabi 
introduces *'Partuvi za Quran,'* as follows: "It differed from traditional 
exegetical works in that it adopted a simple language accessible to the 
laity. From the Qman, he deduced an evolutionary view of history in 
which societies move from a bad to a better condition and advocated 
"free will" as opposed to "predestination". From these premises 
Taleqani concluded that Muslims ha to take their destiny into their own 
hands and strive against their intemal and external enemies to improve 
their condition and achieve justice".' Taleqani's views regarding the 
Quran are discussed in this chapter at length as follows. Taleqani's 
utterances which are delivered after revolution are collected and 
published. It is called 'Az Azadi ta Shahadat,' (from freedom to 
martyrdom). It contains all of his Friday prayer sermons, revolutionary 
declaration and messages. It is a main reference in this chapter. 
He has other books regarding Islamic subjects. In fact most 
of his works are the published fom of his lectures and utterances. 
Taleqani is introduced as a modernist Muslim thinker in this 
work. According to some writers, Taleqani is a modernist thinker 
because of his belief in reconstruction of Islamic thought and 
reformism.^  
1. Chehabi, op.cit.. p. 182. 
2. Hasan Yusefi Eskevari and others, Yadnameh-e Taleqani, Theran, 1378 (H.S.R), p. 64. 
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There are some concepts which belong to the modem world. 
That is, modem attitude of man towards himself, world and God, 
created new concepts which did not exist before. The concepts such 
as, democracy, tyranny, individual rights, express freedom, human rights, 
parliament, constitutionalism, liberty, social just ice, equality, 
responsibilities of govemment towards people, exploitation and so on 
are modem concepts which brou^t up in political literature of modem 
world. The cited above concepts belong to the modern political 
philosophy and social sciences. The mentioned concepts constitute the 
basis of modemism. 
Taleqani is called a modemist Muslim thinker because he tries 
to pave the way to accept the cited above concepts in the field of 
Islamic political literature. On the on hand, he tries to show that these 
concepts agree with Islamic tenets and on the other hand he efforts to 
prove that these concepts were exist in Islamic tenets and teachings. 
Taleqani usually points out that the history of Islam shows that Islam 
respect human right, liberty, equality and so on. He involved himself to 
discuss these concepts according to Islamic tenets. This is the reason 
why he distinguishes from traditional Muslim thinkers. According to 
traditional thinkers the mentioned above concepts are produced by 
West, i.e. they are the productions of western civilization. They hold 
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that Islam in itself is a complete religion and there is no need to get 
modern concepts or to accept them. So, they do not involve 
themselves to discuss these modern concepts. According to these 
conservative Muslim thinkers, the modem concepts belong to the man 
made schools of thought which originate from man's intellect. They 
hold that these concepts are in contrast to religious concepts which 
originate from Divine revelation. Moreover they criticize those thinkers 
who effort to indicate the agreement among these concepts and Islamic 
tenets. Yet, in Islamic world there are conservative thinkers who blame 
or attacks the modernist thinkers in the name of religion. The 
researcher is of the opinion that each Muslim thinker who tries to 
show the agreement between modem concepts and religious tenets is a 
modernist Muslim thinkers. Taleqani differs from many clergymen 
became he efforts to go fiirther than the circle of traditional concepts. 
It is easy to compare Taleqani with many clerics and Fuqaha who 
believe, even in today's world, that they are responsible to explain and 
defrne tradtional and theological concepts and views especially classical 
arguments of Fiqh. Taleqani in his exegesis, 'Partuvi az Quran,' several 
times criticizes them. Taleqani ciriticizes Fuqaha, Theologians 
(Motakallemin) and Sufis as they deviated and they did not paid 
attention to the essence of the message of the Quran. According to 
him, they alienate from the real concept and message of the Quran. 
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As the traditionalist and conservative clerics are not familiar with 
modem concepts so they can not express any view regarding the 
changes of modern world. And even if they express any idea or 
opinion there is nothing new in their words. Because they rely on 
classical principles of theology (Kalam), so they can not involve 
themselves in the area of intellectual principles of modem time. But 
Taleqani, who is introduced as a modernist thinker in this work, comes 
to understand the modem concepts. He uses them in his imderstanding 
of Islamic texts. He tries to give a new interpretation of modern 
concepts according to the needs of time. In order to evaluate that to 
what extend he was successful regarding his aim, one has to consider 
his discussions on the end of Prophethood, Liberty, Qist, Infaq, Islamic 
Economics, the Quran, Intizar, Council, and so on. 
Taleqani is a tme follower of Sayyid Jamal al-din al-Afghani, and 
Mohammad Iqabal. In fact he was impressed by their thoughts. He 
follows Sayyid Jamal and efiforts to changes Muslims attitude towards 
the Quran. There is no doubt that Taleqani impressed many Iranian 
youth people. His views constitutes a main part of ideological literatvu^e 
of Islamic Revolution of Iran (1979). 
Religious Thought: 
Tawhid 
Tawhid is the most important tenet in Islam and commentators 
have interpreted it from various points of view. Most of the Muslim 
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thinkers that are impressed by philosophical traditions know Tawhid as 
a philosophical subject. The meaning of Tawhid in their opinion is 
negation of polytheism. They believe that there is an "Absolute Being" 
who has created the universe and in His creation has not had any 
partner. He has existed before all of creation and will remain after 
them. They have not paid attention to social effects and resiilts of this 
tenet. But how does Taliqani explain it? In his opinion, "Tawhid" is 
not merely a theological or philosophical theory, but it has some actual 
effect on social life of believers. Tawhid in not an abstract idea but an 
idea in operative practice. 
He says that: "Twahid is not only an inner or personal tenet or a 
philosophical or theological subject, but it is a belief that can deli\'er 
mankind from his low instinct. Tawhid can change people's thoughts 
and lives. It can also foxmd a new society on the basis of the absolute 
sovereignty of the God".' He states that: "Tawhid as mere faith 
basically is natural, because everybody believe in God but in practice 
they are not true believers and most of them are polytheists".^ 
He points out that in the past man was idol worshipper. He was 
worshipping various things such as wood, stone and idol. But in 
1 Mahmud Taleqani, Tawhid as \azar-e-hlam, Qom, n d p 38 
2 Ibid, p 35 
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modern times the shape of idols has changed. Modern man worships 
persons instead of lifeless idols. New idols consist of: power, riches 
and schools of thoughts (Maktab-parasti) that man resign himself to 
them. He believes that: "idolatry is not only worship of the idol. 
Persons and schools of thoughts are also a kind of idol. Just as 
gormandizing voluptuousness that are idolatry. Our new parties are 
polytheist, since they worship their schools and limit themselves to their 
own idols. This is very idolatry and in reality it is itself polytheism 
(Shirk)".' hi his opinion: "another kind of idolatry is blind obedience of 
fellow creatures or human rules''.^ His idea about Tawid leads to 
negation of man's authority. Just as it has been said that: "The 
doctrine of Tawhid is explained by Taleqani in such a way that it 
considers imperialism, Absolutism and exploitation of any kind as 
disbelief'.' By a pohtical understanding of Tawhid he extends its limits 
to social relations of men and then relations between individuals and 
government. Thus, the concept of polytheism is changed from worship 
of various gods to obedience of human sovereignty and its 
manifestation is stated in actual objecti\e forms. According to Taleqani 
Tawhid negates and rejects all executive or legislative authorities. By 
1. Mahmud Taleqani, As Azadi la Shahadat, Tehran, Abioar publication, 1358 H.SH., p. 39. 
2. Taleqani, Tawhid Az na:ar-e-Islam, p. 37. 
3. Hasan Yusefi Eshkevar; Yadnameh-e- Taleqani, p. 69. 
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this he emphatically rejects the legislative authorities of such institutions 
as parliament or any human institution. He says that if a person believe 
in Tawhid he naturally rejctes the authority of a human being like him. 
Most of the human ideologies accepts the sovereignty of man over 
man. This is not acceptable to Tawhid. Taleqani refers to this Quranic 
ayah 'donot take sovereign except Allah over others' (3:64) and says 
there can not be few people sovereign over other people of same kind, 
hi fact no one has any right ovtr other in this regard.' He quotes this 
ayah and says that its meaning is "Nobody has the right to impose his 
own will over others as authority".^ This perception of Tawhid is 
Taleqani's innovation in the field of religious knowledge. And it shows 
a basic change ta contemporary Shi'ite thinker's comprehension of 
Tawhid. One of the new points in Taleqani's thought about Tawhid is 
it's relation with economic justice. His understanding of Tawhid leads 
to social and economical justice.^ In his opinion class discrimination, 
exploitation and iDJustice in society show that Tawhid has not been 
fulfilled. He believes that mere resort for removing economic class and 
discrimination is Tawhid. It is a main factor for returning to true 
religious society." 
Taleqani regards Tawhid as a basic factor of Muslim unity because 
1 Taleqani, Tawhid a: Na:ar-e Islam, p 36 
2 Ibid. p.37. 
3. Mohammad Tavassoli, "Barrasi-ye Ijmali-ye Zendegi-e Mohandes Ba:argan dar 
Panj Faraz" in Iran-e-Farda, Tehran, 1374 H SH , No 23, p 27 
4. Taleqani, Az Azadi Ta Shahadat, pp 294-295 
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this tenet can generate Muslim unity in act and slogan. So every thing 
which hurts their unity such as disunion is polytheism and it is 
religiously prohibited.' According to Taleqani, Tawhid will not be 
restricted to geographical borders. Irrespective of various coimtries that 
Muslims are living and artificial borders, believers of Tawhid must have 
relation among themselves and become united. Taleqani in a meeting 
with ambassadors of Islamic coimtries in Iran, expresses that: "Islam 
has no border. It's border is only Tawhid. These artificial borders are 
made by those who divided Islamic community into several parts."^ He 
points out our prophet sermon in the war of Ohod and says 
"according to our religion, if there is a pain or problem in anywhere 
of Islamic communities, Muslims should be awaken and conscious. Such 
as a body when one part of it is hurt as soon as all of body pays 
attention to it. Then that part becomes head (r 'as) . Now a days, 
Palestine is the head of Islam. Today, Muslims of some parts of Africa, 
Eritreh and so on are head. That is, oiu powers should be directed 
towards these points. Muslims should care for them".^ By these words, 
Taleqani reminds Muslims that they should be responsible towards each 
other in anywhere of the world based on tenet of Tawhid. It means 
1 Ibid, p 237 
2 Ibid, p 289 
3 Ibid, pp 289-290 
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that they should not limit themselves to existing borders of their 
countries. And they may extend their area of act to any places that is 
necessary. But can this idea really be fulfilled? Will international laws 
permit that such an idea be realised? Although this idea is very 
attractive but Taliqani neither suggests any actual way that it can be 
fulfilled, nor pays attention to its practical problems. He continues that: 
"Muslims, in anywhere they may be, are considered as a head of a 
party in their co-operation. All Muslims should know that they are 
parts of one body. They should not think that if they ignore pains of 
other Muslims, they can prevent themselves of pain of pets which are 
directed them".* He also expresses that: "Muslims should have co-
operation with each other. This is a great duty and all Muslims have 
to perform it always. They should co-operate with each other on good 
acts which are approved by God and it may help to develop Muslim's 
life, economy and so on. As well as Muslims have to oppose sin and 
transgression ('esyan)".^ Taleqani in other phrases emphasizes on 
Muslim's imity on political affairs: "Muslims must come out of this 
wonder condition that is, their relying on foreigners (Ajaneb). They 
should rely on their Islamic characteristic and their material and 
spiritual capitals. Then, all disputes will be removed, even disputes on 
1. Ibid., p.284. 
2. Ibid.. p.302. 
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borders. Our final opinion is that Muslims should have a federal 
rulership that is, their internal independence will be protected but they 
will have unity on political affairs."' Taleqani again does not propose 
any actual way to realise this idea. At last^he calls Muslim to follow 
true way of Islam. He says: "follow the true way of Islam by putting 
in practice these slogans as follows. To negate colonialism and its 
agents, tyranny in any form and exploitation. Let abandon self-worship 
(khod parasti) and society-worship (Jam'iyyat-parasti). So that we will 
not be involved in Quranic promises or warnings to selfish persons and 
hypocrites."^ He holds that modem world is engaged in materialism 
and: "Materialism in all forms is polytheism. Modem man pays all of 
his attention to pile up wealth and increase it."^ Twhaid can save not 
only Muslims but also non Muslims from materialism. In his opinion, 
Muslims are responsible for saving humans from these modem forms of 
polyteism, if they themselves be true monotheist: "if Muslim reform 
themselves through Tawhid, they can transform tyranic systems to just 
ones".-* 
In order to prove his claim, he gives the example of the pre-
Islamic who after conversion to Islam and adopting the world view of 
1. Ibid., p. 19;. 
2. Ibid., p. 247. 
3. Ibid., p. 271. 
4. Taleqani, Tawhid az Nazar-e Islam, p. 39. 
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Tawhid transform themselves into a civilization. In same manner to 
save .> -man from ignorance (Jaheliyyat) of modem civilization it is 
necessary to seek help from Tawhid.' 
In his opinion, reformative endeavours or human revolutions or 
advancement of learning are not sufficient for the improvement of 
human condition. So long as men submit themselves to animal instincts, 
their potentiality will be used for satisfying those instincts, and 
concequently it will tread on the rights of people. 
He believes that teaching Tawhid to people is prior to everything, 
since the secrete of success of Islam was due o the importance given 
to it. Islam though paid much attention towards social and political 
systems, economic condition etc but at first, instead of proposing them, 
it taught Tawhid to the people and therefore it had great effect on 
believers: "the prophet knew Tawhid as only solution, so that in it's 
light people could understand glory of "God" and submit themselves 
the His will. History shows that by Tawhid prophet invoked the 
capacities of people and raised their morals, so that the most 
outstanding samples of exalted feelings were created with effects of 
Tawhid for which there are no parallels in the human schools of 
morals and education".^  
It is mentionable that Taleqani does not point out the differences 
1. Ibid., p. 40. 
2. Ibid., p. 42 
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between the pagan state of the Arabs before Islam and our modem 
world. He disregards political, social and cultural relations of the 
modem world. How can the advanced non Muslim coimtries enjoying 
high level of technology and knowledge accept Muslim ideas about 
Tawhid, when those Muslim countries are backward and affiliated and 
dependent on those advanced countries? Where as these Muslim 
societies because of tyrarmic and colonial rulership are facing problems 
in carrying out this tenet. Also their imderstanding of Tawhid is not 
very pure. 
The methods of promotion of this tenet in his ideas are not clear. 
Is this guidance merely a cultural advice? Is his aim, promotion of 
Tawhid by peaceful methods? And does he provoke people rebel 
against tyranic systems in order to reach a monotheistic society? There 
are not any clear answers to these questions in Taleqani's words. 
Prophethood 
The appearance of Prophet in his view consist of revolution. He 
knows Prophets as the informed revolutionaries who strived in order to 
foimd a pious society: "each prophet appears for social, cultural and 
political revolution".' and "the epistle of our prophet was to change 
social systems, rules and manners of people".^ 
With emphasis on the word of aware Prophets (Rasulan-e-Nabi) 
1. Taleqani, As Azadi Ta Shahadat, p. 209. 
2. Ibid., p. 223. 
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he says that their first function is to inform people. The Prophets by 
advising people, help them to deliver themselves from each bound and 
thai, to generate basic changes in their mind and society. This change 
will provide purification and evolution of individual and society. 
Taleqani expresses that "Rasul (messenger) literally means a delivered 
person, viz a person who has been delivered of all restrictions. All 
people are involved in chains of imitation, instincts, illusions, carnal 
soul and passions. These all are particulars or characteristic features of 
mankiad. It is for this reason that man is not delivered and he can not 
automatically be delivered. Messengers, Rasuls, are delivered of all 
these chains and restrictions. Then, they were become Prophets by 
God. As their thoughts are superior than ordinary people who are 
involved in such chains, and restrictions, they become Prophets".' In 
other words, he expresses: "messengers delivered of all kinds of 
restrictions and limitations such as mental chains, imitation, social 
imposition, and mankind order. This is the first stage of Prophethood 
(Resalat). And it is this delivery by Divine dispensations which is the 
base of Prophets movement".^ Rasul means a person who is delivered 
of all kind of interests such as mental or social ones or concern to an 
especial school of thought and so on. As the messengers are free of 
1. Mahmud Taleqani, Tahyin-e Resalat Bara\'-e Qiam be Qist, n.d pp. 11-12 
2. Ibid., p. 19. 
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these restrictions, which whole men are involved them, and as they 
enjoy of natural or innat (fetri) and delivered mind, then they have 
been addressed by revelation (vahy)".' Taleqani believes that there is a 
difference between Prophet (nabi) and messenger (Rasul). While he 
definesthe word of Prophet (nabi) he also expresses the end of 
prophethood as follows "Prophet (nabi), means an awared person. This 
person may be a messenger or may not. For this reason there were 
many prophets as history of religions shows it. In the East and West 
of the world, there were many prophets but they were not Rasuls. 
This is the difference between Middle East and Far East Prophets. 
Those of Far East were only Prophets (Nabi), and reformers. They 
advised kings and authorities and admonish them to have mercy on 
peoples. But in Middle East the prophets, especially those who begin 
by Abraham (Ibrahim) and end by our Prophet, Mohammad, had 
Prophethood. They were revolutionary people. They wanted to change 
rules and orders. As they had Prophethood and they brought rules 
(ahkam) they were both Prophets and messengers".^ He interprets the 
term of Nabi (Prophet) and says that: "They are informed individuals 
that their duty is to advise people. They commence with moral 
regeneration of mankind".^  
As it is mentioned above, Taleqani holds that Prophets are aware 
1. Ibid., p. 43. 
2. Taleqani, Az Azadi la Shahadat, p. 223. 
3. Ibid., p. 177. 
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people and their end is to infonn people. He describes the method that 
they use to reach to their ends as follows. He says "Prophets release 
people" and keep asking "by what means do they do their task"? 
Taleqani answers "by Baiyinat (arguments). Baiyinah means argument 
(borfaan). Argument (Baiyina) is something that enlightens people's 
mind. It gives them knowledge so that they can distinguishe between 
right (haq) and wrong (batel). It makes clear the ends of life for them. 
The first capital and weapon of Prophets is Baiyina (borhan) which 
enlightens men. That is, the Prophets want to release people of being 
wondering among right and wrong. They try to inform man about the 
kind of his relation with God, other people and himself. They want to 
inform men as regard their responsibilities. They correct mans 
misconcept of himself. They release him from alienation. At last, in 
today's term they want to give men a general or total knowledge".• 
Taleqani continues that "the weapons of the Prophets are arguments 
(baiyinat). They inform people of things that they do not know. They 
show mankind they way of life. They bring up the end of living and 
express all aspects of himian life and show his responsibilities. The 
Prophets prepare the ground for bringing up the rules, principles and 
standards of life. Their task is to propose the Holy books and the 
balance (mizan)".^ 
1. Taleqani, Tabyin-e Resalat Baray-e Qiam be Qist, p. 12. 
2. Ibid., pp. 61-62. 
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Why Taleqani to such extenii emphasizes on individuals 
conciousness and awareness? It is for this reason that he believes social 
change results from individual's change. He refer to this ayat which 
says: "Lo! Allah changeth not the condition of a flok until they (first) 
change that which is in their hearts" (13:11). Then he expresses that 
"this is an Islamic view... all changes, which either directed to liberty, 
perfect and welfare or to decline, slavery and misfortune, originate 
from mankind. Man is base of society. Mankind is the source of all 
affairs. The social, economical and hereditary conditions are only 
requirements. They are not sources of society change. The complete 
cause of social change is man he who complete those requirements".' 
Akhavi in this case writes: "Taleqani severely criticizes Marx's 
interpretation of class struggle as the key to historical change. He 
denies that justice and good can result from such conflict. The 
individual is the real social base of society-not classes, he holds. And 
social change must come from psychological make-up of individuals, 
not from the confrontation of groups We have to conclude that for 
him social change results after all from changes within indi\iduals, and 
the later is a question of clarifying belief in truth and Justice. It is 
with such changes (within individuals) that the foundation and 
manifestations of life and society change".^ 
1. Taleqani, Az Azadi la Shahadai, p. 175. 
2. Shahrough Akhavi, "Islam Politics and Society m the Thought of Ayatullah 
Khomeini, AyatoUah Taleqani and All Shanati" in Middle Eastern Studies, Vol. 
24, No.4, London, 1988, p. 410 
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According to Taleqani "one of the basic aspects of Prophethood is 
to direct man's attention towards his innate nature (fetrat). They want 
to remove his innate nature of the colour of habits and acquired 
knowledges which are taken from community. They want to cast asides 
the dignity veils of these acquired knowledges or learnings".^ Again he 
says the first reformatory step of the Prophets is to fight logically and 
practically with idolatory, idols, rebels and Taghoots. Because to 
sanctify everything else instead of God will keep hidden man's iimate 
concessnious and awareness of theism".^ As noted above, he knows 
that the real reason of the Prophetood is informing people of the will 
of God and delivering them from sufferings. But what does he mean 
by informing and delivering people? What is his intention from bounds 
of himian? His answer is: 'Ho release people from class discrimination, 
polytheism and imposed rules''.^ 
Taleqani refers to this ayah: "It is He who has sent among the 
imlettered an apostle from among themselves, to rehearse to them His 
signs, to sanctify them and to instruct them in scripture and wisdom..." 
(110:2). Then he expresses that one of the basic ends of the Prophets 
is to purify or sanctify men. He says: "the end of the Prophethood is 
1. Mabmud Taleqani, Chand Maqaleh, Tehran, Naser Publishers, p 32 
2 Mabmud Taleqani, Partwi az Quran, Tehran, Intishar Publisher, 1350, RSH, Vol 1, p 192 
3. Taleqani, Az Azadi Ta Shahadat, p 316. 
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to purify men's soul, mind and community. They want to remove the 
effects of polytheism, hi the first phase they read ayat. They repeatedly 
read ayat to prepare souls of men. Then it is the turn of purification. 
What is the purpose of this preparedness? It is in order to teach 
people the Book and wisdom (hikmat). The purpose is to enable all 
men can imderstand God's Holy Book, social orders, rules, traditions of 
universe. Whole people will enjoy of wisdom (hikmat), firmed belief 
and morals. These are the consequences of the Prophethood. 
Purification of a community is only an introduction to reach an exalt 
and ultimate end, i.e. men should be directed to knowledge and 
wisdom (hikmat)".' He believes that the acts of all Prophets can be 
imitated by present Muslims society. He also emphasizes on the 
necessity of Muslim "self confidence" for changing their condition, and 
he adds, they should have the sprit of creativity. 
Just as we see, Taleqani with generalization of the term of 
revolutionists for the Prophets openly distances himself from traditional 
commentaries of the Prophethood. In his opinion: "After being informed, 
people can-by self confidence-revolt against corrupt systems and 
immoral rules. 
But one of the problems of Muslim backward societies is that 
1. Ibid., pp. 270-271. 
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they are without self confidence expecting the act of the leader in 
order to imitate from him. But the Quran states that every body must 
revolt on their own, that is: "Do stand up before Allah, in pairs or 
single (34:46)".' For him: "this people's insurrection must be against 
slavery, ignorance and oppression. Such that the revolutions of prophets 
were to guide himian being towards insight and transcendency".^ 
According to Taleqani, another aspect of the Prophethood is to 
express common good (masaleh) for people. The Prophets come to 
bring up religious jurisprodances (Sharay'e). He says: "the Prophets 
express our responsibilities and duties. They state ova benefits (masaleh) 
as obligatory (vajeb) works and forbidden (haram) ones. So that we 
can use ova powers in the way of our perfection and we purify them. 
God says: 'Truly he succeeds that purifies it (91:9)'. Let do not 
disturb natural order of this system (creation) and let do not confuse it 
by our worse acts and habits so that we do not sustain a loss at the 
same time that we have these capitals and capacities. Let do not use 
our potentials and capitals in a manner that we loss. 'And he fails that 
corrupts it' (91:10)".^ 
1. Mahmud Taleqani, Tabyeen-e-Resalal Baraye Q\'am be Qist, pp 13-14 
2 Habibuallah Payman, Yadnameh-e Taleqani, op.cu , p 13 
3 Taleqani, Chand Maqaleh, p 27 
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Mahadavyyat 
In Islam^ especially in the Shiite perspective, the world is bright 
and its end will be full of justice and goodness. The Shi'a believe that 
the last Imam by the name of "Mahdi" as a deliver will appear and 
wiU save the world when it has become full of oppression and injustice 
and then he will guide human towards justice on earth. This Shii'te 
tenet is very promising, but unfortunately like other tents it has been 
distorted and mixed with superstitious ideas. Taleqani elaborates on this 
Shi'ite belief thoroughly so that, to make it motivating, promising, and 
to be able to have profound influence on its believers. He says: "In 
eternal teaching of Islam this wish has been enforced and in Shi'a sect 
it has become one of the important tenet, in order to prevent cynicism 
and hopelessness of people especially when they are under the rule of 
an oppressive government. This hopefulness is necessary because 
without it people will become disappointed in their personal and social 
life, consequently good deeds towards fellow beings will be disregarded. 
Shi'ism encourages it's believers to this idea. The reason is that: in 
spite of all oppressions, interest of oppressors (tyrants) and rule of the 
wicked rulers, the belivers can retain their hope. So they must always 
be ready (prepared) and know that truth is always victorious, just as 
the rulership of truth and justice is certain".' In Taleqani's news there 
1. Ibid., pp. 11-12 
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are two basic functions of Mahdi: primarily the personal function of 
expectation (Irtizar), and in the second place social function that is: the 
influence of this belife on all of the community. The latter can be 
explained as follows: creating confidoice in people in order to confront 
and fight against corrupt and unjust rulership". Taleqani knows this 
condition as: "intizar, expectations, readiness and revolt".' 
hi his opinion in spite of all antagonism, fighting, oppressions and 
deprivation in its history, only by following this tenet there was 
salvation, stability hope among the Shi'ite people. He continues that: 
"this very hope and wish i.e. ^tezar is the reason behind the progress 
and survival of Islam and Shi'a, just as it also causes motivation 
among the followers of Imamat".^ 
While expresses the consequences of Intizar tenet, he criticizes 
Muslims especially Shi'ites. He says: "To believe to a clear future and 
appearance of a just rulership is one of the preliminary steps of 
religious and social life of Muslims. By means of this tent and expect 
to a clear horizon, then infidelity and corruption are dark clouds which 
soon or late will be disappeared. Each nation that has such hope and 
1 Taleqam, A: Azadi la Shahdat, p 453 
2 Mahmud Taleqani, Ayandeh-e- Bashanyyal az Kazar-e Ma, Mashad, Ferdusi 
Univesity, 1348, H Q , p 70 
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belief should not be defeated in his fi^t with tyranny. Most of Muslims 
eq)ecially Shi'ites do not use of this ^iiitual basis. Their misundostanding of 
this tenet put them aside of the square of life combat".* 
On the basis of this tenet, time of the appearance of Imam 
(deliver) is unknown. So believers always must be ready and hopeful 
for forming the new world in which social justice, liberty, universal 
brotherhood and co-operation will become certain.^ He also points out 
to influences of this tenet on humanity and holds that sterling and 
lasting peace in world will become certain after appearance of Twelfth 
Imam, Mahdi.^ 
At first sight it seems as though that this belief can only result in 
passive resistance and not war or Jihad, because before the 
reappearance of Imam all efforts against oppression are futile. So Shi'a 
must only wait for the Imam to appear, but Taleqani does not pay 
attention to this aspect of the passive function of this belife. 
The Quran 
Although Sayyid Jamal is considered as first person in recent 
times who called upon to retiun to the Quran, but it is Taleqani who 
1 Taleqani, Partuvi az Quran, Vol 1, p 226 
2 Taleqani, Chand Maqaleh, p 19 
3 Taleqani, Ayandeh-e-Basharyyat a: Kazar-e Ma, pp 71-89 
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mentions the various aspects of retiiming to the Quran and describes 
its necessity and importance. He emphesizes that Muslims must use the 
Quran in their social life and it should referred to in social affairs: 
"oitf Prophet taught the Quran to people in the context of their social 
life.... now we are engaged in social affairs and we should rely on the 
Quran and take it as ova guide. In order to continue our movement 
(revolution) it is necessary to pay attention to the Quran and to 
compare its concepts with our social life".' So much emphasis has been 
put on Quran by Taleqani that a contemporary writer says: "Taleqani's 
religious reformism is basically based on the Qxu"an".^  
But the first and most important matter that Taleqani, purposes 
about the Quran is related to the aim of this Holy Book. He asks: 
"basically what is the role of the Quran in this world? And what is its 
function that none of the empirical sciences, researches, discoveries, 
techniques can fulfil it? What needs does the Quran fulfil that in 
comparison with it, none of the above mentioned can do it".^ 
Taleqani in response to the above mentioned question states his 
expectation of the Qvuan clearly. He believes that the Quran has been 
revealed in order to guide human kind. Man in spite of all progresses 
1 Taleqani, A: Azadi ta Shahadat, p 205 
2 Yusefi Eshkevan, Yadnameh-e Taleqani, op cit, p 67 
3 Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani, Heda\al-e-Quran, n d p 40 
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in the areas of technology and sciences is unable to understand the 
ultimate consequences of his acts because his intellect is limited. Also 
man can not know what is good and what is evil, therefore he needs 
to receive guidance to recognise good and evil consequences of his 
acts.' 
Unless he is guided by the Quran, man will be unable to apply 
the science and technology the way it is meant to be. He claims that 
scientists, and philosophers can not guide people, and if they want to 
do so, they actually can not do it, because they have no understanding 
of results and ends of affairs.^  
It is obvious that man needs Quran because it originated from 
superior source which can guide men. But what is the guidance of 
Quran? It consists of: "showing the good ways and the correct use of 
all abilities, possibilities and natural gifts. Qxiran reminds people of 
God's gifts in order to guide them towards God and to use His gift in 
proper and good ways".^ 
The end of ayat, stories and historical themes of Quran, i.e. its 
guidance aspects, should not be forgotten. He believes that the main 
attention must be paid to guiding aspect of it. This major aspect of 
1. Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
2. Ibid., p. 14. 
3. Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
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the Quran has been disregarded by Muslims,: "all ayat of the Quran 
seek to guide people towards the consequences of their acts, in both 
world".' He believes that the Quran's guidance leads to change of 
human life, but he does says that: "the teachings of the Quran and its 
guidance changes mind of men. It's guidance deliver mankind from self-
conceit, clash of classes, systems and human rules based on human will 
and reach them to ultimate perfection".^ He continues that: "the 
teachings of the Quran guide people in all matters of life. The Quran 
is the book of himian guidance and salvation, men should live in the 
light of it, follow to its orders and shape his life according to it. It is 
full of thoughts and directs people in all problems. The Quran is 
superior to human science and knowledge".^ In other words, he states 
that for using science in a proper way we must refer to the Quran. 
But he also reiterates that the Quran must not be regarded as a 
scientific book: "The Quran is not a scientific book which It expresses 
scientific matters, but it's aim is to guide science so that it leads to 
the moral elevation of mankind".^ Taleqani holds that the Quran can 
direct men, because among other sacred books the Quran is the only 
book which is not distorted and: "except it, there is no holy book 
1. Ibid., p. 20. 
2. Ibid. p. 16. 
3. Ibid., p. 38. 
4. Taleqani, Az Azadi la Sahadat, p 376 and 384. 
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which can guide people. Even if we suppose that there are other 
books for directing people, the Quran is the standard for their 
correctness or incorrectness; so that without it the guidance of other 
prophets could not be known. Also without the Quran it was not 
possible to make out that the other Holy book are distorted or not. 
Furthermore by disregarding the Quran the message and logic of the 
Prophets could not become clear".' Taleqani cirticizes Muslims about 
their approach to the Quran and states that Muslims have become 
stranger to the Quran so that the orders and rules of it have missed 
their guidance aspects: "Muslims lose benefits of both worlds, because 
they neglect the Quran and they are using it for taking oath and other 
formalities".^ He believes that "Muslims misrepresent the Quran and it's 
teachings by their acts, and they also prevent it's clear imderstanding 
and preception by others, the Quran has been ignored among Muslim".^  
But what are the reasons that Muslims do not use of the Qiiran and 
do not follow it? Taleqani mentions many reasons that prevent correct 
use. He describes incorrect traditions (Ahadith) as one of the those 
reasons and says: "The conectness and incorrectness of Ahadith is not 
examined which is one of the reasons behind ignoring the Quran"."* A 
1. Taleqani, Hedayat-e-Quran, p. 39. 
2. Ibid., p. 29. 
3. Ihid.. p. 39. 
4. Ibid., p.43. 
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part of those Ahadith are forged by clerics and some of them are 
better known as Israelites. These Ahadith where made by Jews to 
reduce credit of Islamic sources. These forged Ahadith were prevalent, 
since the appearance of Islam by referring to the Prophet or Imams".' 
Taleqani in his understanding of Islam relies basically on the Quran. 
His method for proposing religious tenets involves referring to the 
Quran. Also for analysing social affairs he makes use of this method.^ 
He rehes rarely on Ahadith for discussing religious subjects, because he 
believes that they are altered, but he accepts Nahj-al-Balaghah. Taleqani 
pays attention to this book more than other contemporary thinkers. 
His criticize of Ahadith^ however, are not systematic but he paves 
the way for future criticisms of them. Also his emphasis on reference 
to the Quran for understanding Islam, differentiates him from other 
traditional Shi'ite thinkers. He has an intellectual approach to the 
Quran and believes in getting message of Islam from its original text 
and source: he doesn't pay attention to Ahadith and formal sciences 
(such as Fiqh, Usui al Fiqh etc.) and in his idea the correct method 
for coherent \mderstanding of Islam is referring to the Quran. 
Taleqani criticizes the commentators of the Quran. He finds fault 
with them and says that they did not do task. He means that they did 
1. Ibid., p. 43. 
2. Taleqani, Az Azadi la Shahadat, p. 168. 
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not bring up such exegesis of Quran's ayat that guide people in their 
life. 
Accordingly those commentaries and commentators that do not 
observe social and actual aspects of the Quran deprive their audience 
of its guidance: "unfortunately exegetists pay attention to technical 
interpretation of the Quran and expresses their own especial knowledge 
so that, common people can not understand these exegesis".' One of 
contemporary writers syas: "Taleqani believed that the traditional 
apparatus of Quranic exegesis had created too many obstacles and 
"veils" in understanding the Text itself, making it irrelevant to the 
"himian consciousness".^ Taleqani continues that "many of exegetists, 
philosophers and theologists' comment of the Quran is based on their 
interest. Moreover they express their ideals as the Quran's message".^ 
His criticism contains complicated commentaries of the Quran in which 
the real meaning of ayat is disregarded: "look, the mystical exegesis of 
the Quran which loses the clearness of ayat and the guidance aspect of 
them. Also, mystic exegetists did not propose commentatories according 
to the prevailing situation. Take, for example Ta'wilat of Mulla 
'Abdul-Razzaq Kashani. This mystic exegetist in his exegesis of this 
1 Taleqani, Hedayat-e-Quran, p 30 
2 Hamid Dabashi, "Taleqani's Quranic Exegesis Elements of a Revolutionary 
Discourse" in, Modern Capitalism and Islamic Ideology in Iran, ed, Cyrus Bina 
and Hamid Zangeneh, London, Macmillan Academic and Professional Ltd, 1982, 
P 57 
3 Taleqani, Hedayat-e- Quran, p 43 
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ayah "Go thou to phaiaoh, for he has indeed transgressed all bounds" 
(79:17) says that: "intelect must fight with passion. (Moses of Aql 
should control pharaoh of Nafs). However, it is evident that this is 
god's command to Moses, to prevent rebelion of his contemporary 
Taghoot, i.e. Pharaoh. Also Kashani in his exegesis on this ayah "Allah 
commonds that ye sacrifice a heifer" (2:67) wrote that the aim of 
"heifer" is human passion (Nafs)".' Of course it is mentionable that 
Taleqani never rejects various exegesis of the Quran. He accept them, 
and says that these understandings have developed Muslim's insight. 
But in his opinion they are not without mistake: "The aim is not to 
recite the Quran for God's favour but the aim is to understand and 
comprehend the contents. The revolutionary Sayyid Jamal-al-Din relied 
on the Quran for Muslim movement and he asked that as to why the 
Quran has been dismissed".^ 
Taleqani believes that Muslims must try to bring back the holy 
they Quran into the society and they should set aside everything that 
prevents its correct understanding and following it: "exegesises of the 
Quran must be free of philosophical, theological and even in some 
cases religious jurisprudence subjects (Fiqh). The message of Quran that 
is based on text should be seen clearly".^ In his mind Muslims must 
1 Ibtd, p 42 
2 Taleqani, Az Azadi ta Shahadai, pp 155-156 
3 Taleqani, Tabyeen-e-Resalat Baraye Qiyam be Qisl, n d p 48 
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not rely on commantators and interpreters of the Quran in order to 
understand the Quran. Everybody should have his independent 
comprehension of it. This self understanding of the Quran, is very 
important. Dabashi writes: "Taleqani's criticism of traditional the 
Qur'anic exegesis goes beyond the problems he saw in the profuse 
nature of the branches of knowledge necessary to be covered before 
one reached the actual content of the Book. The criticism took 
exception to he whole epistemological foundation of traditional 
encounters with the Holy Scripture. In opposing the linguistic, mystical, 
philoosphical, and other forms of Qur'anic interpretations, Taleqani 
states that in the Qur'an there is a 'Vast and all-inclusive" program for 
life, to which Muslims have been denied. What is hidden behind the 
prahse "vast and all-inclusive" is an innate belief in the absolute totality 
of the Sacred Texts as a program for complete social life. Totalitarian 
tendencies, legitimated by this belief in the total completeness of the 
Qur'an, are always matched by a concomitant simplistic and populist 
agenda. Dispensing with the inevitably elitist nature of the Qur'anic 
sciences, Taleqani took the Qur'an directly to "the people": the 
ultimate and indispensable engine of the revolution. Taleqani's solution 
to the politically mute separation of the Qiu'an from the masses and 
its concomitant enclosure in the historically formed hermeneutic circle 
of its interpreters, is to approach the Sacred Text directly and without 
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any intrusion by the bodies of learning that are exterior to it. For this 
purpose he had a set of six principles that he would follow in his own 
exegesis: 
1. The etymological roots of the Qur'anic words and expressions will 
have to be explained in detail; 
2. The specific intentions of the Qur'anic passages will have to be 
explained; 
3. The psychologial and intellectual dimensions of social events, as 
discussed in the Qur'an, will have to be analyzed; 
4. The pre-Islamic (Jahiliyyah) atmosphere whereupon the Qur'an 
created a new man will have to be considered; 
5. Intellectual and philosophical universals will have to be employed 
in order to understand the Qur'an, and the Qur'anic passages 
should not be reduced to the requirements of such issues; 
6. In understanding the Qur'anic injunctios, references will have to 
be made to related literature in the Prophetic traditions".' 
Taleqani in his analysis of contemporary Islamic movement of Iran, 
points out this independent reading and understanding of the Quran.^  
He states that "our Prophet's advise to people is: "return to the Quran 
1. Dabashi, op.cii., p. 59. 
2. Taleqani, Az Azadi ta Shahadat, p, 206. 
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when your society is in trouble", which means that every Muslim must 
have his own understanding of the Qxuran.' 
Thus it is clear that Taleqani in his intellectual and practical 
activities, emphasizes on returning to the Quran. What is his aims of 
retiiming to the Quran? He replies: "we must change our understanding 
of the Quran from a silent, sacred and absolute Book without any 
influences on life to a "Book" that affects human life. Also It can be 
the source of study, the guide of living. Jihad and Shahadat".^ 
Dabashi writes: "he had thoroughly realized the significance of the 
Quran in revolutionary political discourse. "For God's sake" Taleqani 
admonished, "Let's rescue the Quran from the graveyard chanters.... 
This book is the book of life, book of movement, book of power, 
book of guidance, book of faith "^  
In the movement of the return to the Quran, sometimes he 
compares some of its matters with theories and viewpoints of 
contemporary sciences and occasionally gives revolutionary and social 
exegesis of ayat. In his opinion, the Quran has an antityrannic and 
anticolonial approach.^ Dabashi writes: "the very purpose of the Quranic 
1. Ibid., p. 205. 
2. Payman, Yadnameh-e- Taleqani, op.cit., p. 9. 
3. Dabashi, op.cit., p. 56. 
4. Taqi Rahmani, Yadnameh-e- Taleqani, op.cit., p. 23. 
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revelation, Taleqani believed, was to eradicate 'The tyranny of classes' 
that has plagued every society. The Sacred Text has been instrumental 
in 'destroying the distances among the classes'. Whereas 'the ruling 
classes have put their bloody claws' upon the wretched of the earth, 
the Quran has offered die masses a divine instrument with which to 
fight back. To advance his reading of the Quran, Taleqani postulates 
man's free will in thinking and acting. Thinking and acting freely are 
not only "the prerogatives of men", they are mutually interrelated".' 
Taleqani knows the Quran as a basis of Muslim unity. The Quran 
urges them to have unity and to avoid division. By following the 
Quran, not only the real appearance of Islam and Muslims will be 
revealed but also Muslim themselves will be delivered from the 
confusion of plethora of schools and ideologies. He expresses: "We 
must return to the Quran. Now this is necessary and advisable for 
Muslim".^ 
He adds that: "Toady the task of Muslim is to return to this 
source i.e. the Quran which is the origin of Muslimsunity. When 
Muslims deviated from teachings of the Quran, they made it useless 
and then this deviation caused dislike among those people who were 
1. Dabashi, op.cit., pp. 57-58. 
2. Taleqani, Hedayat-e-Quran, pp. 39-40. 
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unaware of this source. The disputes and challenges faced by Muslims 
originate from their disregard of the Quran".' In his opinion the duty 
of Muslim with regard to each other is to have unity, co-operation and 
mercy on each other. Also all of them must confront tyranny and 
ignorance.^ He strongly advises that Muslims must refrain from 
sectarianism and they should solve their dilutes in a scientific manner. 
Muslims by relying on the teaching of the Quran can create 
brotherhood among themselves and look beyond their disputes. He 
quotes the ayat of the Quran which invites Muslims to hold on to the 
strong and firm rope of God (Habl-al-Allah). 
Taleqani attempts to discover an entirely new subject from Quran, 
that he terms as "Nahzat-e-qalam". In his view the Quran has initiated 
a whole new revolution of knowledge and science. Referring to one of 
the earlier ayat of the Quran "he thought man what he knew not" 
(96:5), he emphasizes that man was ignorant till Allah made him 
knowledgeable and educated. So knowledge and science become the 
most important thing for mankind after his existence.^ 
Therefore, upto the time the Muslim thinkers and religious leaders 
were engaged in acquiring knowledge and were engaged in developing 
1. Taleqani, Az Azadi la Shahadat, p. 359. 
2. Ibid., p. 302. 
3. Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani. Mabath, Torang Publisher, n.d., p. 23. 
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learning, science and education they were able to defend religious 
tenets by their writings, thus they enjoyed spirituality, intellect, and h i ^ 
and refined thoughts. But the moment they neglected this instruction 
process they lost every thing. On the contrary, when they quit their 
intellectual and scientific endeavours and adopted and embraced such 
conceptions that created isolationism such as Tasawwf and equated 
them with true religion (Islam) they lost Islamic virtues.' For him the 
return to past glory of Muslims is due and possible only through 
knowledge and science.^ 
So he wants the Ulama to use their knowledge for instructing the 
Islamic beliefs and thoughts and urge people to confront oppression 
and evildoers. For this reason he emphasizes on the role of knowledge 
and instruction for fighting dictatorship which is a source of all 
problems in Muslim societies. 
Politics and Rulership 
Taleqani does not defme politics and reulership, but he describes 
their specifications in his works. First of all he beleives that poliitics is 
a part of Islam. He says: "Islam is not separated from politics".^ 
Everybody in a genunie Islamic society must pay attention to politics. 
1 Ibid, p 25 
2 Ibid, p 26 
3 Taleqam, Az Azadi ta Shahadat, p 188 
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Then he says that Islamic politics is an ethical one and the aim of 
exercising it, is not to gain power, superiority and authority. For him 
the desired politics in Islam consist of the people's responsibility for 
revolting against oppression and fights the oppressor: "if the meaning 
of politics involves man's duty for supporting the poor and revolting 
against oppression, the Quran has this concept, but if its meaning is 
playing politics, telling lies and deceiving people, this politics is not 
acceptable in our religion".' 
He says that Islamic politics is based on trust. It means that most 
of the ethical principles are dominating Islamic politics which is 
contradictory to the other political schools of thought. The aim of 
Islamic politics is not merely to attain authority and rulership. 
Therefore, for getting power, Islam does not permit people to deviate 
from the right path and also prohibits improper means for attaining 
authority or power.^ 
In his opinion the riilership without morals has no credibilit>. But 
we may ask as to which kind of rulership does he believe in? First of 
all it can be said that the struggle against absolute power is dominated 
in Taleqani's works. In the earlier stage of his thinking in his 
1. Ibid., p. 63 and 416. 
2 Ibid, p. 279. 
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introduction on Naini's book he accepts constitutionalism because 
despotic power is limited in this kind of rulership. In that book he 
does not say a word about negation of monarchy. At the same time he 
does not believe constitutional rule to be a religious one. But he says 
that it is nearer to the Prophet's aim.' 
Taleqani's next experiments learned to him that monarchy even as 
constitutional one is undesirable. Therefore he later believes that 
monarchy in all it's forms is unacceptable in Islam: "In Islam monarchy 
has been negated even if it is not tyrannical and oppressise'".^ 
Like Naini he belives that all the monarchical systems are opposed 
to Islamic system of government. So before founding the Islamic 
system of government every rulership is tyrannical and unlawful, and 
revolting against such rule is the duty of ever>' Muslim. After negating 
monarchy and constitutional government he says that, only God's 
rulership is lawfiil: "In Islamic system rulership is specifically belongs to 
God and no one else".^ 
In his mind firstly the rulership is specifically for God, secondly it 
1. Mahmud Taleqani, "Introduction", in Kami's Tanbth al-Ummah va Tanzih al-
Millah, Tehran, Intishar Publishers, reprint, 1361, H.SH p. 14. 
2. Taleqani, A: Azadi la Shahadat, p. 414. 
3. Ibid., p. 417. 
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belongs to the divine law (Shari'ah) after that it is the right of the 
Prophet, Imams and finally the Ulama and the believers.' But one 
should not mistake that giving rights to God, the Prophet, Imams and 
'Ulama will lead to rejection of the people's right of rulership. In 
Taleqani's view the most important way of reaching to the Ulama and 
believers' rvde is the people's vote, which makes their election credible. 
Therefore he accepts republic rulership as a desired rule because in a 
republic state, individuals have a significant and basic role to play: 
"they should select their ideal system and leader".^ It means that social 
and political system must be established only by people's will. Taleqani 
"further extends his view that Islam recognizes no single individual or 
group as the ruler, not even a superior being like the Prophet. There 
are leaders, but not rulers. Thus in the Islamic order there never was, 
nor can there be, a one-party system".^ On the other hand, emphasises 
on public participation in construction of authority.'' 
Apparently the reason for this emphasise on people is because he 
sees them as the main source of changing the history, the economy and 
the society. Akhavi says that: "his emphasis upon man as the source of 
1 Sayyid Mahmud Taleqam, "Introduction", in Nairn's Tanbih-al-umman va Tanzih-
al-Millah, p 9 Also see Yann Richard, '^'Contemporary Shut thought" in N R 
Keddie, Roots of Revolution, tr Abdul Rabun Govahi, Tehran Qalam, 1369 H SH 
Pesian translation, p 316 
2 Taleqani, Vahdat va Azadi, p 17 
3 Bayat, op cit, p 84 
4 Akhavi, op cit, p 415 
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development and change, suggests a humanistic orientation. It is 
mankind itself with its especial make-up which is the creator and 
originator of society, economy and history...."' So we can say that in 
Taleqani's mind people have the ability and the right to join in their 
political destiny and participate in the management of their society. 
According to him the source of rulership is the people and it has been 
entrusted on them as a God's trust (Amanat). He believed that, 
sovereignty emanates from the people devolving upon them as a trust 
from God".^ He does not talk about Fuqaha's (Jurists) or other 
specified partie's ruleship: "he was suspicious of elitism'".^ Even after 
Islamic Revolution in Iran in 1979 he did not give a positive vote to 
the principle of Vilayat-e-Faqih in constitutional law. Exen his aim in 
proposing Shura (council) was to remove centralisation in the 
management of the country."' 
But we can pose this question as to what are the aims of Islamic 
rulership? He enumerates the aims of the rulership as follows: 
(i) "Enforcement of God"s orders by the Prophet, the Imam, the 
Mujtahids and the Muslims*".' (ii) "Enforcement of social justice, (lii) 
Stablishing the proper groimd for perfection of mankind".* 
1 Ibid, p 405 
2 Ibid, p 415 
3 Ibid, p 415. 
4 Ibid, p 415 
5 Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani, Jihad \a Shahadat, p 45, also Taleqani, Vahadat va 
Azadi, p 29 
6 Taleqani, A: Azadi la Shahadai, p 64 and 418 
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Since there is a possibility for the 'Ulama and jurists to achieve 
the authority in Islamic system, he openly asked them to join politics 
as a common man. But after Islamic Revolution he changed this idea 
and asked them not to interfere in political arena and rulership as 
politicians. He said that it is better for them to be controlling political 
affairs and rule, and asked jhem emphatically to return to the 
mosques.' 
This proposition, on the one hand, is acceptable, because it wams 
jurists from engaging in worldly affairs which may leads to religious 
despotism. His preference is for clerics' oversight (Visayat-i-Fuqaha) 
than for clerical rule. We know that Taleqani himself participated in 
political affairs more than other clergymen and never believed in the 
separation of religion and politics. But why did he ask clergymen to 
return to the mosques? Perhaps the reason behind this was his 
experiences with the Islamic Revolution and may be he was influenced 
by Naini's ideas about religious despotism. However, would Taliqani's 
advices to the clergy on their non-engagement in worldly affairs be 
fulfilled? And what is the actual meaning of this "oversight" of the 
clergy? Is this a realistic suggestion? How can they influence people 
and government to moral elevation of society without engaging in 
political arena and attaining power? Is Fuqaha's mere oversight and 
1 Taleqani, Vahdal va Azadi, p 70, and see Akhavi, op cit . p 422 
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control sufficient? Also it is not clear as to what he means by 
Fuqaha's oversight. Actually he does not explain this concept and does 
not analyze it in a proper manner. It is notable that Taleqani does not 
believe jurists or Fuqaha as an elite class. N.R. Keddi writes about this 
matter that: "Taleqani that knowing presence of a jurist class can 
generate problems in society, decisively states that they have no 
especial privilege. And even a Muitahid such as others is equal by the 
law".' 
Liberty and Tyranny 
Taleqani's conception about liberty and freedom is much more 
deeper and profoimd than his contemporary religious reformists. In his 
world view (Jahianhini), mankind has been created free and 
independent.^ It is a Divine blessing that nobody has right to deprive 
people of it: "I have said about this matter (liberty) in all its aspects 
again and again. We know it as the God's highest blessing and nobody 
can deprive others of it".^ 
It is necessary to know what does he mean by liberty? Again 
Taleqani does not define it, but apparently his aim is freedom of 
thought: "The most important need of mankind is intellectual freedom. 
1 Niki R Keddie, Roots of Revolution, op cit , p 318 
2 Taleqani, Islam va Malikiyyat, Houston, 1355 H SH. p 9. 
3. Taleqani, A: Azadi ta Shahadat, p. 77 
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Most people are not free, because they are captives of their incorrect 
social system".' and "The prophet's main aim was himian liberty".^ It is 
evident that his idea about the concept of liberty has nothing new for 
us. It is the same as his idea about Tawhid. He also points out that 
the important incentive of human revolutions in history has been 
freedom and not just economy.^ But he does not give reasons for his 
claim. 
What is the results of liberty in society? He replies: "when we 
liberate people in the true sense of the word, giving the freedom of 
thought, freedom of speech, etc., their capacities and attributes will 
manifest which are the most valuable natural gifrs. For that reason, 
people must never be deprived of this natural right"."* He believes all 
aspects of freedom, provided it does not deprive or restrict the 
freedom of another human being. He mentions this ayah of the Qiuan 
which says: "there be no compulsion in religion truth stands out clear 
from error...." (2:156). He applies it to argue that Islam accepts the 
freedom of thought and belief. Therefore in genuine Islamic society 
people should not be prevented from expressing their opinion. So that 
rulership which prevent its subjects from this right it has some 
theoretical weakness.' 
1 Ibid., p. 321. 
2 Taleqani, Tabyeene Reslat Baray-e Qiam be Qist, p. 84. 
3 Taleqani, Esterategy-e-S'ehzat-e-Islamj, p. 23. 
4. Taleqani, Islam va malekiyyat, p. 200. 
5. Taleqani, Esteratgy-e-h'ehzal-e-Islami, p. 16. 
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He, like Naini, believes that freedom is exactly opposite to 
tyranny which has had adverse influence on man.' He is absolutely 
opposed to tyratmy, religious or political. Also there is no difference 
between personal tyranny and tyranny by a political group. For him 
freedom is so important that even the Prophets and the Imams have no 
right for unconditional domination on people. This is one of Taleqani's 
iimovations in the Aeld of religious thought. Because apparently most 
and prehaps all of the Islamic theologians believe that Prophets ne\ er 
commit errors, therefore they can do every thing and have 
unconditional rule on their followers, in order to guide them. On the 
contrary he claims that in a genuine religious system the leader can 
only show the right way and guide people but he has no right for 
autocratic ruling. 
In such free society, people should not be humiliated by their 
leaders: "Nobody not even the Prophets have any right of 
unconditionally ruling the others".^ He believes that they have no right 
to dominate their subject completely. Taleqani in his introduction on 
Naini's book describes his progressive and profound understanding of 
freedom and states that all the liberal systems of the world which are 
preoccupied with freedom are clsoe to the Prophets teachings: "Each 
1. Taleqani, A: Azadi ta Shahadat, p 425. 
2. Ibid., p. 75. 
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ideology or social doctrine that limits the despotic ruler is near to the 
Prophet's purpose, although it is not the ultimate aim of Islam. So 
constitutionalism, democracy and socialism in the true sense are 
successive steps towards the ultimate aim".' On the contrary "each 
party or ideology that does not fight against tyranny, becomes deviated 
from the Prophet's purpose".^ These words shows that he introduces a 
criterion for accepting the religion: he believes that delivering people 
and bringing the love of freedom among them are the important criteria 
for accepting the opinions and the ideas of any school of thought. 
Accordingly, each social movement with above mentioned aims is 
acceptable to him. Therefore we can say that the key concepts in 
Taleqani's thought are his profound belief in freedom and opposition to 
tyranny. After Islamic Revolution (1979) he stressed on achieving 
freedom of thought and freedom of speech even for the opponents of 
• the Islamic rulership. Akhavi writs that: "He ultimately became an 
actual symbol of resistance of the broken promises of the re\"olutionary 
regim.^ 
Council (Shura) 
Taleqani is famous in Iran because of two of his very important 
slogans that is: "Liberty" and "Shiu-a". As noted before he holds that 
1. Taleqani, "^Introduction" in Nairn's Tanbih al-Ummah va Tanzih-al-Milah, p 10 
2. Taleqani, A: Azadi la Shahadat, p. 245. 
3. Akhavi, open., p. 429. 
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Prophet's message was aimed at liberating people. He states that 
"Shura" protects men's liberty in today's social life. 
Taleqani's concept of shura is based on Quranic texts and 
referring to the sayings and practices of the Prophet. He quotes related 
ayat from Quran: "And consult them in aflFaris" (3:156) "their affairs by 
mutual consultation".(42:38) And states that God wants people to 
undertake their own affairs, in order to understand their own 
responsibility and to know that they themselves must manage their 
matters. 
He points out the importance of Shura: "Shura is one of the 
most significant subjects in Islam. Even God tells His eminent Prophet 
to consult people, to know their duty and not to rely on their leaders 
for every act. This is an Islamic principle i.e. all people must consult 
amongst each other in their social affairs".' 
This is not only the right of people to participate in their 
destinies and affairs, but they must also organize councils in all the 
areas of the country from villages to the cities. Councils (Shuraha) will 
protect the liberty of the nation and if we neglect councils (Shuraha), 
it will lead to despotism. Despots deprive people of making their own 
destiny and interfere in their social affairs. 
1. Taleqani, Az Azadi ta Shahadat, p. 317. 
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Organizing the councils or the Shuraha, helps in the betterment of 
the lives of the people: "people must participate in their destinies 
through their votes Council (Shura) gives the oppressed people, the 
right to contribute in their social affairs, so that these people who have 
been deprived, will find a proper opportunity to change their 
conditions Council (Shura) is a progressive principle, especially m 
todays world Generally speaking rulership is based either on Shura or 
despotism 
If people be deprived of participating in their social life, this 
means that they have an uncompanionate god father who annihilates 
their talents The right of participation in the council must not be 
allowed only to few chosen people who are engaged in general affairs 
of country but all people must contribute in it From an Islamic point 
of view, people must organize council wherever they are i e in their 
houses, villages, cities and parties The Quran has laid emphasis on 
council and one of its Surahs is revealed by the name Shura" ' From 
Taleqam's point of view council gives the masses self-reliance and 
responsibility to mange their social affairs Also from a social point of 
view, by dividing power among people through council, it can provide 
real democracy Then freedom of thought and speech will be 
guaranteed and despotism can be prevented ' After the victory of 
1 Ibid.. p317 ' ~ ~ 
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Islamic Revolution in Iran, Taleqani appointed a committee in order to 
propose a plan for local councils. The plan was prepared and it was 
published in the national press. It constituted people participation in all 
affairs. It regarded into consideration the historical and geographical 
conditions of cities.' By this plan He seemed to be saying that 
individuals could maximize their liberty and ensure against inequities, if 
they were permitted to organize their affairs and manage them by 
themselves.^ But his plan was not followed by authorities. It should be 
mentioned that Taleqani's theory about council is based on Quranic 
texts and refers to the sayings and practices of the Prophet. But some 
thinkers hold that there is a problem in such an approach to religious 
sources. That is to say, it is just a one sided approach towards the 
Quran's ayat. In other words some ayat of the Quran that indicate 
anti-tyrany concepts and refer to council have been brought up and 
other ayat have been ignored."^ Another problem is that some thinkers 
rely on those ayat that propose the council a the Shura and state that 
Islam approves parliamentary system. But in such system it is 
previously accepted that minority parties can reach to power, if they 
get sufficient votes. A question can be posed here: "if in an Islamic 
civil society a minority organizes a party and by a democratic process 
1 Taleqani, A: Azadi ta Shahadat, p 164 
2. Akhavi, op cii, pp 423-424 
3. Ibrahim Yazdi, and others, "Ahzegerdi Piramun-e Islam Shenasi-e-Mohandis 
Bazargan" in Jran-e-Farda, Tehran, 1374, H SH N 23. p.42. 
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It becomes a majority party Then it forms in irreligious or to some 
extent secular state From an islamic point of view, can this state be 
accepted'"" 
In fact, first of all we must express our expectations of religion 
To what extent can religion affect our worldly affairs Taleqani and 
many other Muslim thinkers try to solve problems of modem society 
by using traditional sources Therefore their answers to new problems 
and matters are based on such sources But to what extent are these 
answers appropriate to conditions of the new world'' Basically, is it 
possible to reduce democracy to council or vice versa'' It can be said 
that Taleqani and some other thinkers hold that their religious and 
cultural tradition is more authentic than the present culture of the 
modern world Therefore Taleqani and some other thinkers hold that 
we do not need the achievements of modem world and civilization 
They think so because, they regard their culture and tradition as a 
profound and rich one Taleqani increases his expectations of religion, 
then he tries to comply with all the needs of society by referring to 
religion But is it right to increase expectations of religion'' Is religion 
able to reply to all questions of men'' Can it meet all his needs'' What 
is the role of intellect if we expect religion to provide all needs and 
reply to all questions'' 
1 Ibid.p 42 
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The last word that must be said about council is that Taleqani in 
his essay "Centralization or Decentralization with Regard to the 
Imitation of Mjutahids and the Fatwa", rejects centralization in issuing 
Fatwas. Taleqani gives so much importance to the council that he 
proposes Shura for issuing Fatwas. Taleqani in a detailed discussion 
states that there is no argument which is based on religious 
jurisprudence (Sharia) for centralization of the Fatws. "He .... claims 
that the recognition of the most learned is, if not impossible, extremely 
difficult. No single person could be 'the most learned' in all aspects of 
religion".' Also centralization has no benefits for Muslim's society. He 
mentions some samples of Prophet's and Imams methods that show that 
they gave permission to their companions to issue Fatwas. Taleqani 
cites this ayah of the Quran that says "from e\'ery expedition remained 
behind, they could devote themselves to studies in religion " (9:122) 
and refutes the notion that authority be centralized in an individual.^ So 
"He proposes that a commission should be set up in which the 'Ulama 
and Fuqaha of the provinces should meet to discuss problems; the 
results of their deliberations to be announced. No single Mujtahid 
could, in his view, possibility give an answer to all the problems raised 
1. Ann K.S. Lambton, ".4 Reconcideration of ihe Poistion of the Kiarja 
'Al-Taqltd and the Religious Inslitulion," Studia Islamica, Paris, 1964, XX, p. 125. 
2. Akhavi, op.cit., p.422. 
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by modem life.."* Accordingly he suggests that a council of Mujtahids 
should be empowered with right to issue Fatwas. This council of 
Fatwa (Shura-yi Fatwa'i) will be under directorship of one or some of 
the great 'Ulama'.' It's task is to consider the religious problems, 
matters and the new issues at hand (Havadeth-e-vaqeah). After getting 
all possible opinions and discussing the problems, the consequences 
should be announced".^ 
This opinion about diffusion of right to issue Fatwas is very 
interesting because, it was brought about after a long time of 
centralization of Marja'iyyat. But seemingly the time has not arrived for 
the society to understand such opinions. Now it can be understood as 
to why Taleqani rejects every principal or act which leads to negation 
of council. For example we can refer to his negative vote to the 
articles of constitution law of Islamic republic." In fact Taleqani's point 
of view on decentralization of Marjeaiyyat and the right or issue of 
fatwas can lead to political pluralism. He, by bringing up 
deceotrahzation of Marjaiyyat^ closes the way for religious despotism if 
they reach to power. He also points out "the possibility of political 
1. Lambton, op.cit., p. 125. 
2. Akhavi, op.cit., p. 422. 
3. Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani, ^^Tamarkoz va Adam-e-Tamarkoz-e-Marjatyyat va 
Fatwa, in Bahthi dar Bareh-e-Marja'iyyat va Rohaniyyai," Tehran, Intishar 
Publisher, n.d. p. 207. 
4. Akhavi, op.cit., p. 422 and 431. 
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interference with the Marja' in the exercise of his functions. Alleging 
that such interference has often occiured, \^A implies that the danger 
lessened if there was decentratlization".' Taleqani's strong emphasis on 
council in social or religious matters, shows his inspiration of Naini's 
discussion on despotism and coimcil. 
Al-amr hi al-ma'ruf va Al-nahy an al-mukar (A General Principle 
of Commanding the Good and Forbidding the Evil) 
Al-amr hi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar is one of the most 
important tenets in Islam. It is as much as an important t^iet that God 
points out Muslims that: "you are the best community that I have sent 
out among the people, commanding the good and forbidding the bad". 
(3:110) Although there is such a description of an Islamic community 
but actually Muslims even clergymen and 'Ulama have forgotten the 
vital importance of this tenet. There has been lack of attention to the 
social aspects and effects of this belief. Even when there is an 
attention to it, it has been imderstood as a moral act. According to 
Akhavi, 'Clergymen have so long regarded it as a cliche' viz their 
understanding of it is limited to "do what is right and avoid what is 
wrong".^ But as Taleqani belie\es al-amr bi al-ma'ruf va Al-nahy' an 
al-monkar is the other principle that makes Islamic society different 
1. Lambton, op.cit., p. 125. 
2. Akhavi, op.cit., p. 120. 
from other societies. It means public religious duty for restraint from 
sin or deviation and making efforts for doing good, and if Muslims do 
it, they can prevent every aberration and violation in their society. 
Taleqani's understanding from this principle is more extensive than 
mere personal recommendations. He generalizes it to the relation 
between people and state for a proper management of the society. It 
means that people with rely on this principle can participate in their 
social and political destiny, consequently they will have control of the 
state as their religious duty. 
Taleqani writes about this matter: "Al-amr bi al-ma'ruf va Al-nahy 
an al-munkar is a public responsibility and it is a bilateral duty 
between people and he rulership. They must always communicate with 
each other and must prevent debauchery, libertinism, immorality, 
prostitution, political corruption and also corruption in government 
organizations. Both state and nation must guide each other to 
perfection and must make each other understand the bad effects of 
evils".' It is notable that Taleqani's views regarding "Al-amr bi al-maruf 
va Al-nahy an al-munkar are influenced by Naini, but he is innovative 
specially when he generalizes about this relationship between the state 
and its people.Tb Taleqani Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar 
1. Taleqani, A: Azadi ta Shahadat, p. 101. 
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is not something to be inovked by a small group. Rather it miist be a 
principle expoused by the massess. For him,Al-amr bi al-maruf va 
Al-nahy an al-munkar does not restricted to specific time and place. It 
is a permanent and public responsibility in Islamic system of thought. 
Also everybody has to follow this principle. They can criticise whoever 
is deserving criticism even if that person is the leader of the country 
or chief of state. 
Taleqani believes that by following Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy 
an al-mimkar Muslims can form a free society. Without it the wicked 
and despotic people will dominate the society. He claims that 
democracy which is a western idea is unable to form such society.' 
Al-aim bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar is enforceable everywhere, 
from households to the government: "follow Al-amr bi al-maruf va 
Al-nahy an al-mimkar in your home, on the streets, in the mosque, at 
the university etc."^ One of contemporary researchers says, "he 
(Taleqani) interprets the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an 
al-mimkar which traditionally encourages Muslims to keep an eye on 
the heeds of others, to mean 'the right to criticism'. Ayatollah Taleqani 
contends it is "the duty of each Muslim to take a stand against 
oppression of any individual or class. This is the secrete of democracy 
1 Ibid, p 442 
2 Ibid, p 441 
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and civil rights. The Quran considers this to be the only privilege of 
Muslims over others". Thus; the meaning of the concept was elevated 
from individual moral obligation to the level of a principle, the 
implementation of which involved mass participation and could be 
utilized for political mobilization as well as the transformation of 
society".' But he does not mention how Muslims in a civil society 
follow this principle without depriving each other of civil rights and 
freedom. 
He does not suggest any lawful organization for realising it. Thus 
it seems that if we follow the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-
nahy an al-mimkar and interfere in people's matters as Taleqani 
describes, it will result in causing disorder and confusion in the society. 
Thus the question arises as to what is the structure of rulership? 
Where is the place of this duty? And how can persons do that, so 
that it does not result in misuse. In what manner people will be 
protected against the rulership? None of Taleqani's works have 
answered these questions. Therefore one can foresee that his idea 
about Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar confronts with 
actual problems and it may be lead to evils and misuse. 
1. Dorraj, op.cit., p. 154. 
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Jihad 
Here I want to bring up Taleqani's opinions on Jihad At first, it 
IS necessarily to define the word of Jihad "The Arabic word of 
Jihad means struggle, exertion, or expenditure of effort. Often it has 
military connotations, but it would be incorrect to translate it as holy 
war of crusad, since even as applied to fighting, the senses of these 
words do not coincide with that of Jihad Root letters of Jihad are 
jhd, from which are formed a number of related words The verb 
Jahada means to struggle or strive In the Quran, this verb, and the 
verbal noun. Jihad, are frequently followed by the Phrase, Fi Sabil 
Allah (in the path of God, or in the way of God) Believers are 
encouraged to strive with their possessions and their selves for God's 
cause" ' There are many kinds of Jihad One of the contemporary 
researchers writes "some authors call Jihad as defined in he Fiqh the 
Smaller Jihad', whereas the Greater Jihad" denotes a more spiritual 
activity like fighting one's evil inclinations or studying the Fiqh Others 
distinguish between the Jihad of the Heart', i e struggling against 
one's sinfiil inclinations, the Jihad of the Tongue', i e ordering what is 
good and forbidding what is evil (Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an 
al-munkar) the 'Jihad of the Hand, i e the administering of disciplinary 
I Abedi and Legenhausen. "Introduction" m Taieqani and others' Jihad and 
Shahadat. op.cit, p. 2. 
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measures such as beating, by rulers and men of authority in order to 
prevent people from committing abominable acts, and, finally, the 'Jihad 
of the sword' i.e. fighting the unbelievers for religion's sake. This last 
meaning, however, is always meant when the word Jihad is used 
without qualification".' According to classical books on Fiqh ' ^ e direct 
purpose of Jihad is the strengthening of Islam, the protection of 
believers and voiding the earth of imbelief. The ultimate aim is the 
complete supremacy of Islam, as one can leam from the Quran 2:193 
and 8:39 ('Fight them until there is no dissension [or persecution] and 
the religion is entirely Allah's ....) and from the Quran 9:33 ('He is it 
who hath sent His messenger with the guidance and the religion of 
truth, in order that be may set it above all [other] religion, though 
averse are the polytheists".^ 
As an introduction about Jihad, Taleqani introduces Islam as a 
mercy religion in which violence and fury have not validity. The 
beginning of all the surah of the Quran is in the name of God's mercy 
and blessing. Therefore followers of the Quran must not introduce 
Islam as a quarrelsome religion: "Islam accepts tolerance. This religion 
[Islam.], our Quran, our prophethood is for all people. Muslims should 
1. Rudolph Peters, Islam and Colonialism, The Doctrine of Jihad in Modern 
History, Mouton Publishers, The Hague, 1979, p. 10. 
2. Ibid, p. 10 
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not do the deeds which turn non-Muslims away from Islam".' Although 
Taleqani introduces Islam as a Mercy religion and describes it as a 
religion which has tolerance. But if one bears in mind his discourse on 
Prophethood, that he describes Prophets as revolutionary leaders, he or 
she will leads to this fact that Jihad has a prominent place before 
Taleqani. In order to proposes Jihad, Taleqani never uses an 
apologetical approach but on the contrary he defends the necessity of it 
positively. 
To show the necessity of Jihad he quotes the words of Thomas 
Carlyle. Then his own words are mixed with Carlyle's ones because he 
quotes them indirectly. He says: "Let us recall the Englishman, Thomas 
Carlyle. I am imable to quote him directly. When defending Islam from 
the accusation that it has advanced thanks to warfare and the sword, 
he suggests that one should look beyond these superficial matters. The 
real question is whether or not Islam is a true religion, if it is a true 
reUgion, if it is a religion teaching the unity of God and obedience to 
the one God, if it has Laws and regulations useful to the world and it 
can make the people fortunate, such a religion has to ad\ance. If there 
is no sword, it should advance with teeth and claws. One can not ask 
why Islam has advanced with the sword. The real question is whether 
1. Taleqani, Az Azadi ta Shahadai, p 259-260. 
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it is the truth or fallacy which has advanced. It is wrong to argue, as 
some do, that since it has advanced by the sword, it is false Do 
you mean that since the Muslims have fought, Islam is a false religion? 
Isn't it more reasonable to say, that because Islam is a true religion, it 
has not disregarded the necessity of warfare, and on the contrary has 
given a commandment to that effect?"' He continues that "this is the 
truth of Jihad, and it is a necessary part of a true religion, which has 
laws. One can not believe a religion which argues on the one hand 
that it is a true religion and has come to reform the world, but on 
the other hand does not have any dimension of defence, propagation, 
and advancement. Such a religion is not credible. If a religion is like 
this, we shouldn't accept it's claim that it has come from God for the 
salvation of humanity to lead people toward truth and salvation until 
the day of Judgement".^ Taleqani make much emphasize on this point. 
He asks: "can there be a religion in the world which is a Godly faith 
and yet lacks principles of advancement and defence? We can not even 
properly hypothesize such a religion",^ 
Taleqani makes a detailed discussion on Jihad in his book, "Jihad 
and Shahadat." First and foremost he points out the importance of 
1. Taleqani, Jihad and Shahadat, op cit ,p. 55 
2 Ibid., p. 56. 
3. Ibid., p. 57. 
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Jihad in Islam: "Jihad is among the most important and widely 
discussed Islamic issues. By meditating upon the Quran, one discovers 
that after every few ayat related to issues of belief, society, ethics, and 
Jurisprudence, in various manners, there is the command to wage war 
and carry out Jihad".' Taleqani, brings up the issue of Jihad, its 
necessity, credibility and reality based on an anthropological discussion. 
According to him to wage in war originates from man's instinct power 
i.e. 'anger'. He says: "before being subsumed imder religious or social 
concerns, defence fall among the intrinsic and natural characteristics of 
living beings. God has created a power in Man's instinct which is 
called 'anger' Anger also exists, more or less and in var>ing forms, in 
animals. Its function is to safeguards the right to live. Any living 
being, one way or the other, possesses a defensive power, which, at 
the power time, moves from the instinct into the organs of defence. 
This power is bestowed by the Almighty".^ Although Talaqani describes 
the reality of power of angry, he holds that it should be guided: 
"natural powers have their appropriate function: only they require 
proper guidance. By the same token that God has bestowed this same 
power upon man, he too must guide it toward its proper function-the 
procreation and preservation of mankind. As God has created the 
1. Ibid., p. 47. 
2. Ibid., p. 48. 
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appetite for food, man must eat enough to protect his health and 
being But the same appetite, overflowing its natural boundaries, can be 
a destructive urge Accordingly, when anger manifests itself in man, 
he takes up arms, and so he must, when his rights, honour, and 
dignity are [endangered] If anger is not directed and utilized in the 
cause which God has determined, according to the law of creation, it 
becomes deviant Then it results in wars of conquest waged for 
material expansion and the destruction of humanity First, anger is a 
natural fact Second, it must be guided by divine legislation" ' He 
continues that "The natural instinct of anger is to be guided Onto the 
straight path This is what Islam says" ^ Summing up, Taleqani says 
first, war is natural and instinctive and man can not do without it The 
second issue is that a religion, perfect religion recognizes the 
necessity of warfare" ^ 
Accordingly if the instinct of anger be used in the way of God, it 
will be Jihad "Instead of war and killing, Islam has offered the 
concept of Jihad The term Jihad is always attached to the locution Fi 
Sabil Allah (in the way of God)"" ^  Taleqani defines it as "the spread of 
truth throughout the world (but not by conquests) and the struggle 
1 Ibid, p 4 9 
2 Ihid , p 49 
3 Ibid, p 5 3 
4 Ibid . p 49 
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against those classes that have robbed people and those centralized 
powers that fool the weak".' He also expresses that "Jihad means 
"striving for truth", it is not similar to war and murder".^ Taleqani 
holds that war for the Muslims is for the sake of God and for the 
sake of exercising His will. They strive in the way of God. On the 
contrary the ones who disbelieve strive in the way of Taghut. Taleqani 
explains both concepts, i.e. the way of God, Fi SabU Allah and Taghut. 
He states that "the way of God is the very path of Justice, truth, and 
human liberty. (It is the building of world in which) a specific group 
or class does not dominate o\'er the destiny of the people, in order to 
stop human intellectual mo\ement or to stop people from utilizing the 
natural resources that God Almighty has created for the common use 
of humanity. As God has given natural powers and intellectual 
capacities to man, as God has created this atmosphere, light, and land 
for every body, Sabil Allah refers to the world in which all the people 
can develop their human capacities in order to obtain freedom "Jahidu 
Fi Sabil Allah" ("Strive in the way of God") is the di\ ine command".^ 
Taleqani continues that: "The realization of divine wisdom. Justice, and 
mercy, and consequently the opening up of the doors of goodness to 
the people is Jihad fi Sabil Allah. In examining the Qiu^n and its ayat 
1 Bayat, op cit , p 76 
2 Taleqani, Jihad and Shahadai, p 54 
3 Ibid, p 50 
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one notices that wherevn &ere is the command "Qatilu" C*wage war") 
and "Jahidu" ("struggle'^ , there is also the location, Fi Sabil Allah. In 
this ayah God Almighty says: Those who believe do battle for the 
cause of God and those who disbelieve do battle for the cause of 
Taghut. So fight the minions of the devil. Lo! The devils strategy is 
always weak. (4:76). The Premise of this ayah seems obvious, that 
there is always war in the world. Such a state is consistent with the 
nature of man. The main point in the corollary is that the people of 
the world are of two types: the ones who believe and therefore strive 
in the way of God, and the (mes who disbelieve and strive in the way 
of Taghut. Whether we like it or not, life is a struggle, it is warfare. 
But those who believe in a supreme goal struggle in the way of 
God".' Then Taleqani provides a definition about Taghut. He says: 
"Taghut is a hyperbole from Tu^yan (deluge, rebellion, outburst). The 
sentence "Tagha al-ma" means "whater has overflowed; it left its 
natural bed. It is destroying the neighbouring houses and farms and 
iq)rooting the nearby trees". This is the meaning of Tughyan. Ta^ut is 
the one who commits Tughyan. Taghut is the selfish person. This word 
is a much more meaningful term than that which the Greek 
Philosophers have coined, and following them, the social scientists have 
brought into use: 'despot, tyrant.' A tyrant can very well be only a 
1. Ibid., pp. 50-51. 
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tyrant over himself. More clearly, his passions may dictate over and 
control him. But Taghut is the one who overflows from his rightful 
social limits. He tramples social limits under his feet. It is as t h o i ^ a 
hurricane of lusts has burst out, recognizing on limits. Some have 
mistakenly thought that Taghut means '4dol". Of course, idols represent 
a kind of Taghut, but the two are not synonymous. The word Taghut 
does not necessarily mean and is not normally used to mean this. 
Another ayah of the Quran reads, "... how they would go for 
Judgement (in their disputes) to Taghut when they have been ordered 
to renounce it.... (4:60) if we take Taghut to mean "idol", how can it 
make Judgements? It is obvious then that the meaning of Taghut is not 
idol".' Here one point that should be mentioned is that Taleqani 
emphasises on one's right intention (niyyat) for engaging Jihad. He 
explains it as follows: "In Islamic Jurisprudence, one volume is devoted 
to Jihad. Interestingly enough, the volume appears in the portion 
known as "ibadat" (worship). Our jurisprudence is divided into two 
parts: 'ibadat and muamilat,' the latter means 'interpersonal relations'. 
The difference between the two is that in 'ibadat, the intention of 
intimacy with God is a prerequisite. Hajj, prayer, fasting, almsgiving, 
exhortation to good deeds, prevention of evil deeds, and finally, Jihad 
are all considered 'ibadat. For example, if someone grabbed a sword 
1. Ibid., p. 51. 
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and set ofif to fight the unbelievers without the intention of doing so 
for the pleasure of God, he would not be rewarded. If he were killed, 
he would not be considered a martyr. His act would be wasted as if 
he had committed suicide. Only one who has such a divine intention 
can take up arms for Jihad and be rewarded by God. The duty of 
Jihad has a prerequisite the intention of "qurbat". What does qurhat 
mean! It means intimacy, closeness. It is the same as Fi Sabil Allah".' 
In order to show the importants of right intention, Taleqani points out 
our Prophet's words regarding the matter. He writes: "a man asked the 
noble Prophet, "Messenger of God! [what is the reward of] a person 
who goes to the battlefield for the sake of booty?" The Prophet 
repeated three times". He has no divine reward". 'Another person 
asked the noble Prophet, "Is the one who goes to the battlefield in 
order to test his own courage or to see fame properly called Mujahid 
Fi Sabil Allah (striver in the way of God)"? No! he replied. "Then 
who can properly be called Mujahid Fi Sabil Allah?" The Prophet 
answered. "The one who strives so that God's word becomes the 
uppermost", meaning that God's will manifests itself and rules their 
will. This is the meaning of the way of God".^ Therefore one's 
intention for engaging in war must not be booty or conquest and 
1. Ibid., p. 50. 
2. Ibid., p. 54-55. 
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robbery. Regarding this point, some researchers write: "as Ayatullah 
Taleqani points out right intention (niyyat) is a fundamental condition 
for engaging in Jihad. The importance of niyyat, in both Shi'ah and 
Sunni schools, can not be overemphasized. There are numerous ahadith 
to the effect that fighting for the sake of conquest, booty, or honour 
in the eyes of ones fellows will earn one no reward. If one is to 
engage in Jihad one must ha\'e the intention of doing so for the sole 
purpose of drawing n i ^ to God. hi Shi'ite jurisprudence, this intention 
distinguishes acts of worship, 'ibadat, from other activities discussed in 
works on religious law".* 
Citing some ayat of the Qviran. Taleqani explains as to what we 
call causes, motives or aims of Jihad. He says; 'let us return to the 
Quran.' 'And fight them until persecution is no more, and religions is 
for God. But if they desist, then let there be no hostility except 
against wrong-doers'. (2:193) or likewise, 'and fight them until 
persecution is no more, and religion is all for God. But if they cease, 
then Lo! God is seer of what they do'. (8:39) ... First it says, 'wage 
warfare'; then it says for what one should wage warfare. Does it say 
one should do so for expansionism or to obtain spoils? No. Do so in 
order to bring the voice of truth unto the ears of the people of the 
1. Abedi and Legenhausen, op.cit., pp. 21-22. 
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world.... In other words, remove the obstacles to a truthful human life. 
Remove those 'Powers' and 'Classes' which are obstacles to he rights 
of the masses and which suppress public opinion. Abolish them, 
Liberate people from this suffocating en\'ironment, and familiarize them 
with God and the fountain-head of the universe. Do So 'until there is 
no more persecution'. Those centralized powers that deceive the weak 
masses set one group against the other, drive the masses away from 
divine truth into materialism, mislead the masses from the unity of God 
and drive them toward polytheism, idolatry, and the worship of humans. 
Fight them until these mischiefs are removed from the way of human 
evolution toward perfection. Do so until those particular classes which 
utilize public wealth for their own lust and violate the rights of 
millions of people - as did the Persian and Roman empires- are 
annihilated".' Taleqani keep questioning that with whom shall one fight 
with? And he proponds a thorough discussion on the causes which one 
should wage Jihad. He shows his fundamentalist attitude when he speak 
about Jihad. He says; "against whom should we wage war? Jihad with 
whom? The first issue of Jihad is that Islam has to declare its 
invitation. Since Islam is a natural religion, the people of the world, 
the natural people, the ones who love freedom, the masses of people, 
will welcome it. The ruling classes and those whose profits lie in 
1. Ibid., p. 54. 
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turning the masses away from the truth and from Joining any truth will 
cause trouble. Consequently war will flare up. In this war the parasite 
social layer, which had hampered man's aptitude, will wither away 
If we read two pages of history, we see that the masses of people 
welcomed the invitation of Islam.... So, as long as there is an 
obstacle, Islam says it has to be removed. Truth must be declared to 
the people. If the other side attacks, war will take a defensive form. 
Otherwise, since it is a divine religion, it will be for the purpose of 
announcing risalat to the masses of the people. If the other side caused 
trouble and created obstacles, defence becomes necessary. If they attack 
a coxmtry vmder Islamic rule, all the Muslims must rise for defence. 
There are two types of wars thus far [wars of advancement and wars 
of defence]. There is, however, another Jihad, which we can call 
intemal. If a religious minority, which is under the protection of Islam, 
breaks the rules of protection [what is to be done?]. In a country 
where the law is derived from Islam, its government is Islamic, the 
laws and regulations of Islam are implemented, and its tax payers are 
Muslims, how does Islam deal with the Jewish and Christian minorities 
who live there? Islam commands, "if they practice according to the 
regulation of the protected minority, they are, just like Muslims, free to 
worship according to their practice. They have to pay their jizya (PoU-
tax). In such case, their lives, belongings, and rights are to be 
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protected. No one can intrude upon their property and their dignity, 
just as with Muslims. But if they break the conditions of their 
protection, they are considered muharib (hostile). [War against them] is 
another type of Jihad. Muslims have to fight with them, because they 
have rebelled against the law. One has to fight them within the 
boundaries of Islamic society, until they submit to truth and law, imtil 
they bow their heads down, until they properly come under Islamic 
government and law".' Taleqani summerizes his opinion on waging 
Jihad. At last he adds one more cause for engaging in war. He says. 
"Thus for [we have mentioned] three kinds of war commanded by 
Islam: Jihad with foreigners for the advancement of Islam, Jihad for the 
defence of Islam and Islamic countries, and Jihad so that a protected 
minority does not become hostile. Another type of Jihad is waging war 
against the despots, so that no one can reign as a tyrant, as a taughut 
in a Muslim country. It is the duty of every Muslim to invite the 
despots onto the straight path. In a benevolent maimer, one must tell 
him "Dictatorship and despotism is not good for you, for the coimtry, 
or for the society". One has to advise him. If he does not accept, 
then one must arrange a militant stand against him".^  
As it is understood Taleqani's discourse on the causes of Jihad 
1 Ibid, pp 57-58 
2 Ihid ,^ 61 
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contains the same as causes which has been traditionally mentioned. It 
has been expressed that: "traditionally. Jihad was imderstood to be 
justified for three reasons: to repel invasion or its thereat, to punish 
those who had violated treaties, and to guarantee freedom for the 
propagation of Islam".' 
Also Taleqani's opinions on Jihad has much similarities with the 
opinions of modernist Muslim thinkers in other parts of the world of 
Islam. As Rudolph Peters expresses "the theory of Jihad... in modem 
Islam, concentrates upon the causes of warfare waged by the Muslims. 
This cause must be 'in the way of Allah (fi Sabil Allah)' which 
exclude fighting for territorial expansion, for booty, for vengeance and 
for other worldly aims. Modem authors usually limitatively enumerate 
the causes for which war may be waged. These causes fall into two 
categories: those connected with the propagation of Islam and those 
connected with the idea of defence. Of the first kind are the following 
causes: 1. Strengthening monotheism and destroying polytheism and 
false gods.... 2. Protecting the Islamic mission against those who stand 
in its way. This is also called protecting freedom of religion. This 
freedom of religion is to be realized by removing all obstacles that 
block free missionary activities. All men must be free to hear the call 
1. Abedi and Legenhausen, open., p 10 
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of Islam and to embrace Islam without any hindrance, oppression or 
persecution on the part of the authorities or on the part of their 
fellow-men.... As for the causes coimected with the idea of defence, 
these are: 1. Repelling aggression on Muslim lixes and property in case 
of an actual or expected attack by enemy forces... 2. Preventing 
oppression and persecution of Muslims outside the Territory of Islam. 
This is closely linked up with the idea of protecting freedom of 
religion.... 3. Retaliating a breach of pledge b> the enemy".' 
Peters points out that regarding Jihad there is tow major trend 
among modem Muslim thinkers. One emphasizes on offensive Jihad 
whereas other one calls for defensive Jihad. He names this two trend 
as modernists and fundamentalists. He mentions that Abul A'la 
Mawdudi and Sayyid Qutb and Hassan al Banna are fimdamentalists. 
When one considers the opinions which expressed by abo\e mentioned 
thinkers regarding Jihad, he come to this conclusion that there is 
striking resemblances among their ideas and Taleqani"s ones on wars of 
advancement and wars of defence. Peters describes their ideas as 
follows: "The fundamentalists also hold that Jihad aims at defending 
Islam. Tbey repudiate, however, the view that this is the sole aim and 
emphasize, on the contrary, the function of Jihad in propagating Islam. 
1. Rudolph Peters, op.cil., pp. 122-123. 
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The most important objects of Jihad are, in their view, to bring about: 
an end to the domination of man over man and of man-made laws, the 
recognition of Allah's sovereignty alone, and the acceptance of the 
Shariah as the only way. Jihad, in trying to realize these objectives, is 
a permanent revolutionary struggle for the sake of the whole of 
mankind.' Then peters quotes the Mawdudi's words: "for Islam is not 
concerned with the interest of one nation to the exclusion of others 
and does not intend to advance one people to the exclusion of others. 
It is not at all interested in what state rules and dominates the earth, 
but only in the happiness and welfare of humanity. Islam has a concept 
and a practical program, especially chosen for the happiness and 
progress of himian society. Therefore, Islam resists any govenmient that 
is based on a different concept and program, in order to liquidate it 
completely.... Its aim is to make this concept victorious, to introduce 
this program imiversally, to set up governments that are firmly rooted 
in this concept and this program, irrespective of who carries the banner 
of truth and justice, or whose flag of aggression and corruption is 
hereby toppled. Islam wants the whole earth and does not content itself 
with only a part.... It does not want this in order that one nation 
dominates the earth and monopolizes its sources of wealth, after haxing 
taken them away from one or more other nations. No, Islam wants 
1. Ibid., p. 130. 
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and requites the earth in order that the human race altogether can 
enjoy the concept and practical program of himian happiness, by means 
of which Allah has honoiired Islam and put it above the other religions 
and laws, hi order to realize this lofty desire, Islam wants to employ 
all forces and means that can be employed for bringing about a 
universal all-embracing revolution. It will spare on efforts for the 
achievement of his supreme objective. This far-reaching struggle that 
continuously exhausts all forces and this employment of all possible 
means are called Jihad".^ Mawdudi also mentions that: "Islam is a 
revolutionary ideology and programme which seeks to alter the social 
order of the whole world and rebuild it in conformity with its own 
tenets and ideals. 'Muslim* is the title of that International 
Revolutionary party organized by Islam to carry into effects its 
revolutionary programme. And 'Jihad' refers to that revolutionary 
struggle and utmost exertion which the Islamic Party bring into play to 
achieve this objective".^ 
Sayyid Qutb is another fundamentalist thinker that we find 
similarities between his ideas on Jihad and Taleqani's ones. Abedi and 
Legenhausen write: Sayyid Qutb, the chief spokesman of the Egyptian 
1. Ibid., p. 130, it is quoted from, Abul al Maudiudi, Al-Jihad fi Sabil Allah 
Boyrut, Dar al-Fikr, ii.d. pp. 12-13. 
2. Abedi and Leenhausen, op.cit., p. 14. It is quoted from S. Abul al Maududi, 
Jihad in Islam, op.cit., p. 5. 
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Muslim Brothers after 1954, explicitly attacks those Muslim thinkers 
who would limit Jihad to defence. He enunciates the traditional position 
that Jihad is not for the sake of conversion, but to make the Shari'ah 
the law of the land, and thereby to abolish <q)pressive political systems. 
While the position Sayyid Qutb defends is no different than that found 
in many medieval authors, the language he uses reflects an awareness 
of the appeal of struggles for national liberation. Jihad may be justified 
not only for defence of the Islamic state, but for attack against any 
oppressor".' Sayyid Qutb's opinions are clearly expressed by him as 
follows: "Islam proclaims the liberation of man on earth from the 
subjection to something that is not Allah. Therefore, Islam has to 
march out in order to put an end to the actual situation that conflicts 
with this imiversal proclamation, by means of both elucidation and 
action. It has to deliver blows at the political forces that make men 
the slaves of somethrag that is not Allah, i.e. that do not rule them 
according to the Shari'ah and the authority of Allah, those forces that 
prevent them from hearing the elucidation and from freely embracing 
the creed, without being hindered by any authority. [It has to destroy 
those forces] in order to establish a social, economic and political 
order that allows this liberation movement to proceed effectively, after 
1. Ibid., p. 14. They Quote from Sayyid Qutb, "Jihad in the cause of God"\ 
chapter 4 of Milestones Cedar Rapids, Unity Publishing Co, 1981, pp 53-76 
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having put an end to the dominating power, regardless of whether this 
is purely political, or observed by racialism or by the ideology of 
class-supremacy within one race. However, Islam does not seek to 
force people to embrace the creed.... In the first place it aims at 
putting an end to these regimes and govermnents that are based on the 
principle that human beings rule human beings and on the subjection of 
men to other men. Thereupon it actually sets the individual free to 
choose the creed according to his own free will, after having liberated 
him from political pressure and after having given him elucidation that 
illuminates his soul and intellect".' 
By reflecting on foregoing words one can see much similarities 
among Taleqani's opinions and Qutb's ones. Also this is true when one 
compares Mawdudi's opinions with Taleqani's ones. As all of them 
have a revolutionary attitude towards understanding of Islamic tenets 
then it is very obvious and rational that they ha\e similar concept of 
them. That is, change of the world towards a divine one, removing all 
obstacles from the way of God and giving the chance or the choice to 
people in order to find the true way. 
Previously it has expressed that Taleqani introduces last kind of 
Jihad as waging war against the despots. There are some point that 
1. Peters, op.cit., p. 131. 
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should be observed here. One of the contemporary writers states that 
"although the Shi'ite doctrine of Jihad hardly differs from the Simnite 
doctrine, there is one crucial exception: according to the classical 
Shi'ite scholars. Jihad can only be waged under the leadership of the 
Imam".' Considering this opinion we come to know that Taleqani's 
view about offensive Jihad is different from some of the previous 
Jurists, Fuqaha; who have held that in the absence of the Imam, only 
defensive Jihad is permissible. The restricted offensive Jihad imder the 
leadership of the infallible Imam. They are Sheikh Al-Mufid, Al-
miihaqqiq al-Hilli, and Sheikh Al-Tusi. Taleqani goes beyond the 
traditionally Shi'ite accepted tenet, i.e. prohibition of offensive Jihad 
during the period of occultation. He hold that provided that there is a 
just ruler, Muslims must wage ware for removing dictatorship or in 
order to expanse Islam. He patiently says: "According to our sources 
concerning Jihad, one condition is that the imam or sultan must be 
just.... Jihad can not be for the sake of strengthening the government 
of a tyrant sultan or Imam. But it is recommended for us to fight 
alongside a just sultan and to defend him".^  Taleqani makes his opinion 
on waging Jihad under a just Imam or sultan. He differs between the 
j\ist Imam and infallible Imam. Then he emphasizes that whenever there 
1. Ibid., p.2. 
.2. Taleqani, Jihad and Shahadat, p.61. 
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is a just rulership Muslim's offensive war is permitted. He Says! "Some 
experts of jurisprudence have mistaken the term "hnamun adilun" (Just 
hnam) for "hnamun m'asumun" (infallible hnams). There is a difference 
between 'adalat (Justice) and 'ismat (infallibility). To be more precise 
every m'asum is 'adil. Every 'adil is not necessarily m'asum. Thus if 
we see a just individual ruling Muslims, Jihad is required on all of 
us".' Naturally whenever there is not a just ruler Muslims should not 
wage offensive war. Because, Taleqani holds, based on Imam's teaching, 
it will stablize an unjust and tyrannical rulership. He holds that 
restriction against congregational Friday prayer and Jihad were intended 
to prevent Shi'ite from aiding and perpetuating unjust rule. 
Taleqani's mentioned opinion, i.e. waging Jihad imder a just ruler 
means that in the absence of infallible Imam a just rulership is 
legitimate and lawful. But is not it inconsistent with this Shi'ite tenet 
that before reappearance of last Imam each rulership is illegitimate and 
unlawful? 
If we compare Taleqani's viewpoint with Maududi's one regarding 
struggle against tyraimy and oppression, we will find much similarities. 
Their ideas have common elements on the matter of the need to 
spread Islam and to remove obstacles of from the way of progress of 
1. Ibid.. 63. 
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Islam. Consider Maududi's words: "what I want to clarify is hat 
Islam is not only a set of theological dogmata and a collection of 
ceremonies and rites, as now a days the word religion seems to be 
understood. In fact, it is an all-embracing order that wants to eliminate 
and eradicate the other orders which are false and unjust, so as to 
replace them by a good order and a moderate program that is 
considered to be better for humanity than the other orders and to 
contain rescue from the illnesses of evil and tyranny, happiness and 
prosperity for the human race, both in this world and in the 
Hereafter...."' Are not these words similar to Taleqani's opinions? 
When he, as sited previously, emphasises on Jihad because Islam is a 
true religion and the delivery of its message must spread all over the 
world. Then he hold that if disbelievers prevent it's propagation. Jihad 
will be justified. We must pay attention to this condition, because 
without this prevention, offensive Jihad is unlawfull and Muslim's duty 
is only to propagate Islam and not to wage war. Taleqani openly 
proposes an offensive policy for expansion of Islam but it seems that 
here his ideas are inconsistent with his opinions on tolerance of Islam. 
As he describes Islam as a tolerant religion. There is a more important 
question that how can the idea of propagation of Islam, as Taleqani 
and other fundamentalists propose; be exercise in now a days world? 
1. Peters, op.at., pp. 109-110. 
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Considering the current conditions of the world from one hand, and 
the Islamic countries on the other hand, it seems that there is much 
problem to rationalize these idealistic opinions. Although based on 
religions tendencies these opinion seems very interesting but what can 
one say in regard to realizing them? 
Islamic Economics 
A study of Taleqani's opinions on social functions of Islam is 
incomplete if one does not consider his views on Islamic economics. 
Taleqani is mentioned among the first Shi'ite thinkers who paid 
attention to the importance of this subject. One of the recent 
researchers says; "Islamic economics has been attracting increasing 
interest in recent years. A distinguishing feature of modem Muslim 
writing, dialogue, and discourse on economics is the awareness it 
displays of modem western theories of political economy. Aheady. some 
Suimi (Indo-Pakistani and Arab) economists ha%'e published books and 
articles and held conferences on Islamic economics. The Iranian 
contribution to the subject has been limited to a few books, articles. 
and (recorded) utterances and statements by Muslim theologians and 
activities such as Sayyid Mohammad Baqer Sadr, Abol Hasan Bani 
Sadr, and the late Ayatollahs Taleqani and Mutahhari".' Although 
1. Homa Katouzian, "Shnsm and Islamic Economics Sadr and Bam Sadr,'' in 
Religion and Politics in Iran, Shnsm from Quietism to Revolution, ed, by Nikki R 
Keddie, New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 1983, p 145 
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Taleqani is mentioned after Sadi and Bans'adr, it should be reminded 
that he wrote his book before all above mentioned writers publish their 
works. Taleqani wrote his book, Islam and ownership (Islam va 
malekiyat) on 1960. In this book, he explains and develops his views 
on Islamic economics. Before bringing up his views on Islamic 
economics he displays his awareness of modem-both capitalist and 
Marxist systems of political economy. For example, the two chapter of 
his book is exclusively devoted to a description and refutation of these 
systems of economic thought. 
Taleqani's sources and citations are mainly The Quran, to some 
extend, Ahadith, Nahij al-Balaghah, Shi'ite Usul-e Fiqh and Fiqh. He 
displays his awareness of modern systems of economics but his 
references are not mentioned. It is for this reason that "Islam va 
Malekiyat all allegedly written in prison".' It seems that the work is 
inadequate. It lacks theoretical frame work, major historical or 
contemporary experience. There is no clear social context an no 
systematic method. Taleqani himself admits that the subjects are not 
expressed systematically and they are inadequate. He Says: "what has 
been brought up before our readers are cited of some sources and 
references. These to some extend can expose the views of Islam on 
the principle of ownership. So the researchers who are enjoying the 
1. Bayat, op.cit., p. 73. 
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favour of freedom and they can nail to materials and sources, are 
requested to correct the mistakes".' Although Taleqani speaks in such a 
humble maimer, one should not forget that his work was written in 
prison, as his words indicate. It must be observed that Taleqni's work 
is the first work among recent Shi'ite works which undertakes a 
discussion at length on Islamic economics based on Shi'ite tenets. 
Taleqani, as a clergyman who had not pass any course in economics, 
however makes his best in proposing Islamic economics. His influences 
on next Shi'ite works is obvious. Both in manner in which brings up 
the economic subjects and in his argimients and discussion. At first, 
Taleqani's aim, as he himself expresses, is to explain the view of Islam 
on ownership.^ But he goes beyond this and he engages himself in 
discussing main subjects of economics based on Islamic concept. Why 
does he go beyond his aim? Perhaps the answer can be find in 
Katouzian's words: "Shi'ite Islamic economics is part of the growing 
effort to demonstrate that Shi'ite Islam contains all the ideas necessary 
to build a just polity, in reaction against the move of many Muslim 
intellectuals towords Western liberal or Communist ideologies and to 
rulers like the late Shah (Pahlavi) to implement iniquitous Western-
inspired policies".^ Taleqani does not engage himself in main subjects of 
1. Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, Houston, Book Distribution 
Centre, 1355 H.SH. p.274. 
2. Ibid., p.49. 
3. Katouzian, op.cit., p. 148. 
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economics at first. First of all he proposes some conditions to fonn an 
economic system. In other words Taleqani holds that the mankind's 
economic system could not and caimot solve the human's problem 
regarding the economics. He is of the opinion that each theory and 
law which is not based on morals can not be permanent. It will not 
be executed too.' On the other hand he holds that "the human laws 
are incomplete, limited by historical experiences, subject to change, 
easily thrown of course by tyrannies, influenced by the upsets of 
passions, whereas the law of Islam sheds a timeless light, and 
transforms the man possessed by his passion into a "possessor of 
himself'.^ Taleqani in his book emphasises on this point that man needs 
religious laws as basis for an economic system. "He tries to 
demonstrate the superiority of religions law over man-made laws and 
emphasizes his firm conviction that economic justice without faith is 
not possible".^ 
According to him, economic justice only can originate from belief 
to God, Tawhid and the Hereafter.^ In order to know Taleqani's \iews 
regarding Islamic economics one has to understand the basic principles 
1 Taleqani, Islam va Malektyat, p 13 
2 Yann Richard, Snte Islam, Polity, Ideology, and Creed, Oxford, Blackwell, 1995, 
p 173 
3 Bayat, op ctt, p 75. 
4 Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, p 136 
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which he proposes to form his economic system He holds that Islam 
draws his followers attention towards some basic principles then it 
proposes it's economic system He says "The Qur'an, before explaining 
he rules and laws about the ogranization and limitations on relations 
and financial attachments, turns the mind and ideology of the 
monotheist toward the foundation and original source of all rights and 
possessions which manifest themselves out of natural powers This view, 
which is the conviction that all existence is created and belongs to the 
origin and creator and director of the world, is the principle of faith m 
Tawhid Therefore, he who possess the whole world has created man 
with the power of reason and the capacity for enjoyment, so that he 
can use his understanding and thought and limbs to investigate 
mysteries and to put to use whatever exists In this regard the Qur'an 
has introduced this thinking and powerful phenomenon, that is man as 
the "viceroy" of God before giving man any other name or title 
Therefore, every Muslim and monotheist, before his responsibilities feith 
and those related to serving and preserving the rights of others, 
communal security and obeying rules, must do the will and the 
commands of Him who is the rightful possessor Man is both his 
possession and also his viceroy and deputy" ' 
1 Talequu. '"The Characteristics of Islamic Economics." op cit p 215-216 
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According to Taleqani, when one involves in discussion of Islamic 
economics, he should pay attention to the end of the Islamic economic 
system. He hold that the sprit of economic system in Islam is to lead 
to right (haq) and Justice ('adl). He says: "Islamic economics is 
founded on the principles of right and justice, and is not based on any 
special group or class. In fact, from the point of view of Islam the 
appearance of the features of classes is not a necessary inevitable thing 
or a irremediable social necessity. The appearance of classes is the 
result of the defect of individuals and society [due to their] not 
following right and just principles. It is the product of transgression, 
oppression and colonialism. The form of society is only the reflection 
of individual relationships and individual relationship externalize the 
thoughts, minds and morals of persons. Let the thoughts and spirits of 
individuals change into any other form and the commimal relations and 
social form must also change. Indeed God does not change the 
condition of a people, untill they have changed it for themselves 
(Qur'an 13:11). Thus in history and in different areas in both large and 
small manifestations we can observe the appearance of societies bound 
together without class. This is a decisive proof that the appearance of 
classes is not an historical necessity..."' 
1. Ibid., p. 215. 
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These two principles, i.e. the principles of right and justice, are 
much emphasized by Taleqani to what extend that one can considers 
them as tow pillars which his economic foundation are based on them 
or it can be said that these two principles consist the basis of his 
economic system. According to him, all other subjects of economics 
should be understood in the light of these principles. Therefore, when 
he discusses any economic subject, his attention to these two principle 
is obvious. Or the trace of them can be showed. It is for this reason 
that he expresses that "in Islamic Fiqh which is the source of Islamic 
orders and it contains all obligatory orders (vajebat) and legal rules or 
laws, there can not exist any rule or order which it be in favour of 
capitalism. The principles of Islamic Fiqh explains and restricts the 
individual's rights, limits and relation based on the principles of right 
and justice.... According to the Quran and Ahadith the basis of all 
legal orders (ahkam) and economic relations is consist of justice and 
Qist."" 
The other key element of Taleqani's thought regarding Islamic 
economics is as follows. He hold that Islam pays much attention to the 
relation among human modes of thought and economic relations and 
affairs. He writes! "from the Islamic point of view, material attachments 
1. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 258-259. 
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and economics relations are intertwined with modes of thought, innat 
characteristics, emotions and human instincts.... Islam posits the 
connection between an organized system of limits on rights and 
attachments and the critical assessment of views, the strengthening of 
faith, the cultivation of consciences and human values. It has explained 
economic laws and rules according to this principle...."' 
As Islam considers the economic problems, relations and social 
affairs, so it prepares mechanisms and ways to manage these affairs. 
Taleqni hold that "Islam in the economic sphere, just as in the area of 
spiritual relations and social interactions, has fixed principles and 
dynamic rules and laws. The fixed principles are the foundation and 
basis of the dynamic rules and underpin commimal interaction. The 
rules concerning specific issues and affairs which might come up must 
be applied according to the fixed and beneficial principles. On this 
basis, the rules of Islam are at once fixed and dynamic. The society 
which is administered by these principles and rules does not become 
static, outmoded or dependent. Old and new do not split asimder or 
separate in it.... This subjugation, and feeling of inferiority and of 
being at a loss that Muslims feel towards foreigners and the 
governments connected with them, which now appears among Muslims 
1 Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics," op cit , p 211 
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in all areas of action, is what has made them static and blocked the 
functioning of the Islamic economic system as it has everything else...."' 
Therefore, Islam has the capacity to confront to the today's 
economic and social problems. But this is provided that Muslims use 
it's potentials properly. If one wishes to do a study on Taleqani's 
opinions regarding Islamic economics, he should bear in mind all 
foregoing matters. These are basic principles and key elements which 
constitute the basis of Islamic economic system from Taleqani's point 
of view. 
Taleqani confronts himself, like some other Shi'ite tinkers, to the 
economic systems of the West, i.e. Capitalism and Marxism. Evidently 
when one wants to propose the views of Islam on economics he 
should consider the teachings and principles of these two schools of 
thought. Taleqani does too. He first and foremost expresses his views 
regarding these economic systems. As Mangol Bayat writes; "the 
famous 'Islam va Malekiyat'... is primarily a critique of Marxism and, 
to a lesser extent, of Capitalism".^ Bayat continues that: "throughout 
the essay, Taleqani attempted to contrast Islamic social and economic 
principles-all-encompassing and imiversal, transcending particularities of 
1. Ibid., p. 215. 
2. Bayat, op.cit., p. 73. 
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time and place- to Marxist and capitalist systems".' Taleqani compares 
the characteristics of these two economic systems. He writes: 
"Capitalist and Marxist systems where brought up in the industrial 
century which it witnessed rapid changes. These systems especially 
belong to that period. They do not agree with each other. If one of 
them be accepted naturally the other one should be rejected. If one 
accepts one of these two economic systems, then he should yield to all 
results and effects of it. The results of Capitalist economic system are 
exploitation, tyranny, amassing of wealth, appearance of capitalist class 
and deprived workers. On the other hand, Marxist economic system 
deprives people of the right of private ownershq). It restricts individuals 
liberty and independence. Then it leads to an especial class 
dictatorship".^ Taleqani strongly rejects these economic systems and 
expresses the privileges of Islamic economic system. Manochehr Dorrag 
writes: "Like many other social thinkers of this period, Taleqani is 
critical of both Capitalism and Communism. He criticizes Capitalism for 
his exploitation and social inequality and refutes Communist atheism 
and its disregard for human spiritual needs. In contrast, he contends 
that the principles of Islamic economics neither allow exploitation of 
man by man, nor reduce human beings to their material needs. Islam is 
1. Ibid., p. 75. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyal, p. 151. 
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the only ideology that does not dehumanize man and is concerned with 
fulfilment of both material and spirittial needs of mankind, not only in 
this world, but also in the Hereafter. Islam is the only religion that 
guides man toward perfection and unity of God".' According to Taleqni 
Islam does not permit developments of unjust Capitalism. He writes: 
"Although Islam recognizes the individuals liberty of ownership, it 
prescribes provisions to trades and exchanges. Islam prohibits some 
kinds of trades. It does not permit ownership of some kind of 
properties. These provision or conditions do not permit the 
development of unjust capitalism. Moreover, Islam impose property 
taxes to keep continuing co-operation among people, to fulfil need of 
people and to do justice in distribution of wealth. There are different 
kinds of taxes according to the kind of property. Some kind of these 
taxes are permanent such as Khoms and Zakat. Some other taxes are 
changeable such as tax tribute (Kharaj), poll tax (Jizyah) and expiation 
(Kaffarat)".^  Accordingly, Islam enacts these mechanism so that there 
can not be any development of unjust Capitalism. Taleqani's attitude 
towards Marxism and Capitalism is similar to recent Shi'ite economic 
works. That is a dual attitude toward the both economic systems; "on 
the one hand, they tend to argue their own case through attempted 
1. Dorraj, op.cit., pp. 154-155. He quotes from Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 38-142. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 208-209. 
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refutations of Marxism, and, on the other hand, they try to interpret 
Islamic laws and traditions so they seem no less revolutionary, just, and 
soon than Marxist ideals. In fact, even the attacks on Capitalist 
economic (which is not regarded as a serious rival) seems to be part 
of the attempt to prove to the Marxists that Shi'ism is not a Capitalist 
system".' 
Property and Ownership 
Each economic system has to discuss the matter of property and 
property ownership. Accordingly Taleqani involve himself in describing 
the views of Islam on this subject. Taleqani holds that one of the 
effects of belief to God is to recognize His absolute right of 
ownership. He says: "Quranic ay at clearly call that the right of 
ownership belongs to God. Everything is God's and no one else's. In 
benefiting fi^om what belongs to God, all men are equal, and there can 
be no discrimination among them".^  Taleqani refers to this ayah which 
says: "and eat not up your property among yourselves in vanity.... 
(2:190)." Taleqani expresses that this ayah indicates that property 
belongs to whole people and all should benefit from them. There is no 
class discrimination in Islam... The real ownership belongs to God 
1. Katouzian, op.cii., p. 147. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, p. 122. 
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and all have the right to benefit from what belongs to God equally".' 
Taleqani emphasizes that "ownership is relative and limited.... No 
person should consider himself the absolute owner and complete 
possessor. Absolute power and complete possession belong only to God 
who has created man and all other creatures and has them constantly 
in his possession. Man's ownership then is limited to whatever God has 
wisely willed and to the capacity of his intellect, authority and the 
freedom granted to him..."^ Bayat, regarding the forecited matter and 
says: "in Islam, he (Taleqani) wrote, ownership is necessarily limited 
since no one but God has absolute power of disposition. God has no 
partner in ownership. He has created man with a will and authority 
subordinate to His will, as His servant, to whom He has entrusted His 
property. These rights are upheld as long as they are not injurious to 
others' rights or the general welfare".^  It must be pointed out that 
some other Shi'ite writers, who wrote their books on Islamic 
economics next to Taleqani's one, agree with his view which ownership 
is relative and limited. Katouzian points out that both Sayyid 
Mohammad Bager Sadr and Abul-Hasan Bani Sadr "emphasize that 
private ownership of wealth and property in Islam is "relative", eidier -
1. Taleqani, Partuvi az Quran, Vol. 2, p. 75. 
2. Yann Richard, Shi'ite Islam, op.cit., p. 172. It is quoted from Taleqani, Islam 
va Malekiyat, p. 143. 
3. Bayat, op.cit., p. 74. 
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as in Bani Sadr - mainly because God's total ownership is perpetual 
"until the day of judgement", or - as in Sadr - mainly because of the 
more concrete limitation imposed on it by legal and doctrinal rules and 
regulations".' It is notable that, the effects of Taleqani's ideas are 
obvious regarding the cited above subject. 
According to Taleqani Islam has systematized the limits of 
ownership. He writes; "Islam has organized and systematized the limits 
of ownership and economic relations in terms of three characters: 
1. Individuals; 2. Laws; and 3. Government. As in other affairs, 
individuals are free to enjoy material things to the limit of their 
maturity and according to the dictates of their faith and the 
responsibility of their consciences. They can benefit and enjoy property 
as long as it does not belong to someone else. This freedom in the 
area of economic exchanges is limited to the right of ownership of 
things which are the product of one's labor. This sets the limits of the 
laws and the conditions of legitimacy in a transaction".^ 
Taleqani declares the approval of private ownership and its 
limitation and restriction. But one may asks what is the basis of the 
right of ownership. Taleqani holds that labour is the basis of the right 
1. Katouzian, op.cit., p. 150. 
2. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics," op.cit., p. 211. 
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of ownership. He discusses the subject and he declares that both 
private ownership and state ownership are sanctioned by Islam. He 
writes "Islamic economics recognizes individuals as the rightful owner 
of whatever is the result of their labour in the widest sense, and as 
the authorized processor in exchange, within the limits of the special 
laws of Islam... In this respect Islamic economics is not based on the 
foundation of the unlimited freedom of individual ownership, the result 
of which is imcontrolled Capitalism. They are also not based upon 
common ownership the result of which might be the complete 
deprivation of ownership and of individual freedom, or like mixed or 
co-joined economies in which limits are confused and unknown. Rather 
the limits and conditions that characterize Islamic economics are 
compatible with human nature and with an equitable system and with 
the rights of all participants. Individual ownership is based on the 
innate and natural freedom of individuals, and co-operation is based on 
common needs and interests. 
Now the theory of Capitalism and the theory of collectivism, 
when actually practiced, dispenses with all their theoretical principles. 
Capitalist coimtries, which are based on the principle of free and 
unlimited ownership, inevitably go down the road of unbridled 
Capitalism, and as a result the nationalization of the means of 
production and of the large industries follows. On the other hand, the 
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principles of collectivism, in spite of their rigidity, make individual 
ownership possible in practice to a limited extent in the areas of 
necessities such as housing and farm production, either by law or by 
tradition. These obvious violations show that these two views are not 
views actually applicable to real life, but are rather the products of the 
fluctuations of industrial economics in the past century in Western 
countries. They must, after the period of fluctuation, be judged 
according to the absolute scale of truth and natural rights".' 
The subsequent writers are on the same opinion on the basis of 
ownership. According to Bani Sadr "the only basis recognized in Islam 
for property ownership is (human) Labour. That is, Islam has only 
recognized relative (not absolute) property ownership on the basis of 
labour and its fruits".^ Sadr also declares that "Labour is the source of 
private rights and ownership of natural riches".' Katouzian writes that 
"Bani Sadr himself acknowledges Sadr's priority in describing labour as 
the sole foundation of wealth in Islam".^  But it must be observed that 
before Sadr, Taleqani describes labour as the sole foundation of wealth. 
One may consider the trace of Taleqani's opinions on next works. 
According to Taleqani as the right of ownership is based upon labour, 
1. Ibid., pp.210-211. 
2. Katouzian, op.cil.,p. 149. She quotes from Bani Sadr, Eqtesad-e Tauhidi, p. 117. 
3. Ibid., p. 150. 
4. Ibid., p. 150. 
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whenever one does not continue the labour then he loses the right of 
ownership. Taleqani expresses that: "the right of ownership is based 
upon labour and arises from the right of using and holding natural 
resources. It is determined by Islamic laws in the context of 
transactions and exchanges. In the course of time death ends the ri^t. 
Therefore after death no one still continues to have the right to enjoy 
one's possessions... at death the dying person has the right of 
determining the disposition of one-third of his wealth. It can be used 
for the rights of his relatives or by the way of charity. It is designed 
to take care of the right of society so that if his heirs do not have 
sufficient means or are not in the direct lines of inheritance, although 
they are entitled or if public needs make it desirable, the person who 
is on the verge of death can dispose of one third of his wealth as he 
sees fit according to these needs. The Qur'anic law is that he has only 
right to make a will concerning one-third of his possessions".' 
Once Taleqani points out that the main economic problems and 
subjects are three. "First the principle of ownership of land and natural 
resources. Second, the individuals liberty and independence to act. This 
liberty is one of the natural or instinctive wishes. It is related to both 
economic and social area. Third, the regulation of circulation of money 
1. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics" op.cit., pp. 213-214. 
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and prevention of amassing money. Islamic economic is directed 
towards prqposing the just ways to manage these three subject. So that 
individuals can benefit all natural resources freely provided that they do 
not violate other's rights".' 
Taleqani emphasizes on the importance of limitation of using the 
natural resources. He criticizes those economists that devoted their 
attention to the problems of industrialization but do not consider the 
problem of natural resources, the limitation on the rights and benefits 
derived from them. He writes: "Since natural resources, earth water, 
forests, woods, lakes and mines are the foundation of life for human 
beings and all other animals, if the limitations on the rights and 
benefits derived from them are organized in a clear and just manner, 
then all odier issues connected with the means of livelihood must also 
be systematized. Then the problems connected with economic relations 
would be greatly alleviated. Economists of the age of industrialization 
have devoted most of their attention to the problems of industrialization 
and thus have not provided a just and clearcut manner of organizing 
and systematizing natural resources...."^ 
Taleqani continues that "neither the Capitalist nor the Socialist 
economists have solved the vexing problem of landowner ship. In 
1. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 150-151. 
2. Taleqani, T/ie Characteristics of Islamic Economics" op.cit., p. 213. 
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contrast.... Islam provides definite principles regulating the relation 
between the state and the farmer. First, the Imam or the Muslims ruler 
may supervise all land natural resources; he may even be considered 
the owner. Second, the farmer possesses the right to dispose of the 
fruit of his labour, and is the lawful owner of that portion of land he 
cultivates. Third, the state has the right to levy taxes, Kharaj, on 
cultivated lands. It is up to the government to ensure the distribution 
of waste or uncultivated land to farmers, and to provide them with 
water, seed, and fertilizer. It must also ensue that landlords own only 
cultivated land and that the peasants be given the right to sow seed. 
Thus the farmers may own the produce they harvest".' Accordingly 
land and natural resources belong primarily to whoever uses it to good 
account. There are some other points regarding the land and 
landownership which Taleqani discusses them at length. Taleqani divides 
the land into waste (mavat) and cultivated. He concludes that "the 
former belongs to God, the Prophet, and Imam. While Imam is in 
occultation, it is the duty of his vice-regent to see to it that the land 
is properly used for the people's benefit. The cultivated land belongs to 
the person who works it".^ According to Taleqani, "the mountains, 
valleys, jungles, are dead or waste (mavat) lands. Again, those lands 
1. Bayat, op.cil., p. 73. 
2. Dorraj, op.cil., p. 155. He qouts firom Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp.152-159. 
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which are became dead (mavat) after they were cuhivated, are called 
dead lands. Also, the lands which belonged to feudalists, and those 
lands that feudalists granted to others are among dead lands. Those 
lands, which Muslim conquered by war, are dead lands".' Taleqani 
emphasizes that the right of ownership is provided that the land kept 
cultivated. Otherwise it will be ranged among dead lands. That is, there 
is no rig^t to benefit it. The individual ownership remains until that die 
land be cultivated.^ Taleqani tries to range the difierent kinds of lands. 
He says: "there are three kind of lands in Islam. 1). The lands that 
belong to all Muslims. These are named Anfal. These lands may be 
possessed through especial (khas) or common (*am) permission (*ezn) 
of Imam, provided that possessor keep them cultivated. 2). The lands 
which belong only to Imam. These are subject to his possession. He 
benefits from them either individually (according to his needs) or in the 
way of social good (masaleh-e umomi). These lands are called fai. 3). 
The lands which do not belong to any body and they will be divided 
among Muslims under the supervision of guardian (vali) of the 
Muslims. These lands are called conquered lands (Arazai-e Maftuhe).^ 
Taleqani holds that if one compares the rules of Islam on the 
landownership and the rights of cultivators diiring the history, with 
1. Taleqani, Is Jam va Malekiyat, p. 153. 
2. Ibid., p. 155. 
3. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 160-161. 
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rules and principles of non-Islamic countries and economic systems, it 
becomes clear that the former are far better than later ones. He says: 
"there were not unjust landholding and landownership in Islamic 
countries while there were unlimited and excessive landownership in 
Western countries. In Islamic countries, landowners never could do 
arbitrary and unjust acts towards cultivators. Cultivators had their free 
will. The state had to observe cultivators rights. To violate the 
cultivators rights were considered as breaking the laws and rules. 
According to Islamic rules cultivators and workers were not forced to 
work. It was up to their will either to work or do not work. The 
legal system and rulership were not possessed by landowners and 
feudalists. It is undeniable that there were some cases of violating of 
cultivator's rights in some parts of Islamic countries. But these events 
can not be referred to Islamic rules and economic system.... In the 
whole history of Islamic countries, there were not happened revolutions 
which wage by cultivators. There is not even one case of cultivators 
revolution which it be originated of unjust and much oppressive 
conducts of landowners. In contrast, there are many cultivators 
revolutions which indicate the oppressive conducts of landowners and 
feudalists. In Islamic countries, cultivators were not subject to 
transactions. That is, they were not considered as slaves or servants of 
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landowners. State could not support violating landlords legally and 
officially".' Taleqani expresses that Islamic countries and communities 
sometimes witnessed the feudalism. He holds that it was happened as 
the result of the conversion of Islamic rulership from Khelafat into 
monarchy. Therefore, some principles of Islamic economic related to 
landowership were violated by both individual and governmental 
landowners. Some of the kings and their agents possessed the lands. 
That is, king feudalism was appeared in Islamic coimtries. "Since the 
just Islamic guardianship (vilayat) and rulership abolished, therefore 
king's feudalism (toyuldari) prevailed among Islamic coimtries. As 
Islamic economic system rejects feudalism then as soon as a dynasty of 
king changed accordingly the current feudalism was vanished and the 
lands were divided among people".^  So, Taleqani holds that in Islamic 
economic there should not be feudalism. To understand the cause of 
recent changes one should consider what Yann Richard explains 
referring to Taleqanis views: "In Islamic tradition, where God is held 
to be the absolute owner of all possessions, there is no feudalism 
(toyuldari), properly speaking, the phenomenon of large scale 
landownership being, according to Taleqani, is one of the consequences 
of Western penetration".' 
1. Ibid., pp. 165-166. 
2. Ibid., p. 167. 
3. Richard, op.cit.,p. 173. 
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Taleqani discusses the subject or matter of distribution according 
to Islamic economic system. He holds that: "distribution like 
production, in the view of Islam, is the natural and innate right of the 
one who performs the labour, with the qualification diat the individual 
is free in choosing such labour. Labour is the basis of the right of 
ownership. As a result of this the owner is free in the enjoyment and 
distribution of his possessions. The limitations and laws circumscribing 
the enjoyment and right of ownership, and the general supervision of 
the sage governor, is the guarantor of the systematization and limitation 
of distribution and preventor of unreasonable profit. Given this 
limitation and supervision, why is this right not given to the one who 
is the original laborer? It is against nature that the results of labour 
and the product of the effort of individuals who are created free 
should be at the will of capitalists or the government. Both the 
capitalists and government take away the independence and freedom 
and personality of individuals which are more valuable than anything, 
by giving food and limited means of livelihood in the same way they 
give machinery oil so that machines are prepared to produce more. If 
the laborer (i.e. the one who is the one authorized to enjoy and to 
distribute what he has) is not free and distribution (within necessary 
boundaries) is limited, then both the rightful owner is deprived of his 
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right and human values go unrealized. These two are the principle 
motivations for good action and the appearance of talents."' 
This opinion that the produce of Labour belongs to the laborer is 
accepted or followed by next Muslim writers. Katouzian writes: "Both 
Sadr and Bani Sadr open their discussions of the distribution of income 
by reiterating the abstract principle that the whole produce of labour 
belongs to the laborer".^  Taleqani extends his discussion on distribution. 
He makes a complete discussion regarding the distribution of natural 
products. In regard of this subject he extend his discourses to criticize 
Capitalism at length. He writes: "based on the principles of Islamic 
economics, the right of possession and distribution of natmal products, 
is based on the right of possession and distribution of natural 
resources, with the stipulation that the land and all natural products 
belong to everyone. Government which is the guardian and 
representative of the common good possesses the right of oversi^t and 
distribution. At a later stage the cultivation of the land and extraction 
from it in underground mines and making natural items productive such 
as rocks on the earth and running water and water and desert animals, 
all give the right to each individual who does these things, as long as 
these claims and relations obtain, to enjoy and distribute these 
1. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics," op.cil., pp. 211-212. 
2. Katouzian, op.cit., p. 152. 
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products. These rights, to the extent that there is no injury to the 
common good, are preserved, because resources and common things in 
nature belong to the public and their enjoyment is limited by Ae rights 
of the public. Therefore, if someone owns more than the average, and 
has more possibilities, the law of common ownership and the power of 
the government limits him and prevents him from misusing what is 
commonly held either in cultivation, extraction or making something 
productive.... Given this form of limited freedom in transactions and 
the supervision of the government over commodities, the simple law of 
supply and demand in the usual capitalist understanding caimot direct 
transactions. This is because demand in the usual capitalist usage and 
in actuality depends upon the ability to buy things and on having 
money. But demand, on the basis of Islamic jurisprudence, arises our 
of what is actually required by necessity. Therefore supply and the 
actual making available of goods will be limited to what is actually 
require by necessity. The marketplace thus cannot become the toy of 
the greed of capitalists by which they open the way to false demand 
and oppressive profits. Therefore these rights that arise out of natural 
resources and thiogs, as a result of cultivation, discovery, or making 
something productive, are the prime source for the distribution of these 
resource and products. But these rights that are entailed are not 
sufficient basis for the right of absolute ownership of natural resources. 
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The absolute right of ownership applies only to things that are 
agricultural products which are the actual resuh of labour and represent 
human effort.... The result of labour whether in the form of 
commodities or exchanged for money is the basis of and motive for 
new activities. It leads to new activities, and the later labour is the 
result of the earlier and the earlier has a share in it. The share of 
those who work later on a product is limited to the labour they 
actually do or that is attached to the product. The laws of Islam have 
direct oversight in each affair and transaction and can intervene to 
negate what is inappropriate so that the protection of freedom prevents 
unlawful profit and stops imlawful methods. 
These rights which are entailed in connection with the enjoyment 
and distribution that arise from natural resources are the special feature 
of Islamic economic principles. In practice, Capitalism does not have a 
just and right means to have and distribute natural products. Because 
no matter how natural resources come into the possession of a 
Capitalist, provided they do not belong to someone else, the Capitalist 
has an absolute right of ownership (not a right which limits profits)... 
Marxism adds the qualification that it entrusts the possession of natural 
resoiuces by himian beings to evolution, means of production and the 
course of history so that according to those conditions, the relations of 
men to those resources are conditioned or limited. Therefore the 
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differences between Capitalism and Commtmism mainly concern 
industrial production, and natural resources are of minor concern in 
both these systems. Islam has based the foundation and centre of 
human life on natural resources and has not entrusted them either to 
the hands of powerful capitalists or to power of the evolution of the 
means of production. From the Islamic point of view the one who 
must have the natural resources which are the basis of human life is 
the worker, to the limit of his labour and always preserving the right 
of the society '" 
The last word about Taleqani's view regarding the distribution is 
that he several times repeats that: "from each must be taken according 
to his abilities and to each must be given according to his needs''.^ 
According to Taleqani, Islam ascertains the ways that one should 
use his possessions. He Writes: "Islamic law has also limited the ways 
in which possessions can be used after it has provided limits on 
ownership and benefits and on the rights of transaction and limited 
even the given rights by such means as required alms, setting aside a 
fifth of your income for religious purposes and charity. These 
limitations by necessity increase the production of useful commodities 
and also put wealth to work for the sake of economic progress and 
1. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics," op.cit.,pp. 212-213. 
2. Richard, op.cit., p. 173 also see Taleqani, Islam va Mahekiyat, p. 173. 
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increasing employment. In the end it would prevent the use of Victories 
and productive capacities in ways which are harmful and dangerous to 
individuals and society..."' 
Taleqani emphasizes that "Islam forbids the consumptions which do 
not aid the development of people's life. The Quran states obviously 
some cases of consumptions which are illegal such as drinking wine, 
playing the gambling, preparing ihe instruments of debauchery, enjoying 
of illegal sexual relation and currept fine arts. The production, 
distribution and transactions of these forecited things have to be 
prevented".^  
Money and Interest 
Money and interest are of the main subjects of every economic 
system. Taleqani expresses his views regarding these two subject. He 
states that "money basically was created to be as a criterion for 
evaluating the value of goods. Money was made to facilitate the 
economic relations and transactions. Money itself become the aim of 
life before some people later. There happened deviations in using of 
money. One of the incorrect uses of money is that people use it for 
hoarding (ehtekar) the properties and goods. The rich individuals buy 
the goods and hard up them. This act causes that demand for goods 
1. Taleqani, '^The Characteristics of Islamic Economics^ op.cit., p. 214. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 248-249. 
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increases. Then the owner of gods will rise the price of ^>ods so that 
they can benefit more. The repetition of hoarding causes much profit 
for traders. But it causes to sustain a loss to people. It hurts the 
market and destabilizes it".' 
Taleqani holds that man's attachment to money causes more 
problems. Those who interest money tries to find other ways to 
increase their profits and money. According to Taleqani, riba (interest) 
is one of the ways which man uses to increase his money. It must be 
noted that: "Islamic economic statements, be they Shi'i or Sunni, would 
seem to be on their surest grounds on the subject of riba, which is 
explicitly prohibited in the Quran".^  
One of researchers writes on riba that: "The question of whether 
interest is a legitimate financial instrument has long been a source of 
controversy throughout the Islamic world. The origins of the 
controversy lie in Quranic verses (ayat) that prohibit riba, the ancient 
Arabian practice whereby borrowers saw their debts double if they 
defaulted and redouble if they defaulted again. Over the centuries many 
Muslims have inferred from these verses that any loan contract 
specifying a fixed return to the lender is immoral and illegal, regardless 
1. Ibid., pp. 170-171. 
2. Katouzain, op.cit., p. 154. 
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of the loan's purpose, its amount, or the prevailing institutional 
framework. And on this basis, they have condemned any array of 
common business practices an un-Islamic".' 
Taleqani like odier Muslim thinkers quotes the ayat which indicate 
riba is prohibited. He expresses that: "it is one aspect of the social 
and intellectual revolution of Islam that it prohibits riba. As well as it 
cancelled absolute landownership.... As it is understood from the 
Quranic ayat, Islam cancelled riba gradually. Islam directs the people's 
intellects towards the loss of riba. Then it forbits it".^  The next shiite 
writers such as Sadr and Bani Sadr emphasize the prohibition of riba.^  
Taleqani explain his views on riba that "riba literally means increase 
and inflation. This word, riba, refers to the transactions in which the 
capital increases automatically without that owner exerts any useful 
effort. The Quran does not limit riba only to monetary loans. One may 
believes that riba limits to monetary loans. Because at the age of 
appearance of Islam the riba was done through monetary loans. But 
the founders of Islam have declared some kind of transactions as riba. 
So they prohibited them. For example, it is a kind of riba transaction 
that the parts of a transaction decide to change two goods which are 
1. Timur Kuran, "Interest," in The Oxford Encyclopaedia of Modem Islamic World, ed 
John L. E^osito, Oxford University Press, New York, 1995, Vol. 2, p. 206. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyai, pp. 177-178. 
3. Katouzian, op.cit., p. 154. 
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of the same weight and quality provided that one of the parts of 
transaction give something more. Therefore, Islam does not limit riba 
to monetary loans. Islam prohibits credit transactions in which the 
goods are of different kinds but one part has to give interest".' 
Taleqani differentiates between riba and other ordinary transactions. 
He says; "1). Ribu is against the ordinary transactions in which each 
part exchange his production with other's ones. 2). The usurer, 
enjoying of capital and money, amasses common capital (sarmayeh-e-
'umomi) individually more and more. Whatever the usurer amasses 
common capitals the other classes loss their power of production, life 
and spiritual capitals. 3). The prevalence of riba drys the sources of 
natural production. It causes the paralysation of economic movement 
which it is the basis of social and intellectual movement. 4). Reba is 
the source of class conflict which it leads to annihilation of 
communities. 5). Usurer, as he is a reach individual, does not need to 
act or to contrive a plan. In contrast, the needy people, as they are 
very poor, involve in their problems. So the intellectual and spiritual 
powers of both of the mentioned above individuals will not develop. 
They can not exist co-operation among the people of each community 
in which riba is prevalent. Riba leads to annihilation of spiritual and 
1. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 184-185. 
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economic independence of each community".' Taleqani keep discussing 
of the bad effects of riba on conununities. He states that "the main 
problem regarding riab is that it causes the amassing of the common 
wealth and power in the hand of usurer. It causes problems regarding 
the demand and supply of goods. It hurts the relation between 
production and distribution. The unlimited Capitalism originates from 
riba".^  The recent Muslim thinkers and revivalists involved tiiemselves in 
discussing of interest. The Islamic countries witness an anti-interest 
movement in recent century. Kuran writes: "the modem era's first 
powerful movement to abolish interest-laden business practices 
developed in Indian in the waning years of British rule. The 
movement's prominent spokesman was Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi 
(1903-1979), a prolific writer who depicted interest as a tool of 
Western dominance and a source of Muslim decadence. Since mid-
1960s, Mawdudi's Pakistani and Indian followers have figured 
prominently among the contributors to a vast, and still growing, anti-
interest literature within the field of Islamic economics. This literature 
offers numerous justifications for banning interest. The most prominent 
is that interest provides an "unearned gain" to the lender (who earns a 
returan without exerting any effort), wile imposing an "unfair 
1. Ibid., pp. 179-180. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, p. 172. 
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obligation" on the borrower (who must repay the loan plus a finance 
charge even in tiie event of misfortune). Other justifications for tiie ban 
are that interest worsens the distribution of income by transferring 
wealth from poor to rich; that it promotes selfishness idleness, it 
deprives society of the labour and enterprise of potentially productive 
people".' 
Amassing of Wealth 
It is said that Taleqani acknowledges the property ownership. He 
reminds that one should not consider the possessions as aim of life. 
They are only means that one should use them to reach perfection. 
Taleqani egresses that: "Since the monotheist recognizes himself as the 
representative of Him who possesses the world and the agent of His 
will and executor of His command and realizes that he is not entirely 
free and independent in his possessions, he cannot view what material 
and attachments he has independently of this, in this view what wealth 
and possessions he has are nothing but a means to reach humane aims 
and goals and a place in the other world. The aim of acquiring wealth 
in economic relations or using it as a means for satisfying lust and 
animal desires is the result of the mental defects and dull-mindedness 
and the comq)tion of human beings. This defective mindset is the most 
significant cause which gives to classes and groups which follow 
1. Kuran, "Interestr op.cit., p. 206. 
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individuals of the same view in accumulating wealth in whatever way 
possible. This causes individuals to become merely the means for the 
production and profit and the accumulation of wealth. Any kind of 
tyranny and treasgression in reaching this goal is approved of. 
Consequently the way toward progress and just production and 
distribution is blocked. These two views, that of acquiring wealth for 
its own sake and of using wealth for base purposes, have had an 
effect in all areas of spiritiial and material life of man, and have been 
the special topic of discussion by the Prophets and the great 
bene£actors of mankind and especially in the cultivation of the laws of 
Islam. One should not only see the struggle of religious leaders for 
such an evolution of thought and expansion of views as a topic for 
spiritual and ethical sermons, but should also realzie the importance of 
developing towards such an attitude and of its effects in all aspects of 
human life..."' 
Taleqani holds that Islamic teachings and tenets, such as belief to 
God and the day of resurrection, expand the outlook of life for 
mankind. These teachings indicate that his world is temporary. That is, 
the place which man should perfect his personality. Therefore, 
individuals based on their powers should possess natural riches and 
1. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics," op.cit.,p. 216. 
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they should use them according their needs. Since one changes his 
outlook towards the wealth, private ownership, income and so on, he 
understands tiiat these not only do not restrict human capitals and mind 
but also they are means of attaining humans perfection. The change of 
man's outlook towards means results to co-operation among people and 
it ends class conflicts".' Taleqani again emphasizes that the problem 
does not arise from the man's right of private ownership, wealth, and 
possession but it arises from his attachment to them.^ Taleqani quotes 
some ayat to prove his view that Islam prohibits amassing of wealth. 
He says: "Consider this ayah that satys 'they who hoard up gold and 
silver and spend it not in the way of Allah, imto them give tidings 
(O Muhammad) of a painful doom: on the Day when it will (all) be 
heated in the fire of hell, and their foreheads and their flanks and their 
backs will be branded therewith (and it will be said imto them): Here 
is that which ye hoarded for yourselves. Now taste of what ye used to 
hoard' (9:34-35). The threat or prognosis and generalization of this 
ayah can not be paraphrased (tavil)...."^ Taleqani speaks of limits to 
wealth as well. He cites "the Imam AH as saying that 'if one 
accumulate more than four thousands dirhams it will be hoarding of 
1. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 124-125. 
2. Ibid., p. 139. 
3. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, p. 186. 
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wealth even if one has paid his Zakat. Less than this amount is 
alimony (nafaqah)".' But in next paragraph he quotes the fifth Imam, 
Baqer, that "he told more than two thousands dirhams is hoarding the 
wealth".^  Taleqani explains that "the differences among these Ahadith is 
related to the different situation of life and public economic of age. 
Accordingly what amount that one spend for his life is alimony 
(nanafah). And if one accumulate money more than his needs it will 
be hoarding of the wealth. It is forbided according to the above 
mentioned ayah and Ahadith".^ Again Taleqani reinforces his claim by 
quoting one small Surah of the Quran completely. He says that "the 
Traducer (Al-Humazah) Surah expresses the social and moral effects of 
accumulation of money 'woe unto every slandering traducer, who hath 
gathered wealth (of this world) and arranged it: he thinketh that his 
wealth will render him immortal. Nay, but verily he will be flung to 
the consuming one...' (104:1-4). If one consider the forecited ay at, he 
can not doubt that accumulation of money and wealth especially gold 
and silver is the most dangerous and most heated act. Then, the 
accumulation of money and wealth among Muslim is resulted of 
Muslim's deviation of Islamic tenets".'* Taleqani criticizes some 
exegesists of the Quran regarding their exegesis on these ayat as they 
1. Ibid, p. 187. 
2. Ibid, p. 187. 
3. Ibid. p. 187. 
4. Ibid., pp. 188-189. 
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try to praphrase cited above ayat. For example, he criticizes Qurtabi 
because of his views on forecited ayah (9:34) as he says that the ayah 
is related to poor Muslims of first century of Islam. Taleqni asks that 
does this view agree with the specificity and absoluteness (etlaq) of the 
Quran? Does the Quran reveal for an especial time and nation? It 
seems that these exegisists do not recognizes that the Quran has 
revealed for all people and all times.' 
IVade and Islamic Economic System 
Taleqani holds that prohibition of accumulation of wealth does not 
mean that Islam negate trade and exchange. He expresses that Islamic 
economics on one hand admits economic activities, private ownership, 
ownership of product of one's laboiir, and trade, on the other hand it 
restricts trade and transactions. Islam does not permit unlimited trade. 
It also does not limit trade to govenmiental trade. He expresses that 
"Islamic religious jurisprudence (Fiqh) cancels private ownership of 
public resources and natural riches. It forbids riba and accimiulation of 
wealth. Fiqh prescribes rules and conditions for trade. It admits trade 
provided that it be done according to legal rules. It prohibits 
monopolization of the right of production and distribution to a special 
class or government. Unless regarding to some cases which common 
1. Ibid., p. 197. 
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good nececiate it. The following ayah expresses the general principles 
of trade, possessions and property rules. "O ye who believe! Squander 
not your wealth among yourselves in vanity, except it be a trade by 
mutual consent, and kill not yourselves. Lo! Allah is ever merciful unto 
you". (4:29) "so this ayah is the origin of all or most conditions, 
which are prescribed by Fiqh to evaluate correctness of trades. The 
transactions which are unlawful based on Fiqh are: riba, gambling 
(Qomar) and lottery (Bakht Azemai). Each trade which it hurts either 
individuals or conmumity are imlawful".' Taleqani, however, emphasizes 
that Islam admits and respects individual's liberty for trade. But it is 
provided that one's liberty do not violate other's rights. In other words 
these rights are upheld as long as they are not injurious to other's 
rights or the general welfare.^  
The Economic Authorities of Islamic State 
According to Taleqani, Islamic state should have wide economic 
authorities. But what is an Islamic state. He says: "Islamic government 
is to be defined as the rule of the Imam, or his deputy, or the viceroy 
of God or someone He has send".^ Taleqani is of the opinion that "a 
Muslim ruler can be legitimate provided that either he himself be a 
1. Ibid., pp. 200-202. 
2. Ibid., p. 204. 
3. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics," op.cit., p. 211. 
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Mujtahid, i.e. one who has the ability to make independent assessments 
of points of law, or he has been given permission (ezn) by a Mujtahid 
to act. For this reason a Muslim ruler has two basic responsibilities or 
functions. Firstly, he has to execute the prescribed Islamic rulers and 
orders (ahkam). Secondly, a Muslim ruler has to do Ijtihad. That is, he 
should struggle to determine the correct ruling on a point of religious 
law (Shari'ah). Islamic ruler can possess common resources freely. He 
should supervise production and distribution. He should supply the life 
of people. Accordingly the right of state rules the individual's rights".' 
Taleqani expresses that "Islam ascertains classes and individual's rights. 
The Islamic state is responsible to execute these rights".^  According to 
Taleqani, "The economic relations has to be subject to supervision of 
Islamic state. It must supervise the Lands. Islamic state, because of the 
social good (Maslahat-e 'Umomi), has the right to possess the 
properties and to impose taxes on lands (Kharaj)".^  hi regard to trade, 
the Islamic government can forbids the transactions which hurt the 
community. It can limits the private ownership. Taleqani states that 
"Islamic government has the right to limit the enjoyment and ownership 
of an individual even more than the rules permit, in the event that 
there is an opposition between the right of an individual and the right 
1. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, p. 274. 
2. Ibid., p. 204. 
3. Ibid., pp. 146-147. 
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of society because the rightful rulers give precedence to and seek to 
ensure that social benefits prevail over individual benefits".' Islamic 
state sometimes can enact new taxes. Taleqani says "if Islamic state 
confronts with monetary problems so that the fixed or prescribed taxes 
(maliyat-e mansus) seems not to be sufficient to development of social 
good, it can impose new taxes. The right of Islamic state to intervene 
in economic relation originates from a principle which is called the 
"Principle of non-harm" (Qaedeh-e la zara) in Fiqh. This principle 
means that individuals are free in their social and economic activities 
provided that they do not cause to sustain a loss to each other. 
Accordingly the rig|ht of possessions, private ownership and transactions 
are legitimate imless they cause to sustain social goods and benefits. 
Although The Islamic state has such a wide power but it should not 
violate the limits of law and social goods and benefits".* It is notable 
that in next Shi'ite works on Islamic economics the same opinions are 
repeated. Katouzian writes "The Islamic state is given wide economic 
powers by both Sadr and Bani Sadr: it owns, organizes, %id spends 
"state" and "Public" Properties and revenues, imposes taxes on the 
private sector, lends money and property to "needy persons" for them 
to invest, and (at least implicitly) it can nationalize private property 
when this is in the public inter^".* 
1. Taleqani, "The Characteristics of Islamic Economics,^ op.cil., p. 211. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. 206-207. 
3. Katouzian, op.cil., p. 159. 
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Considering all above mentioned maters, one may ask where and 
when did a real paradigm based on these characteristics exist. Taleqani 
points out that the complete paradigm of an Islamic society and state 
was formed during the first years of appearance of Islam in Medina. 
He says: "after immigration of our Prophet and Muslims to Medina, it 
became centre of Islamic state. It was called Medina of Prophet 
(Medina al-Nabi) in order that, people remind this ideal paradigm of 
Muslim community and state. In Medina all properties, except a little 
private income, were subject to supervision of govenmient. A part of 
Ansar's private properties were given to Mohajerin. There were not 
differences among people. People were equal to benefit of all public 
resources. All individuals recognized themselves responsible towards 
social affairs and they participate in all social activities. This excellent 
paradigm of co-operation lasted till the end of the period of Khilafat-i 
Rashidah. But the Islamic community deviated of its Islamic tenets. It 
took the colour of Capitalism. Fuqaha were impressed by Capitalism of 
their age. The impression of Capitalism on their work is obvioiis".' 
Qist 
Taleqani proposes and introduces Qist as one of the principal 
teaching of the Qiuan. It is also one of the basic duties and objectives 
of the Prophethood.^ 
1. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, pp. TIA-llS. 
2. Taleqani, Mab'ath, op.cii., pp. 26-27. 
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Defining Qist Taleqani says: "Qist is justice and in a wider 
meaning, giving peoples rights to them. It is a preliminary step to 
enforcing religious precepts strengthening Islam's rulership and also 
improving human morals for achieving welfare and perfection. Without 
Qist, we cannot perform the rules of religious law".' 
h) otiier definition he introduces it as a negati(m of exploitation: 
"Qist means that, everybody should be rewarded for his attempts, 
works and thoughts".^  He applies Qist in a broad senses and believes 
that everybody who has the capacity of doing something should be 
given equal opportunity and chance. He says that "every body has 
some especial capacities which must be chaneUsed in the right direction 
and this is the right of each individual".^  
It is notable that with inspiration of this ayah: "We sent aforetime 
our apostles with clear sings and sent down with them The Book and 
Balance that men stand forth in justice (57:25).'* He believes that 
performance of the Qist is not a specific duty for especial sects or 
group such as Muslim, but the message of the Quran is for all 
hiunanity and all human addressed to in this ayah. Taleqani says that: 
1. Taleqani, Partuvi az Quran, Vol. 2, p. 259. 
2. Taleqani, Esterategi-e- Nehzat-e-hlami, p. 10. 
3. Ibid., p. 10. 
4. Taleqani, Tabyeene Resalal Baraye Qiyam be Qist, p. 21. 
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"Qist, is not limited to specific religion or ideology. Performance of 
Qist is an important duty f6r everybody. The aim of all prophets was 
to bring up Qist or to form a society based on it: "O ye who believe! 
Stand out firmly for justices (4:135)".' But what is the exact meaning 
of Qist in his mind? For him Qist is the important criterion for 
differentiating a Taghut's system from the Divine one.^  He believes that 
Qist on this concept is so imortant that even if non Muslims strive to 
perform it, it will be appreciated. And this teaching has been extracted 
from the holy Quran itself. Even if a person has not heard the 
message of the Prophets and tries to enforce Qist and then be killed in 
this way his killer will be like the Prophets killers (3:21)".' 
At the first sight we see that he uses this principle in various 
sense but the essence of his words is something more than justice. For 
him Qist does not only have economic meaning. Accordingly it can be 
described as: the just distribution of possibilities and opportimities 
among people in order to enable them to use their abilities. Thus they 
can bring about welfare and perfection. It is notable that he knows 
Qist as an important standard for differentiating two societies: i.e. 
Taghut's system and Divine society. But he does not mention any 
1. Taleqani, Esterategi-e- Nehzat-e- Islami, Alfath Publisher, n.d. p. 9. 
2. Mohammad Basteh Negar, Vahadal va Azadi, pang Sukhanrani Az Abuzar-e-Zaman Va 
Mufassir-€ Bozorg-e Quran, Tehran, Inteshar Publisher, 1361. H.SH., p. 83. 
3. Ibid., p. 16. 
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historical example for enforcing the Qist, and he proposes it as an 
ideal but not as a practical solution. Also Taleqani does not pay 
attention to the methods of realising Qist in today's societies. 
Infaq 
Generally Muslim thinkers interpret hifaq as a moral act. Taleqani 
also accepts this but goes beyond it and adds new meanings to it. For 
example at one place he says that it is continuation of Jihad. This is a 
new understanding of this principle and has serious differences with 
traditional interperations. However what he says about Infaq is 
somewhat complicated. He points out that "Infaq has been mentioned 
in the end of Jihad ayats because it is general and continued 
assistance. At the same time it is die foundation of Jihad. It causes the 
imion of the internal forces of society and mobilizing of army. Infaq 
for the sake of God encourages oneself for moral activity and causes 
the appreance of spiritualty. It also help to release the person from 
worldly self interests. On the contrary stinginess and attachment to 
properties i.e. "mammonism" causes meanness, and timidity".^ 
He writes that: "literally lofaq means sacrificing one's self interest 
for the sake of some one else"... a believer should donate those goods 
that he himself interested in. This kind of Infaq ables man to reach to 
a higher and merited place".^ He points out this ayah which says: "and 
1. Taleqani, Partuvi Az Quran, Vol. 2, pp. 56-58. 
2. Ibid., pp. 239-240. 
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they ask you what they should donate, say forgiveness (al-'ajv). Then 
he says that perhaps the word 'o/v is used in its inHnitive meaning 
(M'anay-e masdari). The infinitive meaning of 'ajv is the origion of all 
kind of forgiveness. It means to scarify self interest for the sake of 
others and to respect other's rights and interest, 'afv means that one 
forgive faults of people and to spend his wealth in the way of good. 
It means that one should be delivered of his personal attachments. A 
real monfiq is a person who does forgiveness".' Taleqani expresses that 
there is no religion like Islam which to such an extend emphasiszes on 
Infaq. Islam encourages its followers to expend their wealth and money 
for the common good. It is the task of each Muslim to do Infaq.^  
Taleqani expresses that it is imderstood from the Quran and Ahadith 
that Infaq is obligatory. According to the Quran it is Muslim's duty. 
There are very few words such as Infaq, which to such an extend are 
repeated in the Quran. According to the Quran to do Infaq is one of 
the characteristics of a righteous person".^  
In Taleqani's mind the main aim of Infaq is not only donation for 
needy people, but even more important thing is its effectiveness in 
creating moral values in people. Therefore Infaq has profound 
influences on society, Infaq is helpful in arousing many personal 
1. Ibid., p. 126. 
2. Taleqani, Islam va Malekiyat, p. 249. 
3. Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
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qualities and values in man, such as faithfulness, unity, purity and 
kindness. All these qualities can generate great changes in human being. 
The main aims of Infaq "are purification of the soul. Bringing about 
sense of responsibility among people. To satisfy the hungry or to 
provide clothes is not the ultimate aim".' And: "Infaq in the beining 
delivers man from attachments and materialism. So from this aspect 
Infaq is related to human deliverance (azadi-e Insan)".^ In other 
definition of function of Infaq Taleqani says "Monfeq or donor by 
donating his money to others gives hope to deprived and needy people. 
Also this act creates a society in which joint efforts, friendship and 
excessive generosity are endiued".^ 
Therefore by believing and acting according to Infaq besides moral 
evolution of a nation, social affairs will improve automatically. 
According to him, it is one of the characteristics of Islamic society in 
which people do not rely only on the government policy but every 
body is responsible for others. And helping the needy is a religious 
duty for everybody. This public duty is necessary for the perfection of 
community." We can say that this religious principle is expanded so that 
it contains profound and various social influences. 
1. Taleqani, Parluvi Az Quran, Vol, 2, p. 233. 
2. Taleqani, Az Azadi ta Shahadat, p. 404. 
3. Ibid., p. 251. 





En^eer Mehdi Bazaigan is one of the promineiit and outstanding 
persons in the Movement of Religious Refonnism (Jonbeshe-e Islah-e 
Dini) in Iran. He is called the father of religious enlightenment of the 
late half-century in Iran. He is regarded as the most prolific and 
influential writer of original modernist literature in contenq)oraTy Iran.' 
Manochehr Dorraj introduces him as "one of the major voice of 
Islamic opposition in the pre-and post revolutionary eras."^ Mehdi 
Bazaroan was bom into a religious family of bazar merchants. His 
elementary and secondary education In Tehran combined traditional 
Quranic learning with a modem curriculum. In 1928 he was one of the 
few students chosen by the government to study abroad. He studied 
engineering at the Ecole Central in Paris, returning to Iran in 1935 
after receiving his doctorate.' 
He himself evaluate the result of his Jikrny to Europe as 
follows:" (i) I Learned engineering, knowledge and skill, (ii) My belief 
to Islam increased not to superstitious, deviated and formal Islam but 
to real Islam, i.e. the Islam which contains social effects and gives life 
1. Hamid Algar, "Islah" in Encyclopaedia of Islam, op.cit.. Vol. IV, p.l67. 
2. Manochehr, Dorraj, "Bazargan," in the Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern 
Islamic World, ed. by John L. Esposits, New York, Oxford University Press, 1995, 
Vol. I, p.211. 
3. Ibid., p.211. 
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to the commuiiity. (iii) I realized that the builder and owner of 
Europian civilization is not a person but all the people participate to 
build it. (iv) I found that European life and survival and victory of the 
nations is guaranteed by social system not an individual one.'" After 
graduating he returned to Iran and engaged in political, religious and 
scientific activities. It is notable that he did not hold any separation 
between political and religious activities. Simultaneously, he established 
religious associations and also he co-operated with political groups, and 
he himself was founder of some political associations. He participated 
in scientific activities too. As a university professor, he went on his 
academic works. After returning to Iran he worked at the national 
Bank and Jomed the Engineering Faculty of Tehran University. "Later 
ia 1930s he began lifelong collaboration with Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani, 
one of the leading oppositionist clergy, spreading the message of 
progressive IslauL In 1939 he was imprisoned for opposing the Shah's 
religious polices. Since 1941, Bazargan has been instrumental in 
establishing various professional Islamic organization, including Muslim 
Student Associations and the Associations of Engineers.'^ Bazargan co-
operated with Musaddiq who was the Prime Minister of national state 
and the leader of nationalization of the oil industry. In "May 1951 he 
1. Mehid Bazargan, Modafeat dar dadgah-e Tajdid-e Nazar-e Nezami dar Sal-e 
1343 H.SH, Tehran, Intisharat-e Modarres, n.d., pp.64-65. 
2. Dorraj, op.cit., p.211. 
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became the head of the executive board in charge of nationalization of 
the oil industry."' After the downfall of Musaddiq in the CIA-backed 
coup d'etat of 1953, he joined the Nationalist Resistance Movement, 
(Nahzat-i Muqavamat-i Milfi) (NMM). The NMM was crushed in 1957 
and many of its leaders, including Bazargan, were imprisoned. In 1961, 
with Ayatollah Taleqani and Yadollah Sahabi, he founded the Liberation 
Movement of Iran (LMI), which called for an end to foreign 
domination and restoration of constitutional and democratic rights. 
Their poUtical activities brought all there men prison terms. Between 
1963 and 1977, Bazargan was sentenced to several short prison term 
for his political activities."^ It must be observed that "Liberation 
Movement of Iran is a Political Party whose program is based on a 
modernist interpretation of Islam."^ Chehabi hold that the party's 
program derives from a liberal interpretation of Shii Islam that rejects 
both royal and clerical dictatorship in favor of political and economic 
liberalism, which are both considered more conducive to the flowering 
of Islamic values than coercion."^ In the 1950s and 1960s Bazargan 
also collaborated with Ayatollah Murtaza Mutahhari, another prominent 
1. Susan, Siavoshi, Liberal Nationalism in Iran, the faill of a movement, London, 
West View Press, inc. 1990, p.93. 
2. Dorraj, op.cit, p.211. 
3. H.E. Chehabi, '^Liberation Movement of Iran," in the Oxford Excyclopaedia of 
Modem Islamic World, op.cit., Vol.3, p.l. 
4. Ibid., p.2. 
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"1 cleric, by contributing to the monthly religious society lectures. 
Bazargan was one of the founders of the Islamic Association of 
Teachers. "In the late 1970s, Bazargan co-founded the Human Rights 
Association in 1977 to defend the democratic rights of the opposition. 
Bazargan also played an active role in the revolution that toppled the 
Shah, when Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini sent him to organize the oil 
worker's strikes in mid-1978. In February 1979 Khomeini appointed 
him as the first Prime Minister of the provisional government, but in 
November of that year he resioned complaining of powerlessness and 
mult^le centres of power and more specifically over the seizure of the 
American embassy on November 1979. Bazargan was also a member 
of the Council of the Islamic Revolution and was elected to the first 
parliament in 1980 as a representative for Tehran... Bazargan co-
founded the Association for the Defence of the Freedom and 
Sovereignty of the Iranian Nation (ADFSIN) in 1984. In the early 
1990s Bazargan was active in both the LMI and ADFSIN."^ As it is 
expressed, Bazargan lived as a political activist and social reformist. He 
"throughout his political career has attempted to reconcile Shi'i 
theology with the modem world and his own democratic aspiration. His 
politics represent a synthesis of nationalism, gradualism, liberalism, and 
1. Dorraj, op.cit., p.212. 
2. Ibid., p.212. 
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Islam. These attributes distinguished him from the traditionalist clergy, 
such as Khomeini, and the radical Islamist, such as Ali Shariati."' 
Bazargan's view about relation between religion and state is very 
considrable. In fact, he believed in relationship between religion and 
state before Islamic Revolution and he holds that religion should inter-
fear in political and social affairs. But after the Islamic revolution he 
changed his views about it. Doreaj writes that. "Prior to the 1979 
revolution, in his attempt to politicize Muslims, Bazargan emphasized 
the unity of politics and religion; in the post revolutionary era, 
however, his interpretation increasingly depicted Islam as a private faith. 
Calling for separation of religious institutions from the state, he 
asserted that interference of the state in matters of personal faith would 
lead to theocratic despotism. Bazargan opposed any monolithic 
interpretation of Islam and advocated popular participation and public 
sovereignty. These ideological attributes establish him as one of the 
major voices of Islamic hberalism in post-world 11 Iran."^ Bazargan is a 
representative of liberal understanding of Islam. He is regarded as a 
representative of democratic discourse in religious thought in 
contemporary Iran. The democratic discourse is grown in Iran afler 
Islamic revolution. Abdul Karim Sorush says that: "our contemporary 
1. Ibid., p.212. 
2. Ibid., p.212. 
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religious discourses were either "ideological" one which its hero was 
Ali Shariati or "non-ideological' discourse or "democratic" one which 
one of the outstanding representatives of it was Mehdi Bazargan... In 
ideological discourse it is emphasized on persons such as Imam Husain, 
Abuzar and Zainab. And concepts such as revolution, martyrdom 
(Shahadat), oppresaon (Istiz'af), in:q)eriaUsm, Justice, religious movement 
and etc. are brought up in ideological discourse. The ideological 
discourse regards God as the God of oppressed. The place of this 
discourse is not Khaneqah nor mosques but it is foimd in such places 
as Husiniyeh-ha and centers (Kanonha) outside the mosques and 
Khaneqah. The democratic discourse should be called "green discourse. 
The things discussed here are concepts of reality, liberty, justice, 
religious e?q)erience, religious understanding, negation of ideology in its 
original meaning, democracy, non-violence, disaloge, human Rights, civil 
rights and ... Democratic discourse is growing in our community and 
the other discourse exist too and in the light of democratic discoiirse 
the other ones are going to change. Thus they also will become richer 
and stronger."' Consequently, Bazargan tries to mix religious values and 
state together. He can be named as the thinker of liberty in Iran. In 
fact he accepts the fundamental principles of liberalism which contains 
1. Abdul-karim Soroush, "Gorohha-ye Farhang Setiz va Shurai-ye Inqelab-e 
Farhangi," in Aban, Tehran, Tir, 1378 H.SH. Vol. 2, No.Sl.p.lO. 
r 
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individualism, peoples right to detennine their political position, freedom 
of thought and freedom of press. He accepts some of the concepts and 
principles of modernism and tries to combine them with Islamic 
concepts. According to Bazargan, mankind is following prophets' way. 
Then, he does not believe any disagreement between the achievements 
of modem civilization and prophet's teaching. He hold that modernism 
and "Islamic tradition" can be combined. According to Islamic culture. 
Tradition means the tenets, cults and spritual heritage of Muslims. 
Barzin expresses that. "Modem French culture and its customs 
has in:9)ressed on him very much. The in:q)ression of that culture on his 
views changes his opinions about Iranian traditional religion. And also 
it makes him familiar with modem political and social thoughts.'" 
Bazargan is one of the pioneers of modernist franian thinkers that 
propose the Islamic reulership. His views on Islamic state are brought 
up in this chapter in detail. Bazargan expresses very little about 
economics in his book, "B'ethat va Ideology." Bazargan was impressed 
by Taleqani's views on Islamic economics which are brought up in 
latter's book, i.e. Islam va malekiyat. In fact, he has taken many of his 
discussions and arguments from Taleqani's work. Siavoshi writes that: 
"he had no economic theory of his own. Like most of the secular 
1. Saeed Barzin, Zendeginameh-e Siasi-e Mohandes Mehdi Bazargan, Tehran, 
Nashri Markaz, Second edition, 1374 H.S.H. p.28. 
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liberals, he had nothing q)ecific to say about the course of economic 
development or about how to solve the economic ills of Iranian 
society. His overriding concerns were resisting the shah's dictatorship 
and establishing a true democratic system."' 
In the field of religious knowledge, Bazargan pays attention to 
several matters and subjects. He considers the inconsistency between 
science and religion. He tries to find a solution for the inconsistency. 
Some of his works are written regarding this problem. He uses new 
scientific statements to explain many religious subjects, tenets and 
discussions. He holds that there is no inconsistency between religious 
teachings and scientific achievements. His ideas regarding the 
inconsistency between religion and science will be discussed later. 
Bazargan tries to propose a modem understanding of Islamic 
tenets and concepts in accordance with modem age. He discusses the 
concepts such as Prophethood, Tawhid, Jihad and so on, with new 
methods. He uses new scientific statements too and he does not use 
the methods of classical theology. 
Bazargan emphasises mainly on returning to the Quran. He, like 
some other reformists who lived before him, holds that returning to the 
Quran is one of the basic factors for revival of Islamic thought. Since 
1. Siavoshi, op.cit., p.97. 
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the Quran is the main source of knowledge so the emphasis on 
returning to it originates from the basic role of the Quran in the 
Muslim thought. The movement of returning to the Quran (Harakat-e 
Bazgast be Quran) w^ch established by Sayyid Jamal al-din al-Afghani 
gradually developed and it changed by Bazargan to a scientific and 
exact knowledge of the Quran. Bazargan's emphasis on the Quran is 
not mainly because of this fact that It is the source of knowledge but 
his estress on the Quran originates from this matter that he opposes 
with those trends that put the Quran aside from Muslims community. 
There is another reason for Bazargan's emphasis on returning to the 
Quran, that is, he wants to oppose with those trends that en:q)hasize 
on Ahadith as the source of knowledge in Islam. Tavssoli writes that: 
"the late Talegani and Bazargan follow Sayyid - j ^ Jamal al-din 
Al-Afghani's thought regarding the returning to the Quran and the 
noble Islamic culture. In fact, returning to the Quran is the main 
concem of contemporary Muslim revival."' Bazargan is one of the lay 
interpreters of the Quran. And it is a new phase in the history of 
shiite thought. In fact, he was a pioneer of movement of imderstanding 
the Quran by lay interpreters. He initiates a new way for interpretation 
of the Quran apart from the classical framework. Firstly, he removes 
1. Mohammad Tavassoli, "Barrasi-ye Ijmali-ye Zendegi-e Mohandes Bazargan dar 
Panj Foraz" in Iran-e Farda, Tehran, 1374 H.S.H. Vol. 23, p.25. 
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the barrier of exclusive understanding of the Quran. Secondly, he 
reaches to non*traditional understanding, i.e. he can receive new social, 
scientific and pragmatic understanding without referring to classical 
framework in interpretation of the Quran. In other words, the breaking 
of clasncal foundation of interpretation of the Quran would open the 
way for lay interpreters. It can be said that he defends the right of 
understanding of the Quran by non-clergymen. Barzin writes that: 
"Bazargan is one of the new founders of interpretation of religion by 
lay exegetists in Iran and he advocates the right of explanation of 
religious teachings for aU. In fact, What makes him different from the 
others is his innovations in the field of religious thought.' 
Bazargan as a modem Muslim thinker and reformist considers 
many religious subjects such Islamic tenets and teachings, interpretation 
of the Quran, the function of religion in communities and civilizations. 
Also, he brings up Political thought and the concepts of modem 
Political Philosophy. He discusses subjects such as liberty, tyranny, 
colonialism. West and critical anthropology. He proposes the mentioned 
concepts from view point of a thinker that on the one hand he accepts 
modernity and on the other hand he remains constant to the religious 
and national tradition of his community. Therefore, he uses the 
1. Saeed Barzin, "Hokomat, Qanon va Democracy, Siri dar Andishehha-ye Dini-
e Bazargan,"" in Kiyan, Tehran, Aban, 1373, Vol. 22, p.24 
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concepts of modernity to express or to explain concepts related to our 
tradition. He never denies 'tradition' nor puts it aside completely but 
he combines it with modem concepts. He is a pioneer of a new 
tradition in contemporary reUgious thought in Iran. He strongly defends 
liberty and he believes that tyranny is the main source of any kind of 
decline. He holds that to reach to Uberty, and to be free from Pahlavid 
regime, should be acquired gradually. He also expresses that colcmiaUsm 
and foreign domination are done through internal tyranny. He accepts 
the invasion of the West but he holds that Muslims should get the 
achievements of Western civilization critically. He has a moderate policy 
towards West. It means that he neither absolutely denies it nor 
con:^)letely accepts it. From a religious point of view he criticizes the 
West. He holds that the origin of faults of Western. Civihzation, Le. its 
colonialism and domination, are related to this fact that they do not 
believe in God. Bazargan ranks among few men who criticize the 
Iranian nation. He beleives that Muslims should not mainly pay 
attention to external factor in order to survey the causes of Internal 
problems and disorders. But the causes of problems usually relate to 
the community itself He usually rejects those analysises based on 
foreign plot regarding the social problems. Because, in his revivahsm he 
considers internal trends of Islamic community and criticizes them 
deeply. He criticizes Tasawof movement. Since Tasawof involves it's 
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followers to the piety (Zohd), and it ignores problems of our 
community. Also, he criticizes clergymen (Rohaniyyat) because they 
back away from political and social affairs. Finally, he holds that 
Islamic community should ruin internal calamities in order to make a 
powerful and capable community. And such a community is a suitable 
model or pattern to propagandize Islamic thoughts and morals. Thus 
Islamic community will be away of mere motto, i.e. acts not words are 
meant. 
Among reformist of religious thought in Iran, Bazargan's method 
in e7q)laining religious concepts is special. He is completely familiar 
with emprical science. So, in order to explain different concepts, he 
uses emprical method. In fact, to prove Islamic beleifs, he uses the 
achievements of empirical sciences. According to one of the 
conten^orary writers: "basically the main purpose of Bazargan's works 
and lectures is to prove rightfulness of Islam through emprical sciences 
and mathematics. Also his main concern is to make consistency 
between Islamic precepts (ahkam) and new sciences."' Another 
contemporary research scholar writes that" "Bazargan has tried to use 
the achievements of sciences to describe and explain religious 
concepts... In fact, Bazargan's scientific thought is formed in this way 
1. Sayyid Mohammad Mehdi Jafiari, Nehzat-e Bidargari dar Jahan-e Islam, Tehran. 
Intishar Publishers. 1362. H.S.H. p. 159. 
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and from this point of view he considers all phenomena whether 
physicaUy^biologicaUy or socially and humanistically. And he tries to 
explain and describe them with the rules of new sciences. His book, 
'Ishq and parastish (love and worship) with secondary title called 
Human Thermodynamic, is most obvious document in this field... and 
there is this attitude in all of Bazargan's works. There can not be 
found any works of Bazargan which do not refer to physical and 
termodinamical concepts. We can not find any of his works that he 
does not infer some points regarding to social, humanistic and faithfiil 
discussion through interpretation and generalization of scientific rules.'" 
Bazargan's accepted method, i.e. emprical method opposes with 
philosophical method which mainly based on theoritical analysis. Sina 
writes that: "Bazargan deeply remains constant to emprical and 
observational method and he used it in his works. He expresses that 
the mentioned method is in accordance with Islam and the Quran. 
Bazargan negates the philosophy and he basically opposes with 
philosophical method, Le. deductive method. He holds that putting aside 
emprical science is a deviation in the history of man's thought. He 
hold that after the Renaissance little the deviation was removed."^ It 
must be observed that at first it was Iqbal who hold that eiiq)rical and 
1. Husain Sina, '"Bazargan's Methodology," in Iran-e Farda, Tehran, 1375 H.SH., 
No.29, p. 12. 
2. Ibid., p. 10. 
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observational method is the same method that the Quran brings it up. 
Later other Iranian thinkees especially Bazargan and Shariati accepte 
it. One of the characteristics of this method is that it pays high 
attention to natural phenomena. Nature is regarded as the source of 
knowledge and inductive method replaces deductive one. It must be 
observed that "Bazargan uses scientific method very well to analysis the 
Phenomena. This method wUch uses in scientific and educational books 
is called analytic method or the method of solving problems... In the 
light of this method, Bazargan gets a strong analytic power. In 
con:q)aring Bazargan's method with the traditional method we see that 
the latter one is devoid of analysis and rationality. Thus the in^ortance 
and value of Bazargan's method is clear. Bazargan shows his scientific 
discipline and his systematic mind while brings up his arguments... He 
uses scientific and Quranic concepts in most of his works equally. 
When he refers to the Quran, he pays attention to a group of ayat, 
their descending process and their easy and understandable concepts to 
get the consequences and classify them He does not engage himself on 
analysing one ayah and inferring detailed discussion of the Quranic 
words one by one. Also, he does not pays attention to syntax 
(Qavaed-e Nahve)... Brifly, the main characteristics of Bazargan's 
methodology are analytical, historical and comparative study of the 
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phenomena.'" Totally, Bazargan intends to show consistency between 
science and religion. 
Is it really acceptable just to use positivistic method to explain 
religious concepts? It seems that there is not a common agreement 
among Muslim thinkers to use positivistic method and achievements of 
emprical sciences to explain Islamic concepts. Sahabi who is a 
contenq)orary Iranian research scholar writes "Bazargan's methodology 
was positivistic which is unproductive and it does not create a 
productive mind. And this method can not be continued. It must be 
pointed out that Bazargan's method basically was defensive. The 
defensive is a weak method to be used about science, Uberty and their 
relationship with religion. Actually the defensive method has deficiency 
and it does not make any motivation. Gurilla organization also uses 
this method, i.e. they accept Marxism socialism and e>q)ress that Islam 
has the same socialism. So this method and this kind of thought is 
always damageable. The first persons wiio use this method may not get 
into trouble but after a while the followers confi^ ont with problems. 
That is, they say that if Islami has a kind of socialism (economic 
justice), so the original school, i.e. Marxism is better. And they put 
Islam aside. "^  Is it ture to make equality between modem concepts and 
methods such as democracy, liberty and emprical methods with Islamic 
1. Ibid., pp.13-14. 
2. Ezzatollah Sahabi, "Negahi az Faraz bar vk Zendegi" in Iran-e Farda, Tehran, 
1374 H.S.H., No.23, pp.20-21. 
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concepts and tenets? Is not it a kind of reason fallaciously? How can 
we make equality between scientific methods, which is a new 
achievement of man, with Quranic method which originates from 
revelation (Vahy)? And how is it possible to make equality between the 
concepts which belongs to modernism and modern schools of 
philosophy with the concepts which are belong to Islamic world view 
in the age of prophehood? 
In the field of religious knowledge Bazargan's method has new 
traits. In other words he has a style to propose religious concepts. 
Barzin describes Bazargan's style as follows: "the main speciality of 
Bazargan's method is that he tries to attract more audience by using 
new religious arguments in order to oppose with elites ideology and to 
deny their views. The most important characteristics of this method, 
which somehow are constant, come bellow: (i) It emphasises on 
religious morals, (ii) It considers Islamic identification of community, 
(iii) It uses a new way to interpret religious texts... The obvious 
subject in Bazargan's work is to bring up social matters. He does not 
use this method to solve the daily matters and political affairs but he 
uses it in an abstract level and he means by it to supply his reader to 
reach to an Islamic world view and analytic field. This causes that 
Bazargan's work go beyond mere Journalism or descriptive work and 
his writings are rank among analytical one."' 
1. Saeed Barzin, "Hokomat, Qanon va Democracy, Siri dar Andishehha-ye Dini-e 
Bazargan," op.cit., p. 17. 
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Bazargaa*s Religious Thought 
The Ends of Prophethood: 
During the years of 1326-1371 H.SH. (1947-1992), nearly half 
century, Bazargan in his various and important works propose 
Prophethood purposes. 
The Prophethood in his &st works, is only a religions subject 
but, gradually it changes mto both political and religious subject. About 
two decades from 1340 until 1360 H.SH. (1961-1981) Bazargan by 
considering our Prophet's ends expresses Islamic ruership and it's 
policy. During the mentioned years, Bazargan enumerats a lot of 
purposes for the Prophethood in his writings. But m later decade, that 
is between 1360-1370 H.SH. and before his deth, he limits his 
expectatoins of the Prophethood, i.e. he limits the purposes of 
Prophethood. In this paper I am going to express Bazqargan's first 
views about Prophethood then I will show the changes in his opinions. 
In this paper the reader will observe the ups and downs of Bazargan 
views as regard wordly purposes of the Prophethood. In his first 
works, Bazarga holds that the summon to Tawhid is the main end of 
whole Prophets. In addition to their summon to Tawhid, Prophets call 
people to fight with polytheism m any aspect and shapes. According to 
Bazargan the main purpose of Prophets and their Prophethood was "to 
call people toward one God."' 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, Afate Tawhid, (Calamities of ToMiiid), Tehran, Daftar-e Nashr-e 
Farhang-e Islmi n.d p.9. 
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Also he says: "the main part of our Prophet program and other 
Prophets was to fight with idolotry by general slogan, which is 
expressed by the Quran that 'Serve Allah, ye have no other god save 
Him (11:61). To worship a person is a kind of polytheism and it 
means to renew polytheism and to worship living or daed manifestation 
of nature.'" Propehts appear to make people get ride of superstitions 
and to correct their belifes and thoughts and to make them return to 
their Godly nature (fetrat). He writes: "in religious texts Prophets are 
usually introduced as persons who make cults of worship simple and 
improve the people's thoughts and belifes that were deviated from their 
nature."^ Bazargan holds that one of the Prophets' common ends is to 
fight against their contemporary false gods (Taghuts) and dictators who 
make people to be their slaves and their worshippers. He says: "one of 
the purposes of the Prophets is to confront with worship of false gods 
(Taghuts). This ayah which says: "and verily we have raised in every 
nation a messenger, (proclamining): Serve Allah and shun fals gods .." 
(16:36), is one of the usually slogans of Prophets and it means to 
avoid from Taghoot and to worship God exclucievely."^ Prophets call 
people to believe to God and to follow morals or virtues, they prepare 
the way in which people live together peaceftilly and then they pave 
the way to create and protect human civilization. Therefore Prophets 
1. Mehdi Bazaigan, Tcrwhid, Tabiat, Takemol, (Tawhid, Nature and Evolution) n.d 
n.p. p.23. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, As Khoda Parasti ta Khod Parasti (From Worship of God to 
Worshop of Self), Tehran. Hadi Publishers, n.d. pp.3-4. 
3. Bazargan, Afat-e Tawhid, op.cit. p.35. 
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beside other factors^ cause to establish human civilization: "since 
Prophets are founder of morals and belief to God, they promote 
thought and orders (Ahkan) which people in the shadow of them 
entrust each other and then their coexitence which is real conditions of 
survival of civilization would be possible. The Prophets are truly 
makers or founders of civilization."' 
Of course there is no historical evidence for Bazargan's view that 
Prophets are main founders of civilization. He does not give any 
reason for his claim. The least objection to his words is that there is 
not an evidence whether ancient civilization such as &r East or Indian 
Civilization are founded by Prophets. Formation and survival of human 
civilization has a complicated process and then it is unacceptable and 
exaggerated claim to relate it to Prophets while they themselves have 
not claimed so, and there is not any certain historical evidence too. 
Bazargan holds that politics, rulership, Judgment and morals are resuhs 
of appearance of Prophets. He says: "The teachings of Prophets were 
felt so sweet in mankind's mouth so that they picked them like the 
ripe fruit from the tree. People separate organizations wWch previously 
were bom and brought up by religious authorities. For example they 
separate science, rulership and politics, and judgement from religion. 
Customs and morals were established against religious traditions and 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, Din va Tamaddon (Religion and Civilization), Tehran, Daflar-e 
Nasher-e Ketab, 1356 H.SH.. p.59. 
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virtues while all of them were based on religion.'" Bazargan especially 
emphasizes on the role of Islam to from Civilization as an objective 
exan[ l^e. He points to effects of Islamic teachings, which they prevent 
from fanaticism and call to toleration towards non-muslims to e?q)and 
human civilization. He says: "Islam did not limit itself only to security 
of society, which it prepares any places for getting and developing 
civilization but according to the Quran, our Prophet and Imams' 
teachings, from one hand there is an especially attention to 
understanding and agreement of different Muslim nations and on the 
other hand there is a call to avoid fanaticism and to have tolerance 
and negligances towards non-MusUms. Then there was created a lot of 
relations among nations and communications and union which are 
factors of development of civilization were reinforced."^ 
There is a doubt that movement and progress of man in sciences 
especially natural and empirical sciences can be related to the advent of 
the Prophethood, however, it can not be denied that the appearance of 
Prophets was the source of main changes, movements and effects in 
human civilization. Bazargan even optimistically points out that the way 
which man passes through history is like the way that Prophets 
introduce to man. He believes that man is proceeding or passing the 
way of Prophets, and human civilization move in the same way which 
1. Mehdi Bazai:gan, As Khoda Parasti ta Khod Parasti, op.cit., p.28. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, Din and Tamaddon, op.cit., p.28. 
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is known for people by Prophets. But is it basically true to say that 
Prophets' way and mankind's way are the same? One of the recent 
writers says about it: 'it does not seem logically to separate man's 
way frame Prophets' one because human civilization and its 
development in culture and science as a historical fact can not be 
related to Prophets or human beings distinctively. So Prophets' message 
and man's thought jointly make these progress. Prophets' role is very 
inq)ortant and basic to form human civilization in different processes 
and fields. If we ignore Prophets' role in man's civilization we will not 
study actually logical movement of changes of human societies.... So 
far as man's way is involved in solving the conflict of man and nature 
it is not Prophets' act nor along the Prophets' way but, when it 
prepare the way for human liberty that is the way of Prophets..., if we 
do not propose the mentioned distinct we have to ascertain any 
scientific movement of men to Prophets even though it does not serve 
human progress and perfection and it is not in agreement with 
Prophets' calls.'" In other words if we accept Bazargan's view as 
regard the similarity and equality of men's civilizations and Prophet's 
teaching,— without that we separate material and spiritual parts of 
these civilizations- it will mean that all achievements of modern 
Western civilization in it's all aspects provide Prophets wishes and ends 
exactly or it is going to provide them Because "Bazargan's concept of 
1. Husain Sina, op.cit., p. 10. 
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human way is exclusively limited to the achievements of empirical 
sciences."' If Bazargan means that Prophets are founders of civilization 
and their particq)ation had an exact effect on making sciences, industry, 
economy and etc, it seems that there is no exact historical evidences 
and it is not proved to be a scientific theory. As well as Bazaigan in 
his later works limit the purposes of Prophethood and he doiys above 
mentioned purpose. It should not be forgotten that non-religious 
conmiunities and shining civilizations, which perhaps did not exprince 
any Prophets appear among themselves, have organizations such as 
rulershq)es, fimiily, traids, judgement, industry and sciences. For exan{)le 
we can refer to many Eastern and Western civilizations. Bazargan 
continuesto mention other purpose of Prophets. By enumerating 
Prophets' ends Bazargan says that a new Prophet come to "reform 
beliefs and remove superstitions and to caU people to return to their 
primary pure nature (Fitrat)."^ 
There is an outstanding point in Bazargan's first works, that is, 
he doubts about some claims as regardsthe ends of the Prophethood. 
While some modem Muslim thinkers in Iran hold that Prophets come 
to fight with the rich class (Ashraf), Bazargan believes that if we limit 
the purposes of Prophethood to class conflict or against richmens, it 
win spoil the Prophets' fimction: "if we accept that Prophets' duty is 
1. Ibid., p. 10. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, Rah-e tey Shodeh, Tehran, Intishar Publishers, n.d. p. 13. 
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just to confront with richmen and capitalism, we will spoil Prophethood 
purpose. Because the end of Prophethood is to fight against 
pollytheism and to propagandize Tawhid."' In another work again he 
proposes this point and writes: "the main and even basic end of 
Prophethood is to lead people towards one God. Then fighting with 
enemies and military operation never was their primary ends."^  
Of course^ it is meiKionable that new claim of Bazargan 
contradicts his previous one. Because he says Prophets came to fight 
with their conten:q)orary Taghoots, and it is ambiguous ^ecially when 
it is not clear that how Prophets could call people to Tawhid unless 
they oppose with enemies and deniers. But, by reviewing Bazargan's 
next works, we can e?q)lain exactly his claim regarding the purposes of 
Prophethood. 
The above mentioned purposes of Prophethood are Bazargan's 
beliefs at least diiring the late decades of 1340 H.SH., and he does 
not deny them in his next works. He also extends the purpose of 
Prophethood in his book called "B'ethat va Ideology" (Prophethood and 
Ideology), wdiich is one of his most inq)ortant works. In this book he 
tries to infer the theory of Islamic state by means of the Quranic ayat 
about Prophethood. The above mentioned point will be discussed in 
Bazargan's political thought in detail later. It is necessary to remember 
1. Bazaigan, Afat-e Tawhid, p. 64. 
2. Ibid., p.9. 
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that Bazargan in his so called book and also in his theory of rulership 
does not negate the primary purposes of Prophethood which he 
counted them previously. Agam he expresses that the most in:q)ortant 
purpose of Prophethood is to call people to Tawhid. He emphasizes 
that calling to Tawhid by Prophets were done by making attraction 
(Jazbah), beUef and love before people. He believes that, this is a trait 
of their invitation and it shows the perfection of people and Prophets. 
He writes: "Prophets do their duties by announcing that 'there is no 
God but Allah' and 'do not worship any gods except Allah'. This 
means that they want mankind to submit himself to God willingly. 
Since they surrender themselves by love, belief and will, this shows the 
power of recognition and will, that is, it shows the development of 
personality and perfection of those who are called by Prophets to 
Tawhid."* Again in his book, during the decades of 1350 H.SH., he 
shows close relationship and similarity between Prophets purposes and 
the purposes of democratic system. He says "we should remember that 
purpose of Prophethoodd and to some extent democratic systems are 
to train men (insan sazi)."^ 
Bazargan refers to this ayah which says "It is He who has raised 
up from among the common people a Messenger from among them, to 
recite His signs to them and purify them, and to teach them the Book 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, (Prophethoodd and Ideology), Mashad, 
Intisharat-e Tolu', 1345 H.SH. p. 104. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, B'ethat va Dolat, {Prophethood and State), Tehran, Intishar 
Publisher, 1359 H.SH. p.32. 
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and the Wisdom. (62:2)," then he expresses that to purify people and to 
teach them are purposes of Prophethood. He en^hasizes that to purify 
people is before to teach them the Book and the >^sdom. He writes 
that "God says to the Prophet that your plan is to purify people after 
that they believe you and before that you teach them the Book and 
the Wisdom."' The remarkable point in his ideas is his influence by 
Islamic Revolution of Iran (1979) and he gradually reviewed his views 
on the ends of Prophethood. He limits the wide area of secular ends 
for the Prophethood that he previously enumerates them. By influencing 
of Islamic Rulershq) of Iran, that he considers it an objectives case of 
fulfillment of his views, he revises his previous views regarding the 
ends of Prophethood. He denies that there is an order in the C r^an 
that Prophets themselves should establish rulership, remove class 
conflict, bring up equality (qist) in the communities, and fight the 
enemies. He holds that the main problem of mankind is ignorance and 
express that the remedy of this problem is to purify people and to 
teach them the Book and the Wisdom. He refers to the Quran and 
writes: "the second ayah of Surah-e Jummah, and three other ay at 
regarding the ends of Prophethood do not express that God has arised 
up fi'om among common people a messenger to feed the himgry, to 
prepar job for the unemployed, to make homes for those who have no 
home, to divide the land among them, to cure their pains, to kill the 
1. Ibid., p. 10. 
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enemies and hypocrites. There is not e?q)ressed in these ayat and other 
ayat of the Quran and in our Prophet tradition anything about the 
characteristics of Islamic rulership. There is not any order in Sunnit 
and Shi'ite fiqh regarding the matter of rulership too... According to 
the cited above ayat the main pain of mankind is his ig i^orance and it's 
cure is to guide them toward God. Of course the guidance should be 
done based those ayat that are related to purification of people and 
teaching them the Book and the Wisdom.'" It must be observed that 
vAien Bazargan denies above mentioned duties for the whole Prophets, 
he in fact gets away from his previous claims in his book, '%'ethat va 
Ideology'^ (Prophethood and Ideology), seriously and he denies political 
ends for Prophethood. He makes his ideas clear totally during 1360-
1370 H. SH. He believes that there is a rational reason that why 
Prophets do not involved themselves in economic and political affairs. 
He explains the reasori^ollows: "since believers belongs to different 
ages or they live in different places then they themselves should 
manage their works or affairs. Prophets teach us how to do our duties 
and just awake us from aberration and lead us to live but we 
ourselves should do the rest. God has given us sense of duty to fight 
with corruption and enemies too."^ The result of above mentioned 
words is that God sends His messengers to guide people and people 
should themselves manage their worldly affairs. But Bazargan does not 
1. Ibid.. p.21. 
2. Ibid., p.21. 
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remain £utfaful to his claim and views constantly and until 1371 H.SR, 
he is uncertain on his opinions about ends of Prophethood and 
prophet's duties. He writes in his book called 'Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha,' 
(the recovery of values): "Prophets came to fulfill two works. First, 
they call people to believe to God and the Hereafter and they want to 
guide them. Second, they guide people to improve their life in this 
world and they manage the affairs of their community. The former , 
which is the main aim of Prophethood, contains the guidance aspect of 
Prophethood. To guide people is the main duty of all Prophets. They 
convey God's message to people. The latter deals with management of 
the communities. This one belongs to some of Prophets. Our Prophet 
involved himself in legislation as well as social and economic affairs. 
He also paid to war, judgment and family affairs. Our Prophet and his 
successors gave some worldly teaching and advices in the fields of 
medicine, science, literature, social and morals to people. However, 
the common point of all Prophets and the main purpose of the 
Prophethood is expressed in this ayah which says: "And serve Allah: 
and ascribe nothing as partner unto Him." (4:36) The ayah indicates a 
single word, i.e. Tawhid and its purpose is to create a united 
community (ummah vahidah)."' Bazargan can not deny historical 
evidences that indicate that our Prophet administered Islamic community 
and he waged war and established state. Therefore Bazargan divides 
1. Bazaigan, Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha (the Recovery of Valves), Tehran, Published by 
Bazaigan. 1364. H.SH., pp.302-303. 
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Prophets' duties to two categories, i.e. the administration of the 
community (velayat) and guidance of the people (Hedayat) and he 
emphasizes that only some of Prophets interferes in wordly affairs. He 
adjustshis previous view that Prophets should only and exclusively 
guide people. Although Bazargan does not believe that Prophets ends 
was to fight with enemies, but in his book "Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha," 
again en[q)hasizes that Prophets made people release from authority of 
dictators and the rich class (Arbaban-e Zar va zoor). He states that: 
"as we understand from Prophets' stories and from this ayah "there is 
no God save Allah." (47:19), Prophets' end was to release people from 
idolatory or polytheism, mamonism, the clergy of reUgions that cause 
polytheism and oppose Prophets, kings, dictators and false gods 
(Taghuts) of each age.'" Bazargan continuously adjusts his views on the 
ends of Prophets and thdr frmctions. Sometimes he expresses that they 
are both political leaders and spiritual or religious guiders and 
sometimes he expresses that Prophets only are spiritual leaders. He 
writes: "in brief. Prophets have two kinds of duties. First of all, they 
are representative of people for their affairs... i.e. worldly leadership. 
Then they are representative of God, i.e. they receive revelation from 
God to announce it to people... this means spiritual leadership."^ 
Bazargan in his book, "Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha," enumerates some 
secondary achievements and ends of Prophethood. He says "Prophets 
1. Ibid., p.65. 
2. Ibid., p.305. 
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wish goodness, blessing, affluence, mercy, independence, honor, power, 
knowledge and many other things for mankind. They hold that the 
above mentioned consequences will be achieved if people believe to 
God and worshq) Hira But the above mentioned matters are secondary 
ends and inq)licit achievements which are gained by worship of God."^ 
Again in one of his last works, he repeates his first views that "the 
end of Prophethood is to call people to believe God and the Hereafter. 
This is higher than the limit of man's understanding.''^ Since human 
wisdom can not discover mysterious existence of God and the 
Hereafter, Prophets are chosen by God to help and guide people to 
understand the secrets, destination and origin of the universe. He 
explains that "as mankind himself is too weak to know God, the 
Hereafter and God's orders (ahkam), then God sends Prophets to guide 
people."^ To consider the ends of Prophethood fi:om Bazargan's view, 
without paying attention to his last work which was published two 
years before his death, is incon^lete and the final judgement about his 
views on the ends of Prophethood can not be fulfilled. Bazargan in 
1371 H.SH. (1992), proposes the ends of Prophethood as a new 
subject or issue. Of course, the discussion of Prophethood, this time, 
has changed a little for him. So Bazargan's answers and view have 
1. Ibid., p.31. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, Aya Islam Yek Khatar-e Jahani ast?, Tehran, Intisharat-e 
Qalam. 1374, H.SH. p. 108. 
3. Mehdi Bazaigan, Bazgasht be Quran, Tehran, Nashre Qalam, 1364 HSH., \cA. 4, p.34. 
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changed basically. This time, Bazargan's question about the ends of 
Prophethood contains two aspect. The first aspect is related to what 
Prophets give to human as a religion. In fact question is about 
Prophets' achievements by considering their traditions, i.e. their words 
and acts. The second aspect, which is a new and innovative view, is 
related to prophet's addressers. That is, what does people await of 
religion. Bazargan's method to propose the matter is very important. 
Bazargan considers the conditions of mankind and his needs that he 
himself can not remove them. Then he comes to this opinion that 
Prophets come to solve the problems that mankind himself can not 
solve them or remove the needs that again man himself can not 
remove them. Bazargan says that "the question is that:what is the 
Divine will (mashiyat) or God's end of Prophethood? Why He sends 
Prophets? And what is believers expectation of religion and what is the 
use of religious teachings? This is not the question to know what kind 
of orders or principles are m Divme religions or what are their resuhs 
actually to account them as ends of Prophethood. Again the question is 
not to know what did Prophets and religious leaders or even their 
followers say or do to know them equal with religion or as the ends 
of Prophethood. The other side of coin is that we should understand 
what is the expectation of believers of religion based on their world 
views and ideology. The question is that, when and why should 
mankind refer to reli^on? And when has he to solve his problems and 
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remove his needs himself i.e. by relying on his mind and capacities? In 
other words, does religion mean that man should worship God? Or 
does it indicate than man has to try to satisfy Him and to reach to 
happiness of the Hereafter? Or does religion answer to our problems in 
this life and remove our worldly needs? If it is so, to what extend 
should religion solve our worldly affairs?'" 
Before answering to his above mentioned question, Bazaigan tries 
to show the origin of this current belief that religions or Prophets 
come to make our World, communities and life better. He limits his 
question to Iranian Muslim community. He says that the claim that 
Muslims should defend the integrity of Islam against attack and 
periority of West is the motivation of proposing of the so called belief^  
i.e. religions come to make better our living and world. Of course he 
himself can be placed among those ^^ dlo propose the cited above belief^  
that is, religion comes to supply our worldly life. Bazargan says: "we 
should know what is the origin of this belif that religions come to 
make a better world or community? We should survey that do Divine 
religions come only to manage worldly affairs of men? Do they have 
paid attention to both world and the Hereafter and answer all worldly 
problems? Or do the Divine religions come to guide us to God and 
the Hereafter? In this case what are their effects on our world?"^ In 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, "Akherat Va Khoda. Hadaf-e Bethat-e Anbia," (God and 
Hereafter, the ends of Prophethood), in Kiyan, Tehran, 1373 H.SH.. No.28, p.46. 
2. Ibid., p.48. 
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order to sliow the origin of this belief or thought that religions comes 
to make our living and world better, he expresses: "Since two or three 
centuries ago until now the attack of West and European priority and 
offence to Muslims' communities cause some movements and shoks 
which lead to doubt about our religion. Many people think that the 
cause of our decline and decadence is that we are Muslim. The 
majority of people do not believe so or do not want to believe it. 
Educated pious and some of Ulama reaa and rgect it and m order to 
make themselves satisfy they try to review our tenets and purify 
religion from superstitions. They hold that there are many factors that 
cause Muslim's decline and decadence and again they said that Islam 
contams the best orders for health, morals, social affairs and living, and 
rulership. The Prophets and religions come to in^rove our morals and 
actions (A'amal) and to propagate honesty, just and happiness among 
Muslims. Among defenders of Islam and religions there were some 
people, even some of orientalists, who believe that religions and 
Prophets come to improve morals and to train people and also to 
make order. Just and civilization among nations. By appearance of 
modem schools of thought such as Nationalism, Liberalism, Socialism 
and proposing of ideology and world view by Marx and Communist 
Parties, then Muslim thinkers also try to propose Islamic world view 
and ideology."• According to Bazargan, Muslim thinkers want to show 
1. Ibid., pp.46-47. 
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the capacity of Islam for answering to all needs of man in compare 
with other schools of thought. Bazargan enumerates himself among the 
mentioned Muslim thinkers and expresses that he wrote his book called 
"B'ethat and Ideology," based on the same above mentioned belief In 
the so called book he explains his views on Islamic state.' After 
expressing the origin of the so called thought, that is, religions come 
to make our living and world better, Bazargan explains the basic ends 
of Prophethood. From his point of view Prophets' ends consist of two 
things: 'XO ^o make a great revolution against human self-conceit and 
tyranny or obstmacy to lead them to believe in God. (ii) to announce 
that there is an everlasting life (the Hereafter) which is much bigger 
than this our world."^ Bazargan believes that if we ascertain duties or 
acts to Prophets that human without them can recognize and fulfill 
them, it will decrease the importance of their Prophethood, acts and 
function and also it will be far away from God's Wisdom (Hekmat-e 
Ilahi). So Prophets' responsibility is restricted to the two cited above 
functions that human without Prophets' guidance can not reach to 
them. Bazargan writes: "God and His Prophets deserve logically and 
truly to know things that man's knowledge and sight naturally can not 
recognize them. Naturally there is no need that Prophets teach or talk 
about matters that men can learn or recognize them himself. It is far 
away from God's dignity to send His Prophets to do ordinary works 
1. Ibid., p.28. 
2. Ibid., p.48. 
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like other persons. If believers hold that God sends His Prophets to 
administer worldly affairs of people or to reform their life, it means 
that they suppose Prophets and worldly leaders equal. That is to say 
Prophets are like persons such as, Bozorjomehr, an Iranian minister, 
Jamshid, Iranian king, Marx, Gandi, Pastor and etc. Thus, it is not 
necessary that God and Ifis Prophets teach mankind the way of life or 
solve his problem. Man himself learns how to solve his worldly 
problems. Since to work hard and to make efforts to solve worldly 
problems are parts of God's plan for man's creation and they are 
means to improve man's life and to bring him near to God. would it 
not be nonsense (laghv) that God and His Prophets involve themselves 
in such work?'" Again Bazargan answers to the question that what is 
message of Prophets to their audience. He writes: "Prophets message 
was a multilateral revolution in the way of people's life and their 
world view. They said to us that mankind is not the center and the 
end of the world, and he is not the lord and deity of others at all. 
Mankind is an ignorant and worthless created being but he is free 
agent. If man knows the reality of his existence and his expedience 
he will worsh^ and obey the creators of the world agreeing with other 
crated things. He will worship God and will not worship himself, idols 
and etc. If man does so, it is evident that his thoughts, acts and in 
brief his life will change."^ Therefore, from Bazargan's point of view, 
1. Ibid., p.49. 
2. Ibid., p.49. 
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the first fiinction of Prophets is to call people to worship God but this 
is not their only function. The other duty of Prophets is to call people 
to believe to the Hereafter. It must be observed that Bazargan limits 
the area of Prophethood to religious affairs and does not hold any 
worldly fimctions for it. He describes the second duty of Prophets as 
follow: "the second fimction of Prophets is to inform people fi^om the 
Hereafter. Ihe Hereafter or resurrection which is announce by Prophets 
is not similar to this world and it is not predictable. The Hereafter can 
not be proved or denied by man's mind and it is far away from 
human mind. Thus to call people to believe to the Hereafter or 
resurrection is a grater revolution than calling people to believe God 
and to worship him. It is evident that when omniscient, powerful and 
merciful God chooses purified, trained and clever persons for prophetic 
mission, it is a revolutionary and elevated movement vviiich it is beyond 
of worldly occupation. Prophets make us to look for a better and 
greater purpose. They inform us to be ready for an everlasting and 
ideal life. Although we have knowledge and many capacities but we 
are not able to imagine the Hereafter. It is not in agreement with 
logical and rational principles that we mix tow kinds of purpose and 
movement, that is to say that religions and Prophets come to, 
simultaneously, make us to believe God and the Hereafter and to make 
our life and world better."' Thus it is not in accordance to the 
1. Ibid., p.49. 
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greatness and importance of Prophethood that we ascribe to it 
functions except the two mentioned functions, that is calling people to 
believe to God and the Hereafter. At the same time, Bazargan 
expresses that to limit the area of Prophethood to the mentioned 
fimctions does not mean that he denies man's wroldly life. He writes 
that: "if we move toward the most high purpose it would not mean to 
forget and omit necessary purposes m lower level. It must be observed 
that sometimes the lower purposes are means and way to guide us 
towards a main and great purpose. Prophets do not want people to 
leave world. Progress and improvement of their life in order to pay 
attention to the Hereafter.'" In order to prove his view that the main 
piupose of Prophethood is to call people to believe Hereafter, Bazargan 
refers to the Quran. He writes that "at least one-third of the ayat of 
the Quran talk about the Hereafter or resurrection."^ He also points 
out our Prophet's act that he called people to worship God. Bazargan 
writes that: "in the Quran. The word "Allah" is used more than other 
words."^ Bazargan holds that the first wish of all Prophets was to 
make people worship God and of course their main audience were 
polytheists (moshrikin) than pagans (kafirs). He expresses that "it must 
be observed that Prophets come to prevent people from worshiping of 
idols and gods which are made by man, to worship one God. In the 
Quran, there are very few ayat to prove the creator of this world or 
1. Ibid., p.49. 
3. Ibid.. p.51. 
3. Ibid., p.51. 
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to reject pagans view. Whereas, there are a lot of ayat which warn 
people regarding polytheism, that is, the worship of kings, lords, 
leaders, and idols. The first and the most inq)ortant word of Prophets 
to their nations was to release people from worship of gods and to 
lead them to worship only God.'" By limiting the ends of Prophethoo^ 
to call people to God and the Hereafter, Bazargan goes to the exten^^ 
that he expresses that the Quran does not contain orders and teachings 
for our worldly life and affairs. He says: '*not only the Quran does not 
give any order for our world but also it reproach us why we are 
paying much attention to this world and forget everlasting life, Le. the 
Hereafter: 'But you prefer the life of the world. Although the 
Hereafter is better and more lasting' (87: 16-17), and 'Nay, but ye do 
love the fleetmg now. And neglect the hereafter' (75: 20-21)."^ At the 
beginning, Bazargan's claim seems to be very strange because he 
himself is an e?q)ert in the field of Quranic sciences and interpretation, 
then it is impossible that he forgets that there are ayat all over the 
(^an about worldly affairs such as marriage, divorcement, heritage, 
testament, penal laws (hudud), law of retaliation (qisas). Jihad and 
transactions. Therefore, it can be asked what does Bazargan mean 
when he expresses that the Quran does not give any orders for 
worldly life? It seems that the above question was serious for him 
because fi-om one hand he says that to pay attention to this world and 
1. Ibid., p.51. 
2. Ibid., p.52. 
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managemoit of worldly affairs are not of the Prophets' purposes, and 
on the other hand he encounters himself with a variety of orders 
regarding worldly affairs in the Quran. So he asks "what are those 
orders about individual and social life in the Quran."' His answers to 
the question is inconsistent with his previous words which indicate the 
lack of order for worldly affairs in the Quran. He explains: "Divine 
religions specially Islam imphcitly or obviously talk about all affairs of 
people's life in this world such as eatmg, sleeping, clothing, marriage, 
economic, morrals, war and relership. If we observe the purified word 
of 'there is no God save Allah' Which is essence of religion and a 
key to paradise, we will come to know that when we expresses it we 
say the sharpest and multilateral political motto. And by expressing 
these ayah 'there is no God save Allah'(47: 19), we fight with all 
kings, dictators, political systems and ideologies. This means the very 
interfemce of religion in politics. In Prophets' stories we see that 
Prophets forbid people from sexual deviation, corruption on the earth 
and also they bring up politics, economic and morals. We observe that 
there are proposed many subjects and matters in our sacred book and 
traditions (ahadith) such as ablution (vuzu), ceremonial washing (ghusl), 
fast, brudiing, intoxicates, usury, heritage, charity. Judgement, Califate, 
Vilayat and etc. Are not these cited above subjects political, Judical, 
economic and moral ones? There are many orders about individual life, 
commimities and worldly affairs of man in religions specially in Islam 
1. Ibid., p.52. 
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but we should understand what do these religions mean by these 
orders. What is the ends of these orders which are proposed by 
religious books."' According to Bazargan, the main purpose of religious 
orders is to draw people's attention to God, the Hereafter and to 
purify man. Then these religious orders do not mean lower purposes. 
Although following and actmg them bears implicit and secondary results 
but the final purposes are as above mentioned. In order to prove his 
claims he gives examples fi-om the Quran. For example, he expresses 
that win and gambling are forbidden because of man's happiness 
(sa'adat) not for any other purpose: "the Quran never says to people 
that do not drink wine because it hurts your stomach, kidney, nerves, 
intellect and health. The first ayah which was revealed to forbid wine 
says 'O ye who believe! Draw not near unto prayer when ye are 
drunken, till ye know that which ye utter' (4:43). Drinking wine and 
to be intoxicate prevent us to imderstand prayer and to be near to 
God. Afier descenting the two ayah about wme and gambling He talks 
about Satan who is His enemy and enemy of human happiness and He 
announces that Satan wants to creat enmity among believers and he 
want to prevent them of prayer. It is expressed in the Quran that: 
'Sattan seeketh only to cast among you enemity and hatred by means 
of strong drink and games of chance, and to turn you from 
1. Ibid., p.52. 
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remembrance of Allah and from (HIS) worship.' (5:91)."' Therefore 
forbidding wine is not related to medical reason or provideing human 
health and if it is so this point is not real and basic purpose of the 
Quran. The main ahn of the C^an is human purification (tazkiyah) and 
his training (tarbiyah). 
Another case that Bazargan expresses is Infaq. He holds that 
Infaq may have many useful and economic effects but at the first God 
brings up Infaq to pruify man. Bazargan says "Infaq includes all 
religious payments such as Zakat, Khoms, Sadagah (alms), Nafagah, 
charges of Jihad and etc. The Quran promises that everybody who do 
Infaq he will be rewarded at the Hereafter. And the Quran does not 
express to Muslims that do Infaq in order to make social Justice or to 
develop your economics and community. The Quran wants believers to 
do Infaq in the way of God and they should do Infaq in order to 
please God and to strengthen their souls as human beings. The Quran 
says: 'and the likeness of those who send their wealth in search of 
Allah's pleasure, and for the strengthening of their souls, is as the 
linkeness of a garden on a height.' (2:265). In Surah-e Baqarah, God 
encourage us to do Infaq and to disapprove usury. The Quran says 
that usury is opposite to Infaq and it causes people to be far away 
from God and to be slaves of satan. The Quran considers usury as 
1. Ibid., p.52. 
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fighting with God.'" To coi]:q)lete his words, Bazaigan e?q)lains that: "I 
do not say that forbidding of wme does not provide human health and 
I do not say that the Quran does not pay attention to hurms of 
intoxication. I do not deny that the nations vAudx do Infaq, following 
the orders and emphasises of the Quran, will have better economic 
conditions, distribution of wealth and production than those Jealous 
nations vUch do not In&q. And I do not express that the Quran does 
not consider the good effects of doing Infaq."' But beyond the effects 
and results of religious orders, fi^om Bazargan's view the purpose of 
the reUgious orders is to make people to pay attention to God and the 
Hereafter. He says: "in other words, the Quran interfer in our worldly 
affair to such extend that It brings us near to God and to provide our 
life in the Hereafter."^ Bazargan holds that the real ends of religious 
edicts, regarding maters such as heritage, marriage, divorcement, penal 
law (hudud), retaliation (qisas) and etc., are to make people avoide of 
satan, to gain intimacy (taqarrob) to God and to provide happiness of 
people in the the Hereafter. Accordingly, Bazargan proposes a lot of 
ayat of the Quran to show the end of Prophethood and he holds that 
all of them confirm his views.* Bazargan makes a statistical review 
from the ayat of the Quran and he holds that It's whole purpose is to 
1. Ibid., p.53. 
2. Ibid., p.53. 
3. Ibid., p.53. 
4. Ibid.. R).53-54. 
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warn (inzar) people and to give good news to them about the 
Hereafter and to call them to worship God. He writes that "thirty fo\ir 
Surahs of the Quran which contain sixty five percent of the Quran 
begin with the ayat that declar the above matters, le. they call people 
to believe to God and the Hereafter. It is not said in any of headlines 
of the Suras or in other places that god has send the Quran to teach 
you rulership, economics, management and how to improve your 
commimity and world. But it is generally said that you should follow 
Justice among yourselves and do Infaq and service to each other. And 
your belief in God will not lead you to paradise unless you do good 
deeds ('amal-e sahh)."' In Bazargan's new opinions we do not observe 
his revolutionary and ideological interpretation during decades of 1340 
H.SH. and here there is not any similarity between his views with 
Taleqani's \vho was of the same mind. For example, we can see his 
new understanding from the Quran when he brings up his mterpretation 
about this ayah which says: 'We verily sent our messengers with clear 
proofs, and revealed with them the Scrq)ture and Balance, that mankind 
may observe right measure (57:25). Bazargan says: "this ayah does not 
mean that people should be mobilized to fight against cruelty of 
dictatorship and in^erialism (estekbar) or to expand religion and justice 
in this world. People themselves should exercise justice and qist with 
their behavior. The Scripture and Balance guides them to do so and 
1. Ibid., p.52. 
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they should not ignorantly do such a works that keep them away from 
God and deprives them of happiness and paradise."' Bazargan's new 
interpretation on above mentioned ayah shows that he avoids all 
revolutionary interpretations of the ayah. In fact Bazargan's new view 
indicates that none of the mentioned below purposes such as providing 
security and order, establishment of state, teaching health and medical 
sciences, and explaining economic and military affairs are the primary 
and main purposes of Prophethood. From his point of view the 
development of man's social affairs is not the end of Prophets' 
teachings. Although it might be possible that the teachings of Prophets 
lead to above mentioned matters but they are not the primary purposes 
of religions and Prophethood. Abdul-karim Soroush, a contemporary 
Iranian thinkers, writes in this regard that: "the late Bazargan little by 
little come to this point that if religion means Fiqh and social 
regulations and if we want religion for these regulations, then there is 
no need to religion because social regulations may be enacted by 
agreement of the wise ('uqala). And we should follow these regulations 
the same as other nations do so, and they have not been damaged. 
The wise have administered and will administer the world. Affairs or 
phenomons such as science, flourshing conditions, war, order, security, 
rulershq) and etc. are evident for the wise so they are not among main 
teachings of religions."^ Therefore Bazargan, on the contrary to his 
1. Ibid., p.52. 
2. Abdul-karim Soroush, "An Ke be nam Bazargan bood Na be Sefat" in Kiyan, 
Tehran. 1373 H.SH. No.23, p.23. 
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privious works, limits his numerous expectations of religion as a 
complete order and plan of life. He holds that some needs which 
mankind can remove them independently, without Prophets help, are not 
among Prophets ends and flmctions. Bazargan always emphasizes that 
"if we say that end of Prophets is to call people to believe God and 
the Hereafter, it will not mean to ignore the world at all and also it 
will not mean to negate plans of improvement of life. Again, to 
worsh^ God and believe to the Hereafter do not men that we should 
deprive ourselves from rational use of natured blessing. Basically, it is 
not forbidden that we pay attention to material affairs, life and our 
needs of life."" But it should be finally asked that, from Bazargan's 
point of view, what is exactly the relationship between Prophethood 
and this world? And what is the impact of Prophethood on people's 
worldely life? Bazargan answers: "The Quran and Prophethood are not 
separate from our worldly afiairs but they have eflFects on our life. It 
should be observed that the effects of religion on our worldly affairs 
are not the primary and main ends of Prophethood but they are 
secondary consequences of Prophethood."^ He continues to complete 
his words as follows: "Prophets come to prevent us to live and to try 
only for temporary life of this world and they want to lead us to 
everlasting life."^ He admits that there are many orders in different 
1. Bazargan, "Akherat va Khoda, Hadaf-e Bethat-e Anbia," op.cit., p.55. 
2. Ibid, p.55. 
3. Ibid., p.55. 
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fields of life in prophet's traditions specially our Prophets' Sunnah but 
none of them are parts of Shariah. Bazargan expresses that: "there are 
many orders for worldly life in om^  prophet words and teachings. Imam 
All's Nahj al-Balaghah contains many lessons regarding the knowledge 
of God, philosophy of religion and education. Furthermore it pays 
much attention to morals, social relations, the affairs of state and 
administration of the community. Our Prophet and Imams were 
reformers and teachers of mankind in addition to their duty regarding 
Prophethood and Imamat. They had to do good acts and according to 
this ayah which says: 'verily m the messenger of Allah ye have a good 
exan^le for Imn who looketh unto Allah and the last Day...' (33:21), 
they should be examples for people. Therefore, beside their duties 
regarding Prophethood and leading people to God and the Hereafter 
they teach and call people to do good acts and to do Al-amr be al-
maruf va Al-nahy an al-mimkar. They, as Muslims and worshippers of 
God, serve and teach their fellow creatures. Although such teachings 
are valuable and unique but they are not parts of Shariah.'" Bazargan's 
words indicate that our Prophets and Imams words, acts, opinions have 
not the same authority as revelation and they are not parts of Shariah. 
The mentioned words are new especially when we remember that 
Bazargan m his works refers to our Prophets' Sunnah to prove his 
ideas and mainly to explain his theory about Islamic state. In fact, 
1. Ibid., p.55. 
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before changing his view, he has tried to bring up his theory of 
Islamic rulership based on Islamic tradition (Sunnah) not the Quran, 
whereas in his new stage of thinking he changes his ideas mainly. 
Bazargan's mentioned words are new and important because they are 
exactly aganist Shiite traditional thought. According to Shi'ite traditional 
thought, Shari'ah consists of the Quran and the traditions (Ahadith) 
altogether. Bazargan previously refers to both of them but here it 
seems that he differs between the Quran and the traditions. It is not 
clear whether Bazargan has paied attention to consequences and effects 
of such an idea or not? Since Bazargan's new idea is completely 
against traditional viewpoints. Then, there wiU araise a serious question 
regarding the role and impact of sciences such as 'Usul-e Fiqh, Fiqh 
and 'Elm al-hadith in knowing Islam and the Quran. It must be 
observed that according to traditional thinkers the mentioned sciences 
are the best means and sources to understand, to explain and to 
interpret the Quran and Islam. 
Bazargan gives remarkable reasons to prove his view that the end 
of religion and Prophethood is to call people to believe to God and 
the Hereafter. From Bazargan's point of view this is a deviated opinion 
which it expects of religion to provide health and happiness of people 
in this world and to administer the affairs of man's communities. He 
expresses that it is a deviative view to expect of religion to reform or 
to improve man's life. According to Bazargan, such a deviated view 
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has many calamities as follows. "Tawhid will be changed to polytheism^ 
people will loss their belief and hope to religion and they will return 
of religion... religion and rulership will be under Fuqaha's authority... 
Islam will extend or advanced by force and dislike... and religious 
excess will occure."' Considering the importance of the mentioned 
points, the researcher try to explain and analyse the calamity of using 
religion for mq)roving life and managing the community by referring to 
Bazargan's views. Let's talk about the first calamity. According to 
Bazargan, if Muslims except that religion manage their world it will 
decrease purification (ekhlas) of religion and the real end of religion 
that is, to call people to believe to God and the Hereafter will be 
influenced by worldly purposes. And as a result Tawhid will be 
changed to polytheism. Furthermore if one believes that one of the 
ends of Prophethood is to administer worldly affairs, then it will mean 
that theologians and religious experts such as Fuqaha and 'Ulama 
should administer social affairs and human communities. It is evident 
that one of the bad effects and results of administration of the 
community by religious experts and jurists is that they know themselves 
needless to consult with others because all people are not jurists or 
religious experts so that they have right to give opinion. Bazargan 
explains his views about the above mentioned deviation of Tawhid and 
people's deprivation of participating in rulership affairs as follows: 
'Svhen one holds that the end of religion is to improve social and 
individual life and to administer worldly affairs as well as it calls 
1. Ibid., pp.58-60. 
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people to believe to God and the Hereafter, then it will lead to 
neglect of purification (ekhas) in religion and worship of God. Because 
human ends are sensible and accessible and they will be intend and 
achieved easily. Therefore, Tawhid will change to polytheism which it 
has many harmful effects and corruptions, and religion will loss its 
effects and authentity. If one supposes that the administration of 
worldly affairs is among the ends of Prophethood it will means that 
religious experts, should forcibly administer state. Then the princq)le of 
consultation (Shura) wiU become secondary while the Quxan says 'and 
those who answer the call of their Lord and establish worship, and 
whose affairs are a matter of counsel... (42:37)" According to 
Bazargan if one holds that the end of religion is to manage worldly 
affairs and rulership then there will not be any guarantee that religion 
does not follow rulership and politics. He holds that the firm relation 
between religion and rulership may cause to prefer our interests 
(masaleh) instead of realities (haqayeq). To give an exanq)le, he brings 
up some trends in Islamic rulership in Iran. He writes: "in Islamic 
republic of Iran the motto of 'religion for the world,' i.e. religion 
should manage the worldly affairs and the combination of religion and 
politics extended so that some people express that survival of power 
and rulership is preferable to anything else. They go on to say that if 
the benefits of government necessitate we can stop the principles and 
rules of Shariah. Even they expressed that if benefits of rulership be in 
danger we can stop Tawhid."^ 
1. Ibid., p.58. 
2. Ibid., p.58. 
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As it was expressed before, Bazargan holds that the second 
calamity of this view that he calls it religion for the world (Din baray-
e donya), i.e. the end of religion is to inq)rove our life and to manage 
our community, is that it causes people to give up their hopes and 
belie& to religion and consequently they negate religion. Bazargan holds 
that religion really does not come to solve man's worldly problem, and 
if we expect of it to supply our worldly needs it can not fiilfiU them. 
Then the lack of fulfillment of worldly affairs by religion causes 
believer's disappointment and doubt towards legitimacy of religion. 
Bazargan writes about the above mentioned matter, "as we see 
monotheistic schools and Prophets neither come to answer scientific and 
practical problems of this mysterious world nor they come to cure 
man's pains. Such expectation and claims do not have firm background 
in the Quran and the tradition and they are made by man's thought. 
When believers and particularly hopeful youngmen face to religions' 
weakness and they recognize their leaders and defenders of religion 
confess their weakness or they have to do reform or to mix many 
ideas with religion, they will be indifference and pessimistic towards 
their beliefs.'" 
Bazargan expresses that the third calamity of belief to capacity of 
religion for administration of worldly affairs is that religious leaders 
possess the religion and the state. He shows some exan^les of failure 
1. Ibid., p.58. 
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of the mentioned belief in man's history. He mentions absohite rurership 
of Churchs in Medival Age \«Mch was in contrast with retigion and it 
caused people to give up religion. Again he mentions Umavid and 
Abbassides' Khilafat ind the Othmanid Empire that they have 
dominated religion. This domination of religion under the rulers' 
authority has bad results such as worship of persons (shakhs parasti) 
which is an abvious example of polytheism. Bazargan also names 
another exan^le.that is. changing of Alavid Shiism to Safvid one which 
happened imder the apparently religious state of Safavid Kings. Again 
he names Qajar dynasty and their corruption's under the flag of 
religion and following of Shi'ite's clergy.' 
Bazargan explains the fourth calamity of this belief that religion 
come to administer our world as follows. He holds that the above 
mentioned belief will lead to use of power and compulsion for 
executing Divine ordiances. According to Bazargan, if one combines 
religion and state then the establishment and improvement of religion 
will not be done freely but it will be done under compulsion. He 
believes that such a religion is not related to God and it is a satanic 
achievement. He says: "God, does not want that His religion to be 
executed except through freedom, free will, keeping human validity 
1. Ibid., p.59. 
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(karamat) and scientific guidance and support. Islam etymologically 
means surrender and obedience. The surrender to God should be done 
voluntary, mystical and lovely not under compulsion. The basis of 
Prophets' call is on kindness, knowledge and intimacy with God, the 
God Who introduces Himself to us near than our neck blood vessel 
The false claimers do not know that since ruler's task is to fight with 
the enemies and law breakers so they have sharp and bitter tongue and 
they use clubs and spears to punish law breakers. So the rulership is 
the worst and wrong source to execute and to introduce Divine 
reUgion and it is the best way to destroy reUgion and to make people 
go away from their creator."' 
Finally Bazargan believes that denying the world and life is a 
symbol of dissipation in believing to rehgion and it is not acceptable 
Again if one believes that religion can provide multilateral improvement 
of human society he will overdo in belief to religion and also it is 
wrong and rejected. He names the above mentioned belief the last 
calamity of the belief that religion comes for improvement of the 
world. He explains bad results of this belief as follows: "but the main 
problem is the heavy harm of such a thinking, i.e. to use religion for 
improvement of life. The expection of Prophethood and religion to reform 
1. Ibid., H).59-60. 
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man's life, to manage his individual and social affairs causes that the 
believers do not seek to solve their problems out of areas of religion. 
Since believers hold that the answer to their problems are in religion. 
That is, religions in addition to their principles and orders contain 
views and remedies for inq)rovement of man's life. The believers hold 
that it is sufficient that they do their religious duties carefully in order 
to provide their life and the Hereafter. Therefore, there is no need that 
they get knowledge and to search to find the rules of nature and 
creatures. They naturally think that there is no need to do discoveries 
and invention in order to solve the problems of their worldly life. 
Furthermore they have to insist that their religious jurisprudence (fi^) 
is established by God and it is complete and comprehensive in its 
current form They hold that since present Fiqh replies all the problems 
and needs of man in all ages, so it should not be added up something 
nor changed... It is evident that such a belief is not in accordance with 
Islam and the Quran. The Quran declares that "and that man hath only 
that for which he maketh effort" (53:39), so we conclude that we 
ourselves should find ways to solve our problems not God, Prophets 
and their religions.'" 
1. Ibid., p.60. 
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Religion and Science 
One of the most important dicourses which is brought up in 
recent decades is the agreement and disagreement of religion and 
science. From historical point of view, this question brought up in West 
and it originate from the contradiction between sicentific discoveries 
and data of the sacreed Books. For example, we can point out the 
question of creation of man, the history of creation of the earth and 
etc. The so called problem was not restricted to the culture and 
though of West but it is transmitted to Muslim's thought. Among 
modem Iranian Muslims thinkers, this is Bazargan who for the first 
time devotes a certain part of his life to the above mentioned 
discussion. 
Of course, before Bazargan, Sayyid Jamal al-din al-Afghani and 
Sayyid Mahmud Taleqani pointed out the problem briefly. But Bazargan 
has compiled some books about the cited above question. These books 
are such as "Rah-e tay shode," "Eshq and Parastesh," "Mutahharat dar 
Islam." Bazargan in his above mentioned books want to show 
agreement between modem science and religion i.e. the agreement 
between achievements of new empirical sciences and religious 
knowledge, and he defends rationally from religion against achievements 
of modem sciences. He rejects the belief that religion does not have 
any en^irical and scientific evidence. He tries to show that there is not 
any contradiction between modem science and religion. According to 
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Bazargan, Islam is not against the results of new sciences but also the 
Quran itself contains new scientific data. He holds that modem science 
can provide evidences as regard the miracles of the Quran. So, his 
in:q)ortant aim is to show the consistency between religion and science. 
As Bazargan is familiar completely with modem sciences and he knows 
the Quran deeply so he continues to discuss the consistency between 
reUgion and science. Yann Richard expresses that traditional thinkers are 
not able to show the above mentioned consistency.' Bazargan talks 
about consistency of religion and science to show that the empirical 
science is not against religion but also we can get a better kind of 
understanding of religion if we use en^)irical science properly. It must 
be mentioned that when Bazargan discusses consistency of religion and 
science he aims consistency between emprical science and religion not 
humanities. One of the recent research scholars writes that: "Bazargan 
holds that the conflict between religion especially Islam and modem 
empirical sciences is not a real contradiction. He expresses that the 
inconsistency originates fi^om misunderstanding of religion by clergymen, 
idel talks of some empirical scientists and ignorance of reality of 
religious thoughts. In fact, Bazargan makes an efifort to show that 
there is a basic consistency between the religion and science."^ In order 
1. Niki R. Keddie, Roots of Revolution, tr., by Abdul-rahim Govahi, Tehran, Qalm 
J>ublishers, 1369 H.SH.p.319. 
2. Ahmad Naraqi, "Bazargan va Masaleh-e 'Ilm va Din" in Kiyan, Tehran, 1373 
H.SH No.23, p.30. He qoutes from Bazargan, Rah-e tay Shodeh, pp.69-70. 
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to prove agreement of religion and science Bazargan points out the 
Quran and its method. AccordiQg to Bazargan the method of argument 
in the Quran is enq>irical to call people to believe in God and the 
Hereafter. That is, the Quran calls people to observe natural things and 
events of the world. Observational method in modem etnpmc&l science 
is an accepted basis to prove hypothesis and to give scientific theories. 
Bazargan e7q>resses that the Quran always calls people to think about 
the world and It emphasizes them to learn sciences. Naraqi writes 
about this aspect of Bazargan's view: "in order to prove consistency of 
Islam and modern science, Bazargan tries to show that Islamic 
teachings agree with enqiirical science wholly m its view, princq)les and 
origin.... He says that the essence of modem science is based on 
observation, experiment and paying attention to nature."' Bazargan 
writes about empirical method of the Quran as follows: "Paying 
attention to the nature, using the method of observation and arguiag 
based on empirical and sensible data are of especial characteristics of 
the Quran. Ten centuries before Bacon and Descart the Quran made 
empirical method common through Abrahams style and it does not talk 
about unreal and illusive discussions. The Quran nearly in its aU ayat 
calls people to watch and think about efifects of nature, the heavens 
which cause day and night, wind blowing, formation of clouds and fall 
of raining. Furthermore the Quran emphaises on thinking (ta'aqul), 
1. Ibid., p.31. 
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planing (tadabbor), reasoning, teaching and learning to show that Islam 
respects science and its achievements."' Bazargans words shows that, 
firstly, emphasises of the quran on planing and thinking about the 
events of the world and secondly, the method of the Quran for proving 
Tawhid and the Hereafter are completely in accordance with methods 
of empirical sciences. He believes that method of the Quran is not 
similar to ambiguous and difBcult philosophical arguments. Bazargan 
never uses philosophical arguments and also he believes that they are 
not suitable methods. As Bazargan accepts en^irical method, he refers 
to scientific and empirical theories to interpret the ayat of the Quran 
related to natural events. For example his book named, "Bad va Baran 
dar Quran" (Wind and Rain in the Qiu-an), is an exan^le of Bazargan's 
efforts in this field. Meanwhile, he tries not to overdo about it. That 
is, he avoids the suspicion that the Quran Just contains modern 
scientific theories. Although he believes that such facts and data about 
formation of clouds, blowing of wind and falling of rain are in 
accordance with theories of areology but he holds that "the Quran 
does not aim to teach us areology or rules and principles of physics."^ 
Bazargan enq)hasises that "the Quran is not book of areology and it is 
not reveal to teach us sciences and techniques of life. God does not 
choose our Prophet to teach us physics or natural sciences, tailoring, 
1. Ibid., p.31. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, Bad va-Baran dar Quran, Tehran, n.d. p. 16. 
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designing an especial kind of cloth for Muslims or to decide the style 
of architecture of mosques.'" Apart from his scientific discussion about 
natural effects which are proposed in the Quran, Bazargan interprets 
and explains scientifically religious beliefs such as resurrection and 
immortality of human souls. In order to prove the above mentioned 
beliefs he does not involve himself in philosophical and theological 
arguments but he tries to prove resurrection and immortality of human 
souls by means of scientific theories. He brings up the principle of 
eternity of matter and energy and says: "when man discovered the 
principle of eternity of matter and energy, he removed the first 
obstacles to prove resurrection or the next world which it seems 
opposite to mortal world."^ In order to show the consistency of 
religion and sciences, Bazargan explains m terms of science the natural 
phenomena and events mentioned in the Quran. On the one hand he 
explains in terms of science religious beliefs about metaphysics. He 
holds that modem empirical sciences do not reject religious beliefs and 
statement but they cause to understand the Quran better. On the other 
hand, Bazargan tries to show the agreement between some religious 
edicts (ahkam) which is followed by Muslims and achievements of 
modem empirical sciences. The obvious example about Bazargan's 
attempt is his book called "Mutahharat dar Islam" (purifications in 
Islam). Abdul-karim Soroush writes "Mutahharat dar Islam," tells us 
1 Idid.. p.91. 
2 Bazargan, Rah-e lay Shodeh, Tehran, Intishar Publishers, n.d. p.212. 
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that religion and science are in agreement. Although it can not be said 
that religion is taken from science and vis-a-vis but it can be shown 
that they do not oppose each other.'" Bazargan argues that there is a 
scientific justification for classification of all kind of the purities 
(Mutaharat) and inq)tmties (nejasat ) in Fiqh. He says that "the orders 
of purity and impurity (ahkam-e taharat va nejasat) are not anythings 
except reflection and repetition of rules of the nature."^ Naraqi writes 
in this case that: "Bazargan holds that if impurities (nejasat) be 
classified according to their ability of decay and ability of growth of 
pathogenetic microbes we will come to conclusion that the arrangement 
of impurities in science is in accordance to their arrangement in the 
books of fiqh. Bazargan considers impurities as a kind of decay and he 
expresses that chemical transformation is con^letely equal to concept of 
Istehalah (transformation) in Fiqh. He point out the orders about water 
of well (ab-e chah) and gets biochemical results... and so on."^ In 
order to verify Tayamom (Ablution with earth or sand) Bazargan 
expresses scientific reasons and he poiQts out discovery of penicillin 
existed in earth (khak) and writes "do you know that penicillin, which 
is an anti microbe and removes infections, is taken from earth."^ 
Bazargan justifies the impurity of pagans and polytheists in terms of 
1. Abdul-karim Soroush, "An Ke be nam Bazargan bood Na be Sefat," op at. p. 13. 
2. Naraqi, "Bazargan va Masaleh-e 'Urn va Din", op.cit. p.34. He qoutes from 
Bazargan's Mutahharat dar Islam, Tehran, n.d. 
3. Mid., pp.33-34. 
4. Idid., p.34. 
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science. That is to say, since they do not follow religious orders, so 
they may bear disease and if Muslims join to them, they may get 
disease too.' Bazargan explains and justifies morals scientifically. For 
example, his book named "Eshq va Parastesh" (love and worship) can 
be pointed out. It must be observed that "Bazargan's most important 
contribution in the field of morals is to formulate moral orders of 
religion scientifically. In his work "Esh« va Parastesh," he tries to give 
an interpretation based on mathematics and thermodynamics of necesaty 
of working, observance of piety and the way of increasing blessings 
through faith for the community."^ But is it intrinsically a scientific 
work to use just scientific facts and mathematical formula as a means 
for explaining human phenomena, morals and religious tenets? Bazargan 
involves in theories of mechanics to analyse natural, vital, humanitarian 
and social phenomena. That is, he involves m mechanicalism. The 
results of such method are observable in his works. His world view is 
influenced by theories of mechanics. Husain Sina writes that "to study 
life, human and social phenomena Bazargan uses the rules of 
thermodynamics and leads to superficial and deviated consequences. 
Bazargan's Justifications of social and humans phenomena are not in 
agreement with empirical methods nor with consequences of 
humanities."^ 
1 Idid., p. 34. 
2 Idid., p.34. 
3 Husain Sina, "Methodology of Bazargan" op cit., p 13 
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Generally speaking, Bazargan's use of modem eii^)irical science to 
study religious texts and statements, at least has two results. First of 
all, religion is related to science so we can understand more deeply 
and better religious teachings. Secondly, science can be used to remove 
wrong interpretation and superstitions from religious teachings. 
Bazargan's attempt to show consistency of religion and science is 
criticized and it is said that "the lack of an epistemological 
comprehensive theory is the most important failure of Bazargan's plan 
to show consistency of religion and science. In order to solve the 
contradiction of religion and science ideally one should know deeply 
the nature of science. If one decides the exact area of religion and 
science and e7q)lains their relationship, he can use science to understand 
religion. The recognition of nature of science and religion can not be 
done by themselves and it is necessary to refer to philosophical 
discussion and arguments. In fact, a comprehensive epistemological 
theory gives a criterion so that the cooperation or contradiction of 
religion and science could not be overdone. But the lack of 
epistemological theory causes Bazargan to express excessive scientific 
explanations in defence of religious thought.'" Although the use of 
modem science helps us to imderstand religious teachings and the ayat 
of the Quran better, but there are some remarkable points that should 
be considered. The problem is that the text of religion which is 
1. Naraqi, op.ciL, p.35. 
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revealed to our Prophet is fixed or unchangeable, whereas science 
always moves and changes quickly and it brings up new theories or 
rejects the previous ones Does religion have to be conformed 
completely to changeable findings of science in order that its 
righteousness can be proved'^  
Is it necessary that the orders of Shariah, i e obligations and 
forbidden acts, be in agreement with scientific theories in order that 
they be accepted ro defended'' If a conflict happens between the 
teachings of the Quran and scientific theories and achievements which 
one of them should be followed by a believer of religion'' Such above 
mentioned questions contradict Bazargan's view about consistency of 
religion and science So, Bazargan should be able to answer about 
them There can found suitable answers from Bazargan's works It can 
be said only that Bazargan himself believes that science can not be a 
fixed criterion to evaluates religion He says "It is more better to 
know and act religious orders very carefully and consciously based on 
scientific criteria but science makes mistakes forcibly and it is not 
complete It changes rapidly then it can not be a fixed criterion to 
understand and to evaluates religion Accordingly, religion should not be 
limited to the framework of knowledge of the age "' Of course 
Bazargan's above mentioned words contradicts his attempts to give a 
scientific explanation of religious teachings and tenets 
1 Bazargan, Rah-e iay Shodeh. p 79 
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Political Philosophy of Islam 
It is necessary to study Bazargans political thought because of 
some reasons. Firstly, there is a deep relationship between his religious 
beliefs and his political ones. Secondly, Bazargan as a Muslim 
intellectual understands that Islamic community needs to a rulership 
based on Islamic beliefs, so he analyses views of Islam on rulership. If 
one studies historical, political and social situation of Iran during the 
period that Bazargan explains Islamic rulership, he will understand that 
Bazargan was aware of the need to propose the political philosophy of 
Islam. He recognized the lack of theory of Islamic rulershq) among his 
contenq>orary Shi'ites' thinkers. When Bazargan brought up Islamic 
rulership theory, there was not any serious and outstanding works 
about Islamic political thought in Iran. In fact one of the Bazargan's 
main motivations to bring out Islamic rulership thought is that he and 
many other Muslim thinkers face to claims of modem schools of 
thought that they are competitor against Islam. Since these schools 
particularly Socialism claim management of communities and providing 
man's welfare, they are regarded as serious conq)etitors against Islam in 
management of social affairs. Bazargan and other religious thinkers 
and intellectuals such as Shariati and Taleqani propound that Islam has 
high capacity to administer Muslim's community Bazargan and some 
other thinkers, m order to show the capacity of Islam to administer the 
community, propose theories about nature and form of state in Islam. 
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It is necessary to be mentioned that Bazargan proposes di£ferent views 
on Islamic state during his life. 
As Bazargan says, his political thought is derived £rom his 
understanding of the Quran, Sunnah (the Prophets' practice) and Shiite 
Imams acts. If one con^ares Bazargan views on rulershq), ^ecially the 
characteristics of tryanny and reUgious tyranny, with Nain's one he will 
come to understand that the former was influenced by the latter.' 
Bazargan's discussion on the wide authority of tyrannical rulers shows 
his great impression by Naini. Of course Bazargan brings up new 
discussions and shows his innovations in the field of political though 
and he proceedes what Naini proposed. And even he makes more clear 
Nairn's proposed discourse. 
At first, Bazargan explains the limits and territory of politics. He 
expresses that rulership is one of the most in^ortant issues in poUtics. 
Believing that Islam itself has a political theory about rulership he 
refers to sources and books of Fiqh in order to get the characteristics 
of Islamic rulership. He comes to this opinion that there is not suitable 
materials in the sources and Books of Fiqh. So he refers to the Quran 
and history of Islam in order to explain the theory of state in IslanL 
He later corrects and changes his theory basically. Now the phases of 
change of Bazargan's political thought will be studied. At first, 
1 Saeed Barzin, "Zendeginameh-e Siasi -e Mohandes Bazargan^ op.cit., p. 192 
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Bazargan holds that Islam has a coiiq)rehensive plan for all aspects of 
Muslims life. He states that "Islam is related to all affairs of life."' 
Therefore many of ayat of the Quran, religious tenets and the history 
of the eve of advent of Islam include general principles and the quality 
of politics and state in Islam. In other words, politics and nilershq) 
obviously are based on religion. Bazargan relies on his self 
understanding of the ayat of the Quran and he attempts to infer the 
message of the ayat himself So, he does not refer to traditional words 
and interpretations. He explains the quality of relationship between 
religion and politics in Islam as follows: "firstly, religion decides end 
and side of politics so religion should be in command and politics 
would be a dependent fimction of it. Secondly, Islam introduces general 
principles about rulership without referring to its details. Finally, 
rulershq) and politics should be for the sake of God and it means that 
rulership should serve people."^ It is evident that Islamic politics should 
be based on Islam. Islamic rulership should serve people and it should 
not dominate them. There should be a certain limit or boundary 
between religion and politics. 
Bazargan holds that religion and politics are not completely equal 
nor absolutely separable. According to Bazargan, religion should rule 
politics. That is to say, politics should take its end, direction and 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, "Marz Miyan-e Din va Umur-e Ijtemai," in his Mazhab dar 
Europe, Tehran, 1344, H.SH. p. 140. 
2. Idid., pp. 140-144. 
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legitimacy from religion. Tavassoli writes about this matter that: 
"Bazargan is one of the Muslim thinkers who holds that religion should 
rules all aspects of the social and individual life and consequently he 
beheves that religion and politics are not separable. Of course Bazargan 
defibaes exact limits for relationship between religion and politics. That 
is, he holds that as soon as religion becomes a plaything of politics or 
the ends of religion dissolved in ends of politics and poUtics deviates 
from its Islamic line, thus such a politics and rulership not only is 
irreligious but also it is against religion."' Bazargan emphasizes mainly 
on rulership, quality of management of Islamic community and rulers 
and people's rights. According to Bazargan, clerics have not paid 
attention to the matter of rulership and politics in Islam. He critisizes 
Fuqaha and expresses that they involved themselves in brining up and 
repeating the subjects of Fiqh so they have ignored discussion of 
rulership and politics. He protests Fuqahas carelessness about rulership. 
He mentions reasons and justifications to show that clergymen have not 
paid attention towards rulership. In his book called 'Religion in 
Europe,' (Mazhab dar Europe) he writes "it should be said that in 
spite of the fact that Fuqaha have talked and written many things 
about personal and moral subjects but unfortunately there are very few 
works and writings to show explicit view of Islamic Fiqh about 
rulership. That is, they have been silent about rulership which it rules 
1. Gholam Abbas Tavassoli, "Din va Siyasat as Didgah-e Bazargan,"" in Kiyan, 
Tehran, 1373 H.SH. No.23. Vol. 4, p.23. 
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other matters and it deals with Muslim's destiny. Of course the reason 
may be Fuqaha's disappointment and fear. They were disappointed 
because they were excluded from governmental affairs Thus they hold 
it would be useless to involve themselves discussing political views of 
Islam while there is no hope to realize them So, they did not pay 
attention to viewpoints of Islam as regard rulership Also they feared 
to interfere in politics because it necessarily leads to confront with 
rulers, i.e 'Ulama should criticize and do not approve them 
Furthermore, basically they did not pay attention to the importance and 
necessity of the matter of rulership and politics According to 
inherited tyranny in East, individual subjects always prevent social 
ones "' That is, Fuqaha and 'Ulama usually paid to individual aspects 
of Shariah and they ignored the social aspects of Islam So they did 
not propose views of Islam on social affairs, rulership and politics 
Bazargan's mentioned words indicate that Bazargan knows consciously 
that he could not find anything about theory of rulership in Islam from 
works of Fiqh Thus he refers to main source of understanding of 
Islam namely the Quran and Sunnah Bazargan studies the Quran and 
Sunnah in detail to show the view of Islam on management of the 
Muslim community. Bazargan tries to explain theory of Islam on 
rulership without referring to current methods of interpretation but he 
refers directly to the ayat of the Quran, traditions (Ahadith) and the 
1. Bazargan, "A/or? Miyan-e Din va Umur-e Ijtemai, op cit. p 128 
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period of Khulafa-i Rashedin. Of course^he does not want to use 
above mentioned sources as a means to prove his views but he tries 
to work out a coherent theory of Islamic state based on them. He 
infers issues such as democracy, Uberty, the way of electing rulers, the 
limits of rulers authority, people's duty against corrupt rulers from the 
Quran. Some cases of his use of the ayat of the Quran are as follows. 
He mentions this ayah which says: "and obey not the command of the 
Prodigal, who spread corruption in the earth, and reform not" 
(26:151,152) and comes to conclude that " the above mentioned ayah 
is explicit, firm and general. It orders us to refuse and to disobey 
squanderer's orders and to make passive resistance against them. In 
fact we should disobey rulers who cause corruption and destruction. 
Even we should not follow those rulers who do not serve people or 
they want to do service but they are not able. So, it is obvious that 
weakmen and pessimist are among corrupt persons."' From above 
mentioned ayah he infers to reject rulers who are corrupt, weak, 
prodigal. Bazargan mentions this ayah which revealed about the 
hypocrites that says 'and he tumeth away (from thee) his effort in the 
land is to make mischief therein and to destroy the crops and the 
cattle; and Allah loveth not mischier (2:205), then he expresses that 
"as God does not like corruption and since it is one of the first duties 
of each believer to fight with hypocrites, thus the religious duty of 
1. Ibid., p. 135. 
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Muslims is to prevent hypocrites and corrupts to rule."' Bazargan holds 
that above mentioned order of the Quran is not restricted to the past 
time but it extends to present time. That is, the rulersh^ of hypocrites 
and corrupts should be rejected evea at present. Bazargan mentions this 
ayah "O believers, be patient, and vie you in patience; be stead &st... 
(3:200), and he expresses that according of this ayah behevers have to 
be united. He refers to this ayah which says: " v^ose a£fairs are a 
matter of counsel" (42:37), then he expresses that democratic rulership 
and rulership based on council is legitimate and approved in Islam.^ 
Thus m order to brings up the theory of rulership in Islam, Bazargan's 
method is that he refers to ayat and makes relationship between them 
so that he can iafer of the ayat a comprehensive theory on state in 
Islam. 
Islamic Rulership 
Bazargan consider Islamic rulership an ideological one. Bazargan, 
like Naini, holds that absolute rulership and authority belongs to God 
and mans authority is limited and restricted. To prove above mentioned 
view, he refers to following ayat: ... the decision rests with Allah only, 
who hath commanded you taht ye worship none save Him...' (12:40), 
'His is the command ....' (28:88), 'Warn hereby those who fear 
1 Ibid., p. 135. 
2 Ibid., p. 136. 
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(because they know) that they will be gathered unto their lord, for 
whom there is no protecting friend nor intercessor beside Him, that 
may ward off (evil).' (6:51), 'So set thy purpose (o Muhammad) for 
religion as a man by nature upright— the nature (farmed) of Allah, in 
which He hath created man. Tliere is no altering (the laws of ) Allah's 
creation. That is, the right religion but most men know not (30:30). • 
Bazargan negates absolute authority for man. He writes: "according to 
Islam all kind of man's absolute authority means to participate in 
special attributes of God. Everybody wiio claims to have lute authority 
he in fact claim to be God. There is no right for anybody or any 
commimity to accept one person as his or their Lord or Master except 
God."^  From Bazargan's view, therefore, there is no place for any kind 
of absolute authority of individual, community, class or parties in an 
ideological rulership. Also people should not accept absolute authority 
for any human being. Since God is absolute ruler real and eternal 
legislator so "if one follows rulers and orders which are opposite to 
Gods rules and orders he will commit sin."^ Bazargan propose his 
above mentioned arguments by referring to following ayat: 'and obey 
not the command of the prodigal, who spread corruption in the earth, 
and reform not' (26:151,152), 'ShaU I seek other than Allah for Judge, 
when He it is Who Hath revealed unto you (this) scripture, fully 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology; p. 101. 
2. Ibid., pp. 102-103. 
3. Ibid., pi02. 
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explained?...' (6:115). According to Bazargan's above mentioned 
argument, rulership has not been given the right to enact and execute 
rules opposite Shariah. It must be e7q)lained that what does Bazargan 
mean by 'God's absolute rulership and sovereignty in practical and 
objective positions? 
Does not a religious community enact rules? Does God's absolute 
authority mean that there is no need to man's rulership? Does not 
Bazargan's religious view on rulership lead to anarchism? Bazargan 
explains that: 'Svhen we say that God is ruler, legislator and Lord of 
the world we do not reject rulership nor management of human's 
communities. In Islam people can not directly obtain and execute God's 
rules and they are responsible to manage and improve social affairs. 
Therefore, Islam admits necessity of rulers and executors of rules. 
Islam considers establishment of state as a religious task."' In other 
words, Bazargans above mentioned words indicate that firstly the 
establishment of rulership and legislation are evident. Secondly, an 
Islamic cormnunity has to establish a religious rulership. Finally, it is a 
religious task to establish a religious rulersh^ and it does not conflict 
with belief to absolute authority and rulership of God. Bazargan 
expresses that " I mean by law general principles that make ideology 
and that they determine public responsibihties and way. I do not mean 
1. Ibid., p. 108. 
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ofiBcial and executive rules which are usually enact by parliaments. In 
fact the laws and rules passed by parliament are regulations. For 
example, I can point out the rules or regulations related to social 
insurance's and etc."' 
According to Bazargan, establishment of man's rulershq) does not 
mean to negate divine rulership. That is, belief to God's rulership 
forms principles, framework and policy of man's rulersh^. Hiis kind of 
rulership acts according to Islam and it is people's agent to administer 
the community: "Islamic state itself has no authenticity and it should 
not act arbitrary Islamic State on the one hand has to execute divine 
rules and orders and on the other hand it is people's agent to 
supervise their properties and to manage their affairs."^ It is notable 
that Bazargan introduces rulers as peoples' agent and he holds that 
rulership is people's trusteeship in the hands of rulers. If one 
introduces rulers as people's agent it will mean that people can easily 
choose or depose them as well. Here Bazargan's views are similar to 
Nairn's opinions since Naini considers rulers as agents of people. Nain's 
views on this subject are mentioned m related chapter of this thesis. In 
the other place, however, Bazargan expands the responsibilities and 
duties of rulership. Bazargan holds that "Islamic state is established 
basically to provide people's happiness (saadat), education and 
security."^  
1. Ibid., p. 101 
2. Ibid., p. 109. 
3. Ibid., p. 120. 
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So, he emphasizes on ideological aspect of rulership and consider 
it near to the concept of Imamt or Velayat (couardianship). It seems 
that Bazargan's above mentioned view differs from his previous views 
in which he considers state as people's trust in the hands of rulers. In 
his other works, Bazargan brings up differences of Imamt and 
Management. He writes: "the concept of Imamt in the Quran only is a 
rehgious concept. The role of infallible Imams is merely to call people 
towards God, to make them responsible before Him and to lead them 
worship Him and to avoid them of polytheism. So administration of 
social affairs should be done by people and they are responsible 
regarding their community."* However, Bazargan does not emphasize on 
duties of rulership or state about people's happiness and their 
education. Bazargan graduaUy differentiates Imamat from administration 
of commimity and he consciously expresses that training (tarbiyyah) of 
people is not duty of rulership. It is notable that Bazargan does not 
emphasise on religious or ideological aspect of rulership. 
In his last work, he especially reminds danger of mixing of 
rulership and Imamat. He introduces trikeries of rulers who consider 
themselves responsible to guid people in the name of religion. Bazargan 
does not recognize rulers responsible of people's guidance. He 
expresses that: " finality of Prophethood means that the dossier of the 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, "^Ibrahim, Imam Va Ummat" in his Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, 
op.cit., p. 349. 
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Prophethood is clased and each claim of continuation of the 
Prophethood is against God's will and it is wrong."' It must be 
observed that the above mentioned points are in conflict with 
ideological interpretations of Islamic state. Because, form an ideological 
point of view, the duty of a religious rulership is to guide people. 
According to Bazargan's final view, it can be easily understood that 
although he himself sometimes talks about duty of rulership to guide 
people but gradually he limits the duty of people's guidance only to 
our prophet and he denies that the duty of rulership is to guide the 
community (Ummah). He holds that even our Prophet was not guardian 
of believer's faith. Thus, no rulership especially Islamic one can claim 
to meddle in people's faith. Bazargan expresses that: "according to 
repeated and obvious ayat of the Quran God has forbidden His prophet 
to rule people arbitrary, to interfere in people's faith and worship and 
to impose them to believe religion. Thus, there is no right for any 
religious or irreligious rulership and clergymen or lay person to 
mterfere in people's belief and their relation with God."^ According to 
Bazargan, rulership does not have any function about the relation of 
God and people and in this case it has no sovereignty but it can enact 
rules and impose peoples to follow them in the field of Judgment, 
1. Bazargan, Aya Islam yek khatar-e Jahani Astl op.cit., p. 109. 
2. Ibid., pp. 108-109. 
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execution of rules and defense of the country.' Denying the guidance 
aspect of state or rulership does not mean that people should not 
follow it but it is obligatory to obey rulership elected by people for 
management of community. Bazargan writs that "Muslims rulership 
belongs to themselves and they choose it through council among 
themselves. When Muslim people elect a rulership and swear an oath 
of loyalty towards it, it becomes obligatory (vajib) to follow it."^ In 
other words, people are the main owner of power and they have right 
to choose their rulers or depose them. But when they choose their 
rulers they should accept their limit and constitutional sovereignty. 
Then, rulership, reling on people's help and co-operation, will be able 
to manage the community. Of course, the Islamic state should not 
negate peoples rights. Bazargan states that: "the fimction of rulership is 
to do velayat (sarparasti). That is to say, it should supervise people's 
property and to manage their affairs. Rulership has not been given the 
right to determine people's destiny and duties, to give or remove their 
rights and to enact basic rules. Rulership is people's agent and under 
their supervision it manage their affairs. Of course it is noteable that m 
an Islamic community rulership follows God's orders and it is 
responsible of its acts before God."^ According to above words, real 
authority and power belongs to people and they supervise rulership. 
1. Ibid., p. 109. 
2. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, op.cit., pp. 147-148. 
3. Barzin, Zendeginameh-e Siasi-e Mohandes Bazargan, op.cit., p.229. 
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Bazargan, as it will be shown, involves in contradictions when he 
discusses rulers' authorities. 
It is necessary to bring up characteristics of Islamic state o*r 
rulership from Bazargan's view. He enumerates the characteristics of 
Islamic state by referring to the Quran which says "Allah verily hath 
shown grace to the believers by sending unto them a messenger of 
their own who reciteth unto them His revelations, and causes them to 
grow, and teacheth them the Scripture and Wisdom; although before 
(he come to them) they were in flagrant error." (3:164) Bazargan says 
that Islamic rulership is a Divine, public, consultative and elective 
rulership. Islamic state is the state of pious persons (saleh) that they 
are chosen by people's votes. Bazargan's understanding from the above 
mentioned ayah is remarkable. He infers the characteristics of Islamic 
rulership directly form the ayah. It must be observed that he brings up 
the theory of Islamic state based on the Quran. That is to say, he 
does not involve himself to interpretations of the Quran and he gets 
his views from the Quran directly. Bazargan mentions this ayah which 
says "He it is Who hath sent among the unlettered ones a messenger 
of their own, to reciet unto them His revelations and to make them 
grow, and to teach the Scripturee and Wisdom, though heretofore they 
were indeed in error manifest." (61:2). 
Bazargan writes that "according to this part of ayah which says 
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'He it is Who hath sent among the unlettered ones a messenger of 
their own, Ishimic state is a divine and pubUc rulership or we can say 
democratic one. Considering these words, 'to make them grow,' Islamic 
rulership is a rulership based on morality, piousness and competency 
(salahiyat). According to the sense of these words 'to teach them the 
Scripture and Wisdom, though heretofore they were indeed in error 
manifest,' Islamic state is a rulership to guide people to spirituaUty and 
according to this ayah which says: 'there is no compulsion in religion' 
(2:255), Islamic rulership is a free rulership. And considering these 
words 'He it is Who hath sent among the unlettered ones a messenger 
of their own, it is obvious that Islamic rulership is a rulership based 
on people's votes. Also Islamic state is based on council because of 
this ayah which says and consult with them upon the conduct of 
afifairs' (3:159), and whose affairs are matter of counsel' (42:38). 
According to these words 'He it is Who hath..,' Islamic rulership 
originates from God's revelation. Finally, these ayat which say that 'the 
decision rests with Allah only (12:40) and 'unto Allah belongeth the 
sovereignty of the heavens and the earth' (3:189), indicate that Islamic 
state is a divine state, that is to say, the principles, rules and basis of 
Islamic rulership are taken from God, the Prophet and the Quran.'" 
Here it seems that Bazargan combines concept of Prophethood wit the 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Dolat, op.cit., p.13. 
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concept of election of ruler by people. Although, there is no object 
that our Prophet be accepted simultaneously as Prophet and ruler, that 
is to say, Prophethood and rulership are combined. But one should not 
consider ordinary rulers as our Prophet so that to ascribe them his 
attributes and power. It seems objectionable to combine the concept of 
Prophethood and rulership. It seems unlikely that Bazargan holds to 
adjustment of Prophethood and rulership and to recognize sacred 
characteristics for rulers who are elected by people. So to combine 
above mentioned concepts, that is, Prophethood and rulership either 
indicate negligence in his words or contradiction in his thought. 
Considering his all views and words, it seems that the former is right. 
Bazargan continues to enimaerates the characteristics of Islamic state. 
He says: "in brief. Islamic rulership is a public, Divine, free, elected 
rulership and it is based on council. Although it has advantages of 
democratic or liberal rulership but it is not equal to them. Islamic state 
is a public, national and democratic state, that is, it is free of 
aristocracy and especial advantages for some persons. It is not mvolved 
in class conflict and it negates absolute rulership for special group of 
people. Islamic rulership is a free and liberal rulership, namely it does 
not impose its views and beliefs but it does not mean to negate 
peoples rights and Uberty. Again it does not mean that Islamic state is 
unrestrained. Islamic rulership is an elective rulership, that is, it based 
on people's vote and it not an inherited of imposed one. Islamic 
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rulership follows Divine law not human philosophies and majority of 
votes."' The Islamic rulership which Bazargan introduces has the 
characteristics of liberal and democratic rulerships but it is not the 
same as them. He enq)hasizes that "Islamic state is a Divine rulership 
namely it is not aristocracy, nor the clergy rulership. It is not a 
nationalist or liberal rulership."^ 
Briefly, Islamic rulership rules individuals, as well as community. 
Islamic or Divine rulership decides certamly the rights and duties of 
people and rulers so that power, authority and will of every one is 
under control, limited and reasonable. In Islamic rulership, the votes 
and will of people or rulers do not decide the duties but all of them 
should follow their religious duties and obligatories. It seems that the 
function of such a system, that is the Islamic rulershq), actually is very 
difficult. The above mentioned characteristics of Islamic rulership has 
only a parallel at the first century of Islam. Thus, it seems to be an 
Utopian system of rulersfa^. Ahhough Bazargan's Utopia, Le. public and 
Divine rulership, at the beginning and theoretically seems to be rational 
and coherent but it suffers of contradiction about the extend of 
people's authority and necessity of absolute obedience of ruler. 
Bazargan's theory on Islamic rulership may confi'ont with problems in 
act. Since Bazargan's theory indicates that a kind of ideology should 
rule. So, it can easily lead to rule of followers of that ideology. 
Accordingly, it may lead to tyranny. 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Dolat, pp. 13-14. 
2. Ibid., p. 14. 
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According to Bazargan's theory, apart from establishment of 
rulership-that it seems evident and necessary-people should participate 
to make the form and structure of power and rulership. Bazargan holds 
that if a rulership be described as Islamic rulership then the word 
"Islamic" gives a deep meaning to that rulership. That is, the word 
"Islamic" in itself indicate the rule of piety, Justice and knowledge. 
That is, only righteous. Just and wise deserve to administer affairs of 
Muslim community. According to Shariah, people obligate to chose best 
(aslah) persons. Bazargan holds that the method of election of people 
depends on the conditions of each age and place. He states: "it is 
evident that Imamat and rulership needs many requirements and 
everybody does not deserve to become ruler. It is people's religious 
(Shar'ii) and social responsibility and duty to be very careful to chose 
the best individuals in regard to knowledge, piety, deed, merit and 
other requirements. Islamic rulership undoubtedly is the rulership of 
justice, knowledge and merit (salahiyat) but people should basically 
select or choose their rulers."* Bazargan pays attention to the system 
of election of rulers and he writes that "Islam does not pay to details 
of choosing of ruler or it does not involve itself in discussion of how 
people should consult with each other. It is for this reason that the 
form of rulership, execution of rules and administration of a community 
are changeable. Thus common law ('urf) determines the shape of 
1. Ibid.,, p. 158. 
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nilership and etc. according to the need of the time.'" The key points 
of Bazargan's view on choosing rulers and rulership are as follows: 
Firstly, nilership is elective not inherited. Secondfy, he avoids formalism 
and holds that details related to choose of rulers and administration of 
communities depend on situations and requirements of each age and 
place. According to him the shape of rulership will be decided by 
common law not religious one. Thirdly, he believes that people are 
able to recognize pious person for rulership and he expresses that they 
have to choose the best one (aslah). According to Bazargan, it is very 
important and necessary that ruler be choosen by public votes. He 
writes: "as ruler whether president, king or prime ministers should be 
elected by people otherwise they are not legitimate."^ Therefore, as an 
substantial criterion, the principle of public will and wish for 
appointment of rulers should be observed. Bazargan holds that all 
people have the right, capacity and conq)etency to choose Islamic ruler. 
He rejects those who are of the view that only elites should elect the 
rulers because they are able to recognize righteous persons. According 
to Bazargan those v/ho grant the right of election to elites, in order to 
prove that the votes of masses or the majority are worthless, they 
refer to those ayat which end by these words: *... but most men know 
not'; or '...most of them believe not' and 'but most of them have no 
1. Ibid., p.l58. 
2. Ibid., pp. 158-159. 
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sense.' Here it would not be out of place to quote the opinions of 
one of the contemporary Iranian philosophers and exegetists, Sayyid 
Muhammad Husayn Tabatabai. He holds that Islam and democracy are 
irreconcilable. Hamid Enayat brings up Tabatabi's opinions and writes: 
"after arguing that no other great religion, or even worldly ideology, 
can rival Islam in its concern for social problems, he takes issue with 
those Westernized intellectuals in the Muslim countries who claim that 
the social norms of Islam are no longer applicable to the conditions of 
the modern world, in which it is the will of majorities which is 
expected to determine the nature of social laws and relations. He 
rejects this claim by recalling that in history usually the reverse has 
been the case: at their inception, all great religions conflicted with, 
rather than pandered to, the wishes of the majority. Human beings 
often dislike what is right and just. The Quran confirms this repeatedly: 
'or do they not recognize their apostle, and therefore disavow him? Or 
they say, 'A Djin is in him?'; but the truth most of them abhor. But if 
the truth had followed in the train of their desires, the heavens and 
the earth, and all that therein is, had surely come to ruin' (23:70-1). It 
is therefore wrong, says he, to treat the demands of the majority 
always as just and binding.'" On the contrary, Bazargan holds that the 
Quran addresses masses who are competent to recognize and elect their 
I. Hamid Enayat, op.cit., pp.135-136, quoted from Muhammad Husain Tabatabai, 
Ravabit-i Ijtimai dar Islam, ed. & tr. by Muhammad Javad Hujjati Kirmani, 
Tehran. 1348, pp.21-42. 
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rulers. Bazargan writes, "according to some Ulama and religious 
authorities, it is only Ahl al-hall va al-'aqd (the people ^ o loose and 
bid) who have to choose rulers and people necessarily should follow 
the appointed rulers some of the opponents of this theory do not 
fear to express that Islam does not accept the votes of majority. They 
refer to many ayat of the Quran which express that 'most of them 
have no sense', and 'most of them know not'. But the Quran orders 
that consultation should be done generally, and it apparently lays 
emphasize on consultation with masses. Furthermore, our first Imam 
and other infallible Imams often address the \^^ole common people ^ not 
special groups such as learned man or their con^anions. If one does 
not believe that all people are addressed by the Quran, our Prophet 
and the infallible Imams, it will lead to accept class discrimination. 
Again it is against explicit declaration of Imam 'Ali which expresses 
equality of Muslims rights either they are rich or poor."^ 
Bazargan seriously emphasizes that all individuals belong to any 
group or class are right con^etents to elect their rulers. According to 
Bazargan, the election of rulers by experts and elite's is opposite to 
the principle of liberty, people's responsibility and right to determine 
their destiny: "the principle of man's liberty and responsibility will be 
I. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, op.cit., pp.l51-155. 
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violated if God, religious, political or scientific authorities elect or 
appoint people's rulers and rulership."' People's responsibility does not 
finish after that they appoint their rulers, i.e. they are responsible to 
supervise their rulers all the time. Conscious believers usually supervise 
the just and wise ruler who is elected by people and he administers 
affairs of Muslims' community. Because in an Islamic community all 
people are responsible and they are called not to follow and obey 
human rulers absolutely. The Islamic community supervises rulers and 
rulershi^ through the principle of Al-amr be al maruf va Al-nahy an al-
mimkar Bazargan states "Islamic rulership is taken from and based on 
Islamic tenets and ideology. BeUeving to God and His imity, that is to 
say there is no other God than Allah, naturally leads to equality of 
people and they should not follow or obey any ruler except Allah... So 
belief to God and following of the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va 
Al-nahy an al-mimkar cause a powerfiil and just rulership which it is 
elected by people and it acts under their supervision."^ Barzin, a 
contemporary researcher, e7q)lains the importance of Bazargan's view as 
foUows: "In traditional philosophy of Islam liberty of choice is always 
discussed but Bazargan extends it more and he interprets it to the 
extent that people have right to exercise their authority on institutions 
of state through election. Thus, by such an interpretation, Bazargan 
1. Bazaigan, '^Chahar ism" (Four ism), in his Bazyabi-ye Aneshha, op.cit, pp.408-409. 
2. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 118. 
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separates his way from traditional interpreters."' As a result, public 
supervision prevoits arbitrary acts of rulers and it causes that rulers do 
their tasks correctly. Bazargan holds that "in an Islamic rulership, 
nation and state are related to each other and they should protect and 
correct each other and both of them are responsible towards each 
other. Islamic state should not commit treason against people. And also 
Muslims have to supervise their rulership."* 
What are the limits of rulers' authority and how can people 
enforce their sovereignty in an Islamic sate from Bazargan's view? 
Bazargan usually efforts to prove that real authority and power belong 
to people. He expresses that the votes of people rule in an Islamic 
rulership. He holds that there is an agreement and consistency between 
Islamic rulership and democratic one: "in a state based on Shura 
which is recommended by the Quran, all people participate in power 
and they elect their rulers and also themselves rule it .... The Islamic 
commimity has executed democracy, i.e. system of government by the 
whole people of a coimtry. Democracy is other side of social liberalism 
that it respects and observes man's rights and liberty regarding the 
state and the community."^ According to Bazargan, democracy means 
sovereignty of people's will. So by referring to the Quran-especially 
1. Saeed Barzeen, "Hokomat, Qanon va Democracy, Siri dar Andishehha-ye Dini 
Bazargan^ in Kiyan, Tehran, 1374 H.SH. vol.22. p.21. 
2. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 172. 
3. Bazargan, "Chahar ism," in his Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, pp. 408-409. 
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those ayat that indicate our Prophet had to counsel with people, 
i.e.(3:lS9, and 42:38), Bazargan efforts to e7q;)ose democratic nature of 
Islamic state. He introduces other characteristics that make Islamic 
rulershq) to be conastent with democracy as follows. He expresses that 
people's right to criticize can be fiilfilled through the principle of Al-
arm bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar. People can supervise their 
rulership through the principle of council. 
Bazaigan holds that practice of our Prophet (Sunnah) agrees with 
democracy. Since our prophet allowed his enemies to propose their 
views and he tolerated with them. By proposing above mentioned 
points, Bazargan efforts to expose democratic visage of Islam. When 
Bazargan talks about authority and power of elected rulers, it seems 
that his attempts to prove the consistency of Islamic rulership and 
democracy are not successful. Even, it appears difi&cult to make an 
agreement between people's authority and practical choices of ruler. So 
Bazargan's attempts about agreement of Islam and democracy do not 
decrease the importance of questions against his theory of Islamic 
rulership. Although he holds people's sovereignty but he gives wide 
authorities and power to Islamic ruler. Because Bazargan believes that 
in an Islamic rulership it is only one's Justice, piety and virtue that 
make him competent to become ruler. According to Bazargan, a 
Muslim ruler is people's agent and because of his piety he does not 
commit wrong acts and he avoids mischief strongly. Thus^Bazargan 
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grants wide authorities to ruler but he does not give reason for his 
claim that a Muslim ruler does not commit mischief. At the first stage, 
Bazargan believes that it is necessary that people obey their elected 
ruler. By using religious concepts, such as 'Vajeb' (religious obligation) 
and 'Haram' (forbidden), Bazargan easily grants religious (Shar'ii) 
characteristics to the rulership of Islamic community. He writes: 'Ht is 
reUgious obUgation (Vajeb) that Muslims follow their Imam or ruler and 
it is forbidden (Haram) that they do not follow their ruler."' Bazargan 
uses this term i.e. breaking the muslim assembly (Khuroj az Jama'at) 
for those who disobey Imam or Muslim ruler and says that it is for 
bidden (Haram) based on Islamic teachings. It seems that by using 
above mentioned term he means opponents of Islamic state. He says 
"Islam does not allow anybody to establish an independent group just 
because of their opposition and disagreement with their recognized ruler 
who is a symbol of people's unity and protector of the conmnmity. 
One individual or a minority is only permitted to guide rulers or to 
object their policy but they should not violate rules and disobey their 
rulers."^ Considering above mentioned words one comes to this opmion 
that Bazargan ignores that one of the characteristics of democratic 
rulerships is to let its opponents to form parties. Where as he clamis 
to be defender of democratic rulership. 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 164. 
2. Ibid., p. 166. 
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Bazargan continues to enumerates authorities of Muslim ruler. He 
writes: "the elected ruler, who is named Imam in Islamic terms, 
establishes Islamic national state and jxiridical, legislative and executive 
powers are dependent to him. Muslim ruler or Imam as agent of God 
and His Prophet has wide authorities to get taxes and properties, to 
exact tributes and to decides rights and rules.'" The rulers may misuse 
the so called authorities. Bazargan does not con^letely explain about 
authorities of the Islamic state. Saeed Barzin writes about it as follows: 
"Bazargan holds that in an Islamic rulership the legislative power is 
only a legal system which it acts as an executive agent of religious 
leadership. The above mentioned view contradicts with his previous 
views. The contradiction originates from this fact that on the one side 
he wants to grant political authority to people and to establish 
constitutional rulership and on the other side he wants that legislative 
power be in the hand of 'Ulama (religious jurists). He recognizes them 
as legislators and interpreters of laws and rulers."^ However there is 
some doubt about conformity of a democratic rulership and Islamic 
rulership which is brought up by Bazargan. Bazargan introduces ruler 
as agent of God and the Prophet and it seems that this view is in 
conflict with his view that people are the origin of legitimacy of 
rulership. Considering Bazargan's above mentioned view on authorities 
of Islamic rulers, it seems that he ignores the matter of separation of 
1. Ibid., p.219. 
2. Barzeen, Zendeginameh-e Siasi-e Mohades Bazargan, op.cit. p.255. 
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powers. Also he does not pay attention to the problem of 
centralization of power in one person According to Bazargan's above 
mentioned views, the ruler's power is superior than other powers of 
country. It is surprising that Bazargan again claims that there is a little 
possibility that ruler becomes dictator He holds that dictatorship can be 
prevented in an Islamic rulership. Because people usually supervise their 
rulers in an Islamic rulership. Bazargan writes that: "when people 
continuously supervise their rulers, the public rulership completely will 
be realized. So, they can prevent rulers' wrongs and dictatorship. Islam 
meets above mentioned matter by the principle of council (Shura)."' 
Although Bazargan describes wide authoiities for rulers but he holds 
that people are real rulers. According to Bazargan, Islamic state is a 
democratic one. Because one can finds the characteristics of democracy 
in it. He emphasizes on execution of principle of council in the Islamic 
state. He holds that votes of majority decides rulership: "velayat 
(guardianship) and adminstration of the community should not contradict 
and abrogate this ayah which says: 'and whose affairs are a matter of 
counsel' (42:38). Because the mentioned ayah charges people to 
adminster their community through the principle of council (Shura)."^ 
Bazargan also states that it is the right of people to express their 
views about affairs of their community. He writes: "as Naini says when 
we talk about consultation we should accept the side of majority 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, pp. 143-149. 
2. Bazargan, Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, p.245. 
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according to religion (Shar') and reason ('Aql). We as a created b ^ g 
are incomplete. Therefore, we should not imagine ourselves wise and 
we should not hold that others are ignorant... It must be observed that 
no one can claim that since our rulership is an Islamic rulership then 
everybody who commits mischief or he is illiterate, he should be 
deprived of participating in social affairs. It is against Islam, reason and 
conmion law that we appoint guardian for persons who are not 
underage (Saghir). It is right that the Quran obviously says there are 
differences between the wise and the fool, the evil and the pure., but 
these differences do not mean that they have not equal or they are not 
responsible for their duties against each other whether in their 
properties or affairs.'' Bazargan in his another work does emphasize 
that: "while our Prophet is ordered by God to consult with his nation 
(ummab) about the affairs, then ordinary rulers can not be free from 
need to consultation. We consider that rulershq) belongs to people and 
it is the agent of them. The aim of the Islamic state is to train 
people. Then naturally its affairs should be administered through 
consultation."^ There are some other thinkers vAio e)q)ress similar view 
on consultation in Islam. Here it would not be out of place to quote 
Taha Husain's view on consultation. "Taha Husain quotes this ayah 
which says 'And consult them in matters' to show that the sate 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, pp. 155-156. 
2. Ibid., p. 145. 
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founded by Muhammad was not a theoretic state. He mentions that 
nothing can be more misleading than the concept that the state founded 
by the prophet of Islam was a theocratic sate.... Islam did not deprive 
human beings of their freedom and it (Islam) did not become an 
absolute master of man nor did it suspend his initiative to act; it, on 
the other hand, made him the master within certain limits. It showed 
what was desirable and what was repulsive and, of course, it laid 
emphasis on reason and gave freedom (with the help of reason) to 
think what was good and in the interest of common people and to 
take part in the common good to the extent possible. The God 
commanded the Prophet to consult the faithful in (their) affairs. If 
everything had to be decided in the heavens, there was no need to 
consult anyone."' When one considers Bazargan's views he comes to 
this opinion that Bazargan infers democracy from the ayat related to 
council (Shura). For this purpose he also mentions examples from 
history of Islam that Muslims have actualized the principle of 
consultation. According to Bazargan, since people can elect and depose 
their rulers then this indicate that Islamic rulership is a democratic 
rulership. Again he expresses that in an 'islamic rulership people have 
right to criticize their rulers according to the principle of Al-amr bi al-
maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar, so this is another sign that shows 
Islamic rulership is a democratic one. It is right that the principle of 
1. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit.. p.37-38. 
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Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-miinkar gives people a permanent 
right that they can criticize their rulership freely but it does not mean 
that people can disobey the rules. Bazargan strongly expresses that: 
"executing of the principle of Al-anu: bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-
munkar and supervision of rulership do not mean violation of rhe rules 
and the laws."' Of course.Bazargan admits that occurrence of dispute 
in Islamic community, like other communities, is natural and inevitable, 
meanwhile he tries to find ways to solve disputes between rulership 
and its opponents. Bazargan brings up this question that do opponent 
oblige to follow the community and order in an Islamic rulership? And 
have they right to oppose rulership openly? He replies that Muslims 
should be united and follow their rulers and in order to solve their 
problems they should refers to the Quran and practice of our Prophet 
(Sunnah). He states: "naturally there happens difference of opinion 
between rulers and people. Then in such a condition what should be 
done? Can every body act based on his understanding? Or has he to 
follow discipline of his commimity? The Quran has replied the above 
complicated question. That is to say, the Quran has replied the 
mentioned question and it has decided certain duties. According to the 
teachings of the Quran: 1- the God's religion is just one. Since we 
have one God and religion, then it is to people's advantage to 
establish a united community (ummah al-vahidah). In this regard one 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 171. 
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may refer to the Quran that says: 'Lo! Religion with Allah (is) the 
surrender (to Ifis Will and guidance)... (3:19), and 'In truth thy Lord 
destroyed not the townships tyrannously while their folk were doing 
right. And if thy Lord had willed. He verily would have made mankind 
one nation, yet they cease not differing, Save him on w^om thy Lord 
hath mercy...' (11:17-19). 2-The lack of discipline and disputes among 
the community causes disunion and weakness. The Quran says: 'Lo! As 
for those who sunder their religion and become schismatics, no concern 
at all hast tou with them..' (6:159), and 'And hold fast, all of you 
together, to the cable of Allah, and do not separate. And remember 
Allah's favour unto you: how you were enemies and He made 
friendship between your hearts so that ye became as brothers by His 
grace; and (how) ye were upon the brink of an abyss of fire, and He 
did save you from it. Thus Allah maketh clear His revelations imto 
you that haply ye may be guided' (3:103), and 'And obey Allah and 
His messenger, and dispute not one with another lest ye falter and 
your strength depart from you; but be stead fast! Lo! Allah is with the 
steadfast' (8:46). 3- It is religious obligation (vajib) that Muslims 
follow their ruler and it is forbidden (harma) that Muslims withdraw 
from community (Jamah). The Quran states: 'Ye who believe! Obey 
Allah, and obey the messenger and those of you who are in 
authority...' (4:59). 4- When a basically dispute arises between people 
and ruler, they should refer to their ideology. As the Quran says that: 
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'and if ye have a dispute concerning any matter, refer it to Allah and 
the messenger if ye are (in truth) believers in Allah and the Last 
Day...' (4:59), 'And if any tidings, whether of safety or fear, come 
unto them, they noise it abroad, whereas if they had referred it to the 
messenger and such of them as are in authority, those among them 
who are able to think out the matter whould have known it...' (4:83). 
5- If a selected ruler does not obey God and our Prophet's order and 
he violates the right (haq) what should be done? The reply is as 
follows: Firstly, according to the princq)le of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-
nahy an al-munkar, all people should advise, guide and blame their 
authorities and rulers. Secondly, everybody should disobey the rulers 
who do not follow God's orders. The Quran explicitly says: 'And obey 
not the command of the prodigal. Who spread corruption in the earth, 
and reform not.' (26:151-152), and '... how they would go for 
judgement (in their disputes) to false deities when they have been 
ordered to abjwe them ...' (4:60)."' Of course the principle of Al-amr 
bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar usually will not be done through 
peaceful methods and it may be performed by non-democratic and 
rough methods. There is some doubt that the principle of Al-amr bi 
al-maruf va Al-nahy and al-munkar can be brought up as a criterion of 
Muslim democratic community because it is not certain how this 
principle will be performed. Bazargan writes about the last form of 
1. Ibid., pp.161-167. 
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executing the principle of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar 
as follows: 'Hf rulers do not follow people's advise and consultation 
and on the contrary they oppose those who advise or criticize them, 
then it is necessary to rebel against the rulers."' In addition to his 
above mentioned solution-which he inferred from the Quran-for 
removing disputes between people and state, Bazargan suggests that a 
permanent council should be established in order to solve disputes 
between people and rulers. He writes that: "the coimcil consists of just 
'Ulama who will be elected by people. The members of this coimcil 
should be experts in the field of religious and worldly affairs. The 
council will solve disputes between people and rulers or even it solves 
disputes between different formal ofBcials. For example, if a dispute 
arises between juridical and executive officials regarding recognition or 
execution of the rules then the coimcil should solve disputes based on 
the Quran, Sunnah (practice of the prophet) and reason. The council 
may veto the rules which are enacted by parliament."^ When one 
considers the separation of powers he come to this view that it is not 
clear that Bazargan's suggested council deals with which one of the 
powers. So it seems that establishment of the so called council 
violates the principles of democracy. Because the council has the right 
to veto rules passed by parliament and it can pave the way for 
tyranny. Saeed Barzin writes about above mentioned Bazargan's 
1. Ibid.,, p.m. 
2. Ibid., pp. 168-169. 
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suggestion that: "it can be said that on the one hand he wants to 
make a powerfol collective leadership in religious community. On the 
other hand, Bazargan wants to place religious community against 
rulership. Also he wants to legitimate the right of objection against the 
rulership if it breaks Divme rules and orders and it violates people's 
rights."' On the one hand, Barzins' explanation on Bazargan's 
suggested council seems to be right. On the other hand, it seems that 
Barzin does not pay attention to calamities and weaknesses of 
Bazargan's view. If a rulership be established through democratic 
methods and it follows norms of democracy, it seems that there will be 
no need to establish new institutes or organizations that they violate 
democratic norms. Why does azargan suggest that above mentioned 
council should be established? Perhaps Bazargan came to know that 
although Islamic rulership is a justice state and it is re^onsible before 
God and people but it is ejqiose to danger of conuption, deviation and 
tyranny. Bazargan later pays more attention to above mentioned danger. 
Bazargan ever-increasing worries about above mentioned danger makes 
him to review or to correct his views on Islamic state completely. 
Then he enq)hasizes more on liberty and people's authority. Bazargan's 
review on his ophiions is clearly observable in his works related to last 
decade of his Kfe. He expresses the negative characteristics of religious 
rulerships m one of his last works named "Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha." He 
1. Saeed Barzeen, Zendeginameh-e Siasi-e Mohandes Bazargan, op.cit., p.237. 
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says, "to be granted absolute authority is a danger that arises from 
each religious rulership. That is to say, if any rulership relates itself to 
God it means that it is an absolute Divine rulership This kind of state 
has absolute power and its rulers and their orders can not be 
criticized. Since they are not infallible, they may make big mistakes and 
even they may commit oppression The results of such a state is worse 
than any kind of dictatorship and worship of false gods (Taghuts)"' 
It is obvious that he holds above mentioned danger threatens his theory 
of Islamic state Later in the same work, Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, he 
limits rulers' authority and he gradually comes to the opinion to 
neagate all kinds of sovereignty on people's personal life It is for this 
reason that he says, "according to this ayah, which say 'and whose 
affairs are a matter of counsel' (42 38), administration of peoples' 
worldly aflFairs should be necessarily done by people themselves Thus, 
there should not be any kind of absolute sovereignty The only kind of 
leadership or rulership, that it will continue, is man's free leadership 
that will be actualized through introducing good patterns as the Quran 
says 'There is a goodly pattern for you in Abrahma and those with 
him ' (60 4). This kind of leadership will be done through guidance, 
advice and it call people reasonably As God addresses His Prophet 
that '0 Prophet' Lo' We have sent thee as a witness and a bringer of 
1 Bazargan, Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, opcit, p. 19 
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good tidings and a Warner, and as a summoner unto Allah by His 
penms9(Hi, and as a lanq) that giveth light' (33: 45-46)."' It is obvious 
that Bazargan forbears to speak of obedience of ruler and does not 
talk about rulers sovereignty because he considers it against human's 
liberty. Bazargan expresses his worries about religious ruler ship. He 
says that: 'If a reUgious authority, who knows himself as just Faqih or 
Maij'a, wishes to rule people and interfere in their affairs without 
people's permission and request, it will lead to violate man's liberty 
and responsibility."^ Obviously he is worry that guardianship state 
(velayatiyah) opposes human's liberty and choice. Therefore, Bazargan 
denies any theory about Islamic state in his last work called, "Aya 
Islam yek Khatar-e Jahani Ast"? (Does Islam threat world?). He 
writes: "it should not be expected that Islam gives us complete rules 
and constitutions about state, economy and ideology. We should plan 
our ideology, state, rulers, economy and activities based on the Quran 
and Sunnah in order to move towards God, perfection and in the way 
of intimacy to Him. Then our plan should not oppose with guidance of 
Islam and it's rules and limits. We should pay attention that although 
the above mentioned points are called Islamic but they are temporary 
and changeable. That is to say, they are not similar to the Qiu-an and 
Simnah vMch are eternal and imchangeable. 
1. Ibid... p.359. 
2. Ibid., p.409. 
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Because they originate from human mind and naturally they are 
expose to change and perfection according to conditions of time."' 
Therefore, Bazargan holds that there should not occur anything 
opposite to Shariah in an Islamic state. So he denies that today's 
Islamic state should be exactly similar to Islamic state of the Prophet. 
He rejects those who expand the worldly functions of Islam. One may 
remember the similar views which found in Abduh's words. "Abduh 
held the view that it was not necessary to follow the Prophet's opinion 
in worldly matters. He quotes the tradition 'I am only a human bemg, 
when I give you a command in religious matters, you should obey it, 
but when I give you a command in daily affairs, then remember that I 
am only a human being" in his support."* 
By studying Bazargan's last speech, which later published, one can 
observe changes of Bazargan's views about politics and state. To 
explain Bazargan's views on state will be incomplete unless one stuides 
his last lecture. In his last work called "Akherat va Khoda, Hadaf-e 
B'ethate Anbiya" (the Hereafter and God, the end of Prophethood), 
again he corrects and completes his views on politics and state 
Bazargan's change of view on politics and state originates from his 
change of view on the ends of Prophethood. That is to say, the 
change of his religious view causes the change of his political opinions. 
1. Bazargan, Aya Islam yek Khatar-e Jahani Astl op.cit., p. 108. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., p. 101. 
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Bazargan previously has tried to propose a comprehensive Islamic 
ideology by referring to ayat which are related to the end of 
Prophethood. He has tried to explain Islamic rulership based on the 
Quran. He also believed that the main aim of religion and Prophets is 
to establish a state. Now, in the last years of his life he denies 
existence of a comprehensive theory of Islamic state in Islamic 
teachings. So Bazargan's new ideas in this stage are exactly opposite 
to his previous ones about Divine-public rulership. Bazargan, in this 
stage, states that the Prophets have not been chosen to rule or to 
bring up a fixed form of state. He writes: "according to religion, there 
is not a basic difference between rulership and politics with other 
affairs of life. As Islam and the Prophets do not teach us cooking, 
gardening, pastoral occupation and house keeping in order that we 
use fi-om our reason and we imdertake them by observing religious 
rules. Then we ourselves should administer our economic and political 
affairs. As we know that the Quran esteems extremely knowledge and 
education and it repeatedly advises muslims to pay to them but it does 
not teach us mathematics, geology, electronic, philosophy and physics. 
Therefore, there is no objection that Divine religions permit or 
emphasizes people to fight with tyranny and administer their 
community's affairs but these religions do not propose particular 
teachings, orders and ideology about the way to realize them.'" It can 
1. Bazargan, Akherat va Khoda, Hadaf-e Bethat-e Anbia, op.cit., p.56. 
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be pointed out that there are some other thinkers in Muslim world 
who have expressed similar views to Bazargan regarding the ^earation 
of religion and state. It should be bom in mind that one of the most 
important of them is 'Ali Abd al-Raziq. Here it would not be out of 
place to quote his main view regarding the mentioned matter. Hamid 
Enayat writes that: "this was the question whether Islam, as a system 
of religious doctrines, necessitated the creation of government at all. 
No sincere mulsim can answer this question in the negative without 
exposing himself to serious inconsistency. 'Abd al-Raziq accordingly 
admitted that contrary to the Calq)hate, the creation of government has 
in fact been envisaged in the Quran as an essential instrument to 
administer the affairs of Muslims, and protect their interests: When God 
says that he has elevated certain individuals above others (43:32), or 
when He orders the prophet to adjudicate among people according to 
the book, and not to follow individual vagaries (5:48), He is indeed 
proclaiming the necessity of government. But this again does not mean 
that government is a fimdamental principle of religion.'" According to 
'Abd al-Raziq and Bazargan the basis of state is reason rather than 
Shariah. But these views are controversial and against many traditional 
views in Islam. For exanq)le, Mawardi holds that "the institution of 
Imamate is necessary as a requirement of the Shariah and not as a 
requirement of reason"^ ...Al-Ghazali, another Muslims thinker, 
1. Enayat, Hamid, op.cit., p.63-64. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., p.71. 
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emphasizes that Shariah is the real basis of Caliphate.' Ibn Taymiyya 
says that if religion and power are separated it would result in 
disorder.^  Meanwhile Bazargan knows that some of Prophets and even 
our Prophet, Mohammad, have established government. Also he knows 
that opponent of his theory will refer to establishmait of state by the 
Prophets. So^he himself brings up the question and says: "there are 
many reasons ^ i c h brought up by supporters of the combination of 
religion and politics. The most important reason brought up by them is 
that our Prophet ruled in Medina for ten years. The other evidences 
which are proposed are about the rulership of Jewish Prophets such as 
Solomon, David and politico-religious leadership of Moses. It must be 
observed that when we refer to the Quran, we see that the 
establishment of state by our Prophet and some other Prophets is only 
an exception. That is, it was not a common tradition that all the 
Prophets establish state. Basically, state and Prophethood are con^letely 
diflFerent and they have separate origios. These two different matters Le. 
establishment of state and Prophethood should not be combined. It 
must be observed that when one refers to religion he has to follow 
this ayah which says: 'Allah, knoweth best with whom to place His 
messenger (6:124). That is, even Prophets where not permitted to 
interfere their knowledge, experience, recognition and plan in the field 
1. Ibid., p.76. 
2. Ibid., p.78. 
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of religion. Hiey have to follow exactfy the way that God orders them 
and they should express the words that they received through 
revelation. But, as to the administration of the community, one should 
follow God's order that says 'and consuh with them upon the conduct 
of afifairs' (3:1S9). So we come to this view that Islam decrease the 
importance of ruleiship and kingship for a community that it follows 
God's orders. That is to say, Islam admits administration (modiriyat) 
and rejects kingship (mulukiyat). In fiict, Islam negates tyranny, arbitrary 
nilership and kingship because they are kinds of polytheism (Shirk)."' 
Again one may remember 'Ali Abd al-Raziq's views. He holds that 
"true the prophet, during his period of messengership, also performed 
some political acts, such as conducting wars, but none of these acts 
was directly related to his prophetic mission."^ 
The important point in Bazargan's view is that he emphasizes that 
state is a kind of administration of community not sovereignty. Since 
nilership deals with administration of the community so there is no 
evidence that it can be conceived as sacred nor it has Divine origin. 
Thus there is no kind of government that it may be eternal, sacred, 
and imchangeable. When rulershq) described as a kind of administration 
of the community then it ranges in the field of sciences. That is, it 
acts according to the needs of each place and time. Although Bazaigan 
1. Bazaigan, "Akherat va Khoda Hadaf-e B'ethat-e Anbia," op.cit., p.56-57. 
2. Enayat, op.cit., p.64. 
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emphasizes that government is a kind of administration of the 
community but does not mean that it is not Islamic one. Mean^^Me, it 
is not necessary that one insistes to obtam method and fonn of today's 
state from the Quran and Sunnah (Practice of the Prophet). State 
originates from man and it is only people who legitimate it. The 
Prophets do not claim that they come to bring up fixed pattern for 
rulership. Bazargan holds that since man's community needs to be 
administrated then governments and states are brought up by mankind. 
Men need to the state either they believe religion or they do not 
believe it. So establishment of the state is a social necessity and it is 
no necessarily theocratic in origin. Here , it would be interesting to 
mention views of one of Egyptian thinkers, Ahmad Muhammad Jamal 
who holds that "Islam did not evolve any definite form of 
government., nor did it lay down details for it. It only lay down some 
foundational principles of generalized nature which do not vary with 
space and time and on which it is possible to build (a state) for the 
welfare of the people."* Qumaruddin Khan holds that the Quran does 
not aim to create a state but to create a society... the omission of the 
details is therefore a great blessing to the Muslim community, because 
it makes it possible for the Islam to march with the progress of time 
and adjust itself to new conditions and new environments."^ According 
to Bazargan's last view the end of Prophethood is not to establish 
1. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., p.38. 
2. Ibid., pp.38-39. 
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state. In order to support his views. Bazargan, on the one hand, 
e7q>resses that it is an exception that some Prophets established state. 
On the other hand^he mentions some cases of Shiite Imam's that they 
did not consider the state itself as their end. Bazargan gives some 
exanq>les of Shiite Imams as follows. He says Imam Riza, eighth Shiite 
Imam, formally accepted to be crown prince of M'ammi but provided 
that he (Imam) does not interfer in affairs and he should not be 
responsible towards anything. Imam Sadeq, the sixth Shi'ite Imam, 
defmitely refused to accept Abu Muslim Khorasani's proposal to 
undertake Caliphate. Bazargan concludes that if government was 
necessary for their Imamat then they should not refiise to accept the 
power and ruler ship.' In order to complete his theory, Bazargan 
proposes a different analysis of Imam Husain's, the third Shiite Imam, 
rising. However, his analysis is new but it is disputable. In Bazargan's 
sight Imam Husain did not rise to prove that government is his right. 
He did not rise to establish rulership or state but he rose because 
people call him to accept their state. It means that people chose him 
as their ruler, i.e. in the same method that now a days are called 
democratic ways. Bazargan writes: "people of Kufah call Imam Husain 
to save them from Umayyad oppression and corruption then Imam 
went towards their city. So it was a democratic call and Imam 
Husain's war and martyrdom or we can say his revolution was a 
1. Bazargan, "Akherat va Khoda, Hadaf-e B'ethat-e Anbiya," op.cit., pp.49-50. 
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defensive act. He waged war because he aimed to defend Islam, 
people, his life and family. Since he replied peoples and then it 
indicates that from Islam and Iman's point of view Caliphate and 
government do not belong to yand and Kholafa, nor Imams and God 
but it belongs to Ummah and they should decide about it."' Bazargan's 
view that Calq)hate and state is not the right of Imams nor God but it 
belongs to people is very innovative, disputable and considerable. The 
above mentioned view is against traditional thought of Shi'ah regardmg 
the mlership. That is, based on Shi'ite views, the right of rulership 
belongs to Imams and all other rulerships are illegitimate. Bazargan's 
above mentioned view which consider people the right owner of power 
and state may lead to change of Shi'ite traditional views. However, his 
mentioned views are new but he does not reject Imam's especial 
competency to rule. Accordingly, Imams may rule provided that people 
choose and accept them. Bazargan, to reinforce his view, refers to 
Imam Hasan's peace with Mu'awiyah. He writes: "it is evident that if 
Imam Hasan believed that Khilafat is his own right or it is a Divine 
duty he would not let himself to give it to other person through peace 
agreement. As the Prophet insisted on his Prophethood and he did not 
make any peace agreement in this regard. Also none of our Imams 
give up their Imamat to any one. From Imam Hasan's opinion, Khilafat 
means rulership and administration of affairs of community (Ummah) 
and it belongs to people."^ Thus, Bazargan holds that it is not of main 
1. Ibid.,, p.50. 
2. Ibid., p.50. 
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duties of Imams to take political power. By studying Bazargan's words, 
it is obvious that he changes his views about Islamic state and he 
gives up his previous views about it. Although he previously believed 
that people should choose their rulers but absolutely he was Oj^  the 
view that state derives its legitimacy from God. And he placed rulers 
superior than people. He gave rulers wide authorities to the extend 
that he held that they should guide and educate people. 
Now in his new views, there is not any trace of such above 
mentioned beliefs. He introduces the famous epistle of Imam Ali to 
Malik Ashtar as a letter which includes recommendation for 
administration of a commimity. He holds that the epistle is far from 
formal dogmatisms and i^  does not deal with interference in people's 
faith. Bazargan writes: "it is a detailed sociological epistle which 
includes prescriptions and lessons for administration of commimity and 
to service people. Also it separates religion and politics completely. In 
this epistle, Imam 'Ali never orders his govemer to supervise people's 
worship and faith and to execute religious obligations (Fara'ez). But 
Imam mainly talks about Justice, fairness (Insaf), benevolence, service, 
administration of community, equality of people, consultation with 
people, forgiveness and love."' 
Bazargan limits the functions of state even the religious ones. He 
restricts scope of authorities of state to fight with foreign invasions and 
1. Ibid., p.50. 
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intemal rebels. He holds that Islamic state should not interfer in 
people's beliefs and &ith. In other words Islamic state should not claim 
religious and moral guidance of people. Since usually the states enjoy 
power then it is not true that they interfere in religious affairs of 
peoples. He writes that: "generally speaking, if a religious state be 
established by its believers, it has no right to meddle in people's 
religious and moral affairs. That is to say, it should not force people 
to do their religious duties and worship. Ihe state has to use power 
to defence country against foreigner's invadon. But it is improper to 
use power and force in the affairs which are related to people's faith, 
religion, worship, relation between man and God and man's initimacy 
to God. To coerce people in religious affairs violate the end of 
religion, i.e. free relation between God and man.'" Bazargan's above 
mentioned views are against traditional views and understanding about 
the functions of the Islamic state. According to Al-Mawardi, 'Imam has 
to enforce Islamic Shariah as understood and propounded by the 
consensus of ancient authorities... Among other duties of an Imam are: 
dispensation of justice and disposal of all litigations in accordance with 
Shariah.. enforcement of the criminal code of the Quran so that people 
do not violate the prohibitions of God.. According to al-Gfaazali the 
main purpose of Khilafat is to enforce the provisions of Shari'ah 
1. Ibid., p.57. 
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through \y^ch alone one can achieve liberation..."' But Bazargan does 
etaphasize that "the observation and implementation of Islamic ordiances 
are considered to be private matters left to the direction of 
individuals. It is argued that God has willed individuals to be free in 
their judgements and deciaons. Freedom of choice is thus identified as 
the coordinating mechanism of the relation between God and 
individuals. Once God is argued to have given individual the freedom 
of choice, forced compliance with Islamic edicts becomes meaningless 
and coercion as a mechanism to ensure Islamization loses validity and 
justification."^ Of course, Bazargan holds that Shari'ah should be 
implemented. Rahnema and Nomani bring up his very view that 
"Bazargan's subsystem is similar to other subsystems in that 
implementation of the Shari'ah constitutes its principal objective. Yet 
only a society that has consciously and freely chosen the Shariah as its 
guide can truly considered an Islamic society."^ One may raise a 
question that why does Bazargan change his views deeply on Islamic 
state? In my opinion his experience of realization of some Ideological 
states made him to change his views about religious state. 
There is a noteable point in Bazargan's new ideas on Islamic 
state. He believes that one is not permitted to use any way and 
1. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit, pp.74-76. 
2. Ali Rahnema and Farhad Nomani, "Coting Shi'i Subsystem in Contemporary 
Iran" in; Iran after the Revolution, ed. by Saeed Rahnema and Sohrab Behdad, 
London. 1996, p.83, quoted from, Bazargan, Bazyabi-ye Arzesh, Tehran, 1983, 
Vol.1, p.132; Vol. 2, p.l09, Vol.3, p78. 
3. Ibid., H).83-84. 
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instminent in order to establish an Islamic state and community. It is 
against to end of Islam that Muslims use every method and instrument 
to reach to their ideals. So the establishment of Islamic state is not 
allowed at any rate and by every means such as wageing war. Jihad, 
and killing (qital). Bazargan expresses in detail that: '*the Quran shows 
that God's Prophets do not resort to power to fiilfill their Prophethood 
and to call people to God. The Prophets never preferred to establish 
religious commimity before that they educate or train individuals. By 
reflfering to the ayat of the Quran related to Jihad, Al-amr bi al-maruf 
va Al-nahy an al-murkar, killing (qital), heritage (irth) and judgment 
(qaza), we may wish or understand that power should be occupied by 
pious or righteous individuals. And we may hold that enforcement of 
Shari'ah will consolidate power of Muslim's community. But we know 
that the ayat of Jihad and killing (qital) are merely related to defence 
of territory and establishment of security and liberty not to offence and 
possession of power. It is evident that the Prophets have not used 
force to fiilfill their Prophethood. They did not superivise people's faith 
and morals. They do not create state to call people to Tawhid and to 
fight with polytheism and atheism. All over the Quran, in It's news of 
previous Prophets arguments with their nations, there is a call to fight 
with polytheism. But there is no edict that the Prophets should create 
a state. For example, Moses was not ordered that he should creat a 
strong state of Jews against Pharaoh. The Quran does not order Moses 
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that he should replace Pharaoh. Abraham also does not protest against 
kingship of Nimrod who argues Abraham on his God. But Abraham 
(Ibrahim) overcomes Nimrod by means of enq)irical logic and scientific 
knowledge when he mentions this ayah ^Mch says: Lo Allah causeth 
the sun to rise in the East, so do thu cause it to come up fi'om the 
West. Thus was the disbeliever abashed (2:258)."' The essence of 
Bazargan's words is that the Islamic state is human and the authority 
of the state should be limited. The duty of Islamic state is maintenance 
of law and order and providing public fi^eedoms. Believers are not 
permitted to use each methods to create an Islamic state. According to 
Bazargan, it is not among duties of the state to educate or to train 
(tarbiah) people. That is to says, he rejects claim of ideological 
rulerships to do humanization (Insan sazi). Since the Prophets have not 
created state to realize their Prophethood and their purposes. And in a 
word, Bazargan in his last work rejects this view that religion comes 
to remove man's worldly needs and to make life of people better in 
this world. We should remark here that in his last work, "Akherat va 
Khoda, Hadaf-e Bethat Anbiya," He patiently expresses that the 
principal purpose of God's religion is to call people to believe in God 
and the hereafter. It would not be out of place to bring up Abul 
Kalam Azad's that he "did not stress a separate Islamic character of 
state. According to him the essence of the Prophet's message lay in 
monotheism and belief in Din (i.e. essential religion)."^ Bazargan also 
1. Bazargan, Khoda va Akherat Hadaf-e B'ethat-e Anbia, op.cit.,, p.57. 
2. Asghar Ali Engineer, op.cit., p. 118. 
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limits the worldly expectations of religion. Whereas in his previous 
works, such as B'ethat va ideology," he did not believe so. In fact, 
Bazargan's new approach towards religion is inconsistent with many 
ideological views in recent Islamic world which express that religion 
shoud not be separated of politics. For exaiiq;>le, we can remark here 
Rashid Rida. He holds that Islamic state is the best and this not only 
for the Muslims but for the whole of mankind, since it stands for 
justice, equality and legitimate aspirations and interests of everybody.'" 
Muhammad al-GfaazaU is another recent Muslim thinker that 'lie is also 
convinced of the religious and political unity of Islam and exhorts 
Muslims to apply the teachings of Islam to their political and social 
life... Al-Ghazali is of the opinion that in order to be successful, Islam 
must gain political power... He says that the Prophet began as a 
preacher and ended up as a ruler."^ One can partly compare Bazargan 
with 'Ali 'Abd al-Raziq who holds that Islam is a religion not state. 
'Abd al-Raziq says that... "this is that Muhammads, peace upon him 
was a messenger of a religious call, full of religiosity, imtainted by a 
tendency to kingship or a call for government, and that he did not 
have a government, nor did he rule, and that he, peace be upon him, 
did not establish a kingdom in the political sense of the term or 
anything synonymous with it. For he was but a messenger like his 
1. Ibid., p. 107. 
2. Ibid., p. 114. 
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brethren, the preceding messengers He was not a king nor the founder 
of a state, nor did he seek to rule "' Also it seems that there are 
some similarities between Bazargan's views and Abul Kalam Azad 
Since the latter "while adhering to the essential teachings of Islam, did 
not tie it down to any particular form of government, nor did he 
consider it necessary to advocate theocracy According to^ Azad's 
theory of religion a modem secular state like that of India does not 
come in conflict with the essential teachings of Islam which consists of 
devotion to God and righteous living "^  Here, one may consider 
similar views that are expressed by Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi as he says 
"he [the Prophet] was not a political leader He was a preacher of the 
Divine word, a Warner and a Bearer of Glad Tidings He had come to 
emancipate man from the worship of their fellow-men by calling them 
up to submit to the one and real overlord, the Almighty God "^  
Liberty 
Bazargan more than any modern Iranian Muslim thinker 
emphasizes on liberty In fact he is a celebrated thinker regarding the 
question of liberty in Iran Even he is criticized by some thinkers that 
1 'All 'Abd al-Raziq. "Message Not Government, Religion Not State," m Liberal 
Islam, A Source Book, edited b> Charles Kurzman. New York, OJord Unnersitj' 
Press, 1998, R) 29-30 
2 Asghar All Engineer, op at, RJ 120-121 
3 Abul Hasan All Nadwi, Islam and the Word, tr by Mohammad Asif Kidn-ai, 
LucknoY%, 1979, p48 
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his much attention to liberty resulted in negligence of equality and 
economic justice. When one studies Bazargan's views and considers 
his works he comes to this view that Bazargan much worries regarding 
liberty. To propose liberty, Bazargan does not resort to Western 
political philosophy and he does not repeat the views of Western 
poUtical philosophers. But he uses literature of Islam and goes directly 
to the sources of Islam, i.e. the Quran and Siinnah (the practice of the 
Prophet). In feet his resort to above mentioned sources originates from 
this point that he, like many other Muslim thinkers, feels that he has 
to draw everything only from these sources. 
Since he brings up a theory on Islamic state so he confront with 
the question of liberty and the view of Islam about it. He himself 
raises question that: "Whether the opponents of Islam and the 
opponents of Islamic government have the right to express their 
opinions.'" To find the answer he refers to religious scholars' works 
but considers that the issue is more delicate. He writes "unfortunately 
our Shi'i Jurisprudence and religious scholars, having been excluded 
form governmental affairs in the past, have not elaborated on the 
principles and rules of Islamic goveroment, or the limits of freedom 
such as are discussed these days. Thus it is hard to provide a 
1 Mehdi Bazargan, Dw Va Azadi (Religion and Liberty), in his Bazyabi-ye 
Arzesh 'ha {The Recovery of values) tr by Mahmoud Sadri, in. Liberal Islam, 
A Source Book, ed by Charles Kurzman, New York, Oxford, Oxford University 
Press, 1998 P. 79. 
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definitive answer to this question."' So he makes an efiFort to find 
answer about question of liberty and portion of opponents in Islamic 
state. According to him Islam has announced principle of democracy, 
"sovereignty of the people over the people" (11 centuries before 
Europe)."^ He considers liberty as one of man's rights and expresses 
that "the monotheistic religions and Islam, in particular, have lavished 
great respect and care on individual rights. They all consider mankind 
as fi"ee, responsible, and autonomous."* To show the origin of man's 
liberty and its in:q)ortance, Bazargan refers to the story of creation of 
mankind in the Quran. He expresses that God even though knows that 
man makes corruption on the earth but He gives him complete 
authority and liberty. God created man and bestowed him fi^ee will 
whether he worship Him or Satan. Man is created fi^ee and it is the 
fi-ee will that deserves him to be God's successor on earth. Bazargan 
writes: "the presence and influence of Satan on the human mind 
constitutes an opposing force or a counter-pole to the power of 
creation, reason, and prudence. It exposes us to temptation and 
confusion, that is, it forces us to question and to choose. Free will is 
a gift that God has endowed upon humanity... suffice it to say that the 
ultimate reason and effect of this freedom is the realization of 
humankind's status as "God's steward" on earth. Freedom is essential 
1. Ibid., p.80. 
2. Ibid., p.79. 
3. Ibid., p.78. 
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for our creativity and spiritual evolution... Free will and liberty, 
fraught with weakness, confusion, and concerns as they are, provoke us 
to concentrate, think, decide, and move. As such, they are the tools of 
extraordinary evolution and progress among himian beings as compared 
to animals. Reason, perception, will, and morality are all results of free 
will and liberty."' 
Bazargan holds that free will and responsibility are related. That 
is to say, nobody is responsible towards his acts and thoughts unless 
he has the right of choice and act. Without free will nobody deserves 
admiration nor he should be punished. Bazargan states that "God 
bestows both freedom and guidance concerning the consequences of 
actions. His mercy is infinite and His vengeance great. Thus freedom 
exists; so do responsibility and restraint. The choice is ours."^ Bazargan 
believes that Prophets come to liberate mankind. He relates the end of 
Prophethood and man's liberty. He says: "w^at we learn from the story 
of the Prophets and our own slogan, 'there is no god but God, is that 
the mission of the Prophets has been to liberate human beings, not to 
enslave them."' One may raise a question that Prophets come to 
liberate man from what and from whom? Bazargan replies that: "first, 
from the idols or imagined gods, that is, from the illusion of idolatry. 
Second, from deception of the devil, or the temptations of the fliesh, 
1. Ibid., pp.76-77. 
2. Ibid., p.84. 
3. Ibid., pp.75-76. 
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and in a wider sense, from compulsive worship of worldly gods. Third, 
from religious impostors, false guardians of teiiq)les and religions wdio 
propagated idolatry and opposed the Prophets. Fourth, from the kings, 
louts, and possessors of the power and the riches, and the oppressors 
of the time.'" In another work, Bazargan explains his view on liberty 
wherein one considers that he expands his understanding of liberty. 
That is, he brings up liberty in terms of modem political philosophy. 
He says that: "I do not mean anarchy when I propose liberty, neither I 
mean violation of morals. To me liberty means to liberate people of 
worship of dictators who usurp human rights. Liberty means 
replacement of law instead of ignorance, power and money (zar)."^ 
This view that rules or law should rule is among the achievement of 
modem political philosophy. Thus, Bazargan's emphasize on it indicates 
that he tries to combine the achievements of modem philosophies with 
Islamic beliefs to create a modem interpretation of Islam. Barzin, a 
recent researcher, writes about Bazargan's above mentioned e?q)lanation 
of liberty as follows: "Bazargan approaches liberty positively. In other 
words, he does not mean unrestricted personal will by liberty. But he 
introduces liberty as the positive structure of community and 
enforcement of rule so that man's natural potential can be realized."^ 
Accordingly, Bazargan expands his understanding of liberty and extends 
1. Ibid., p.76. 
2. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 139. 
3. Barzeen, Zendeginameh-e Siasi-e Mohandes Bazargan, op.cit., p.230. 
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it to social affaris. He expresses that freedom means freedom of 
thought and expres^on. People should not be deprived of their right of 
chose of belief and to express their opinion. He expresses that "in 
emphasizing the freedom of expression and belief^  it is enough to listen 
to the opinions of others and select the best of them. .. Islam permits 
di£ference of opinion even within the realm of the tenets of religion, let 
alone in administrative and governmental issues."* According to 
Bazargan, the right of objection is another aspect of liberty. He says 
"freedom means freedom to oppose, criticize, and object-even if the 
criticism is untrue and unjust. Where there is freedom there are 
opponents and currents that disturb routine stability and normally. 
Otherwise, freedom would be meaningless and useless."^ To give 
evidence for his views on freedom of expression and objection. 
Bazargan quotes the words of the exalted Prophet: "a community in 
which the rights of the weak can not be enjoyed without a stuttering 
tongue (a certain difficulty and fear) will never be cleansed of 
corruption."^ He completes his discussion on meaning and aspects of 
liberty by proposing the role of opponent. He expresses "freedom 
requires, as the case of Satan's temptations teach us, the existence of 
an oppositional forces, along with a power of choice on behalf of the 
individual or the society. Opposition promulgates movement and change, 
1 Bazargan, "Dm va Azadi, " (Religion and Liberty), op cit, p 79 
2 Ibid, p81 
3 Ibid, p81 
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which may, in turn, lead to decline or progress, depending on the 
choice of the agent involved .. Without opposition, as a source of 
motivation or agitation there would be no progress. The oppositional 
motivator for can lead to reform and revival. The mission of the 
Prophets were in the past the source of conflicts that revolutionized 
towns and tribes that were wallowing in the darkness of idolatry and 
the cesspool of corruption and inequity. Conflict, one of whose 
quintessential representations for human beings is Satan, is the cause of 
plethora of blessed events, from the natural cycle of life here on earth 
to the higher cycle of resurrection in the Hereafter."' 
Bazargan considers the relationship between liberty and rules He 
believes that liberty, however, is necessary in communities but it should 
be based on rules and laws. Liberty has to be defined and decided in 
the framework of rules. Although, he points out that liberty should be 
based on rules but he immediately remindes that legitimate liberty of 
people should not be ignored in the name of rules. He emphatically 
expresses that "no state has right to restricts people liberty under the 
pretext of some misuse of it".^  He emphasizes that " freedom is God's 
gift to His steward on earth, humankind. Whoever takes away this 
freedom is guilty of the greatest treason against humankind."' 
1. Ibid.. pp,81-82. 
2. Bazargaa, B'ethat Va ideology, op.cit., p.l39, 
3. Bazargan. Religion and Liberty, op. cit.. p.77. 
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To show that Islam is compatible with liberty, i.e. one of the 
basic princ^les of democracy, Bazargan refers to teaching and tenets of 
Islam. First of aU, he rerers to the Quran to provide religious baas for 
the necessity of freedom of thought and belief According to him, man 
should accept religion based on his free will. God has given individuals 
the freedom of choice. Accordingly, even His Prophets are not 
permitted to coerce people to believe in God and the Hereafter: "God 
would not liberate us from the darkness and the tyrants to enslave us 
at the hand of His Prophets and messengers. The Quran unequivocally 
announces: there is no compulsion in religion: (2:256) It even urges 
the exalted Prophet [that is, Muhammad] not to worry about the 
derision and rejection of the idolaters and those who oppose him and 
indulge in sin: 'and if your Lord had willed, all the people on the 
earth would have come to believe, one and all. Are you going to 
compel the people to believe except by God's dispensation? (10:99-
100). In Sura 33, verses 45-48, the Prophet's office is defined and 
limited to serving as witness and example, bearing glad tidings and 
admonishment, calling to God, and providing a guiding light. It 
recommends tolerance in the face of harassment of the infidels and the 
hypocrites and reliance upon God. You see, God Himself abhors the 
imposition and propagation of religion by force and coercive measure. 
Nor does he wish the iostantaneous destruction of the imbelievers and 
the hypocrites. Truly, there is a great difference between God's religion 
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and the religion born of human illusion and il-intent!"' He does 
emphaaze that "the role of the Prophets, Imams, and mfallible samts is 
merely to call people toward God and to make them re^onsible before 
Him."^ Bazargan writes abut this ayah which says: 'there is no 
compulsion in religion.' (2:256) that "in this ayah there are both 
explanation and teaching. This ayah indicates that God does not need 
our religiousity and it declares man's liberty before God. The ayah 
states that 'the right direction is hence forth distinct from error.' On 
the one hand the ayah explains that the way of perfection is 
distinguished from misleading and decieve. Thus there is no need to 
coerce to believe to God. Wise people easily accept God's religion. On 
the other hand, the ayah teaches Muslims to call people to God 
through peacefiil methods. They should develop God's religion through 
explanation and teaching it to people. The religion of God, Islam, is 
based on liberty rather coercion."^ According to Bazargan, the 
mentioned ayah even indicates that Shariah should not be realized by 
coercion, i.e. people should not be coerced to fulfil. Islamic edicts." 
Rahnema and Nomani write that "according to Bnazargan's subsystem, 
God does not wish to impose His views of that is good on 
individuals, since coercion woiild negate their God— given freedom of 
choice. Even if individuals choose not to perform their obligatory 
1 Ibid. pp76 
2 Ibid, pp 79-80 
3 Bazargan, Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, op c i t , pp 366-367 
4 Ibid, p367 
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religious duties, such as fasting and prayers, they may still be 
considered as Muslims. As long as monotheism is not negated, 
individuals can not be branded as apostates ance the Quran commands 
that there can be no coercion in religion.'" 
To show more evidences from the Quran about the approval of 
liberty, Bazargan proposes Shura (consultation). Bazargan makes a 
detailed discussion to clarify the role and the place of consultation. 
First of all he raises a question and says: "the question is whether an 
Islamic government would set certain limits on individual and group 
freedom: or whether it would sanction unconstrained liberty? If there is 
to be a measure of constraint and disipline, then how and whom 
would it be implemented.?"^ Then Bazargan divide the area of religious 
affairs and community's ones. He expresses that "with regard to the 
essence and precepts of religion and the Laws of creation, God is the 
only lawgiver: 'there is no rule but that which belongs to God." From 
this point of view, the Prophets and holy books explicate the 
evolutionary path and fundamental imperatives that God has laid out 
for humanity. They inform us of our final destiny and responsibilities. 
The exalted Prophet did not consult anyone concerning divine 
commandments. Muslims, the people of the book, the hypocrites, and 
the idolaters were equally exclude from the sacred realm of 
1 Rahnema and Noami, op cit, p 84, they quote Bazargan words from, his 
Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha, Tehran, 1983, vol 1, p78 
2 Bazargan, "Dm va Azadx," (Religion and Liberty), p 78 
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revelation...: 'O Judge between them in the light of what has been 
revealed by God, and do not follow their whims...' (5:49). In a 
country with an Islamic government, God is the undisputed and 
absolute sovereign: ...'In whatever matter you disagree the ultimate 
Judgment rests with God.' (42:9-10). The world-view and the ideology, 
the philosophical anthropology, and the constitutional Laws- that is, the 
foundations of the govemment- should be based on, and inspired by 
the Book and Sunna. Ordinary laws, too, should not contradict those 
ordiances.'" Then Bazargan pays to the affairs of the community and 
outlines the place of consultation. He says: "But as regards the 
administration of the country, the text of the Quran undeniably 
proposes that the affairs and governance of the nation be based on 
Shura [consultation]. In Sura Shura (Sura 42), Verses [36-38) and 41-
43 describe the commonwealth of the faithful as solidary and 
cooperative, in keeping with the motto 'their affairs (the management 
of affairs) are settled (by) consultation among them.' (42: 38). Even 
the Prophet himself, who was the fulcrum of revelation and the 
beloved of the faithful was ordered to 'take counsel with them in the 
affair' (3:159) even with the rude individuals at the bottom of society 
who sought pardon upon the exposure of their transgression."^ Then, 
Bazargan mentions that the prophet and Imam AH consulted their 
disciples and followers and implemented the majority's opinion, even 
1. Ibid., pp.78-79. 
2. Ibid., p.79. 
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where it was against their own convictions. Bazargan concludes that 
commission consultation "signifies the princq>le of people's participation 
in their own affairs, their self-determination, and, to use the 
contemporary parlance, the national sovereignty.'" Bazargan continues 
his argument on liberty and resorts to the principle of Al-amr hi 
al-maruf va al-nahy an al-munkar, one of teachings of the Quran. He 
raises a question that: "How can people do their religious obligation to 
call others to virtue and to warn them against vice in an Islamic 
society, without the fi-eedom of conscience and expression, and in the 
absence of political and legal security? These are duties that muslims 
are recommended to fulfill lest evil-doers dominate them and their 
prayers remain unanswered."^ To complete his discussion about liberty, 
he tries to give some more evidences. Thus he refers to the Prophet's 
Sunnah. He argues that: "it is indisputable, though, that the struggles 
and the mision of all Prophets, including those of the last Prophet, 
involved debating the idolaters and enemies. They heard their 
opponent's arguments calmly and never heaped invectives and threats 
on them. They tolerated and welcomed debats. This was the practice 
of the Prophet of Islam, when he was weak in Mecca as well as when 
he was strong in Medina. The Quran commanded him to be kind and 
tolerant. Verses revealed in Medina bid the prophet to give refuge to 
the idolaters who were in a state of war with him, so they would 
1. Ibid., p.79. 
2. Ibid., p.83. 
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have an opportunity to hear God's message. If they were not 
persuaded, then they were to be returned, unharmed to their homes. 
[The Quran says] 'and if an idolater seeks protection, then give him 
asyhmi that he may hear the word of God. Then escort him to a place 
of safety, for they are people who do not know' (9:6)"' Bazargan, 
also mentions some cases that show the existence of tolerance in 
Muslim community after the Prophet. 
In fact, Bazargan introduces Islam as a tolerant religion. By 
referring to the Quran he emphasizes that in an Islamic state opponents 
should be tolerated. Rahnema and Nomani rightly say that "Bazargan's 
subsystem is tmique in the sense that, based on the Quran, it tries to 
present Islam as a non-coercive and tolerant religion compatible with 
liberalism and political democracy.. Bazargan singles out tolerance as 
cornerstone of Islam."^ Bazargan holds that Islam in compare with 
other religions is more tolerant. He writes that "Islam opens the door 
of tolerance with others to the extend that there is no parallel to it in 
other religious and social schools. According to the Quran, Muslims 
should avoid intolerance towards those who seek peace with them. The 
Quran says: "O ye who believe! When ye go forth (to fight) in the 
way of Allah, be careful to discriminate, and say not unto one who 
oflfereth you peace 'Thou are not a believer ...(4:94)."^ 
1. Jbid., p. 80. 
2. Rahenma and Nomani, op cit., P.83. 
3. BazaTgan, B'ethat Va Ideology, op.cit., p. 140. 
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To sum up Bazargan's view on liberty, it can be said that he 
brings up the concept of liberty in different areas such as relationships 
between man and God, man and himself^  man and other men, man and 
state. He holds that relationship between God and man is based on 
liberty: "God's relationship with people is not based on coercion, 
enslavement, enmity, or violence, but on freedom and love. Wuh regard 
to virtues we have [the Quranic phrase] 'God loves': with regard to 
vices we have 'God does not Love.' If we have troubles, they are the 
result of our own desires and deeds: "God did not surely wrong them, 
they wronged themselves' (9:70). Certainly there is accountability, but 
there is no pressure or coercion."' he holds that the relationship of 
man and himself is based on liberty of act, together with responsibility, 
restriction and careness under the control of his beliefs and will.^  In 
regard to man's relationship with other men, he believes that man's 
liberty should not hurt other man's liberty. He expresses that: "God 
will not allow the rights of any one individual to be violated by 
another. No one may commit injustice, cheat, deceive, exploit, oppress, 
or violate the rights and freedoms of others. The Islamic principle that 
'no one can do damage or harm to any other person and no one can 
be subjected to damage or harm by any other person's is invoked as 
the basis on which individual relations in society are coordinated."^ In 
regard to relationship between man and the state, Bazargan says that it 
1. Bazargan, "Religion and Liberty," op.cit., p.76. 
2. Bazqargan, Ba:tyabi-ye Arzeshha, p.410. 
3. Rahnema and Nomani, op.cit., p.84. 
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is based on democratic principles. That is to say, on the one hand 
people supervize their rulers and state and on the other hand they have 
to follow social rules and contracts. Accordingly the state has right ot 
punish those who violate social rules and rights.' 
Bazargan considers relationshq) between the doctrine of Ijtihad and 
liberty of thought and belief. He raises a question that "whether 
following a religious authority or a 'source of imitation' in the Shi'i 
faith means blind and unquestioning emulation,..."^ Bazargan repHes that 
"based on the Quranic ayat verses and Islamic commandments, the 
relationship between God and the people is direct and unmediated. ... 
There is no doubt that one should learn from those who are better 
informed and more virtuous. But this does not mean relinquishing 
individual responsibility and free will."^ Thus he criticizes blind imitation 
of Mujtahids and he holds that people should not be deprived of their 
freedom in the name of religion. Rahnema and Nomani rightly express 
that "m Bazargan's subsystem, blind obedience and the imposition of a 
religio-political monolith is a clear violation of Islamic precepts. He 
rejects the forced imposition of religious or political instructions, even 
by a Marj'a Al-taqlid, since it tampers with the principle of man's 
freedom and responsbility."^ He remarks the Church's opposition to 
1. Bazargan, Bethat va Ideology, pp. 410-411. 
2. Bazargan, "Religion and Liberty," op.cit., p.79. 
3. Ibid., pp.79-80. 
4. Rehnama and Nomani, op.cit., p.84. 
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freedom and says: "the priests and Church, considering themselves 
successors of Jesus and representatives of God- and any religious 
scholars who consider themselves custodians and guardians of the 
people of God- would necessarily expect the people to follow and 
revere them, and to subordinate reason and science to the revealed 
commandments. You realize that this doctrine leaves no room for the 
freedom and will of the people to administer their own affairs and to 
question-much less reject the representatives of God who claim 
immunity from error as successors to the Prophet.'" He is of the view 
that separation of religion and politics happened because of religious 
authorities acts. He expresses that "any religion and religious leadership 
that considers itself responsible for the realization of divine rule over 
the people, will of necessity become oblivous to human life, rights, and 
dignity, and will resort to coercion. This will eventually breed 
ignorance, slavery, and violence. People in their turn, will sooner or 
later free themselves from the yoke of religious tyranny. Sometimes 
they do so without losing their basic belief in God, but often they end 
up hating along with the religious rulers. That is why— throughout 
Western civilization,... the idea of the separation of religion and state 
and the notion of the secular (that is, non-religious, and in a sense, 
anti-religious) form of government prevails. The more progressive the 
ideology the more anti-religious the government."^ Bazargan mentions 
1. Bazargan, "Religion and Liberty" op.cit., pp.74-75. 
2. Ibid., p.75. 
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the Church's opposition to freedom as a warn to Muslims. He holds 
that nobody has the right to call his understanding from Islam as 
official and pure Islam. He says: "the most regrettable consequence of 
wrapping personal opinions and political and administrative decisions in 
the garb of religiosity and then presenting them as pure Islam is that 
to oppose these decisions would be to fight with God! In this manner, 
the inevitable blending of politics and spirituality expose Islamic society 
to the tyranny of the medieval Church, with the concomitant eclq)se of 
freedom, truth, virtue, progress, health, and prosperity.'" Thus Bazargan 
concludes that all kinds of absolute sovereignty except God's are 
rjected based on Islamic tenets and teachings. He says "Islam— based 
on the Quranic principle 'some of us should not take others as our 
guardians' — recognizes no person, whether actual or legal, as an 
absolute sovereign qualified to usurp the divine rights of human beings 
to freedom and honour."^ 
Here it would not be out of place to quote Saeed Barzin's 
comparison between Bazargan's view on absolute sovereignty and 
Nairn's one. He rightly holds that Bazargan follows Naini's argument. 
He says "Naini describes tyrant as the person who treats the country 
and its population as his private property. The tyrant does not care the 
social goods (masaleh). The tyrants, to justify his rule, ascribes to 
1. Ibid., p.79. 
2. Ibid., p.81. 
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himself God's attributes. Bazargan follows Naini's above mentioned 
argument. After Islamic revolution in Iran Bazargan en^hasizes that 
God is absolute sovereig. And the God's sovereignty is entrusted to all 
people not merely to the clergy. Consequently from Bazargna's point of 
view, man is free and he is able to determine his destiny. If man be 
deprived from his right to decide his destmy and if he be subjected to 
a despotic regim, it will lead to negate the Divine rights of man to 
freedom and honour. And it leads to negate Islam."' 
One may raise a question that why does Bazargan emphasis too 
much on liberty? In other words, what function does he propose for 
liberty in man's community ? Bazargan holds that "the survival of a 
just systme and its progress on the path of virtue and excellence is 
guaranteed by the freedom of expression and legal opposition. The 
protection of religion agaisnt abuse, ignorance, superstition, and 
deviance, too, requires that the mace of excommunication and 
compulsion be removed from society and the media. It is necessary to 
avoid painting a varnish of religiosity and godliness on human afifairs, 
save that which necessarily and authentically belongs to religion. It is 
also necessary that some room is left for reflection and maneuver in all 
debates."^ Bazargan continues to mention another use of liberty. He 
writes: "freedom of expression , opposition, and criticism awakens the 
negligent and holds back treason, monopoly, and tyranny. If the 
1. Barzin, Zendeginameh-e Siasi Mohandes Bazargan, op.cit., p.330. 
2. Bazargan, "Religion and Liberty" op.cit., p.83. 
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objections are unjustified, let the accused respond and thus dispel the 
clouds of suspicion and slander. This will stren then the national 
resolve."' Consequently "those whose belief system is based on reason 
and truth ar not afraid of opponents' criticism and propaganda. In the 
words of Sa'di [persian poet], 'he who has clear accoimts, has no 
fear of accounts."^ Bazargan strongly criticizes those who restrict 
people's fiberty and says: "suppression of fi^eedom is an indication of a 
fundamental weakness or flaw in the government's intentions or 
actions."^ 
Here it should be mentioned that a critical study of Bazargan's 
views on liberty proves that there are some faults in his views. He 
gives more evidences fi'om the Quran and Sunnah to prove liberty but 
he does not pay attention to those kinds of ayat and Islamic teachings 
which does not indicate liberty. For example, when he presents the 
Prophet's duty and responsibility he says that based on God's edict the 
Prophet has limit authority, but Bazargan does not consider this ayah 
which says "O believers, obey God, and obey the Messenger and those 
in authority among you" (4:62). When he talks about agreement 
between Islam and liberty he never talks about the practical and 
theoretical obstacles for realization of liberty in an Islamic community. 
1. Ibid., p.82. 
2. Ibid., p.82. 
3. Ibid., p.83. 
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He does not express inconsistency between a part of religious teachings 
and liberty. Every Muslim thinker wdio refers to the Quran and Sunnah 
to give evidences in defence of liberty or other democratic principles 
and values, £ices with a theoritical problem. The problem is that his 
opponents can refer to those ayat and Islamic teachings which rejects 
the democratic principles and values. To prove the moitioned view, one 
may consider following argument. Bazargan holds that in an Islamic 
system women enjoy equal rights. He says that Islam gives women the 
right of ownership, right of dispose their poperties and right of 
participating in social affairs. He expresses that at the time of the 
Prophet women made oath of allegiance (bay'ah) with him and they 
participated in wars. Bazargan refers to this ayah which says: 'O 
Mankind! Lo! We have created you male and female, and have made 
you nations and tribes that ye may know one another..' (49:13), then 
Bazargan refers to the ayah and states that men and women have equl 
rights.' But it should be pointed out that Bazargan does not mention 
this ayah which says '.... and men are a degree above them' (2:228). 
Therefore, it seems that a complete theory about democratic 
values such as liberty, women's equal rights, social justice and human 
right can not be deducted from religious teachings and texts directly. It 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat Va Ideology, p. 142. 
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seems that, one can not nail to a comprehensive theory about 
consistency or inconsistency of religion and modem democratic values 
and principles such as liberty, human rights, women's equal rights and 
etc. provided that he considers carefully mentioned below hypothesizes. 
First of all, he should know that contradictions between Islamic 
teachings and principles and values of democracy will not be solved by 
referring to Islamic sources and tenets directly. That is to say, one can 
not reach to a comprehensive theory about democracy from the Islamic 
sources and teachings. The religious texts and sources are silent until 
one refers to them by a theory. Then he can communicate with the 
religious sources based on questions of his theory. The Ash'ariite and 
M'utazilah's approaches toward Islam are good examples. Secondly, he 
should propose a rational theory regarding the nature and essence of 
religion. He has to consider the fiinctions of religion. Accordingly he 
has to know what he expects (intizar) from religion. By the 
expectations of religion I do not mean to impose anything to religion 
but to know what are the fimctions of religion. Why does man need 
to religion? Does religion only come to call people to believe in God 
and the Hereafter? Or does it come to solve problems of worldly life? 
One has to define the end of religion out of religious texts, sources 
and teachings, i.e. based on intellectual reasons. Thirdly, one has to 
find an answer for the question that whether religion comes to serve 
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mankind or man lives to serve religion in this world? Definitely, each 
answer to above mentioned hyphothesises will lead man to a different 
theory about agreement or disagreement between Islam and modem 
democracy. 
Only in the light of a comprehensive theory, it is possible to 
complie those ayat and tradition (Ahadith) which they seem to be 
inconsistoit with each other. The last word that must be said is that if 
an exegetist (Mufassir) accepts the concepts of any philosophical 
school, his religious knowledge will be affected by them. This is the 
reason why religious interpretators propose different religious 
knowledge's. It also justifies the various understandings of the Quran 
and Islamic teachings. Consequently, if a religious scholar accepts the 
concepts, tenets and teachings of modem democracy he will imderstand 
religious texts and teachings completely different than a traditional 
religious scholar. That is to say, irreligious knowledges i.e. modem 
emprical sciences and humanities impresses on a religious scholar's 
understanding of religion. This is the reason why modem religious 
scholars are able to consist concepts, teachings and achievements of 




Bazargan holds that war is a natural event and it is usually 
common among human communities. Because of the conflict of people's 
interest war may happen. According to him, the followers and believers 
of religions necessarily fiqht with polytheists. He says: "the World is 
the Place of conflicts between people's interest. And every school of 
thought that defence truth, if it has practical effect, it will confront 
with polytheists (Ahl-e Batel) vAio restrict all positions and interest for 
themselves... And there is not any way for a new ideology that call to 
truth, unless it wages war against polytheists."' He holds that when 
one considers the ayat regarding the ends of Jihad he will come to 
this view that the defensive war is religious and sacred phenomen. So 
the Quran calls people and believers to be ready for War. Bazargan 
writers: "War is inevitable. It is a religious duty (taklif) to wage war 
and to be ready to bear its damages. Therefore Muslims should be 
ready to wage war whether from spiritual and training aspect or 
military and material one."^ 
Bazargan refers to these ayat that say "make ready for them all 
thou canst of (armed) force and of horses tethered, that thereby ye 
may dismay the enemy of Allah and your enemy,...." (8:60), " and 
there may spring from you a nation who mvite to goodness, and enjoin 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 183. 
2. Ibid., p. 118. 
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right conduct forbid indecency. Such are they who are successful." 
(3:104). He says that "an Islamic country should be ready to block 
every threats and it should have the most powerfiil amQr.'" Ifis words 
do not indicate that he believes in a wide concept of Jihad in Islam. 
But on the contrary, he emphasises on peace, agreement and 
moderateness and he hold that war is a secondary matter in Islamic 
poUcy. He says that Muslims should avoid war as far as possible: ''it is 
evident that nobody denies that Jihad is obligatory. And it is obvious 
that martyrdom (Shahadat) and defending of truth are main parts of 
Islam but Islam does not mean only war and violence. If one says that 
the Quran mainly talks about Jihad it will not be true because only 
four percent of ayat is about Jihad. "^  The main aim of Islam is to 
make peace among People: "the purpose of Islam is not fiqhting and 
war."' According to Bazargan, Islam concentrates on peace, 
brotherhood, cooperation and beneficence not on war. Islam supports 
everlasting peace: "there is not any conflict and disagreement between 
Islam and human values. Islam calls Muslims and followers of other 
religions (ahl-e Ketab) to unity, cooperation for peace and beneficence. 
It wants them to oppose injustice and domination. Islam does not 
permit Muslims to accept enemy's invasion and Muslims should not be 
humilated by their enemy. Also they have not to follow their enemy. 
1. Bazargan, Bazyabi-e Arzeshha, p.42. 
2. Bazargan, Afat-e Tawahid, n.d. p.69. 
3. Bazargan, Mazhab dar Europe, p. 179. 
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Islam o£fers everlasting peace and international co-operation through 
calling to truth.'" By referring to the Quran, (60:8), he expresses that 
Islam totally is a religion of tolerance and the Quran calls people to 
live peacefully. Even, it tells us to be friendly with polytheists and 
pagans who used to be enemies with Muslims.^  Although he emphasizes 
on tolerance of Islam, but he is aware that war and clash of interests 
may happen among people. So he tries to prove that Islam and 
Muslims are not the initiator of war at all. He absolutely negates 
offensive war but he supports defensive war and says that the only 
kind of war which is accepted is defensive war. He encourages Muslim 
to takes part in defensive war: "in Islam there is not offensive war to 
invade and to posses the other territory or to propagandize and 
develop our views but the defensive war is obligatory against invasion 
and attack of enemies."^ According to Bazargan, involvement of 
Muslims in offensive war is useless. Bazargan argues that "the matter 
of offensive war is not brought up and it is not useful too, because, 
first of all, we Muslims do not have such a power to fiqht and if we 
can only defend and support our liberty and our rights, we should be 
very happy. Secondly, according to Shiite belief. Jihad just is obligatory 
in the period of infaliable Iman.'** In fact^  Bazargan holds that offensive 
war in recent time not only does not have necessary conditions from 
1. Bazargan, Aya Islam yek Khatar-e Jahani Ast, p. 27. 
2. Bazargan, B'ethat V. Ideology, p. 178. 
3. Bazargan, Aya Islam Khatar-e Jahani Astf p.71. 
4. Bazargan, B'ethat v Ideology, p. 191. 
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Shi'ite point of view because the infaliable Imam is absent but also 
ofiiaigve war practically is impossible because Muslims are weak. It is 
evident that Bazargan's words about Muslims weakness for any kind of 
invasion and starting an offensive war is admirable for his realistic 
view. But his words about negation of offensive war from Shiite point 
of view in the period of occultation of Imam are not right. Because as 
it is mentioned m previous chapter there is different view points about 
offensive war among Shiite Fuqaha. And offensive war in the absent of 
infliable Imam has had adherents and supporters. 
Bazargan refers to history to negate offensive war. He criticizes 
Kholafa's way and approves Imam Ali's way. Barzin writes that: 
"Bazargan says that Rashedah Kholafa's way, for developing of Islamic 
Empire i.e. their rush to Iran, Rome and Africa, is rejected and as 
well as their acts are not proof (Hojjat) for Shiites and Sunnites to be 
followed... on the contrary, in spite of the fact that Imam All and 
Imam Hassan have powerfiil individuals, and possibility to fiqht but 
they avoid of fiqhting. Bazargan proposes that it seems that the first 
Muslim leaders made a mistake."' Bazargan's words, about the first 
Muslim Leaders' mistake regarding offensive war, are innovative.^ In 
fact, Bazargan's statement is his highest point of belief as to negation 
and rejection of offensive war. By referring to history of Islam, he 
1. Barzin, Zendeginameh-e Siasi Mohandes Mehdi Bazargan, p.242. 
2. Ibid., p.242. 
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relies on our Prophet's seerah that he made peaceful agreement for 
establishment of the first Islamic rulership. Bazargan says: "after 
intering to Medina, our Prophet conchided a public agreement which it 
indicates on lack of violation, peace and co-existence with polytheist 
tribes and non-muslims (ahl-e Ketab) who lived in Hijaz. In the ninth 
Surah, of the Qiu-an, Tavbah, it is repeatedly e)q)ressed that declaration 
of war is exclusively about those polytheists who break their 
agreements with Muslims or begin invasion, torture and war with them 
Jihad clearly is a kind of legitimate defense and it is different with any 
offence and hatred. Jihad in Islam is obligatory just for retaliation 
(Qesas)"' Bazargan says that Jihad in Islam merely is a legitimate 
defence and it is obligatory when others offend, disturb and excite a 
sedition. He writes 'Svhile the enemies decided to kill Muslims, to 
destroy their property, to forbid their customs, to excite a sedition and 
to break their agreements with Muslim, the Quran says that Muslim 
should fiqht and should kill their enemies in everywhere to ruin them 
totally. (2:193 and 3:91).^ As it is probable that war or offence be 
occured, Muslims should be ready to defend their commimity. Because 
it prevents the invasion of enemies and causes to frighten them. 
Bazargan writes that: "the Quran does not allow to enemies to attack 
believers at all and again the Quran says that Muslims should be 
1. Bazargan, Aya Islam Yek Khatar-e Jahani Ast? pp.20-21. 
2. Bazargan, B'ethat and Ideology, pp. 179-180. 
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prq)are to defend their community. The Quran emphasizes that Mushms 
should provide with any power and force not for beginning the war 
but for frightening and preventing enemies from attack."* In this regard 
he refers to the Quran, (8:62). 
Bazargan enumerates illegal purposes for beginning a war or its 
continuation. He expresses that "any kind of war, attack, killing, 
torture, terrorism and violence with the purpose of domination, 
superiority, calling people to be Muslim, revenge, capturing, in^osing 
our views and killing pagans and polytheists are forbidden. Terrorism^ 
that is regarded as a kind of rebellion and lack of international and 
social security, is declared by the Quran worse than murdering and 
massacre: (2:187 and 196). Again he rejects war that it aims 
"conquest, racial imperialism and imposing of belief and superiority."^ 
Bazargan very deeply limits war more and more just in contrary to 
Taleqani who holds that when there is an obstacle for developing Islam 
then offensive war is necessary. Bazargan deeply restricts the condition 
to wage war. He says all kind of violence is rejected except defensive 
or retaliating war. He explicitly negates war to propagandize or in^ose 
any belief: "some of historians have declared that waging Jihad to 
speared Islam is true and a religious obligation (vajeb). They should 
pay attention that if waging war is to get power by Muslims or to 
1. Bazargan, Bazyabi-e Arzeshha, p.41. 
2. Bazargan, Mazhab dar Europe, p. 182. 
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take property and to use other people's lands, these are forbidden in 
the Quran, i.e. they are not brought up as the aims of Jihad. And if 
the purpose of Jihad is to impose people to accept Islam, the Quran 
does not accept that people admit religion con^ulsory. The Quran says 
that religion is an inner subject and it shoud be accepted freely by 
reason and thought. Even it repeatedly points out our Prophet that he 
has not been guardian of anybody Just his duty is to declare god's 
messages, words and orders not to force people to accept relation 
(2:65, 10:99, 86:107, 14:51).' 
There are some similarities between Bazargan's ideas regarding the 
rejection of offensive jihad with other Muslim thinkers as it follows: 
"many modern Muslim thinkers... do this distinguish disbelief from 
persecution of injustice, and hold that disbelief alone is by no means a 
sufficient condition for waging war. The famous Egyptian Jurist, 
Mahmud Shaltot (1893-1963) argues that the Quranic verses which 
command fiqhting against the unbelievers do not say that the 
imbelievers should be fought because of their xmbelief, but rather that 
reference to unbelievers is actually descriptive of those who had 
assailed the Muslim mission... Mutahhari, an Iranian Muslim researcher, 
distinguishes persecution from disbelief Mutahhari considers oppression 
of persecution to be an additional requirement to disbelief for the 
justification of Jihad."^ Bazargan, like many Muslim thinkers and 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Ideology, p. 185-186. 
2. Mehdi Abedi and Gary Le&enhausen, "Introduction" in Taleqani and others' 
(ed. & tr.) Jihad and Shahadat, Houston, the Institute for Research and Islamic 
Studies, 1986, p. 12. 
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reformers tries to justify legitimacy of Jihad as defensive war. It must 
be observed that "many modem Muslim authors have attempted to 
defend Islam against Western charges that Islam is a violent reli^on by 
claiming that Jihad is only Justified for purposes of defense. For 
exanqile, the Pakistani thinker, Muhammed Asad argues that Jihad is 
purely defensive and that Islam forbids aggression. Likewise the 
Egyptian modernist Muhammad Abduh and Rashid Rida have interpreted 
those verses of the Quran which had been seen as unconditional 
commands to fiqht the unbelievers as conditional commands to fiqht 
those who had broken pledges, or had otherwise initiated aggression 
against the Muslim community. The Indian modernists such as Sir 
Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Cheragh Ali are notorious in the Islamic 
World for their attempt ot justify compancency under British rule by 
claiming that there could be no Jihad against the British, since even 
defensive Jihad is restricted to defense against those who would deny 
the Muslims freedom of worship."' Bazargan's explicit words on 
absolute rejection of offensive war to spread of Islam and to develop 
Islamic country is understandable when we remember that there are 
some thinkers who believes that they should export (Sudur) or 
propagandize Islam through Jihad. By considering the changes in his 
time he says that the Quran and Sunnah (Practice of the Prophet) do 
not indicate that Muslim should wage war to ruin imperialists or 
1. Ibid., p. 13. 
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oppressors (Mostakberin) on the earth completely. "Also there is not 
any order to annihilate Satan from the World."' 
Bazargan conaders sufficiently the conditions, attributes, rules and 
acceptability of waging war. According to him, at the beginning the 
basic aim of Islam is to spread kindness, goodness, beneficence and 
lack of aggression and offence towards others. If others attack or 
offend to Muslim territory then defense is obligatory and if the enemy 
stop it's attacks Muslims should accept peace. It must be pointed out 
that MusUms shoiild do Justice m retaliation (qesas). Bazargan refers to 
this ayah which says 'Fiqht in the way of Allah against those who 
fiqht against you, but begin not hostitlities. Lo! Allah loveth not 
aggressors (2:190), and says that defensive war m the way of God (fi 
Sabil-e allah) and against seditious persons is obligatory. He writes: 
"the mentioned ayah (2:190) was revealed in the first year of Hijrah 
and it is the first declaration of Jihad. It includes four parts. At 
first, it orders Muslims to fiqht (qateloh), so it is clear that Islam 
accepts war. Islam is not the religion of absolute peace, delivery, fear 
and laziness. But what is the purpose of war in the Quran? Secondly, 
it orders Muslims to fiqht in the way of God (fi sabil-e allah). Fiqhting 
is obligatory and allowed not for retaliation (qisas), superiority, benefit 
and propaganda. But to whom should be fought? Thirdly, the ayah 
orders taht Muslims should fiqht against those who fiqht with them. 
1. Bazargan, Aya Islam Yek Khatar-e Jahani ast? p. 21. 
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Thus, Islam does not begin war or intrigue to war. We should not 
fiqht with those who did not disturb or offend us even if they do not 
believe like us. War in Islam just is a defenave war not anything else. 
Should we continue fiqhting with our enemies to ruin them con:q)letely? 
The answer is negative. At last, the ayah says: and do not injustice. 
That is, Muslims shotild merely fiqht to defend then* conmnmity and to 
stop the condition of unsafe and war.... the aim of war is something 
like retaliation.... But the next ayah of the mentioned Surah not only 
indicates retaliation but also shows the aim of waging war in Islam, 
i.e. to stop the enemies sedition. The aya says: 'And fiqht them until 
persecution is no more, and religion is for Allah. But if they desist, 
then let there be no hostility except against wrongdoers' (2:192). 
The mentioned ayah indicate that as soon as the enemy stops the 
war Muslims should stop the war.'" Bazargan especially en^hasizes on 
the motivation and aim of Jihad and he says that any war without 
God's motivation is rejected. In his book called "Religion in Europe," 
he writes: "War and struggle in Islam merely should be in the way of 
God., war and Jihad are a kind of Worship and to be accepted the 
worshq) ^ould be to please God. We should fiqht for the sake of God 
and IBs satisfaction.... Thus, war should not be waged if it is not for 
the sake of God. In order to reach fiilfilment of Twahid and to fiqht 
for the sake of God, the Quran and Sunnah deeply prevent us firom 
1. Bazargan, Bazyabi-e Arzeshha, pp.31-33. 
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any war that it is in contrast to our ideology and our beliefs.'" It is 
evident that if Muslims wage war for the sake of God or for His 
satisfaction, they should avoid killing, bothering women and children, 
and ruining properties of people too.^ By referring to the ayat of the 
Quran he describes the tactics of war and Jihad in Islam as follows: 
"1-Muslim should have genuine thinking and pure acting (2:186). 
2-They should be irreconcilable (11:112, 17:74-75). 3-Although they 
resist but they should not be faiflexible and sever (48:26) 4-They should 
trust in God (Tavakkol) and be hopefiil to final victory (3:159, 8:40, 
3:139). 5-They should have internal unity and organization and they 
should not rely on their enemies (8:64, 5:56-57). 6-Reinforcement of 
spirit should go on with mottos and ayat and Muslims 
recommendations to each other (8:35, 103:3). 7-They should have 
complete discipline (4:48, 8:46, 3:118, 9:47). 8-There should be 
relations and organization among Muslims (3:200). 9-They should wage 
psycho war agamst their enemies and they should frighten their enemies 
(8:12, 3:175, 8:44)."^ 
By considering the above mentioned points, it is obvious that 
Bazargan defends defensive Jihad provided that it observe principles of 
humanity and spiritual conditions. But Bazargan in one of his last 
works named "Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha," expresses some words that show 
1. Bazargan, Mazhab dar Europe, pp. 168-171. 
2. Ibid., p. 173. 
3. Bazargan, "Islam Maktab-e Mobarez va A'favailed," in his Mazhab dar Europe, 
R).173-178. 
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his recent view is different from his previous one. That is to say, 
there is not consistency between his new idea with previous one. He 
writes in **Bazyabi-ye Arzeshha," that "defensive war of Islam has not 
a national aim but it's purpose and area is to establish order, security 
and domination of God's religion, i.e. Islam in the community or 
perhaps in the world. Considering the mentioned points and by 
referring to this ayah that says: "And those who, when great wrong is 
done to them, defend themselves (4:39). Muslim communities harry to 
help each other."' However, mentionsed above view has many serious 
supporters and followers in Iran and also the theory of export of 
Islamic Revolution (Nazariyah-e sudur-e Inqelab-e Islami) is based on 
such a view. The above words mean developing the purpose of war to 
establish order and security in the World. This theory can be easily 
interpreted to offensive war in order to develop religion, i.e. the view 
that Bazargan rejects it very sharply before. Here Bazargan gets away 
from his realistic view and his liberal position. Does co-operation 
among Muslim communities include their states or just it belongs to 
Muslim nations? It is clear that to have the title of Islamic country 
does not mean domination of Islamic ideology and thought that 
intellectuals and religious modernists (Roshan fekran va no-andishan-e 
Dini) believe in it. So it seems that such co-operation in international 
relation might not be realized. It seems that true co-operation rarely 
1. Bazatgan, Bazyabi-e Arzeshha, p.44. 
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has occurred among Islamic states. It may be said that the explicit 
contradiction in Bazargan's views and words originates from the fact 
that it is not possible to use many rehgious teachings in political fields. 
From one hand, Bazargan is familiar with today's world politics and 
restrictions of international relations and on the other hand, he is 
interested in religious teachings such as 'the believers are naught else 
than brothers' (49:10), which means universal brotherhood of Muslims. 
In order to join these tow categories he involves in self-contradiction. 
According to international rules and laws, it is not acceptable and 
justifiable that states mterfere in the internal affairs of each other. It 
would not be accepted that a country claims to play role of an 
international saviour and regulator in the World. Whereas, Bazargan's 
expresses indicate to establishment of order and security and domination 
of Islam in the World that he himself used to call it impossible, 
irrational and unacceptable. Co-operation of Muslim nations toward 
each other in the time of war or defensive conditions is included under 
the above mentioned category. It is notable that in Bazargan's views 
the way of co-operation among MusUm nations is ambiguous. How can 
Muslims reach to this co-operation so that other countries do not 
regard it as an interference in their affairs? Bazargan says: "we 
[Muslims] should call people to be good and to service what is good 
for them and prevent them to do what is bad and therefore we save 
ourselves. Why should not Muslims have the main role in international 
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organizations for peace and co-operation? God's will is that we Muslim 
be a pattern for other nations as a moderate political community 
(Ummah Vasata). God does not send his Prophets to destroy and 
intrigue so we should not allow ourselves to do so."' Bazargan's self 
contradictions is obvious in his above mentioned words. On the one 
side, he recommends Muslim to propagate good work (marui) and for 
bid bad work (munkar) in the world and on the other side he 
recommends Muslims not to interfere in the affairs of others states and 
nations. He considers the fulfilment of Al-amr bi al-m'aruf va Al-nahy 
an al-munkar without paying attention to different concept of good 
(m'aruf) and bad (munkar) before other nations. Again he does not 
talk about values which should be promoted and bad works (mimkar) 
which should be prevented. 
A Survey of Historical Origins and Causes of Muslims* Decline 
Bazargan, like many Muslim reformists and thinkers, worries about 
Muslim's decline and he tries to give a solution to solve the problem 
of the decline. According to Bazargan there are many factors which 
cause Muslims' decline. Bazargan pays attention to this matter in his 
diflferent works. He writes: "the fact that the Islamic nations are today 
among the backward peoples of the world and subjugated to non-
mulsims is so evident that it hardly requires any proof As a matter of 
fact, many factors, historical, geographical, economical and political, and 
1. Ibid., p.246. 
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even social, have all at one time or another exercised their pressure 
and infhience on each of the Islamic couitries of to-day."' Bazargan 
expresses his regret about Muslim's decline and Writes, "certainly it is 
most unfortunate that a religion that came for the salvation and 
purification of mankind ^ould after the lapse of a few centuries leave 
behind a groupe of nations that have fallen deep into the abyss of 
ignorance, bondage and degeneration."^ Bazargan emphatically expresses 
that Islam is not the cause of Muslim's decline. He says, "nay, Islam 
had already Proved that it could in the shortest time make the most 
backward people the supreme commanders of the rest of the peoples 
of the earth. In Islam there are elements, ideas and basic principles of 
all the ideological revolutions and movements that had taken shape in 
European nations, such as liberty, equality, social Justice and fi-atemity, 
scientific and cultural progress and human rights, etc. Islam of to-day 
has not yet lost any of its codes, principles and doctrines. The thing 
that is the common cause of our misfortune is what I may describe by 
the word 'Islamism' If I may coin it."^ Although in Bazargan's view, 
Islam has above mentioned characteristics and he holds that the factors 
of Muslims' decline are not related to Islam itself. But practically he 
faces to the problem of Muslims' decline. So he brings up this 
question that "it is true that religions especially Islam have made great 
1. Mehdi Bazargan,, "The causes of the decline and decadence of Islamic 
Nations," in Islamic Review; London, June 1951, Vol. 39 No. 6, p.8. 
2. Ibid., p. 11. 
3. Ibid., p.8. 
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movement and changes in the world and in a short time gave a high 
promotion to mankind's mind that it surprizes any person but why does 
not this movement and it's effect continue? Why Muslim nations are 
still backward whereas they have accepted Islam since many years 
ago?."' There may not be found a comprehensive definition in 
Bazargan's works for the term of decline. But Bazargan's answers to 
above questions show that his aim is economical, industrial, 
technological and scientific decline. Bazargan sometimes develops the 
area of decline to spritual fields such as Muslims' common morals and 
their relations with each other. As a matter of fact, he holds that 
weakness of Muslims' morals is also because of their backwardness. 
Bazargan's view about the causes of Muslims' decline is seriously 
considerable. His views regarding the decline differs firom previous 
thinkers such as Sayyid Jamal al-Din al-Afghani and Naini. For 
example, the former holds that colonialism is the main cause of 
Muslims' decline. The latter describes the internal dictatorship among 
Islamic communities as the main cause of the decline. But Bazargan 
shows the causes of the decline inside the Islamic communities 
themselves. He writes "in a brief word, decline of Islamic nations 
relates not to the recent centuries nor to colonialism and also it does 
not occur by an individual or a group and it does not happen in a 
certain time. During fourteen centuries we involved in decadence and 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, Nikniyazi, Tehran, Intishar Publishers, 1339, H.SH.. p.63. 
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we get away from genuine Islam. In th final stage of judgement this is 
people who are admirable or guilty as it is said in the Quran that 
'Lo! Allah changeth not the condition of a folk until they (first) 
change that which is in their hearts' (13:11). We are responsible for 
the damages and acts of foreigners which today is called colonization. 
Meddling of foriegn states in affairs of other states is not exclusively 
relates to our country nor our century. At first, our responsibility is to 
remove ignorance and weakness of our community, then we should 
keep and defence our territory. What should be done? How should we 
change ourselves according to above mentioned ayah which says 'Allah 
changeth not the condition' (13:11). The answer is given by God in 
the Quran when it says: 'and fulfil your (part of the) convenient, I 
shall fulfil my (part of the) convenient... (2:40). That is, we should 
respect our promise with God and follow the religion of Islam and 
through this way we step to the way of perfection and salvation 
(Sa'adat). Then, we may return to geniuine Islam which provides our 
worldly life and the Hereafter. We shold negate deviations and return 
to almighty God."* Although the above answer is general and brief, 
Bazargan's view is completely obvious. He says that in order to 
analyse the causes of Muslims' decline we should pay attention to 
internal factors not external ones. Bazargan expands the mentioned 
answer and describes its different aspects. But he fijially holds that 
1. Bazargan, Nikniyazi, pp. 153-156. 
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being away from genuine Islam causes suitable field for Muslims and 
Islamic communities' decline and backwardness. He writes: *Ue Islam 
of today that is believed and followed by the Muslims is vastly 
diSerent from what was practised by the original follower at the 
inception of Islam.'" 
According to Bazargan, Muslims misunderstand religion, i.e. they 
do not comprehend Islamic beliefs and teachings con^letely. He writes 
that "we could not con^oimd and relate our beliefs and teachings and 
we could not use them properly. Our thoughts are not coherent just 
like our individuals who are scattered and they do not follow a single 
aim."^ According to the above words, Bazargan simultaneously 
expresses two main causes of Muslim decline. That is,wrong 
recognition of Islamic teachings and disunity among Muslims cause 
Muslims' decline. From historical point of view, Bazargan holds that 
Muslim commimity involved in devotional changes. He writes that the 
first devotional change was the appearance of richmen (Ashraf) and 
ascetic (zohhad) classes in Muslim commimity. He writes that "during 
the Umayyad and Abbasid periods, the immense spoils that had been 
collected in the course of several wars and conflicts were made use 
for private interest and not distributed, as should have been done, to 
the general public. As a consequence of this, some people became rich 
1. Bazargan, "The causes of the declinee and decadence of Islamic Nations,^ 
op.cit., p.9. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, "Ehtiyaj-e Rooz," in his Mazhab dar Europe, op.cit., p.57. 
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and idle and did not consider it their duty to work for their daily 
bread and earn their livelihood. The result of all this was that they 
came down from the high place of an active life, which is the means 
of purification and evolution. This state of afiTairs was the cause of 
their subsequent decline and decadence. Idleness, good living, 
debauchery, together with all the evil concequences of richness became 
quite a predominant feature of their social life. Of couxse, not all the 
people were like those who surrounded the Caliphs and enjoyed this 
leisurely and wanton life. The Quran still used to be chanted, and the 
thoughts of the Hereafter were still fresh in the minds of many. The 
greater majority of Muslims believed and were honestly interested in 
the Hereafter, and prayed for acquiring a place in Paradise. They 
seemed to be more zealous than even their predecessors. They also 
very naturally paid more attention to their rosaries, and daily prayers... 
This condition slowly brought mto existence two opposite and contra-
distinct classes of Muslims; the rich and well-to-do class, who believing 
that they would ultimately go to paradise, pretended to observe their 
religious rites only as a security measure for their posts and social 
positions. The other classes, however, consisted, by reaction to the 
former, of a class of the very pious and hermits and sufis. If in all 
matters these two groups diiJered, they, however, had one thing ui 
common their sheer laziness and utter inactivity towards life and 
living. "> 
1. Bazaigan, "'The causes of the decline and decadence of Islamic Nations^ op.cit. p.9. 
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Therefore the first deviational change was the appearance of these 
two classes which ultimately lead to Muslim's decline. According to 
Bazargan the other &ctor of Muslim's decfine is their lack of attention 
to the work (Kar) and activity: "one of the great cause of Muslim's 
decline, after the first years of appearance of Islam, is that they avoid 
fi-om work, business and their actual duties and generally they pay not 
attention to life earning (m'aash) and social and official affairs. On the 
contrary they have paid to poem, theology, philosophy and religious 
Jurisprudence. Our thinkers, 'Ulama and sacred men have paid more 
attention to literature, fiqh and philosophy. Therefore they avoid doing 
practical works and involving themselves with realities and requirements 
of life. That is, they consider such works low for themselves and they 
give those works to lower classes of society. One of the most 
important harms which East has borne is that these great men avoid 
people's affairs and they left it to lower classes of community.'" From 
Bazargan's point of view the lack of attention to work by noteable 
Muslims and thinkers leads to lack of attrition to political afiairs and state. 
According to Bazargan the second change that causes Muslims' 
decline is the appearance of the cleargy and separation of worldly 
affairs fi-om heavenly or this life fi^om the Hereafter. It is discussed by 
him as follows "what at the beginning was just a path or guidance for 
living in this world spontaneously became an occupation and business. 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, "Marz Miyan-e Dm va Umor-e Ijtemai" in his Mazhab dar 
Europe, op.cit., pp 116-117. 
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Now the people prayed, not because in doing so they would turn 
towards their aim in life and receive inspiration, and be properly guided 
on the right path. Islam that was formerly a practical religion leading 
the believers through patience and virtue, on to the right path towards 
the lord, became gradually a theoretical religion and a collection of 
verbal exercises... As a matter of &ct, the Muslims began to have two 
separate occupations, one secular, devoted to the short period of their 
life on this earth, the other spiritual, meant for securing a foothold in 
the Hereafter. The former abject occupation was pursued very 
unwillingly and of sheer necessity, whereas the latter was regarded as 
high and exalted, and was carried on with complacency pleasure. 
Hence, the fortunate person was the one who was free from the 
worries and anxieties of the former, and could spend all his time in 
prayers and communion. Therefore, the greater majority of the Muslims 
who previously were unable to spend their time in piety and prayers 
helped, encoxu'aged and glorified the privileged few who could. Thus 
the devout and pious section, the Mullah and Ruhaniyyun came slowly 
into being. This brought about the second change in Islam."' 
Bazargan's analysis regarding the historical events does not end to 
appearance of the clergy class but as he holds this was the beginning 
of the way taht led to Muslim's decline. 
1. Bazargan, "The causes of the decline and decadence of Islamic Nations, 
op.cit., p. 10. 
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According to Bazargan the third change is the extremely 
e?q)ansion of fiqh and its overcoming on other religious knoAA e^dges. At 
any rate, religion, i.e. Islam was restricted to fi^h and there was not 
any place for other Mamie sciences. Bazargan writes about it: "ade by 
side with the decadent state that had aflOicted and diseased the Islamic 
body, resulting in itsness in all the social, economic and even military 
aspects thing, however, had grown and flourished like cancer, an 
expense of the others. It had step by step attracted all interests and 
activities of the Muslims to itself^  because it regarded as providing the 
key to the Hereafter, and therefore only means for one's redemption 
and salvation. Thus work to be limited to the field of religion, and 
religious tradition became dependent upon the knowledge of its codes 
doctrines-fiqh (Jurisprudence). This makes the third in the change of 
Islam "^  Bazargan criticizes extreme attention to fiqh and holds that this 
attitude causes formalism and distance from the essence of religion and 
he criticizes it as follow: "when pretension to this knowledge (fiqh) 
came to regarded as the highest and the most exalted aim of a 
religious community, and was practised to an exaggerated extent, 
attention was paid to outwardly appearance of the religion rather than 
to understanding the real meaning and intention of doctrines, it 
naturally deflected believers from the right into the abyss of ignorance, 
and acted like a cancer grow within one's body, silently, and eventually 
killing the afOicted person."^ Bazargan criticizes cancerous growth of 
1. Ibid., p. 10. 
2. Ibid., p. 10. 
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fiqh and holds that there is not a proportionate relation between the 
growth of this religious knowledge and other ones. Moreover he 
criticizes those who earn money by religion and he believes that if 
somebody involves himself to learn or teach fiqh (or other religious 
sciences) he should not aviod to work. He writes: "at the beginning of 
Islam there was not specially classes who would be fi'ee fi'om working 
and, instead, to pay to religious seremonies and duties such as Al-amr 
bi al-m'aruf va al-nahy an al-munkar which it is obligatory for all 
Muslims and it is not a means to earn money by it. There is one ayah 
in the Quran vMch says: 'of every troop of them, a party only should 
go forth, that they (who are left behind) may gain sound knowledge in 
religion, and that they may warn their folk when they return to them, 
so that they may beware.' (9:122), but the concept of ayah does not 
indicate that an especial group have the right always just to be 
religious expert and therefore they can earn their living through 
religion."* Bazargan's critic of fiqh includes the literal meaning of it. 
That is, he does not limit this word to an aspect of religion. He holds 
that the word fiqh is synonym to religious knowledge (Din Shenasi). 
He adds that "religious knowledge includes all aspects and aims of 
religion not just an especial aspect of it, i.e. religious orders (fiqh)."^ 
Bazargan protests against the way of the clergy in earning their living 
1. Bazargan,, Nikniyazi, op.cit., pp. 120-121. 
2. Ibid., p. 121. 
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through their knowledge, i.e. fiqh. He also criticizes the limit 
interpretation of the word of fiqh which is expressed in the works of 
Fuqaha. He criticizes Fuqaha's inattention towards political and social 
affairs. He writes: "our Fuqaha have explained Jihad and defence 
briefly. They have not written anything about Al-amr bi al-m'aruf va 
Al-nahy an al-munkar in thier works. Finally they have not brought up 
the matter of politics and state or administration of muslims' 
community (Ummah) which it contains goods (masaleh) of life and the 
Here'after."' Accordmg to Bazargan, Fuqaha's inattention to the matter 
of state, politics, war and defence allowes unworthy men (na ahl) to 
occupy jobs and positions.^ Bazargan holds that formalism and 
superficial attention to religious teachings and tenets causes many 
calamities. Extreme attention to fiqh and limitation of religious 
questions to the area of fiqh has caused that subjects such as science, 
security of commimity, politics and government, moralls, etc, would not 
be paid attention seriously by Muslim scholars and jurists. Bazargan 
e>q)lains the matter as follow: "the efiects of this deviation were very 
great in the life of Muslim nations. Had the Muslims mstead considered 
such dons, for instance, caring for the sick, educating and training 
children, feeding and clothing the poor and the helpless, keeping the 
twons and highways clean and safe, supplying and providing needy 
1. Bazargan, Mazhab dar Europe, p. 144. 
2. Ibid., p. 117. 
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people, etc, deeds that have so much been emphasized upon in the 
Quran and described as benevolent, charitable, and as pious and 
important as the night prayers, piligrimage to the holy shrines, or had 
they also regarded work and labour on the level of worshipping and 
praying, then the standards of life in general would not have been so 
low and backwards as it is today. Probably it might have been on the 
same level as the religious standard of the Muslim of today, and 
Muslim world would not have remained economically and politically so 
enslaved to non-Muslims.'" 
Bazargan holds that the religious authorities (Marja' Al-Taqlid) 
have not paid attention to the matter of political philosophy of Islam 
and rulership. In some of his works, Bazargan explains the duties of 
and responsibilities of the Marja' Al-Taqlid. In this regard, lambton 
writes that "pending the establishment of 'religious government' his 
(Bazargan) main requirement of the reU^ous institution is that it should 
provide a refuge from injustice, which he regards as the inevitable 
concomitant of temporal rule... he makes a strong plea for attention by 
the Maija' to essentials and not merely to matters of ritual, and points 
out that the Mujtahids had not adopted themselves to the changed 
economic, social and political circumstances of modem life. Nominally 
the door of Ijtihad might be open, but if their intellectual horizon was 
limited by the past it would, in fact, be closed.... Discussing the 
1. Bazargan, "'The causes of the decline and decadence of Islamic Nations," 
(^.cit, p. 10. 
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requirements for the function of the Maija', who is, he claims, the 
successor of the Prophet and the Imams, he states that he should be, 
within the limits of human possibility, and exemplar of human 
perfection and Islamic virtues and have authority in all general 
problems. The people requires of him that he should be like 'Ah, albeit 
at a lower level, learned and informed, a man ready for the pray, a 
fiqhter, a brave and eloquent speaker; a good judge of people; a man 
who could win the people and carry them with him; an active man 
vAio would provide for the needs of his family; a capable administrator; 
an honest man, wholly committed to god; a leader, well versed in the 
affairs of religion and the world and in theoretical and practical 
matters; a man of action as well as of words".' 
According to Bazaroan, gradual movement of the decline and 
decadence of Islamic nations does not limit in the realm of fiqh and 
the appearance of the clergy. Bazargan continues that religious 
formalism and superficial observance of religious orders caused the 
appearance of mysticism (Tasawwuf). He writes: "the great authority of 
the clergy and fiqh, their extreme harsh to execute religious orders and 
the consequences of these strict teachings have caused a gradual 
tendency among intellectuals towards mysticism. That is, those persons 
who either disliked to follow strict religious orders or they searched to 
1. Ann K.S. Lambton, "A Reconsideration of the Position of the Marja' Al-Taqlid, 
and the Religious Institution" Studio Islamica, Paris, 1964, Vol. XX, pp. 122-124. 
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find the inner and real meaning of religion followed mysticism."' 
Bazargan's objection to Tasawwuf and Sufis is not as much as his 
objection against fiqh and the clergy. But he holds that appearance of 
Tasawwuf was also a change that had not useful efifects for Muslims. 
Bazargan expresses that: "I do not believe that it has been registered 
in history any movement for improvement of men's communities nor 
common good by mystics (Sufis) who claims purity and miracles 
(Karamat)."^ Bazargan holds that elite's avoiding from social afifairs, 
Fuqahas' inattention a to political matters, asceticism of heremits and 
mystics (Sufis) lead to separation of religion from social life and 
politics. He writes "the big mistake of our sacreds and ancestors was 
the separation of religion and life. They made mistake that considered 
social jobs worthless. The separation of religion from politics, that 
today our religious intellectuals attribute to colonialists and foreigners, 
was done by Muslims themselves from centuries ago. Shi'ite minorities 
differs between religion and politics and they oppose current states. 
Even when a Shi'ite state was formed many of Shi'ites did not 
interfere in political affairs and they remind neutral to their state."^ 
Therefore, Bazargan holds that the separation of religion and politics is 
derived from superficial observance of religious orders and extreme 
tendency towards Hereafrer among Muslims. Bazargan does not 
1. Bazargan, Nikniyazi, pp. 127-129. 
2. Ibid., p. 129. 
3. Ibid., p. 123. 
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attribute the separation of religion and politics to foreigners' plot. It is 
evident that there is very deep difference between Bazargan's view and 
Naini's that the latter believes the main causes of decline and 
decadence of Islamic nations is internal dictatorship. Furthermore, 
Bazargan's analysis of separation of religion of politics differs from 
common Shi'ites view regarding the rulership, i.e. they pay not to 
rulership since it is considered illegitimate in the period of occultation 
of Twelfth Imam. Consequently, he does not regard Shi'ites conflict 
with their contemporary rulers and their avoiding from politics and 
state as a revolutionary movement. 
Bazargan belives that modernism, Muslims imitiation of and their 
surrender to the culture of the West are the other factors of the 
decline and decadence of Islamidc nations. He holds that by 
encountering the Islamic culture and civilization to the culture and 
civilization of the West two groups appeared among Muslims called 
religious persons and modernists. The former have a traditional and 
extreme attitude towards traditional beliefs but latter takes its 
viewpoints from modem culture of the West. Bazargan describes the 
recent trends among Muslims and he writes: "the influence of the West 
on the whole Islamic countries causes changes in Islamic communities. 
On the one hand we observe that backwardness, prejudice (ta'asub) and 
dogmatism mcrease more and more and on the other hand we see the 
appearance of a new thought called modernism. It is meant by 
modernism to be surrender to and imitiate the Western culture which it 
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causes weakness of religious spirit and develops corruption and sins 
(ma'aa)."' Of course Bazargan criticizes both extreme traditionalism 
and modernism equally. The advent of extreme traditionalism and 
modernism is the last change that led to Muslims' decline, Bazargan 
holds. Again he believes that both of these trends are far from true 
and real Islam. 
Bazargan's clasdfication of above mentioned changes, that is the 
appearance of hermits (Zohhad), the rich, the clergy, mystics (Sufis), 
modemists and traditionalist, can be generated to the whole Islamic 
countries very much. The essence of his argument is that the whole 
mentioned changes have made Muslims away from real Islam and 
caused the decline of Islamic nations too. In other words, Muslims' 
decline and decadence neither derives from foreigner's domination nor 
from internal dictators' sovereignty but it originates from Muslims' 
misunderstanding of Islamic tenets, teachings and rituals. That is, all of 
the rituals are done in a metamorphosis shape and they do not produce 
good consequences. Thus, we observe our past glory is replased by 
our present decline. The main result of Bazargan's word is that, if 
Muslims change and reform their understanding of Islam they will reach 
to theff past glory, greatness and power. This is the suggested solution 
by Bazargan for the problem of Muslim's decline. In fact, Bazargan's 
cited above solution, that is, Muslimfshoiild reform their understanding 
1. Ibid., p.123. 
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of Islam, is brought up against those vAo believe that if Muslims put 
away Islamic teachings then they will progress. Bazargan criticizes the 
above mentioned view. He e?q)lain his views regarding Muslims' decline 
as follows: 'Vhat should be done now? During the last century many 
have fully answered this question, and more answers are still coming. 
Many have asserted plainly and some have remarked in parenthesis that, 
now that our religion is the unique cause of our decline, then it is 
e?q)endient to do away with it. This answer is given by those who are 
affected and biased by European influence in their thoughts and 
training. Their purpose is the repetition of experiment that had once 
proved fruitful in Christian nations, but admittedly given adverse resuhs 
in Muslim nations. It is known, however, that European civilization 
advanced rapidly from the time which religion was weakened and 
detached from state and politics. Also we see that modernized Muslims 
in proportion to their becoming modernized have lost faith in the good 
and virtuous things of their religion... but it should be bom in mind 
that doing away altogether with Islam will not be any the better, for 
the simple reason that when there is no ideal and desired aim in a 
community, there is no incentive for activity and sacrifice that are vital 
to man's progress and self improvement."' 
There is some doubt that we can put a causal relation among 
enumerated causes on Muslim's decline by Bazargan. Bazargan does not 
1. Bazargan, "The causes of the decline and decadence of Islamic Nations," 
op.cit., p.l l . 
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explain that w^en and why does misunderstanding of Islamic teachings, 
precepts and tenets begin? What are the causes and reasons of such 
misunderstanding? In other words, what did happen in Islamic 
communities after the Prophet that led to appearance of hermits and 
the rich classes which caused the decline and decadence of Muslim 
nations. Bazargans briefly expresses that Muslims' tendency towards 
welfare caused the decline of Islamic communities. He writes that: 
'"Muslim took spoils of war and they used them for living in pleasure. 
Thus it caused their decline and decadence.'" Bazargan holds that the 
appearance of the rich class be»de hermits is one of the main causes 
of decline of Muslim nations. But he does not explain and expand his 
views. It seems that he finally refers to main cause of the decline of 
Islamic nations in short that it can eliminate his views. According to 
him, misunderstanding of Islam caused by another cause, i.e. the 
Muslim nations' deep concern to welfare and pleasure. Muslims paid 
much attention to welfare and it led to neglect of Islam, wrong 
understanding of religious jurisprudance (shariah), accepting the exist 
conditions of Muslims commimities, the appearance of hermits and the 
rich class. This mentioned process did not cause the development of 
Islamic civilization but it led to the decline of the civilization. Bazargan 
does not pay to his last mentioned view in detail and it causes that 
his theory about the causes of the decline of Islamic nation not to be 
convicted and firm. Bazargan's suggested solutions for the problem of 
1. Bazaisan, Nikniyazi, p. 114. 
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the decline of Islamic nations and for regaining the past glory of 
Muslim seem useful and practical. But it seems that Bazargan still 
believes that the root cause of Muslim's decline is their wrong 
interpretation and misunderstanding of Islam That is, Muslim's attitude 
to welfare and wealth is not main cause of misunderstanding of Islam 
and the decline of Muslims. 
How can the problem of Muslims' decline be solved from 
Bazargan's point of view? According to him, first of all there should 
be created unity among Muslims. The other main solutions which are 
brought up for Muslim's unity by Bazargan are as follows: Muslims 
should fulfil religious teachings truly, they have to make unity and 
brotherhood among themselves, they should reinforce co-operation and 
sympathy among them and they have to try to in^rove the condition 
of individuals and their community. To explain the cause of Muslim's 
decUne, Bazargan does not talk about disunity among Muslims in detail 
and separately but he pays to it while he searches for solutions to 
revive again Islamic civilization and to regain the past glory of 
Muslims. He emphasizes on the necessity of agreement, co-operation 
and unity among Muslims. He writes that: "disunity and sectarianism 
are sharply annoimced as polytheism m the Quran. The Quran frightens 
those who involve themselves in prejudice (ta'assub) and sectarian 
disputes to a painful pimishment. The Quran expresses that Muslims 
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should avoid disunity and they should give up their selfishness and self-
conceit and all of them pay much attention to what is conunon and 
high purpose of all, that is, God."' Bazargan's words remind Sayyid 
Jamal al-din al-Afghani and sayyid Mahmud Taleqani's words and 
arguments as to necessity of returning to the Quran. However, 
Bazargan's words are important hut there is not proposed any new 
opinion and solution for the problem of Muslim's disunity. 
Bazargan also holds that making Islamic assemblies (ijtema'at) is 
one of the ways that promotes Muslim's unity. He expresses that 
"Islam emphasizes on collective prayers and increases other assemblies 
(ijtema'at) such as religious festivals and mommgs, pilgrimages, Haj, 
and the month of fasting (Ramazan) and etc. In fact, the above 
mentioned assemblies are big capitals and strong tools to reform and 
revive Islamic society. Since Mosques, religious assemblies and rites has 
been at first for the sake of God, it is better to change them as 
origins of movements and centers of good, benevolence and power."^ 
In order to explain his words, he refers to our Prophet's act that he 
conclude a brotherhood contract between his companions, i.e. 
Mohajerun and Ansar. He estates: "God and our Prophet knew that 
brotherhood among Muslims is necessary to form an Islamic community 
(ummah) and it is not possible that Muslims do Al-amr bi al-maruf va 
Al-nahy an al-munkar unless they establish a religious community 
1. Bazargan, B'ethat va Dolat, p. 33. 
2. Mehdi Bazargan, "Ehtiyaj-e Rooz," in his Mazhab dar Europe, op.cit.p.63 
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(ummah). Although the prayer is an individual religious order and it 
contains an especial relation between man and God, but the Quran 
orders emphatically that Muslims do their prayers collectively. The 
collective prayer should be held by calling of a person who calls 
people to prayer (muazzin) and in systematic lines behind of a Justice 
Imam chosen by people themselves. In addition, fasting is limited to 
certain days and an especial month (Ramazan) and its ceremonies are 
held together with all Muslims. The cause of virtue of Ramazan, from 
one hand, is that it causes religious assemblies and sympathy of the 
rich with the poor and on the other hand Muslims put their disputs 
away and solve their problems more and more and they sit next to 
each other. Although God is present in every place and time, he has 
determined a certain time in order to people visit His house. It is for 
this reason that Muslims do their individual worships commonly and 
they know that they should solve their problems in co-ordination and 
co-operation with each other."' In addition to ritual practices that can 
bring up imity and sympathy among Muslims, Bazargan holds that 
dissimulation (taqiyah), which is practiced by Shi'ites, can make xmity 
among Muslims. He holds that dissimulation or taqiyah indicates 
tolerance and moderation. He writes: "unfortunately the concept of 
dissimulation (taqiyah) is misunderstood and it is done wrongly by 
Shi'ites. Dissimulation is a way to keep unity of Islamic community 
1. Ibid., pp.53-54. 
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and also to prevent them of disunity. That is, dissimulation means that 
Shi'ites should not fuUfil those non-basical orders which lead to 
Muslims' disunity and disagreement and they should follow common 
way."' In his other works, he talks about the combination and 
association among Muslims and caUs them for co-operation. He writes 
that "it is necessary that we Muslims have combination and 
associations. Our thought, acts and people should be imited and related 
9 
to each other so that they lead to positive and correct direction and 
all of them be in the service of God. Returning of Islam to its past 
greatness and glory will be done when Islamic community (Ummah) 
wholly can be co-operated and united with a harmony towards Qiblah 
with a high purpose and follow one practice to co-operate with each 
other."* Bazargan enumerates some ways to stop Muslims' disunity and 
disagreement: "we should establish co-operative con )^any and charity 
institution. Then we should establish schools, hospitals, mosques, 
universities and necessary institutions. These institutions can 
propagandize right tenets and Islamic teachings."^ In addition to the 
en^hasis on co-operation among Muslims, Bazargan strongly emphasizes 
that Muslims should be creative, content and innovative. He holds that 
the virtue of contentment (Qana'at) is necessary for Muslims' 
independence. He states that: "we should manage our life to 
1 
1. Mehdi Bazargan, "Islam Maktab-e Mobarez va Movalled," in his Mazhab dar 
Europe, op.cit., iq).204-205. 
2. Bazargan, Ehtiyaj-e Rooz, op.cit., pp.59-60. 
3. Ibid., pp.60-61. 
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reach to contentment (fazilat-e qana'at) and we have to do innovation. 
We should release ourselves from economical dependence to others. We 
can build our future without being dependent on other nations. The 
requirement of economic independence is that we content ourselves 
with our achievements very much and satisfy with the least 
requirements of life."' 
In order to explain the causes of muslims' delcine, Bazargan 
criticizes common moral among Muslims sharply and he writes; Our 
piety is oral, we are apparently pure, we perform our ablution with 
maximum obsession and we are glib-tongued but we live impurly and 
we are malevolent to any body. Unfortunately our clergymen teach us 
a little that will be pleased by the essence of purity and good-natured, 
which are ordered by the Quran."^ Bazargan continues that "Islam 
more than any religion prevents robbery and falsehood but these are 
common among Muslims more."^ The final solution, from Barzargan's 
point of view, to make Muslims free from persent condition is to 
reform their understanding of Islam. He expresses that "because of lack 
of real understanding and performing of Islam we involved in attrition. 
Let's know Islam and use its alive elements and structers' that is, we 
should worship God and be monetheist. We should not suppose our 
1. Bazargan, Nikniyazi, p. 151. 
2. Bazargan, Mazhab dar Europe, op.cit., {^.38-39. 
3. Ibid., p.39. 
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leadrs, Imams and Prophets as God's partner. We should be Muslim 
and know that Islam is the very nature (fitrat) and our acts should be 
in accordance with our nature. We should be faithful to religion but it 
is necessary to know that religious jurisprudence (fiqh) can not 
substitude morals. It must be known that God is powerful and forcible 
but we should not forget to fulfil this ayat which say: 'make ready for 
them all thou canst of (armed) force and of horses tethered, that 
thereby ye may dismay the enemy of Allah and your enemy,' (8:60) 
and 'Lo! Allah changeth not the condition of a folk until they (first) 
change that which is in their hearts (13:11).' There should be 
mentioned that the Quran is good and we should resort to it, but it 
can not replace science. We should want God and pay attention to the 
Hereafter but we have not to give up the worldly life. We should call 
God and pray but it must be observed that we should not leave act. 
Prayer is the best factor to reinforce ourselves. At last, the best way is 
to act according to this ayah which says: ' and fulfil your (part of 
the) covenant, I shall fulfil my (part of the) covenant...' (2:40)."' In 
summary, according to Bazargan the remely to problem of Muslim's 
decline is to return to genuine Islam. It is noteable that Bazargan 
enumerates the main causes of Muslim's decline but in order to bring 
up the solutions he does not point them out. For example, 
1. Bazargan, Mazaya va Mazar-e Din, in his Nikniyazi, op.cit., R) .99-101. 
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exclusiveness of religion to fiqh, existence of formal class of Fugaha 
and the clergy and Muslim's tendency towards mysticism are still 
calamities that Muslims communities are involved. What should be done 
regarding the above mentioned calamities which, in Bazargan's >dew, are 
main factors of the decline of Muslim nations. The domination of fiqh 
on other branches of religious knowledge, mystics isolation and growth 
of the rich class are not historical events that they come to an end. 
That is, these are the facts with their actual effects on Muslim 
communities. Suggestion for bringing up unity among Muslims and 
putting aside partial disagreement, encouraging co-operation and 
reforming common morals are useful but not sufficient. Although 
Bazargan criticizes that rehgion is limited to fiqh but, as it was seen in 
discussion of state, he proposes that fuqaha take authority of state. In 
addition, he does not talk about the problem of social discrimination 
and injustice. In other words, he ignores discussion of social justice. 
He does not propose any way to change ascetic view towards rehgion. 
He only emphasizes on morals. It is questionable that how can we give 
solutions for Muslims's problems but do not consider cited above 
classes and subjects. It must be observed that Muslims' decline and 




Generally speaking, the four modern Muslim thinkers, i.e. 
Mawdudi, Naini, Taleqani and Bazargan, propomid social Amotions of 
Islam The modem Muslim thinkers seem to be aware of the changes 
of the time. Although they do not reject Islamic traditional teachings 
yet they try to accept or reconcile the concepts of modem political 
and social philosophy with Islamic teachings, of course they accept the 
concepts of modem thought in the framework of Islamic teachings. 
They also reinterpret Islamic concepts and teachings in terms of 
modem thought. The tmth of the matter is that these thinkers live in 
the period of advent of modem sociological school such as Marxism, 
liberalism, etc. Foregoing schools claim to solve the problems of man's 
worldly life. Muslim modem thinkers hold that modem schools of 
thought have many lacuna regarding the dealing of man's Ufe. These 
modem schools, the Muslim thinkers hold, could not solve man's 
problem rather they created many new problems. Islam, they say, is a 
comprehensive and complete system of life. As Muslim modernists, 
these thinkers are convinced that Islam plays a cmcial role in the 
minds and lives of the people. They consider Islam as an ideology and 
a way of life. Each one of the thinkers has his especial approach 
towards Islam. Every one of the thinkers propounds one or two 
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aspects of Islam. For example, Naini mainly discusses the Islamic 
political thoughts. Bazargan pays attention to the Islamic state, 
conq)atibility of Islam and democracy, and he seeks to demonstrate the 
reconciliation of Islamic teachings with modem empirical sciences. 
Mawdudi to a great extent pays attention to Islamic state. Islamic 
ideology, and exegesis of the Quran in regard to the needs of time. 
Taleqani, like Mawdudi, pays attention to the interpretation of the 
Quran. Alongwith this Taleqani also discusses in detail the system of 
Islamic economics in modem terms. 
The views of these modem Muslim thinkers can be divided into 
two categories, i.e. religious ideas and political ones. In relation to 
their religious ideas, the researcher brings vcp their social exegesis and 
concept of the organised Islamic thought and practice. 
Religious Ideas 
Generally speaking, these thinkers emphasise the necessity of 
religious guidance for man's life. Man is in need for guidance. 
Prophethood, they hold, is God's response to man's perennial need for 
guidance. Taleqani, Mawdudi and Bazargan hold that Prophets had a 
revolutionary role in man's community. The Prophets are informed 
revolutionists who strive in order to found a pious society. They want 
to change the society accordmg to God's injunctions. Bazargan changes 
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his view later and describes the Prophets as reformists not 
revohitionists. They came to reform man's community. These thinkers 
hold that the Prophets strive to establish the sovereignty of God. The 
nature of their mission brought them mto conflict with the powers that 
were. For the rulers tend to arrogate to themselves sovereignty which, 
in the view of the Prophets, belongs to none save God. Thus the 
Prophet come to fight with Taghuts, kings and idolaters. According to 
them the mission of the Prophets does not end with mere 
announcement of God's message to the people. The Prophets should 
establish state. They hold that establishment of sate is necessary to 
realization of Sharias of God. They believe that Prophets come to 
establish the state in which they train people. Bazargan later changes 
his opinion in this regard. He is convinced that the principal and sole 
aim of the Prophethood is to call people to believe in God and the 
Hereafter. Bazargan says that although the Prophethood has worldly 
consequences but it is not the primary ends of the Prophethood. 
The Muslim thinkers hold that the Divine guidance was revealed 
in its final and perfect form to the Prophet who not only 
communicated it to others but also practised it himself and built up a 
community and state on its basis. They describe Islam as a more 
complete and more comprehensive system in comparison with all 
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religions and man-made modem schools of thought. The thinkers-
especially Taleqani and Mawdudi-consider Islam as an ideology and a 
way of life. For them Islam consists of world view, the moral system, 
socio-political system, economic system and is the foundation of 
mdividual and collective life. 
All the thinkers emphasise that the guidance embodied in the 
Quran and Sunnah embraces the entire life of man. The thinkers refer 
to the Quran to propoimd Islam as a comprehensive system of life. 
They call Muslims to return to the Quran. They invite Muslims to 
understand the Quran and practise it in their life. They refer to the 
Quran and bring up social mterpretations of the ayat. The truth of the 
matter is that these thinkers believe that the Quran deals with all 
aspects of human life, thought and behaviour. Bazargan changes his 
opinion and expresses that we should restrict our expectation of the 
Quran. It is a book of guidance. Bazaigan and Mawdudi both say that 
the real object of the Quran is to call people to the right way and to 
illuminate God's true guidance. The Quran does not reveal to provide 
instruction in physics, history, philosophy or any other particular branch 
of knowledge but rather to remove all misconceptions people have 
about reality and to make reality manifest to them. 
The above mentioned for Muslim thinkers propund the social 
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interpretation of the fundamentals of Islam. According to them Tawhid 
is the most important principle of Islam. According to them, Tawhid is 
not merely a theological and philosophical theory but it should have 
actual effects on social life of the believers. Tawhid, they hold, does 
not merely proclaim the unity of God as the creator or even as the 
sole object of worship. Tawhid indicates that God is the Master, 
Sovereign, Lord and Law-giver. Tawhid means that God alone has the 
right to give command, to demand of man exclusive service and 
obedience. It results in the rejection of all kinds of man's absolute 
sovereignty and authority over other man. Naini and Mawdudi hold that 
Tawhid leads to negate tyranny which is polytheism. Because tyrant 
ascribes to himself God's attributes. Thus tyranny is polytheism. 
Mawdudi holds that all evils which arise in the social life of mankind 
owe their existence to this basic misconception that man sets himself 
up as his own God, or again because he falls in the error of taking 
someone else beside the creator of his existence, as his guide and 
law-giver whether that the other may be a human being or some 
inanimate object of nature. Mawdudi and Taleqani hold that men accept 
usually the existence of God as the Creator. But people do not 
worship him truly. They ascribe the attributes of God to human bings 
or some inanimate objects of nature. It is for this reason that people 
are polytheists. Mawdudi and Taleqani believe that man is involved in 
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new forms of idolatory. They say that today's world witnesses JahiUyah 
in different shapes and fonns. They hold that man-made schools of 
thoughts or "isms" have arisen from the same baac philosophy- that 
man rather God has the right to prescribe the goal of human life and 
the norms for human conduct. If man believes in Tawfaid and tries to 
practice it is his life it will lead to free him form new (Jahiliyyah) 
thought. 
One of the basic teachings and orders of Islam is Al-amr bi 
al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar. Tbe modem muslim thinkers consider 
the social fimctions and effects of this basic princ^le. Hiey hold that 
the area of influence of this principle should not be limited to 
individual relationships and affairs. Mawdudi hold that Al-amr bi 
al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-mimkar is the right of a Muslim and it is 
also his obligation. That is, he should warn and reprimand the evil-doer 
and try to stop him from doing it. He says that if any government 
deprives its citizens of this right, then it is in direct conflict with the 
injuction of God. Mawdudi and Naini hold that the realization of this 
principle will prevent tyranny. Mawdudi argues that Muslims' lives 
should bear witness to the truth that they have been given by God 
before all mankind, the Truth which they believe to be true. If Muslims 
do not realize the principle of a Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an 
al-munkar, they really do not frdfil their duty and responsibility. And 
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they will not be witness to the Truth that they believe to be true. 
Both Mawdudi and Naini say that if Muslims do not follow this 
principle and do not perform it th^ will be deserve God's punishment. 
Naini states that if Muslims do not realise this principle then tyrants 
will come to power and oppress them. Taleqani and Bazargan are of 
the view that through the princq>le of Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy 
an al-munkar Muslims will supervise their state. This princq)le, they 
say, pave the way for people's participation in the affairs of the 
community. That is to say, that by following this principle, Muslims 
may directly mterfere in the socio-political afiairs of their community. 
All the four thinkers discuss the sociol consequences and effects 
of Council (Shura) in Islam. First of all they claim that the Quran 
directs to do consultation in social affairs. Then they hold that all the 
collective affairs were administered by mutual consultation (ruler and 
ruled) in the Muslim community at the time of the Prophet and 
Khulafa-i Rashidin. According to them, it is a distinctive feature of the 
Muslim's community. They refer to this ayah that says '[those] who 
conduct their affairs by mutual consultation' (42:38), and state that 
from the context where this ayah occure, it is evident that it is not a 
mere statement of fact but an injunction and a command. Bazargan and 
Mawdudi hold that the Islamic state is a democratic state because it is 
based on Consultation (Shura). 
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All these thinkers eiiq>hasise that the people concerned should be 
consulted directly or through their trusted representatives. All the 
people have the right to participate in council. Consultation is not 
restricted to special group of people. Taleqani, Naini and Mawdudi 
spell out the role of consultation to prevent tyranny in Muslims' 
conununity. Taleqani and Bazargan hold that consuhation paves the way 
for peoples participation in the affairs of the society. There is a 
relationship between the council and liberty. People's liberty will be 
protected provided that th^ perform consuhation. As regardsthe mode 
of council, Mawdudi holds that it has been left to the direction of 
Muslims, i.e. Islam does not prescribe any definite form for the 
formation of the consultative body or bodies for the wnple reason that 
it is a universal religion meant for all times and climes. Naini comes to 
say that today's parliaments may fiilfil the role of council in Islam The 
arguments of the thinkers as to council are discussed in the chapters 
related to them. 
Jihad is an Islamic injunction which is discussed by all the four 
Muslim thinkers. Naini and Taliqani hold that it is a religious obligation 
to wage Jihad against the despots, so that no one can reign as a 
tyrant, as a Taghut in a Muslim society. All the thinkers have faith in 
defensive Jihad agamst rebel invasion or its threat. They mention that 
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Jihad is obligatory to pimi^ those who violate treaties. That is. Jihad 
is a must so that a protected minority does not become hostile. 
Mawdudi and Taleqani agree that Jihad is obligatory to guarantee 
freedom for the propagation of Islam. Taleqani goes beyond the 
traditionally Shiite accepted tenet, i.e. prohibition of offensive Jihad 
during the period of occultation of the infallible Imam. It should be 
remarked that there is much similarity between Mawdudi and Taleqani's 
views as regard to Jihad. Both of them believe that Jihad should be 
waged in order to ^read Islam and to remove obstacles from the way 
of progress of Islam. Mawdudi is of the view that the aim of Jihad is 
to establish Islamic state. Islam, Mawdudi holds, is a total and perfect 
system. It is the Muslim's duty towards humanity to do his utmost for 
the victory of Islam. Mawdudi believes that islam is a revolutionary 
ideology (fikrah inqalabiyyah) and a revolutionary practice, which aims 
at destroying the social order of the world totally and rebuilding it 
from scratch. He has a new approach towards Jihad both (diffensive 
and offensive). On the one hand Jihad is defensive because Muslims 
should wage Jihad to protect stability and security of Muslim 
community. On the other hand^it is offensive because Muslims should 
wage war to propagate revolutionary ideology of Islam. On the 
contrary, Bazargan holds that the main aim of Islam is to make peace 
among people. Islam, Bazargan says, concentrate on peace, brotherhood. 
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co-operation and beneficence and not on war. It is for this reason that 
Bazargan totally negates offensive Jihad. He only believes in defensive 
Jihad and says that according to Shi*ite fiqh ofTensive Jihad is 
forbidden in the period of occuhation of infiilUble Imam. 
PoUtical Thought 
According to the four thinkers, religion and state are not 
separated in Islam. All these thmkers agree that Islam has a political 
system wUch can fulfil the needs of people. All of them emphasize on 
the necesaty of the Islamic state. They refer to the Quran and Sunnah 
to propose the ends, characteristics and functions of the Islamic state. 
They seek to show the reconciliation of Islamic political thought and 
modem political philosophy. According to them, real and absolute 
sovereignty and lordship belong only to God. It means that man's 
sovereignty is limited. The first Islamic state was established by the 
Prophet. As regards to goal of the Islamic state, they categorically 
express that it should create security in the Muslim community and it 
has to protect its subjects against foreign invaaon. All of these thinkers 
say that Islamic state should enforce the Shariah. Mawdudi and 
Taleqani hold that Islamic state has to create social justice in Muslim 
community. Mawdudi and Bazargan mention that Islamic state should 
provide means for perfection (Kamal) and happiness (Sa'adat) of the 
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people. According to Naini and Bazargan, the rulers in Islamic state 
are people's agents. It indicates that people may appoint or depose 
their rulers freely. Mawdudi and Naini hold that the state is like 
people's Trust and the rulers are trustees of the people. Again it 
shows democratic feature of Islamic state. Mawdudi and Taleqani are 
of the view that Islamic state is an ideological state. It indicates that 
people win not be subjected to any racial, national, or class distinctions 
of any kind. According to these thinkers. Islamic state is based on 
Consuhation. 
All the four thinkers hold that Islam did not advocate any 
particiilar form of government. Islam merely emphaazes certam values 
and goals which the believers are called upon to realise. It is for this 
reason that Naini believes that there is agreement between Islam and 
constitutional rulership. Taleqani agrees with Naini but later he comes 
to advocate Islamic republic state. Mawdudi and Bazargan believe that 
Islamic state is theo-democracy. On the one hand. Islamic state is 
theo-democracy because it rests upon the twin principles of sovereignty 
of God and the caliphate of man. Islamic state is a democratic state 
because it can be formed only with the consent of all Muslims or their 
majority and can function and remain in power only as long as it 
enjoy their confidence. On the other hand, Islamic state is theocracy 
because under it Muslims have been given limited popular sovereignty 
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under the suzerainty of God. In the Islamic state the rules of Shariah 
should be enforced. The Islamic state should not enact rules or laws 
that violate the princq)les of Shariah. It seems that all the four Muslim 
thinkers accept democracy as a form of ^organisation' but not as a 
'philosophy'. It should be mentioned that Bazaigan change his views on 
Islamic state in last decade of his life. He holds that the main aim of 
the Prophethood is not to establish state. Prophets only come to call 
people to believe in God and the Hereafter. He emphasises that the 
state should only administer the affairs of the community. It should not 
have absolute or arbitrary power. The Islamic state should not interfere 
in matters of personal &ith because it will lead to theocratic despotism. 
The word that must be said is that all the thinkers point out the state 
establi^ed by the Prophet as an excellent paradigm of Islamic state. 
The state that crystalized Islamic values, teachings and tenets. All the 
thinkers have paid attention to the rights of citizens in the Islamic 
state. According to them. Islamic state has to provide seciuity of life 
and property of people. Islamic state must protect the honour of the 
citizens. 
They hold that liberty is one of the basic rights of people. 
Bazargan and Taleqani mention that free will is a gilt that God has 
endowed upon humanity and no body has the right to deprive men 
from this right. All the thinkers express that by liberty they do not 
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mean anarchy. They are of the view that liberty, m the framework of 
Islam, is difTerent with the concept of liberty in Western political 
philosophy. As a matter of fact they refer to Islamic teachings and 
tenets to define liberty. They discuss liberty in an ideological 
conception. That is to say, liberty does not mean to disobey religious 
orders. All of the thinkers believe that Prophets come to liberate 
mankind. They hold that the end of the Prophethood is to liberate 
mankind from worshipping of all worldly gods, religious impostors, 
kings and dictators. Taleqani and Mawdudi hold that Prophets come to 
release man from all kind of idolatry and slavery. Bazargan and 
Taleqani hold that the ultimate cause and effect of freedom is the 
realization of man's state as God's steward on the earth. They do 
emphasize that liberty is essential for man's creativity and spiritual 
evolution. According to these thinkers. Islamic state is based on 
people's votes, i.e. they freely choose their rulers. All these thinkers 
refer to this ayah that says: "there shoiild be no coercion in the matter 
of faith" (2:256). And they express that Muslims are not asked to 
enforce Islam on others. Bazargan and Mawdudi hold that Islam 
recognizes the right of every citizen of its state and that there should 
be no undue interference or encroachment on the privacy of his life. 
Bazargan asserts that interference of the state in matters of personal 
faith win lead to theocratic despotism They believe that Islamic state 
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has to protect the right of freedom of thought and expression. 
Bazargan and Taleqani hold that freedom means freedom to oppose, 
criticize and object. Bazargan and to some extent Mawdudi argue that 
Islamic state should tolerate its opponent. Bazaigan holds that Islam in 
comparison with other religions is more tolerant. Mawdudi holds that 
even Zimmis in an Islamic state have the right of objection and 
protest. Bazargan and Naini reject the blind imitation and obedience to 
religious authorities (mujtahids) and they declare that people should not 
be deprived of their freedom in the name of religion. According to 
Naini and Taleqani, liberty prevents the conversion of rulership to 
tyranny. Liberty, they believe, is a means to get rid of dictatorship. 
These thinkers pay attention to the means of realization of liberty. 
Naini and Mawdudi hold that if Muslims follow the principle of Al-amr 
bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-mimkr their liberty will be protected. 
Although Bazargan and Taleqani are of the same opinion in regard to 
above mentioned principle but they do emphasize on the Coimcil as a 
means to protect and realize liberty. Bazargan and Mawdudi express 
that man's liberty should not be violated by any one. All the thinkers 
point out the golden age of the Islamic history, i.e. the Prophet's state 
at Medina and holds that the progress of Islam during the first century 
was the result of just rulership and freedom of Muslims. 
Generally speaking, these thinkers hardly mention theoretical 
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problems of liberty. For example, one of the achievements of 
democracy is liberty of people to chose their religion and belief, and 
freedom of having or lacking religion. But these thinkers do not 
involve themselves to discuss and analyze the above mentioned matters. 
Tyranny and its effects on Muslim community had been discussed 
by these thinkers. The origin of tyranny, its nature, its a£fect on society 
and its remedies are the main points which were discussed by them. 
Tyranny or istabdad is an arbitrary action or decision taken by one 
person without considering anyone else in forming his action or 
decision. These thinkers believe that sovereignty and lordship belong 
only to God. A despot ruler ascribes God's attributes to himself This 
act is oppression to God which leads to oppression to people. Naini 
and Bazargan consider tyranny as polytheism. Mawdudi argues that 
Islam rejects all kinds of tyranny. He describes that Quran confers the 
right to protest against tyranny. Naini considers protest against tyranny 
as a religious obligation (Vajeb-e Shari'i). Bazargan and Taleqani 
mention that since absolute sovereignty belongs to God thus all other 
authorities even the Prophets have limited power. Naini divides tyranny 
into two categories, i.e., political and religious. He explains that on 
one hand to obey a tyrannical ruler is a kind of slavery. On the other 
hand obedience to the arbitrary desire of religious leaders is also a 
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slavery. Bazargan foUows Naini and expresses that Muslims should not 
imitate blindly their religious authorities. Naini, Taleqani and Bazargan 
criticize the clergy as to their cooperation with tyrannical rulers. All 
these reformists seek to solve the problem of tyranny. They hold that 
Islam has prescribed methods and tools to prevent dictatorship. They 
point out Al-amr bi al-maruf va Al-nahy an al-munkar as a basic 
instrument to prevent tyranny. In this regard, Naini points out the 
function of two basic principles of fiqh, i.e. Hisbah and Waqf. 
Bazargan and Taleqani emphatically bring up Council as a basic tool 
to prevent tyranny. All kinds of tyranny, Nami and Taleqani hold, may 
be removed provided that Muslims be united. 
The conception of equality is one of the most io^ortant concepts 
of modem political philosophy. The four Muslim thinkers approach 
equality in a different way from the Western political philosophy. The 
Muslim thinkers infer equality from Islamic sources and teachings. The 
thinkers say that one of the teaching of Islam is to create equality 
among Muslims. Naini is of the view that the concq>ts such as liberty, 
equality and council were brought up for the first time in Islamic 
teachings and literature. But gradually Muslims ignored them. But what 
do the thinkers mean by equaUty? Mawdudi, Naini and Bazargan mainly 
propose equality to indicate that everyone should be treated equal 
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before law. They hold that all ofBcials of the Islamic state are equal 
in the eyes of law. In an Islamic community nobody is superior to the 
law. Mawdudi and Taleqani hold that Islam seeks to build an 
ideological society as against the racial and national societies in the 
West. Anyone who accepts the Islamic tenets and teachings can join 
the Muslim community. All those who join this community will have 
the same rights and social status as a bom Muslim. Mawdudi goes 
further and propounds equality as a human right. He says that God has 
given man the right of equality as a birth right. Therefore no body 
should be discriminated against irrespective of their colour, cast and 
creed. It should be bom in mind that Taleqani proposes economic 
concq>tion of equality. He holds that the fimdamental goal of Islam is 
to establish Justice (^ dl) and equality (qist). He explains in detail the 
economic system of Islam. He says that Islamic economics is based on 
the principles of right (haq) and justice (adl). According to the 
teachings of Islam, Taleqani believes, there should be no class conflict 
in Muslim community. Islam provides equal rights and opportunities to 
everybody. According to Taleqani, Infaq and Qist are two main 
teachings of Islam which can provide equality among Muslims. To him 
qist means the just distribution of possibilities and opportunities among 
people in order to enable them to use their abilities. Infaq creates the 
spirit of responsibility among people. Taleqani holds that Infaq is a 
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religious obligation based on teachings of the Quran. 
All the four thinkers hold that the Prophet created a great 
revolution in the life of people and he succeeded in creating the new 
community with a new code of public morality and a new pattern of 
individual character. According to these thinkers, the Prophet created a 
good paradigm of Islamic community based on the teachings of the 
Qiu-an. As a result of this, the earlier Muslims enjoyed glory, power 
and wealth. But now they have lost thei|r glory and power because the 
Islamic teachings, principles, values, precepts and even practices have 
been misconceived and misinterpreted. Why did Muslims lose their 
glory? Why did Muslims misconceive and misinterpret Islamic princ^les, 
precepts and values? To reply these questions, these four Muslim 
thinkers provide many causes and reasons. Generally speaking, they 
hold that the cause of the decliae and decadence of the MusHms was 
their negligence toward the Islamic teachings and tenets. All the 
thinkers agree that tyranny is the second most important reason of the 
Muslims' decline. In this regard Mawdudi points out that the 
conversion of Khilafat to kingdom had many harmful effects on the 
Muslim commimity. Mawdudi and Bazargan point out the separation of 
religion and state as a basic &ctor in Muslims' decline. Mawdudi and 
Bazargan agree that the advent of new institutions such as 'Ulama, i.e. 
the clergy, and Tasawwuf caused Muslims decline. Taleqnai and 
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Bazargan mention that the advoit of rich class in Muslim community 
is another factor of the decline. The lack of Islamic morality had a 
crucial role in Muslim's decline, Mawdudi and Bazargan hold. Taleqani 
and Bazargan are of the view that Muslim's nnanterpretation of Islamic 
precepts, principles and teachings is among the major reasons of 
Muslim's decadence. For example, they refer to the concepts such as 
qaza (destiny) qadar, Jabr etc. Mawdudi and to some extoit Bazargan 
e}q>ress that Muslims have forgotten their duties and responsibilities. 
The duty of Muslims is that their lives should bear witness to the 
Truth that they have been given by God before all mankind. The Truth 
which they believe to be true. Muslims have not fiilfiled their duties 
therefore they lost their past glory. Mawdudi points out the advent of 
westernized Muslim leaders of the Islamic countries as another factor 
to Muslims decadence. How can Muslims regain their past glory? All 
the thinkers emphasise that Muslims must follow Islam truly. Naini 
holds that tyranny should be removed. Taleqani and Bazargan both say 
that Muslims should correct their understanding of the Islamic 
teachings, precepts and values. Mawdudi believes that Muslims should 
fulfil their duties and responsibilities. That is to say, their lives should 
bear witness to the Truth that they believe to be true. Taleqani 
mentions that class discrimination has to be removed from Muslim 
community. And social justice should be realized. 
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In the end, a review of the opinions of the four Muslim thinkers 
indicates that they extend their expectations of Islam. Because of many 
reasons - that are proposed in this study- the Muslim thinkers come to 
the view that Islam can meet all the needs of people's life. They 
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